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PROLOGUE
I

in the year 1916, instructions were received from
the Count M. de St. Vincent, Supreme Hierarch of the
Fratemitas ROJet! CrueiJ, to make preparations for a
Sacred Convocation on the 68th Anniversary of the establish·
ment of the Supreme Grand Dome of the FraternitaJ and Associ·
3te organizations as established in ' America by Dr. Paschal
Beverly Randolph.
At this Convocation, which was to COnvene on June firSt,
1916, the Neophyte body was to be informed of a crisis that
would be the beginning of the enslavement of the people of
America in a manner so insidious that they would not be aware
of it. A:nerica was to become engaged in a war that would be
only the beginning of greater wars.
It was prophesied that an effort would be made to destroy
[he Christian religion, so secredy and silendy, that only the alert
and elect would be aware of this activity.
This effort is in full bloom today and is making atheists out
of millions, even before their churches are destroyed; the reverse
of what has happened, and is happening, in other countries.
At this Convocation we were instructed to hold daily lectures
on subjects vitally important to all Americans; in fact, to all the
world, and more especially so to Neophytes of the August
Fraternity. These instructions were to be after the manner of
Plato and the Round Table of King Arthur.
In addition, we were to prepare for the exemplification of
the entire ritual of the Fraternity, Sons of Osiris, up to, and
including, the Royal Purple Degree--the ultimate of Ancient
Ritualistic Initiation, symbolizing the Neophyte's travels and
efforts, beginning with the first step, and including the final
step, which is the second, or spiritual birth.
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PROLOGUE

.
The ~!Jltlf'!!o l!xpress, Buffalo, New York, under date of
: July 16, 1916~prmted a report of the proceedings, fully illustrated. We here reproduce the text as a record. l

ANCIENT MYSTERIES OF EGYPT GIVEN IN AN
INITIATION OF THREE DEGREES
uUnder the authority of the Rosy Cross, founded in America
in 1856-58 by Dr. P. B. Randolph, prominent delegates of the
Order were gathered in the most remarkable Conclave held during the past 5,000 years. The publication of the records now
op:n; to the world the connection of Egypt in her age of true
rellglOn, power and glory, together with an explanation of the
Mystic ~al of t.he Unite? States, whose heraldic symbolism
prophesIes the mIghty destIny of America which has, until now,
been known only to a limited number of people.
UAt 'Beverly Hall,' headquarters of the SEE of the Fraternitns, in the beautiful Tohickon valley, four miles from Quakertown (founded by the Quakers of whom William Penn an
early Initiate, was a member), men and women of all ranks of
life, and from all parts of the World, including Clergymen
~asons of high standing; members of the Eastern Star; Physi~
Clans, Authors, and members of all major denominations, assembled at the call of the Supreme Grand Master of the Rosy Cross
for the si"<ty-eighth Convocation.
'
ome
uS
years ago, R. Swinburne Clymer, following his gradu-

ation as a. ~hysician, and author of many books; among them
The A'Iysttc~sm of ;~~tlsonr'Y; The Rosicrttcia1zs, Their Teachings,.
The Afystertes of OSIris, a book for members only 2; The Philosoth'J of Fire; SOltl Science and bnmortnlity, a[ld more than thirty
other works, bought a mountainous tract of land, and

on this was .

1 Reported by Grace Kincaid Morey.
D' . 2 Completely revised .and with Up-to-the-moment reinterprerations of the

h JVl11e. L:nu ~oncern.ed WIth present-day conditions and the vital needs of
umanuy. PhilosophIcal Publishing Company, Quakertown, Penna.
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built 'Beverly Hall: an Assembly Hall; pres~ room; chemical
laboratories which, surrounded by orchards, vmeyards a?d rose
gardens, set amongs~ terraced la~ns, presents a splendId combination of the beautiful and pracncal.
uTo this was added the Mystic or Arcane. In a secluded and
wooded tract of fifty acres of this land, an artificial lake was b~lt
from a mountain stream, a Throne Room ~r~cted for the explication of the Royal Third Degree of OSI1'1S, and the Seal of
Solomon built under the protection of a mighty oak.
"During the period of the Convocation, .the teachers ~nd
. delegates delivered many lectures on the s~b}ects of ~u~en~cs,
, Scientific Motherhood, Code of Ethics, Splrltu~L~hr~~a~!r' .
Initiation, Rejncarnatio~, Soul Development, c?e Four-Square
man, Mystic Sig~~anc~_Q..t!.1!.e_§'~.l~f__~e U~l1ted State~, a~d
other important subjects; all interpreted In thelt Arcane SIgnificance by th~ Master of the See. 3
•
c'Moses was well versed in all the Mysteries of Egypt, whIle
Joseph took the Nazaren~ to_Egypt, ~~~~e.~~ ~as ~~~~~~:._ ..
-.tNo-ceremc)ny ·orthe Greater MysterIes was ever permItted
unless the circle or Seal of Solomon, also known as th~ Sacred
Seal of Eqttilibrium, had been previously prepared. SInce. the
fall of Egypt and the Temple of Solo~o~, this seal has receIved
little or no attention, except by a lmllted few students and
Neophytes of Ancient religion and the i\!fysteries.
«tOuring the first week in June, in c?e gro.v~ ~o c~refully
prepared for the dramatization ?f ~he An~Ient InItIatIOn mto the
Mysteries of Osiris, the ritual In ItS entIrety was re-enacted by
those present.
.
.
uThe Seal of Solomon which had been espeCIally buIlt for the
3 All of the most important of these dissertati~ns. have been c~,?pletely
d'
d
how the apphcatlon of the DlvlOe Law
revised. enlarged an relOterpretef h~anity So that they may be applied in a
to
th~
P1resent
danfgeroth~
s:!l;ar~
of
man
i~ rhis New Dispensation, they are
praalC1 manne~ or.
.
now being published 10 thIS volume.
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purpose, was dedicated on June 11, 1916, in the presence of the
members and delegates of the Rosy Cross; Some of whom were
natives of Germany, England and (white) Russia. This was in
accordance with, and after the manner of, the system practiced
by the ancient Initiate Priests of Egypr, and the Altar in the
Temple of Solomon.
"On the night of June 13, the first section of the delegation,
including those of the Order taking part in the Initiation,
assembled in the grove of Osiris under the majestic oak, the
whole illuminated from a central power house prepared for the
Initiation ceremonies of the Ancient Mysteries of Egypt in three
degrees and six scenes.
"All informed students are acquainted with the fact that in
the Temple of Solomon there were three CourtS; the outer, the
middle and the inner or Sanctftm 'Sanctomm. Into the latter,
only Solomon and the most advanced Initiates were permitted
to enter.

"In the Egyptian Mysteries, the firSt COUrt was composed of
the royal (royally born) youths of Egypt, and such Neophytes
from foreign countries as were desirous of entering the Priest.
hood. These, during their probation, were often known as
Soldiers of the Priesthood. While undergoing their preliminary
training and tests, it was their duty to guard, with their lives if
need be, the Priesthood and its activities.
"The second class corresponded to the Second Degree on
the Path. Here those who had passed the test were transferred
to what was known as the Hall of Meditation for purification,
and in preparation for their firSt vows; the Dedication of body,
mind, spirit and SOftl to God and to the service of mankind
generally.
"The third class were those who had passed with credit the
tests of the first degree, the purification of the second, as well as
the various stages of development required of all those in the
Halls of Meditation.
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"In the Royal Third Degree, which tOok place in the
sancruary of the inner temple, the Neophyte received his final
instructions. Following this, came the final test in the beautiful
ceremony of the passing of the old, the mortal life and its weak·
nesses and temptations, and the raising of The Soul, the Spiritualized body, Osiris, by one of the faithful who was guard, guide
and sponsor.
"On the 'fifteenth of June, the first ' section of the students
and delegates left 'Beverly Hall: for theii tespective homes,
while the second section began to arrive for preparatOry instructions, and the consummation of similar services at the end of
(he session.
"So far as can be learned, never before since the fall of
Egypt, its Priesthood and the silencing of the Greater Mysteries,
and the fall of the Temple of Solomon, has this cetemony been
solemnized in full form.
"Nearest to this, or in closest similarity to this, was, StOneHenge of the Druids · of Britain, to which their descendants
traveled each year at'; certain time to greet the rising sun and
renew their vows.

"This is, therefore, the first time in approximately 5,000
years, that any attempt has been made to build the ancient
Sacred emblem of Solomon and the PriestS and Initiates, under
the stately oak so that those truly interested in things spiritual,
might witness the exemplification of spiritual attainment such
as was the glory of ancient Egypt; the pattern of tlte teachings_
and life of the Magi of Persia;aIl that was good in India; the
splendid 'pllilosopliy6f'Greece; the magnificance ofr !le'-early
Romans; the basis of pre,Cnristian Ireland's great School, as
well as of the legends of me Holy Grail _of Britain, the Celts
and of Gaul.
"In this same Light of the spirit of Brotherhood bound by
spirituality, and the Fatherhood of God, was founded our great
American Republic. All this was foretold by Virgil, upon whose
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seal is set the Egyptian Pyramid, connecting link between Egypt
and America, and which will be finally completed when the
White stone of spiritual purification is set upon the pyramid as
a sign of the New Dispensation, and in fulfillment of the
prophecy.
e American Constellation of thirteen stars set in the
form·of a douole trian le-si of E uilibri,tm or the balance
0
a
-was for
·n 0 Kin ,
. betw
Arth ' ourt. The .,cane of the Holy Grail, of Egypt's glory
and the magn' cence of Solomon's Temple, has been the Day
Star (the guide) of every one of the great American Statesmen
from the beginning of America as a Uland of the free" to the
time of Lincoln..
ttWe wish that all readers of this might have been present at
the preparation, building and Dedication of the Ancient Circle,
or that we might be permitted to give a more detailed description. We may not do this at the present time; though we hope
it may be possible in the not distant future. Sufficient to say that
when the stone, made out of cement by one of the Brethren,
was nearly completed, the Dedication took place, and the articles
placed into the stone before its completion, were:
"The Mystic Ring. This was a solid gold ring, belonging
to one of the members present, upon which had been
engraved the Cross and Pentagram. All members of the
Magi will know what this symbol stands for. The ring
itself, as is known to the Magi, is a protecting agent against
all evil or malignant influences when worn during any
ceremonial or developing work.
"The True Magic Mirror. This is a symbol of the Soul,
which when fully developed, is like a mirror reflecting the
past, present and future of mankind.
ttLasdy, a complete copy of the private text book, Rittialistic Occllitism, containing the ceremonies as practiced by
the Magi. Four of these ceremonials were made use of by
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four of the Initiate brethren in the dedication of the Sacred
Circle."
ClAfter the concrete had sufliciendy settled and before the
setting of the sun, glory of the day, the Sacred symbols and
characters were engraved upon the stone by the Initiate
who had designed it."
.\ •
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the Christie teachings effete? Are they no longer
applicable to the direction and control of ments
thoughts, desires and actions?
Has the Divine Law ceased to operate? Are men free to do
as they please, without the necessity of. paying their indebtedness
unto the uttermost farthing?
Are we to wholly disregard the inner, the esoteric teachings
of the Masters, and the outer inculcations of the lawgivers,
which have guided and, to a greater or lesser degree, controlled
rhe actions of men in their relationship with other men throughout the ages? Have the gates of Sheol now been opened wide
to permit the demons free action in influencing men and women
of the present day toward the degradation and destruction not
only of their fellow-beings, but THEMSELVES AS WELL?
The answer appears in the affirmative. We emphasize the
word "appears" because it is in appearance only; a passing cycle
in the history of humanity-a proof that the Apostles and St.
] ohn knew what they were writing about-a gradual but cerrain separation of the "wheat from the chaff of REVELATION.
Despite all appearance, this is no more than a passing phase
in the world's progress.
'
Man must again begin to direct his efforts toward the
constructiveness so clearly indicated in the inculcations found
throughout the present work, and away from the dishonor and
destructiveness which had its beginning less than fifty years ago.
Almost two thousand years ago, the Apostle Paut warned
Timothy that the time was coming "when people would' no
longer seek sound teachings, but with itching ears, would themselves formulate teachings to suit their own liking, turning from
truth to wander into myths."
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This was a mild statement of present conditions. If human-
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ity simply wandered into umyths," world conditions would not
be so serious as they are. Myths alone would never have
brought about gangsterism, even in high places, world wars
which destroyed towns, villages and cities, countless thousands
and which degraded to the lowest levels even a greater number.
Myths alone would not have eliminated from the hearts of
men all semblance of manhood and honor; replacing it with
utter selfishness; leading men to stoop to the lowest level;
selling their friends and their country for a fragment of the
ugolden calf" or for so<alled ttbigh places." Present-day humanjty has all but eliminated from the mind and heart all sense of
God and the Divine Law. Many of those in power are steeped
in atheism, and not content with that for themselves, compel
others to adopt their views under the penalty of death or worse.
No one relishes the all-tao-familiar phrase: ttl told you so."
Yet we did foresee all of this more than forty years ago, when
the Church of Illumination was first established. Almost every
line in the present work clearly confirms this. It was hoped
that, by establishing this Church, we might turn aside or ward
off the evil cloud of destructiveness then gathering. But it was
too late. The mass would not listen. The formal religious groups,
whatever its denomination, although losing thousands of members, gave no heed. Many thin~ have happened in the past
forty years. At last, light is breaking through the clouds of
formalism. Men of the church are beginning to glimpse the
truth so clearly pointed out in an earlier work.l
An awakening to these conditions seems to be taking place
within at least a part of the orthodox church. We therefore
feel it pertinent to quote from an article written by The Rev.
Albert J. Penner, of the Broadway Tabernacle, New York City.
This article, entided "Preaching to Itching Ears:· and published
1 See Interpretation of St. Matthew.
Philosophical Publishing Company.
Quakertown. Penna.
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in the Minister's Quarterly, November, 1950, reads, in part, as
followS:
"There are many who maintain that such a time (that prophesied by Paul) has now come. Charles Clayton Morrison, editorializing in the Christian Century Pulpit for September,
1950, writes as follows:

.. 'The Chtistian preacher confronts a situation today which is
without precedent. He has to present the gospel to a society
that once believed it, but believes it no more.' "

In this one statement-aye, in just two words-is contained
the crux of the matter, i.e., the statement which is evidendy a
conviction, that the minister HAS TO present the gospel to a
society that once believed it. The admission reveals a glaring
weakness which has been a part of formal religion.
The preacher of today must seemingly preach to ~e people
chat which they are pleased to hear. He cajoles and flatters his
congregation, meticulously avoiding any direct EXPOSITION OF
THE DIVINE LAW BY WHICH MEN BECOME CHRISTIANS (like
CbriJt) 1 not by mere faith, not by accepting the word which to
them is dead, and refusing to follow the spirit, but by faith and

UJorks.
"Why is this?" you may ask. Because people seemingly dislike the truth when it is first brought home to them and, all toO
2
often, arouses a guilty conscience. By teaching the truth,
ministers often, but only forO. a time, lose the greater part of
:: Those ordained, as well as those who have eleaed themselves to instrua the
people in Religious Concepts. or the Divine Law, MUST become cognizant of the
immortal truth that it is a strange "quirk" of human nature that the mass; almost
as a whole, hate and cringe at the truth when first forced to face it. but at the same
time. and in total contradiction, first question the honesty. then distrust, and finally
despise those they feel should, but do not, give them the truth. however shoclcing
ro them it may be.
At first those who have the courage and hardihood to teach the truth that has
a direa bearing on their own physical, mental, and spiritual welfare are damned.
defamed, shunned, persecuted and even prosecuted in many ways; then gradually
believed, respeaed and finally followed. Let the reader, priest, minister or layman search within his own inner self and see if he will not, consciously or unconsciously. agree.
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their congregations, since only the few are seeking the Truth,
the Way and the Life.
,

preacher or teacher, even though it will not at once follow
through.3
This uhas to" preaching is polite hypocrisy and not a dissertation and exemplification of the truth, the Divine Law. Therefore, and naturally, there is neither respect for the preacher
nor for the platitudes he hands out to his listeners. THIS IS WHY
millions have left the church and are turning to other sources
for hope and consolation.

~
'This stat~ent is an exaggeration, of course,
for many do beheve, and even among those who do
not, there remains a certain residuum of respect for
the church and its message: "
It

Respect is in no wise sufficient for man's salvation, his
REgeneration; his second, or REbirth. There must be active faith
in the truths taught; faith sufficiently strong to impel the hearer
to change his way of life and follow the Law. This alone will
bring the desired results and change man's "mortality into Immortality." The Nazarene never hesitated to speak the plain
unembellished truth, whether he had one or a thousand lis~
teners. If modern preachers and leaders followed his example,
today's picture of humanity might be far different.

..

"'But if you read the sermons of mid-nineteenth-centul'y
preachers, you sense an assurance; by and large their auditors
acknowledged the truth of Christianity and ne;ded only to be
per8ua~ed to act upon it (italics ours, and in this statement
you Will find the secret of the success or failure of the
church's teac~ings). This is. not the case today. But the modern pre~cher 1!1 Western society IUl8 to present the Gospel to a
genera~on which regards i.t with disillusioned indifference as
somethmg outworn and laid aside.'''
,

. This i~ a. clear confession of utter failure. Here is a forthrIght a~lSslon that the preacher no longer considers Christ
the Chrzstos, whom he is to bring into manifestation frorr:
":IT~IN HIMSELF, an~ the Laws which he is to give to mankind ~ a manner that tmpresses these Laws as being Truth; but
that lOStead of the Truth, the Way, the Life, he must has to
~each son:ething which is neither true nor logical; does no;
unpress hIS ~earers as truth, and !s not acceptable as truth; hence
not to be given other than pasSlOg attention.
The mass, irrespective of its lack of respect for God and all
that is sacred, still respects truth when uttered by the sincere

U
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'The preacher can neither presuppose a fundamental, acknowledge it as truth, nor hope to arrest attention as the bringer of
'good news'.'''

Why not? He is ordained-that is, "called by God"-to
[each religion; to instruct His children in the fundamental
Laws, and the truths that will, if followed, change umortality
into Immortality." Yet he confesses that he CANNOT propose
a fundamental or acknowledge a truth. Is it not because of petty
selfish interest, a fear that he will lose his congregation and his
means of livelihood? Yet this is exacdy what happens. Is he
not betraying the CHRIST, as certainly as did Judas and Saul?
"Ye know the truth, but the truth is not in you," might well be
said of these who, blinded by self-interest, cannot see clearly,
hence cannot show others the Way.
Paul and St. John did not fear nor hesitate for one moment
[0 teach the truth. They did not hesitate to proclaim the fact
that there is a Divine Law, a Law of God, and that those who
refused to follow this Law would be among the "chaff" to be
b/~rned up - utterly destroyed. They told the truth, whether
their hearers liked it or not. Either despite, or because of this,
they still live after two thousand years and will continue to live
in the hearts of men after the present Dispensation ends and a
new one takes its place.
"'The gospel, for our society, is no longer 'news'.'" - is that
. which will help man always news?
a Refer

forward to second footnote.
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Why not? The answer is plain and simple. The gospel as
taught throughout the ages long before the Christian era and
re-worded by the Nazarene and his followers, has NEVER been
simply and fully taught. That which will help the people is
always new; but this news" is no longer given to the people,
except in a few isolated instances; a substitute was given to
them instead. Desperately in need of bread, they received a
stone. At last, they have grown tired of this kind of diet and
now want--aye, demand-1'HE BREAD OF LIFE.

men who are men, expect a Divine Law to be a LAW OF STRICT
JUSTICE.
Reason, which God gave to man, no longer allows thinking
individuals to accept a God who is Himself unjust. Once the
clergy, irrespective of denomination, awakens to this fact, and
teaches the Law as the old Prophets and the Nazarene· taught it,
the multitude will flock back to the church to be instructed in
the WAY, the TRUTH and the LIFE.4
The clergy, throughout the centuries-and this in no sense
is a condemnation-failed pathetically in several other ways:
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" 'It has been relegated, so to speak, from the front page to an
obscure corner in the back part of the newspaper.'"

This is all too true, hut WHO relegated to the background
the religion taught by the lowly Nazarene? Was it the people,
or has the clergy long since lost the strength and the spirit to
give these truths, to interpret the Divine Law to the people? It
was not the mission of the people to interpret the teachings of
Paul, John, Matthew and REVELATION. It is the duty of the
ministers and priests to interpret these Laws, because they, of
THEIR OWN FREE WILL, ASSUMED THIS RESPONSIBILITY AND
THEN BECAME, BY FEAR AND SELF-INTEREST, RECREANT TO
THEIR DUTY AND OBLIGATION.
"'Large sections of the community, including more church
members than we like to think, do not take seriously the offer
of sc£lva.tio1t through Christ, as a realistic answer to the deep
needs of the human Soul.' "

This is all too tragically true. And why? Because they feel,
as thousands did before them, that the ofter is based on false
premises.
They somehow suspect or sense that the interpretation of
the Law of God, the Christie inculcations, are grossly misinterpreted. They have come to realize that if the present popular
interpretation and application of Divine Law were true, it
would dishonor manhood, eliminate personal responsibility, and
allow the guilty to shift to others the responsibility of atoning
for their guilt. Men who think, men who have a se~se of honor,

1. Its members have taught, or at least left the mass under
the impression, that religion concerned only the welfare or the salvation of the Soul; that it had little j or
nothing to do with man's physical welfare, or his
economic problems.
2. They have consistently taught that man, instead of
developing his own manhood by assuming personal
responsibility for his actS, and developing; his own possibilities and potentialities, can ignore such responsibilities and depend upon others to look after his welfare
and his needs. 'This teaching has reduced its subjects
to the welfare state, to subjection and abject slavery.
3. They have failed to teach the people that WITHIN MAN
IS INHERENT A DIVINE j SPARK, A CHRISTOS, WHICH
MUST BE AWAKENED AND DEVELOPED INTO CONSCIOUSNESS. In the simple words of the Nazarene, the
KINGDOM OF GoD, OR HEAVEN, MUST IBE FOUND
WITHIN MAN HIMSELF. No one exeept man. himself

can a'waken this Christos; fan the Divine Spark into a
Flame, and establish this Kingdom of God, 01' Heaven,
WITHIN himself. No one, however great or Divine
4

Refer forward to second footnote.
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he may be, can do this for another. This is so very
clearly pointed out, WITHOUT'QUALIFlCATION in the
simple statement made by the Master to Nicod:mus:
"Except a man be born again, he cannot see the Kingdom of
God."-John 3 :3.

~e di? emphati~lIy ~ot stat:: . "1 will give you rebirth," or,
I will brtng you rebirth. He did say in John 3:7: c'yE MUST
BE BORN AG~IN ," if you desire' to enter into the kingdom of
Heav~n; that IS, find Salvation, i.e., REgeneration of Soul-God
ConscIOusness.
u

Religion, reduc~? to its simpl:st terms, is nothing more or
less than an eXposItIOn of the D,vine Law in a way that the
c~~~n man can under~tand a~d apply in his daily life. RelIgIOn IS .threefold; applYIng, as It does, to the WHOLE MANbody, mInd ~nd Soul. In its essence, it is best defined in the
Nazarene's SImple statement:
"Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap."-Gal. 6 :7.
1. Religion teaches the Law-the way of life-a way which
makes m~n aware of the all-important truth that he is, in

•
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fact, . a ~tId of God and that within him, buried by much
debriS, IS a spark of the Divine. This Divine Spark is the
CHRISTos-~e unconsc.ious Soul-which may be awakened
~d br.?ught ,~to consaousness-a second or Rebirth. This
l~ the ta1~t entrusted to man and for which he is respons~ble to hiS Creator. Neglected, it remains JUSt as it is--a
tmy ~park. Rc:cognized, aroused, awakened and brOUght to
consc10usness! 1~ becomes an inexhaustible source of wisdom
and. power; lifnng man to the heights of Illumination and
aChl.evement. The process that makes all this possible is in
reality,. the Se~ond Birth. It is the process of REgeneratio~
mortalIty taking on Immortality-the means whereby th
son of man actually and literally becomes the Son of God. e
2. '!he second ~ or phase of Religion is closely linked, and
m harmony With, the firSt. By obedience to the Law already
~ted,. man gra?uaIly establishes health-harmony within
his b;In&. ~at IS to say, he establishes a condition of wholeness 1D his life and affairs, and in proportion as this condition
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is realized, weakness and illness, with their attendant phases
of pain, sorrow, depression, personal and financial distress, are
eliminated or reduced to a minimum. Reason and experience
-which are only other names for WISDOM-teach us that
there is a limit to man's life on earth, as it is today. Ultimately, in the natural order of things, the human machine
grows both weak and weary. A transition becomes necessary
so that the Soul-the Immortal part of man--can relinquish
the old, wornout body in exchange for a new vehicle. Thus
a new cycle begins, and the Soul, re-bom, resumes its efforts
and gets off to a new start, beginning at the point of progress
attained in its previous earthly sojourn. Thus is fulfilled the
eternal law of change-of PROGRESS-of ever moving for~ard, according to God's great plan.
3. The third phase of Religion is in harmony with the other
two and relates to the more mundane aspect of life. Potentially, man is equipped with all the possibilities and resources
necessary to bring him success in any chosen line of endeavor:
Provided he is willing to follow the dictates of the Law, make
the necessary effort and develop his possibilities and potentialities to the utmost, there is no limit to what he may
achieve. It is here that religion-acrualIy lived and put intO
praaice-fulfills the great promise, as expressed by the
Nazarene:
"Seek ye first the kingdom of heaven and all these other things
[health, happiness, abundance and material success] will be
added unto you."

Those who meet the requirements of this Law, putting first
things first, find that the "other things" are the natural accompaniments of "living the life"--of seeking first the "kingdom"
and its righteousness. It is well to bear in mind that a "kingdom" is something to be governea or .,tlled over.

'[rue religion, therefore, is three-fo@.. It embraces the wellbeing and ultimate perfection of the three-fold man; physically,
mentally and spiritually, and includes, as its final cU1IDination,
MATEIffAL-StiC"CESS - economical freedom; a freedom sel/earned; not conferred. It is here where the church and formal
religion has fallen short. Thousands are leaving the church to
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INTRODUCTION

f?llow every will '0 the wisp with the hope that the secret of
life, the WAY, the TRUTH and the LIFE will be revealed to them.
The present work has in view the inculcation of Divine
Laws and their application to life, so that men, by following
~~m, will become MEN; willingly assume personal responsibdlty; accept the LAW OF JUSTICE, and in so doing, complete
the process whereby "mortality takes on Immortality"; while, at
the same time, eliminating from society uman's inhumanity to
man."
There. i~ con.siderab!e repetition throughout the present
work. T h.ls IS delIberate In. order that every aspect of the spiritual teachings of the AncIent Masters and the simple truths
e!lunciated b~ the Nazarene may be presented and, at the same
tIme, to. forcI~ly ~tress the imponance of the governing Laws
and theIr applICatIon to the affairs of every-day life.

"Beverly Hat/'!..
Quakertown, Penna.
April 1, 1951
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SWINBURNE CLYMER

THE ESOTERIC SIDE OF RELIGION
Interpretation

of the New Testament Teachings

"I am come that they might have life, and that they might have
it ,more abundandy."-John 10: 10.

m

s THERE is an outer,.ort?odo,,! or ev~ry-day Bible'interpretation and apphcatlon WIth wh1C:!t most ~~ us ~e
familiar, so is there an inner, esotme or Sptrttual 10terpretation. This inner teaching today, as in the time of the
NaztlT'ene and ages b~fore, is rightly known as "The Mysteries."
Inner instruction, throughout all times, was, and now is,
given only to those who have an inner desire, or .urge, to live
the life and attain to Illumination and Soul ConscIousness. To
accomplish this, the seeker or Neophyte must pass through three
degrees or stages of development or growth. These are:

~

First Stage: Pttrification of thottghts and habits.
Second Stage: Development of the ttlnner" ConsciOltSne.rs.
Third Stage: Initiation or Attainment.
Contrary to the erroneous ideas and impressions so ~ni
versally and tenaciously held, these developm~nts do not J~t
come to man at his will or by faith, but accordIng to a defin~t~
1~:
.
ttAsk, and it shall be given you; Seek, and ye shall find; Knock,
and it shall be opened UntO you."-Matt. 7:7.

This quotation indicates that besides fai~, a thre~-fold
effort must be 'made by those who would receive the frUIts of
the promises made by Biblical writers. T~is is in ~ull agr~ement
with the Mysteries which stipulate. that If m~ IS t~ enJ~y the
benefits of, Divine Law, he must hve accordIng to Its dIctates.
Had the Books of the New Testament been intended for
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literal interpretation, then no such admonition would have been
given to man by the Master Teacher. Asking, seeking and k1Jock.
ing would not be necessary. Faith, alone, would be all-sufficient.
This, in itself, proves the contention that there is both an outer
meaning for the masses, and an i1mer, vital, mystmotts or
esoteric meaning for the few who are able, willing and ready to
accept it. This inner, Or Occult sense, is clearly indicated in the
foll owing statement:
"And the vision of all is become UQto you as the words of a
book that is sealed, which men deliver to one chat is leamed,
saying: Read this, I pray thee : and he saith, I cannot; for it
is seaJed."-lsaiah 29 : 11

/ To read the inner meaning hidden in these words, it is not
enough merely to be wise. Proper interpretation also requires
the knowledge and the help of those who have attained; who
have become Soul Conscious, or Cosmic Conscious.
This inner Or esoteric meaning has never been taught openly
or to the masses. The N azartme, like Moses before him, was required to go to Egypt, there to be instructed in the lvfyste-ries;
the term "Mysteries" designating this inner knowledge. The
Nazarene had in mind the i\!fyste-ries or inner knowledge, his
own experience, when he commanded: "Ask and it shall be
given you; seek and ye shall find; knock and it shall be opened
untO you."

It was / is the desire of the Infinite that ALL men should seek
for the truth and be willing to live in accordance with its
dictates. Unfortunately, only a very few are willing to observe
Divine Law; but the many do all in their power to secure the
benefits of the Law without effort; in modern parlance: to get
something for nothi1Jg.
If further proof were necessary to establish the fact that
there is an inner meaning to the books of the New Testament,
or that wisdom is not offered to those who do not seek, this
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proof is supplied by the question asked of the Nazarene: "Why
speak ye in parables? ".
That question was propounded to the N azarene because he
had been teaching or preaching to the multitude in parables,
instead of speaking in plain language easily understood by all
within hearing. Why, if he thought his listeners capable of
understanding the truth, did he instrUCt them by means of allegory and even myths? Can anyone believe that he did not
!IIant the masses to know the truth? Such a thought is unthinkable and unworthy of an honest mind. The truth is, he knew
the masses were but children in wisdom and that, as such, they
must be taught accordingly. Meanwhile to the few, such as his
disciples, he said:
"It is given unto you to knotu the mysteries of the kingdom of
heaven, but to them it is not given."-Malt. 13 : 11

Here ' is proof of a dottble doctrine; one teaching for the
lew, the other for the many. It was clear to him thar the masses
were incapable of understanding the spirit hidden within his
words, because they were unprepared ; while the few, prepared
by time and effort, were able to comprehend the Mysteries.
The mass, throughout the ages, has recognized the need of
something, but with the exception of a few amongst the multirude, were unwilling ro either prepare, or earn, that which they
desired. Despite all this and however how unwocthy or low in
characrer they may have been, there was present that inner
monitor which made them feel, though they were unable to
understand, that there was something better and greater than
all they had lived or experienced. This something was the
nebulous, far away "kingdom of heaven." But ,vhere was this
much desired "kingdom of heaven? " H ow was it to be found '
The Nazarene answered the question:
"TI,e ki ngdom of God is 1vithin you."- L"ke 17:21

Did they understand? Not at all , and nOt understanding,

I
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they concluded that it was in some far off sphere, at some far
off time. Only those who had sought, made efJ01't and attained,
could understand.
Again, he answered the question of how to find this king.
dom, and the answer was almost as difficult to comprehend:
·'Except ye be converted, and become as little children, ye shall
not enter into the kingdom of heaven."-Matt. 18:3

To be as little children, requires, among other things, to
have faith and to be obedient. The normal child has faith in
those to whom it goes for help or appeals for guidance. Those
who have experienced the ubaptism of John" or uof water,"
have awakened to the fact that there is something in life that
is greater, more desirable, and more lasting than the things that
are apparent and made of temporal substance. They know that,
like the child, they must have full faith in the one who is ready
to give them the desired instructions and must display an earnest
willingness to obey such guidance until the sought objective
is attained.
It has been the work of those who themselves had passed
through the Mysteries to instruct and help all who seek to find
this "kingdom WITHIN themselves." The Neophytes must be
willing to so live and labor as to awaken the Christos buried
underneath the debris for centUries and through many incarnations, and bring him to resurrection and into life.
Unfortunately, in comparison to the few prepared to lea
and teach, there are multitudes who are so steeped in form and
erroneous teachings, that they not only will not believe, but the~
try to discourage all who would seek this inner mystery fOr\
themselves. Some of these are merely ignorant, others are
purely selfish, while the many think only of their own personal
interests and care little for the welfare of the mass. Of one of \
these last who profess, but do not possess, the question was
rightly asked:

, i

,,
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"Art thou a master of Israel, and knowest not these things?"John 3:10

This same question can be asked of many who, though no
longer orthodox and form-bound, ignorandy profess to ~ ail~
to teach the path to truth and wisdom, .and to lead thelt 0lowers out of the wilderness of error, while th~y th~el~es. do
not possess the slightest inkling of the truths h!dden 10 B~b~cal
legends and parables. They themselves are 10 ~ota1 spltltual
darkness and in absolute ignorance of the Mystertes. They are,
in fact, ctblind leaders of the blind."
Ever, the challenge to the seeker is:
"Whoso readeth, let him understand."-Matt. 24: 15

It is not too difficult for men who read the letter to understand the meaning of the letter; but to read the l~tter and ~
able to understand the hidden meaning, the meantng or spirIt
hidden within the letter, is beyond those who have. ~ot been
sufficiently enlightened in both the letter and the sptrtt.
Those who know dle Mysteries maintain, 'as they always
have that none are capable of unraveling the mysteries hidden
in p~able and legend, unless and until they have first LIVED
THE LIFE, OBEYED THE LAW, AND HAVE COME INTO THE
CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE INNER SELF.

There is a deep meaning in this c?mm.and. ~f there .were
not a hidden spirittkll meaning in conjunction WIth the literal
meaning, the injunction of the Nazarene, uwhoso ~eadeth, let
him understand," would have been no more than. Idle ~~rds.
Once men accept the truth that there is an underly~g Sptrttua.l
sense in all sacred teachings, then, by means of obedIence ~o ~1S
spiritual sense, they will know. that this command was lmuted
to those indicated by the pronuse:
"We speak wisdom among them that are perfea."-I Cor. 2:6
This statement is proof of several things: First: There is a
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possibility of becoming perfect, and that some nre perfect.
Second: It is proof that by no means are till perfect.
If there were none perfect then the Nazarene would assuredly ~Ot have used such phraseology. If all were perfect,
then agam there would have been no reason for the statemene.
Common sense rells us that there are those who have arrained
perfection; otherwise there would be--there could be--no such
thmg as perfection.

command, given to an earlier age, but applicable alike to all
ages: "Man, know Thyself." To actually undertake to know
one's self is a gigantic task requiring much time, effort, patience,
and above all, self-honesty.
Only after we begin to learn to know and honesdy recognize
a few things about ourselves, do we begin to understand how
very litrle we really know about ourselves; our weaknesses as
well as our possibilities. When you become a "master in
Israel," you will then have mastered yourself. Having mas·
tered yourself, you will be able to master the kingdom abour
yourself ,~nd will have learned the "mystery of the kingdom of
heaven.
But how and where to begin?
This is answered by one of the most difficult, yet the most
imperative of all commands! You must accept and obey:

The statemenr is assurance that all who so desire, and who
are wdlmg to make the effort and pay to the laSt farthing, may
acram to thiS perfection. No one, ir is .freely admicred, has a
monopoly on truth. It musr, however, be admitted that every~ne who hved, taught and experienced as did the Nnzarene
knew whereof he spoke," and could be relied upon as a teache:
and a leader.
Those who tell you thar no man may know 'more than

~not~er, or that some are especially selected or appoinred to
kno" the truth, thereby conVict themselves either of ignorance
or concelr, and conrradict all that rhe Nazarene represented and
taught. Moreover, those gudty of making such a statemenr,
only conVICt themselves of pretending to have a superior jud,,menr and a knowledge not possessed by, or possible to, other~.
. They set themselves up in judgmenr' while those who 11
d
.. I k
'
ave
game true SplClcua -nowledge, are all too fully aware that
there are others who know much more tha;{hey rhems I
and thar these are the "Ye Masters in Israel." .
eves,
For anyone to have become a "Master in Israel" means th
Ii
f 11 •
,at,
rst a a , It was necessary to gain mastery of his 'own iNTER NA L lJ~ael. To truly become a Master in ·this day demands
t~at we g~m. mastery over our lower selves. This is the First
IVark. It IS, m f~ct, the Great Work of those seeking enrrance
mto t!'e Mystertes and the attainmenr of Soul or C
.
ConSCIousness.
osmic
Linked with the command to be "Master in Israel" is the

7

"Eater ye in at [he scrait gate ... for strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, and few there be who find it."-tWatt. 7:14

Is it any wonder that all, or nearly all, who heard this saying, turned away and sought to find, or gain that kingdom by
some easier means, by a substitute path, by faith only-without
works? Isn't the great mass of mankind doing the same thing
today, and isn't "Man's inhumanity to man" largely due to this
very human tendency?
Read the statemene carefully and you can't escape the implication that to succeed, not only in the search for the "kingdom," but in all other efforts, man must be of one mind-must
maintain singleness of purpose. To be of one mind, or of single
mind, is to select some one thing and devote nt! effort to it unril
it has been accomplished.
When this is done, the one so obeying will be living the
concentrated life. The concentrated life is the consecrated life.
Such a ' life, devoted to spiritUal developinenr, will gradually
bring forth the Christos WITHIN, which is not only an inner
·1

,
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awakening, but the actual findin~ of the "kin.,dom of heaven"
and all this :implies.
'"
'"
Straight and narrow-no deviation-is the way or the.Path.
Let us face the truth. We will not be able to follow every 'ism,
doanne, dogma and pra~tice; we can'r stray from the Path to
follow th~ one crying "here" and the other crying "there," and
attam to mnet or spiritual consciousness-the "kingdom of

"

heaven."
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To try to follow every' "ism" is diffusion. Diffusion is weakness. Weakness ever ends in defeat, failure and death. On the
Contrary, if we follow the narrow, that is, the one path, then we
wIll fo llow the ONE ONLY THING to the exclusion of all else.
This is concentration. Concenttation is the centralization of
powers and forces which beget life and en,ds in Immortalization.
'-... j Times have changed greatly. Men have ch;nged but little .
Today, as ever, few men become masters, The mass is made up
of ~~bblers. They art;, not s~tIsfied to choose, and having chosen,
to follow through. It IS much easIer and, seemingly, less
monotonous, to follow one path today, Or as long as it is interestIng and demands no special effort, another path tomorrow
and so on.
Man y students, claiming to be seekers, follow one leader
today who promises earth and heaven, only to switch to another,
WIth greater claIms, tomorrow. This is the path to defeat; to
weakness; to fall~.re b~th material and spiritual; one depetlding
"pon the othher. StraIght IS the gate and narrow is the way,"
c.au:loned t e Master Teacher. But how few believe? . Or behevIng, how many will accept the dictate and "follow through"?
Of all these who dabble and never succeed; never attain'
never become; it might truly be said today, as it was said of
others long ago:
,
"For n01U"--as of the present- "we see through a glass darkl .
,y,
but then face to face."-1 Cor. 13, 12
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The man who is wholly of the flesh, the man of the world,
the dabbler, the follower of false doctrines, of promises never
fuliilled, is able to see only as through a glass darkly. His
vision is beclouded because the light within, intended to "light
his path through the world," has never been given attention;
has never been brought intO activity, but is "hidden under a
bushel" of rubbish. He has failed to choose; he has not concentrated; he has not chosen the "narrow path," nor the "way
that is Straight." He has failed to blazon the way, and so continues to grope in darkness, swayed by the varying opinions
of others who may know less than he, and straying farther and
farther from the Path. His lower material self is the "bushel"
that hides the light which would lead him in the way of all that
is desirable in life, and likewise open for him the doors into
the "kingdom of heaven."
If, perchance, he awakens from his ignorance, accepts the
dictate that "straight is the way," and "narrow is the path," that
there can be no deviation; because he must live withi" the Law,
he will then slowly, gradually, begin to live the life of the light,
of enlightenment. By thinking, desiring and living on the basis
of Divine Law, he will begin to burn up, comftme, or transmute
---<:hange--the dross of the carnal, gross material self into its
spiritual counterpart.
This will light up the fires of the Soul within; the darkness
upon the "glass" within will gradually clear away, and when
after Illumination or Soul Consciousness is achieved, he then
will see truth ( that which really exists and not merely appears
to be) as it is. Then will he recognize the Soul, his REAL self.
He will be brought face to face with the LIGHT UPON THE
ALTAR THAT LIGHT IN W HICH GOD ALWAYS APPEARED, AND
STILL APPEARS, TO THOSE W HO H AVE BEEN FAITHFUL TO
HIS LAWS AND H AVE DRAWN ASIDE THE VEIL WHEREIN, OR
BEYOND WHICH, IS HIDDEN THE "KINGDOM OF HEAVEN," of

which it is said "so few there be who find it."
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Why is this so? As always, there is an answer. Every
Philosophic Initiate and Initiate of the Mysteries knows the
answer, but since we are quoting the Bible, let's turn to it for
the answer:
'

THE TRiNITY

'The veil is upon their heartS," II Cor. 3:15, "until the times of
the Gentiles be fulfilled."-Luke 21:24
'

t

I:
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This veil is materialism, selfishness, bigotism, seU-interest
and all of the things that hold men in bondage to both their
lower selves and to othets of like nature. Materialism and unbelief - even downright disbelief in the very existence of a
Supreme Being, Supreme Ruler or Supreme Architect of the
Universe--have become so great that faith is almost a nonexistent quality in the human heart. Man has lost faith in everything. Worse still, he has lost faith even in himself. He passes
dlfOUgh life, tempest-tossed and floundering about, much as the
ship upon ocean without a captain or rudder.
But dle time of the "Gentile" is passed. Men are beginning
to awaken to the fact that nothing can e.Jtist without a governing
Law, and if there is such a Law, there must be a Lawgiver. His
name? \Vhat does it matter what we call Him. One name is
as good as another. Whatever the name, it is but a symbol of
the reality. Once we understand this truth and enter intO the
spirit of it, we will possess the key to all religion.
Men, one here, one there, are becoming conscious of the
faa that there are greater, deeper and more desirable things in
life than they are able to imagine, and that they may win possession of these realities without depriving themselves of any of
the reall y good mings they already possess.
Are you weary untO deam? Tired of doubt and sickness?
Do you seek to enter the "straight and narrow gate" to the life
mote abundant? Then there is me nvay. Now is the time, and
mere are mose ready to help you, lead you, guide you. Let the
Trinity of God, the Triangle with its point towards heaven, like
the Flame upon me altar, point out the path for you.

God
The Holy Ghost
The Son
The outer Manifestation

The Father
The Mother, Feminine side
The Christos, or Christie principle
Man

MAN A TRINITY -

Mind
Spirit
Soul
The Foundation

11

FOUR SQUARE
The Builder
The Breath, or Life of man
The Christos WITHIN
The physical body

The Re-Birth
"My little children, of whom I travail in birth again until Christ
be formed in you."-Galatia", 4: 19

Orthodoxy has claimed and taught the millions throughout
the centuries that Christ was an individual, a persortal ' being
who lived centuries ago; who taught 'and healed and did ~uch
as other men did, and who is now ,seated on "the right hand of
the mrone in heaven:: If this is correct, what then of mis Christ
of Paul (Gal. 4 : 19) WHO MUST BE BORN IN TRAVAIL IN YOU,
THAT IS, in every man? Is this Christ not the Christos of the
Gnostics and of the present new Church of me IlIwninated; the
Jame Christ as the Christ become manifest in the Nazarene as a
result of His life and effortS?
If this be not true, then Paul was grossly in etror and his
sratement of the pain and suffering until this Christ or Christos
be FORMED, or REBORN IN YOU, that is, in all of us, is a falsehood and utterly untrue, misleading, and makes of the New
Testament a book unworthy of faith a text unwormy to be
followed. "I travail in birth again until Christ BE FORMED
(barn) in you."-Gai. 4: 19. Surely, nothing could be worded
more plainly or more positively than mis.
The illustration here given exemplifies me threefold, and
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the four-square being. Here is dearly shown the Triniry, but
man must become four-square before the Triniry can manifest
in, or through him. The Altar mentioned in Exodus was foursquare, symbolizing a perfect manhood in which the Christos
had become--BEEN FOR.MED---1lnd symbolizes what may take '
place in all of us:

because man was created after the image of God, ir was intended that in giving him such a body, he would, in turn, keep
it in such condition that God might ar all rimes manifest
through ir, or by means of it, to perform His work.
'-- Paul made it dear that the puriry of man is the glory of
God:
''Therefore glorify God in your body, and in your spirir, which

"A cubit shall be rhe lengrh rhereof, and a cubit rhe breadth
rheteof: foursquare shall it be: and twO cubits shall be rhe
beight thereof: rhe horns rhereof shall be of the saroe."-

are God's."-I

Exodus 30: 2

Man as a Holy Temple
The components of man; Mind, Spirit and Soul, dwell in a
"house" nor made wirh hands and, if he will, rhis house may be
rransformed into a replica of the Biblical Temple of Solomon.
This kind of a temple was mentioned frequenrly by the .
Nazarene:

"Ye are the temple of tbe living God."-II Cor. 6: 16
Such a temple may be brought into realiry. In the process,
the gross body of man must be refined, reconstructed and properly prepared, and the Christos, the dormant, sleeping Soul
fUithin, must be brought into Consciousness. Then, and then
only, will it be the la temple of God.
"Ye are the temple of the living God," but see to it that
you do your parr in preparing it for so great a guest. The efficient
housewife, in preparing for a favored guest, will dean every
nook and Corner of dirt and rubbish, so that her house will be
in perfect order. It is everyone's dury, if it is the desire that the
body be God's temple, to follow the example of the good housewife and see to it that rhe house is in order, lest the desired
guest, appearing, will not accept the hospitaliry offered.
This temple which may become the house of God-His
Temple--is man's physical body. Neither God nor mans' Own
Soul can manifest unless there is proper preparation; moreover,

I!
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6:20

We are able to glorify God in spirit only as we obey the
Laws governing the welfare of the body; refusing to abuse it in
any way, and doing all in our power to keep it in perfect condition. This is not only true from a material, physical aspect,
bur also from the spiritual. The Spirit--our desires-must be
active in such effort. It is the desire which is the incentiv e to
bring about this rebuilding of the body into a Solomon's temple.
We glorify God in body and Spirit when we keep the body
clean and undefiled; when we do nOt use the body, or any bodily
power or force for ignoble purposes, and when we thank Godnot by mere words, bur by feeling-and employ our abilities in
doing good and useful works; works such as benefit not only
ourse! ves, but others as well.
"Bur now are rhey many members, yet bur one body."-I Cor.
12:20
The body is composed of many members, many powers,
forces, capabilities; all of which may be used for good or ill.
Speech is only one member of the body but may be employed
for a multitude of purposes. It can bring praise to God and
great blessings to others; or it may be the reverse; a curse of the
self and a damnation to others. A word may save or condemn.
A command may throw the world into chaos; create war and
destroy men and nations.
As speech is only one of the members of the body and can
do untold evil, so are there counrless other "members," all of
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them capable of good and evil, according to the inclination of
the s~irit. It therefore behooves us to look after the spirit,
exalt It, and then let it direct the members of the body.
A:'0th~r statement or co=and, one seldom considered by
mankind, IS:

If this is contradicted, then many of the books of the Bible
become mere fiction of the worst and most misleading kind. If
it is admined, then the work of religion and the church is to
leach, to guide and co enCOltrage. This, however, does not indude rhe saving of man's Sow, because MAN MUST SAVE HIMSELF BY HIS OWN EFFORTS AS CLEARLY INDICATED THROUGHOUT ALL OF CORINTHIANS and other books of the Bible. "Ye
are the temple of the Livin.g God" refers co the inner kingdom
wherein may dwell the Living God.

!; I

''The lord is in his Holy Temple: ler all the earth keep silence
before Him."-Hab. 2:20
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"All the earth" is the material man; the body of man
the. earth and belongs to the earth. This "keeping silence" is
co be ~terpreted that man is co silence evil thoughts, is not CO do
,~nythmg but ~a~, which is good in the sight of God, thereby
glonfymg Hun, whJ!e also benefining himself and all
mankind.
IS

The Soul of man, the Christos WITHIN him, once it has been
awakened and brought inco consciousness, is then the "Lotd" or
God in that Temple, dwelling as it does, within the Sanctum
Sanetamm, even as did Solomon in his Own temple. This Soul
is then inclined only to that which is good and desirable and
will keep silem the evil and destructive desires and inclinations
that would otherwise be active and in possession of the temple.
,

'What? know ye nOt that your body is the temple of the Holy
G:host which is in you, which ye have of God and ye are not
'
your own?"-1 Cor. 6: 19

Perhaps he who wrote Corimhians had a deeper knowledge of
the esoteric or Arcane of religion than any other writer of the
books of the Bible. This Goo in YOU, and YE ARE THE
TEMPLES OF ~HE LIVING GOD, was / is the mystery of Mysteries.
To bwld thIS temple" and to find this "God" or "Holy Ghost"
-Holy Ghost symbolizing the Light or spirit of the Soul-was
the work of Initiation throughout all rime. It was for ibis purpose ~at the chtld Nazarene was taken into Egypt so that there
he mlg~t be ~aught how to develop himself and bring the Soul,
the Chmtos, lOCO consciousness.
.
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"My litlle childsen, of whom I travail in birth again until Christ
be formed in you."-Gal. 4: 19.

The Christos is born or brought inco consciousness; birth
being in pain or travail-"until Christ be formed in you" having the same meaning as when a child is formed in its mother's
womb, inside, WITHIN her.
All of these statements are so plain and to the point that
they cannOt be mistaken. In them it is clearly indicated that
God, or the Holy Ghost is within, and nOt in some far-off place,
and the Law of Hermes must not for a moment be forgotten.
If there is, even though unconscious, a Soul, a Christos, a Holy
Ghost a "God" within man, the "little world," then it follows
that i~ the above or in the great' world; there also must be a
Lawgiver; one who Created; the Holy Spirit which is over all;
Ihe God, Father of us all, OF WHICH this little Soul within is a
mere Spark, capable of becoming the Son of God. This is
man's mission on earth; the Great 117 ark of the iHysteries, or
Initiation.
. "If any man defile the temple of God, him shall God des~oy;
for the temple of God is holy, WHICH TEMPLE YE ARE. -I
Cor. 3:17

If man defiles the body by any means, then in so doing he
also defiles or de"rades the temple of God; for God created man
so that he mighc"be a replica of Himself and represent Him, or
be His ambassador on earth. This despite the fact that man has
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been so poorly instructed, or has been so indolent a scholar, that
he paid little or no heed to the co=ands of the Law.
No one, however illiterate, need remain ignorant of the
m~ny and various means for defiling, degrading and desrroying
thIS temple. In the little book of Corinthians all these evils are
pointed Out in simple language, so simple that all may understand. This body of man was created in the image of Him who
cre~ted it in order that it might be holy, but man ignorantly or
delrberately followed the "crooked" instead of the "straight and
narrow path." He has made this temple an unholy place; a
place of barter and all manner of evils. .
The warning is that if this is allowed to continue and restim- ·
tion is not made, if REgeneration does not take place, then shall
the temple be desrroyed. There are no provisions for saving it
except by NOT defiling it; or, having defiled it to cleanse or
purify it through REgeneration, restoring it to its ~riginal purity.
In all of his minisrry, the N flzarene made special efforts to
teach these simple laws, bur much of his teaching fell on deaf
e~rs-like the "~ower casting his seed upon rocky soil." Mankmd would not !tsten and, at last, it was necessary for him to say
to the very few:

" The divine within man, whether we call it the Divine SPark,
the Christos, or by any other name is, for the time being, unconscious, and unconscious it must remain until the desires and
{eelings ·of the heart become awakened and in mind and heact
is born the desire for something better and greater than has
been known and experienced in the past.
H this desire is not suppressed, but is encouraged and permitted to gain in srrength-and if it become a continftom urge
-then it will so influence the mind that the mind will begin
to think in harmony with it and plan accordingly. Then will
begin the building of that "temple not made with hands."
So long as there is no awakening in man's better narore, his
Divine narure, his higher narure-an exaltation-man remains
the slave of passion, greed, harred, anger and all the other degtading emotions which build unto death.
"As he thinketh in his heart, so is he."-ProverbI 23:7
The writer who wrote this proverb had an insight into the
mysterious power of the mind, though we. would rewrite the
passage to read:
~

"To you [only] it is given

to

dom of heaven, to them it is
~

·I

;
I

"

know the my,t.rie! of the king110t

so given"-'''fatt. 13-11

. The writer of Corinthians, in order to impress this allIr?porrant ~aw,. the on:y means of "saving" man, and helping
hlID to a.ttal.n th!s conSCIOusness as a Son of God, repeats it tirc~
and agam, In slIghtly dIfferent words, as in: .
.
"Ye at~ the temple of the living God; as God hath said, I will

dwelltn them and walk 10 ,hem."-ll Cor. 6: 16
The Mind

The mind is the architect, the builder of the I=ortal Soul
since only mind can think, reason, imagine, plan and thed
execute or constmct that which it has imagined or planned.
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As a man feels in his heart, tbinkI in his mind and
acts accordingly, so WILL HE BECOME.
Once man awakens to something greater than the mere
physical being; its passions and weaknesses, and begins to feel
in his heart or emotional narure, he will begin to behave and
act accordingly. As he feels and acts so will he build. His
building will be either a brothel of carnality, or a temple of the
Living God. By mere thinking, men cannot be "saved," much
less can they becom~ Soul·Conscious or Regenerated, or attain
to the StatUS of Sons of God. ACTIONS MUST FOLLOW THE
THOUGHT INCiTED BY DESIRE. If this procedure is followedTHOUGHT- DESIRE - ACTION - nOt merely for a fleeting
moment, but continuously and faithfully, then will be "erected"

,, ,
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the temple wherein dwells God, i.e., the Awakened Christos,
the I=orral, ConsciottS So"l.
Mind is the planner, the architect, the builder. It builds,
not of its own accord-for mind is cold, wifeeIing, even cruel
-but at the bidding of the feelings of the heart, .the better
" inner self.
'
Once the building is finished, the work consummated, the
tenant, the dweller-which in this case is the Christos, The Holy
Ghost, or God-"takes over," for now the ' "Son of man has
become the Son of God," and the mind's work is completed.

The Soul

,
f •• ,

~

,,.

t •

The Soul, which men talk so much about, but of which
they know so little, belongs not to man, but to the Source,
or God, from. whence it came. Tlie stOry of the T alents might
well be appiJed here, To man God' gav,e a part of ,Himself
with an intent of What should be done 'with' that parr. Man
was also given carefully planned Laws to be followed that this
Spark from God might attain its highest degree of perfection.
If man obeys; if he foilows the dictates of the Law, then
this Divine ' Spark" which is universaily and erroneously cailed
the "So!!I," may be developed and awakened in'to Consciousness.
Then, and not until then, it BECOMES ,the Soul; while the body,
through the same ' effort and 'operation of the Law, becomes its
Temple.
The Soul, once developed and brought into' Co~sciousness
is a Divine 'White Fire or Flame and manifests 'as such. It ,~
because of this that God, whenever appearing to men, did so
in Light, a Flame, Lightning, or some form thereof. This Flame
~n embryo, i.e" as yet undev.eloped and unconscious, is resident
m ail normal men.

I~ som~ Initiates this Fire is very large and is constantly
burnmg wlth a flame of brilliant intensity. To these, the
Nazarene said: "To you is given to KNOW the kingdom of
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beaven." Why? Because they became conscious of this "king_
dom" WITHIN, the moment ,they had found the Center wherein
the Flame dweils; the Altar "pon wbich it burns; the Sanctum
Sanctortlm of Solomon. In the carnal man this fire is no more
than an infinitely small spark, unconscious even of its own
existence and whoily submerged in materiality, much like
material gold is buried deep within the mountain of earth.
This Divine Spark, this Flame of Divinity, is not )'n entity
until it is developed, and this must be brought ab9ut by the
possessor, himielf.' No one can do ihiJ for. him. Faith alone
cannot accomplish the work. CREEDS AND FORM ,HAVE NO
POWER OVER IT EXCEPT AS AN INCENTl'iE TO PERSONAL
EFFORT. Man must awaken to the truth that there is something
more to himself than the apparent; more than skin and bones;
more than a mental machine used chiefly in trying to make
money, gain favors or become powerful, perhaps at the expense
of others; more than a carnal being satiating the self m carnal
pleasures.
,
When once man recognizes this, he wiil radicaily change
his thoughts, his desires and his efforts; all to his, eternal welfare; be will come into possession of all that is truly desirable
and to his welfare, and in addition, in Biblical language, receive
the "favors of heaven."
If, on the contrary, man continues to live as be has these
many thousands of years, he will live only in the .pers.onaliry.
The Divine Spark will not be awakened and be wtll d,e as he
bas lived; wholly ignorant of the divine powers, forces and
possibilities inherent within himself-his talents buried instead
of wisely used. The Divine SPark will then rem.rn to the Godhead whence it came, to undergo another ptlgrunage, perhaps
unde~ more favorable circumstances and conditions, while he
will have returned to the elements of his "fathers" and become
at one again with the earth from which the body was formed.
Every man receives this "talent" from God at the moment
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of ~irth: when he inbreathes the spirit of life. It then becomes
burled 10 the flesh and will remain mere until me time of
accounting, when ir will be taken from him, unless he has
been
awakened
to me greater life and made an effort to brin"
.
.
a
lOtO conSClOusness mat which is not of earm, but an inheritance
from me Divine.
Men, otherwise sane and sensible, well-balanced and reasonable, are willing to believe that somewhere and at some time,
one-no marrer what his name-was willing to be crucified so
that they might be saved. These same men fail to realize that
within themselves is buried--also crucified-the Christos thar
is awairing rebirth. They, for the mosr part, are· ignorant of the
fact, ,:hat they are indeed, and in truth, :'temples of the living
God. They Ittde rea],ze rhar within themselves, a Christ is
crying co be released from His sleep co be brought into conSClOusness. Of these it was wrirren:

THE WISDOM OF THE AGES

the trum, and to find me W ay. The work will be outlined to
him so ·that he will be able to walk me "straight and narrow
path" and gr.adually. bring into conscious birth .the Christ~s
within himself. This, lO turn, wlll be his Savlour and his
Immortalization.
Man has a material duty to himself, to his family and to his
countty. He has a right to success; in fact, it is his duty to succeed and to obtain for himself and those dependent upon hlffi
the best of everything to be had, provided this is accomplished
in an honest manner. This, however, is only a small parr of rhe
obligation placed upon him as a resulr of his birth on earm. If
he succeeds only in all mis, he will yet have failed under the
dictates of the Law, the greater work having been left undone,
because:
"For wh,l[ is a man profited, jf he shall gain the whole world,
and lose his own Soul? or what shall a man give in exchange
for his SouJ?"-St. Matt. 16:26

"The Soul thar siooeth, it shall die."-EzekieI 18:4

This is an incorrect translation. Thar which is part of God
ca.nnot dle. The Soul, or that wliich might be broughr into ConsClousness AS a Soul? cannot die; but the personality, temporarily
lO posseSSlOn of thls DIVtne Spark, this "talent" from God, IT
ca? and sball die if. it fails CO make the effort necessary to bring
thlS D,vtne SPark lOCO the Consciousness of its Divine Inheritance and, in Biblical language, BECOME tbe Son of God.
Man can no longer plead ignorance. He may not be much
of a reader, nor a Bible srudent--and he need not be. But if he
so much as reads me shOrt book of Corinthians, he will find all
the knowledge he needs to start him on rhe Path, and there is
literarure in abundance to enlighten him along "the Way. "
To begin wim, let that man be honest with himself. He
must make an effort to cleanse the temple that is himself and
make it a fit dwelling place for rhe Divine. When this is accomplished, there will be born within himself the desire, followed by the urge, to make further and greater efforr to learn
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In this excerpt is couched a clear and uncontradiccable
statement: the certainty of a Law which provides that we may
develop the mind and its powers, and become masters of me
world.' We may have me powers to reach me heights of intellectual arrainment; brilliant as a mind can be; we may develop
the body of a Venus or a Juno; we may become King or Emperor of the world; but if me Soul is neglected, all of this will
avail us nothing and will be worm nOt a farming when me
roll is called. On the contrary, all of mese worldly attainments
will be like a millstone around me neck of a drowning man,
when we srand before the judgment seat.
Here are twO quotations from the Bible that find suppOrt
in all omer Sacred literature: "The Soul that sinneth, it shall
: Although this is accepte~ as a truth., it is OOt ~ va~id reason for conceit or
vanity. Today man may be King or PresJdeot, or ViCtOriOUS General; tomorrow
suffer from severe toothache or acute indigestion :lnd supplicate those much lesser
than himseU for relief; while uaitorow subject may lU1dermine him or lU1due alJ
his good works.
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die," and "What does it profit a man if he gain the whole
world but lose his own Soul?" Consideration of the Laws implied in these quotations is most viral to man's temporal and
eternal welfare. Yet these Laws are the MOST IGNORED of all
~s that Sacred literature teaches.

Law ~Clt..lkmand a denial of the things that are of benefit
W6'Qdy, mind and So~ ~'" ~Y a~ obedience w t~:;::i
'whiCh have the WELFAm; OF:;.u; IN VIEW, Obey the
the Law will obey you. That is to sa the Law will .
VI e or, an protea you_
~ The Soul in most men is no more tban a Spark and, by the
word and spirit of the Law, it MUST be brought into c011SciottJ.!IPs by each individual as a result of his own desires and efforts
. in obedience to that Law, _The Divine Spark is not part of the
dUSt of rhe ear'tlr,inIof"'iaised our of the dust of the earth, and
is nOt entrusted to man until that which is formed out of the
dust-man's body-has been completed and is prepared and in
readiness for its reception.
"And the Lord God formed man of the dusc of the ground, and
[chen) breached ineo his nomils the breath of life; and man
became [received) a living Soul"-Gen. 2: 7

! .~n Why?

BECAUSE MAN IS AFRAID TO FACE THE TRUT~;

7~FRAID THAT THESE STATEMENTS WILL NOT ONLY ACCUSE

cY IM, BUT CONDEMN HIiJas in faa they do.

It would be well
If man would bethink himself, give these two statements care~ul, honest, minute consideration; analyze himself and then pass
Judgment upon himself. Doing this would be to his eternal
welfare.

The . e tells.us there shail be many false teachers during
the last days.
IS ~mlstra~latlon a
e iblical statements.
. There hav~ been many false teachers; maarwfio lead the
mass astray, and these have never been so plentiful as at the
moment. All of these self-styled teachers appear to have found
an easy way for man to reach "salvation."
In most instances the "way" is merely to believe--not think
- .-su:'Ply obey, and supply these leaders with a means to an easy
hvelihood. The N azarem did not hesitate to condemn, in the
most severe terms he could think of, those who traded their
wares in the temple. This is symbolic of those leaders "merchants of salvation," who rrade human Souls in excha~ge for
power, leadership and money.
\ Those misled can find little consolation in the fact that the
leaders who deceived them will find themselves eternally condemned for they, above all others will "gain (much ) the world
bur in exchange will have lost (;old) their Souls." Those wh;
foohshly, perhaps selfishly, follow them, will fare little better.
"The Soul that sinneth," which is also to say, the Soul tnat
refuses to obey, "shall die." This is the Divine Fiat. It is the
Eternal decree. There is no need to experience this spiritual
death. The way and the means of salvation are at hand. The
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The Body
The Soul is not given to, or conceived with,. the conception
of rhe life-germ that is to be built into a body. It is NOT UNTIL
THE BODY IS COMPLETED, ready for its entrance intO the world
;;S a separate being that the embryonic Soul takes 'up us abode
within tfie body. rhen the body, fiavmg left the 'm ulder of
~ being," draws its first breath and, at that very instant, inhales
the Divine Spark. which may become an Eternal Soul;
The human mother, as a result of the'seeds planted, fashions
and without a
the body,

their greatest desire
<

rg

do juSt thih

In the process of being fashioned, built or consrruaed, this
body represents the "building of a house without the sound of
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hammer," fearful and mysteri~us (even to the greatest scientists)
to behold. This process takes place regardless of how ignorant
the mother-tO-be may be.
How SHALL IT BE WHEN WOMAN IS AS WELL INFORMED
OF THE MEANS AND METHOD OF BUILDING SUCH A BODY, AS
IS THE ARCHITECT OF A PALACE OR A SKYSCRAPER?
She may become so informed; she may so build; she is able,
if she will, to become the mother of giants or gods.' This is a
fact, nOt a fable. The mother of the Nazarene is an example.
She was properly jgstructed and did build not only a perfect
body, but likewise amacted a highly developed Soul. Other
mothers·tO·be may do likewise. It is within their power and it
is tbeir privilege. W hen mothers, as a whole, begin to comprehend this truth, there will begin a new race; tben will be tbe
beginning of tbe reconstruction of hftmanity. This is the secret
of bringing genius intO the world and eliminating madmen,
power-mad men, egomaniacs, and despoilers of humanity.

Soul, like that of the body, is made p.ossible and ACTUALLY
TAKES PLACE.
Have I a Soul? Have you a Soul? Can we answer this
question? The Mother can answer when questioned: Have you
a son or daughter? Why should not we be able to do so when
questioned regarding the Soul? It is easy to say that we believe
we are possessed of a SOftl, because we have been tOld frequently
[hat we do. BUT-DO WE?
The self·appointed teachers and leaders who, in all tOo
many instances, do not know as much as yon do, will tell you to
"believe and you will be saved," but that you cannot know
whether or not you possess a Soul; that no man can.
By saying this they display their utter ignorance of things
spiritual; they convict themselves. They are the false teachers
and prophets who lead Hocks into darkness and endless death.
Were they to approach the Halls of the Mysteries (of the "kingJam of heaven") and be questioned: "Where and what is the
Sou!?" they would not have the answer; they themselves are still
of those wh~us[lJe-"taught 10 parables: l

i

,.. "Hear, and your Soul shaillive:'-lsaiah 55:3

,/ It is not sufficient that we hear a truth, or learn and ftnderJ
stand a law. IT IS NECESSARY THAT WE OBEY THAT LAW',
/
THAT WE FOLLOW THIS LAW IN THOUGHT, DESIRE AND ACT.
) Only by doing that which the law teaches can we BECOME,iliat
(
;bich the law promises.
'
~" .
"---.::: The child in the mother's body cannOt live ftnless it is
brought fo rth. The Divine Spark within man ' is' like UntO the
unborn body. of the child in the mother-to-be: It must be
brought intO reality; it must be broughr intO MANIFESTATION,
and it can be brought forth only if it is firSt DEVELOPED, as is
the child in the womb; then born into CONSCIOUSNESS, and
finally brought forth. It is NOT enough to "hear"; it is necessary
to .obey; to follow the directions of the law s.o that BIRTH of the

<

3 See Pre-NtlIai C"lIure.
Peona.
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GiP~r~~ correct usag<:.~_t!'.~ ."'<l.:.~e breath a! I~~.'
it IS' , ""at which the newly-born chiler inha[es by the first illhalation of air, and by which it has life of its own, separate
from the mother who gave him birth. More than that, it is the
life of all animate things, and also the "life" even of inanimate
things.
(fndJ:ebreatb i§ life. I'0!le Pfeilt!:. ,;s power} .In the br~ath
are all the elements which help man to accompltsh the th10gs
that man has brought, and that he will yet be able to bring,
into manifestation. Breath is life.@ai )s also being. In
bteath also is the fire that will <!ive Li ht to
a
Breath is the link which formed the "corporation" which
we know as Man; but it is more; because witfi the kst 1OtaKl!""
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of breath was inhaled rhe Divine Spark. By linking body (rhe
material) with mind (rhe elusive, yet existing), and rhis D ivine
Spark .. man became--NOT a living Soul, but a being or creature, possessing rhe wherewirhal, rhe element or substance, rhe
Jeed, rhe Spark from which, or of which, rhe LIVING SOUL Can
be developed.
This spirit which is life, has constanrly and universally
been confused with rhe Soul. The Soul is the privilege of man
only; only of him has it been said rhar: "he brearhed in the
spirit of life and became aji.Yigg SouV' which should be rendered: "And became 'LgodliJ-e being with rhe _ l2IiYile ge~
developing a living Soul." This spirit olllfe,Tsnas 'ceen 'sal ,
is in all living things.
~When man dies, when all living rhings die or disintegrate,
this spirit which is life, leaves rhem; returns to, and again becomes a part of the universal life principle which perm~ces..al!>
~ings; JUSt as rhe body, bereft of this spirit or life principle,
a so dies, disintegrates and returns to earrh, or rhe "dust" from
which it came.
The brain, of which the mind is the activating principle,
being as material as rhe body-in fact, a part 6f the body as
are muscles, nerves and bones-rerurns t9 earrh with the body;
then, so far as man is concerned, all that is left of the corporation
-the four-square uniry; the trinity, less' rhe body-is the Soul,
IF he made the ' necessary effort to bring rhis Soul into

no desire, no plan, no construction. Wirhout rhe spirit there
would be no activity of rhe mind.
God is rhe Spirit in rhe sense rhat He is the principle of
Life; rhe Life-Giver: "In Him are all things, and without Him
there is nothing."
Man is nor merely a human creature. More properly, man
may be infinitely more, for it is written:

ijl.
lilf

:t i

iT

I

"The spirit of man is the candle of the Lord, seacching all the
iawatd partS of the helly."-Prov. 20:27.

'I:I~

The correct translation of rhis would be: "The Soul of man
is the Light which ilittminateJ his inner being," A candle is for rhe purpose of giving light; it is a light-giver
cven in the ordinary sense. This statement, however, is not
meant exoterically, but eJOtericaliy. The Spirit gives light to
the Soul, and rhe Soul is rhe Light of rhe world.
_
Man,-or the Soul of man, is rhe "candle" of the Lord,.or ~
Light-bringer to rhe world, (titer he has succeeded in finding t~_
Light wirhin, bringing it (,'from under the busheFnnromani-- ~
tcstation so rhat .orhers may see it and be f{!!.ided byi2Hence to \
be of use to the Lord, or be His candle (:Gglitoear~r ), man
must hearken to rhe ll7 ordJ of rhe Lord; that is, obey rhe Law, I
so that he may be an exemplar for others to follow.
~
I
This means first of all, rhat man mttJt govern himself; rhat
he must subdue; hold in subjection, and change or transmute rhe
"beast"-rhe carnal self-uplifting ang exalting himself and
become as' one of the Sons of God. This self-mastery is not an
easy matter. It is a Herculean task, but rhe reward is equally
gteat and of eternal benefit to him who achieves it.

l..--.

"He thac is slow

to

anger is bener chan the migbty; and he that

ruleth his spirit [is berter, greater, mightier) thaa he thac
takerh a ciry."-Prov. 16: 32.

Mind and spirit united, are rhe means of building or developing rhe Soul. Without mind rhere could be no imaginatinn,

'j~
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He rhat conquers a ciry may be a great leader but weak of
!pirit; rhat is, of rhe life principle, or rhe vital forces rhat give
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length of days, permitting him to accomplish great things. He
who, on the other hand, increases these vital forces will have the
power to make full use of all his capabilities.
is mucb
air we breathe

works is dead." The lereer is the Law but the Law offers neither
value nor proteceion if nOt obeyed.Wtitth is great, but faith ~ith•
out action does not roduce res s. he lerrer inStruCts us what
to a an what not to 0; It IS
e aw; but it is dead until we
apply it, or make it the rule of our actions; our thoughts, desires
and actS. The word is the outer cover. It is exoteric religion as
regards man's aCtivity.
The Jpirit is the mYJtery; it contains within itself the
Arcatlttm whicb is the life of religion and of the Soul. Listen to
the WORD: OBEY its diceates, then think, felil and..ace accord·
ingly, and you will know the .lmth'; 'that is, the life and the
power that is hidden in' the words. The wo~ds are the outer shell;
the spirit is the FOOD OF LIFE
. HIDDEN WITHIN.
Finally:

ONE OF THE GOD,S.:

"

.M;uLgenerally absorbs from the air.-Qnly tho.se...£orces whicb
keep him phYSically',a.~re by--oxidizing_the.1oodj:J~~ts. Those
S::k~know, bOlY.ey,er, b AN EFFORT OF DESIRE AND THE WILL"
ORB AND BUILD INTO THEMSELVES ALL OF THE FORCES,
BREATHE:
P OWERS AND ENERGIES LATENT IN THE
THE GREATEST OF THESE BEING THE AETH FIRESl whicb are
altogether Spiritual and for the purpos~ e ping to give life to
the Soul-bringing it into consciousn~

(

It is therefore true, that he who is capable of "ruling his
spirit," that is, of consciously separating the various forces can·
tained in the air he breathes, for the purpose of maintaining
health, strength, mental alertness and finally Spiritual awaken·
ing, is far greater than he who conquers a city or, for that

.'
.

.'t.
~

matter, a nation, or the earth.

L. '-...
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Correcdy understood, this spiIit ' is, firSt of all, the life prin.

J\,l / ..-/"~ It permeates the entire being; it is essential in the puri£i:

«
0
1
((I

cation of the whole being; it is the "agent" which helps to give
i'iConsciousness to the Soul; and in this sense, it helps to bring
about Illumination, for the spirit is Light. This Light to the Soul
IS necessary to awaken the ChrutoJ so that the ChrIst may be
revealed: The Jpirit is the Life of man; it is the Light of the Soul;
it is God in active manifestation.
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''The letter killeth, bur the spir;' giverh life."-2 Cor. 3:6.

To this we have the companion precept: "Faith without

,
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"He that refuseth instructions despiseth his own Soul: but be
rhar hearerh reproof getterh undemanding."-Prov. 15:32.

This, in the language of the Bible, is indeed a hard saying.
Who is there who is willing, aye, anxious to hear reproof or
criticiJm of his own life and actions? Who is ready and willing
that someone hold a mirror before his face that he MAY SEE
HIMSELF AS HE IS and thus learn to know his own weaknesses
and errors?
There are few indeed who are strong enough to liste!Lto
crincls!l.WYi.thollLaJeelingJlLdeep resentment, yet ther~..is-no, "
other wa11f which our weaknesses and our shortcomings can ~
be so gui y and so completely revealed to us, and hence..wii.! ./ ,'
open the way to eliminate or overcome all that is undesirable
.
in body, mmd ana Soul.
- 'truly It IS said rhat he who refuses instructions, a pointing
OUt of the errors of his ways and the means to overcome them,
despiseth, that is, has Iirrle regard for his own Soul; is of mucb
vanity and Iirrle·mindedness. He who is"great enough to listen to
tb,ose who see him as he iJ, ana point OUtborh faUlts and weak·
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nesses, and in addition, THE HOW to OVERCOME them, will
go in rBi: "ii<lciSra!lal!lg:-iha;;;f:=;
_is<"_~w;7;i~sdOlil;r,;;
_;:;__-.
Who is there strong enough to accepr criticism with a smile
and without resentment, in readiness to apply to himself that
which he has learned? It is those who, like Solomon, asked for it,
who ~~tain Wisdom and will have "all other things added unto
them.

the spirit. It is only by obedience to the letter, i.e.,_the LAW,
that the spirit can be awakened and we become CONSCIOUS
of it. H ence, the letter is of first importance. This is equally true
of the body, because WITHOUT THIS BODY, the spirit and
tbe SOIlI ,vottld lack a dwelling place.
To fully understand these statements we must reason by
analogy. Let us suppose we are without a house to live in; therefore, however great we may be, we still are vagabonds. This we
seek to correa by building a house for ourselves. Let us say that
we have the means at our command to build a house after our
ideals. What, then, is necessary?
If we are wise we will nOt proceed without carefully prepared plans. We may not know how to prepare such plans;
therefore we will engage the most competent architea to prepare them for uS and above all, be willing to pay the price for
tbat whicb we want, lest we be in debt, and to that degree under
tbe domi'lance of another. After the plans are completed we will
proceed to procure the best and most desirable material and
workers competent to build the strucrure which is to be Our
home.
First of all, the foundation must be prepared and it is well
to bear in mind the Master-Teacher's statement: "A house built
upon sand will nOt stand." This building of a house which man
-mind, spirit and Soul-is to inhabit, is perfectly analogous
to the building of that other strucrure, "the temple built without
hands or the sound of hammer."
If we desire a perfect strucrure for the spirit, or more properly, the SOUL, to inhabit, then our first consideration must be
the foundation, and that foundation is the pbysical body. At
the same time we must seek for and find, the most perfect spiritual "architea" who is to inStruct, protea and guide us during
the building of this strucrure which is to be the home of the
Spiritual being- THE SOUL- the Son of God.
A house, mansion or palace may be perfectly construaed

:.:.====--====---'
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Body, Mind, Spirit and Soul
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Man is a three-fold, triplicate, yet four-fold being.
This statement appears to be contradiaory and inconsistent.
So is man; because it is altogether possible that tomorrow he
will be an entirely different crearure from what he is today.
It would be a fair question: How can a man be a four-fold
being, representing the perfect square; yet be of triplicate, symbolized so perfectly by the triangle; the great pyramid with irs
capstone perfectly placed?
Seemingly this is impossible; actually, it is possible and may
be accomplished by all who are activated by a desire sufficiently
strong to induce them to make the necessary effort.
The foundation of man is the body, which is of the earth;
earthly, composed of dust and ashes-the residue of "burnedup" things that have previously existed. Upon the body, and
both in and from it, must be raised the new scruerure. All too
freque~dy the seeker aft.er truth and the spiritual life, the things
belongIng to the Soul, dlSCOunts the value and importance of the
body. This is due to either ignorance or false teachings, and is
a result of the lack of due consideration ,md analysis of what the
body really is. It is on a par with the Nazarene's saying: "the
letter is dead, only the spirit liveth_"
This is universally interpreted as a command to forget or
ignore the letter but give consideration only to the spirit; forgetful of the faa that IF WE DO NOT UNDERSTAND AND
OBEY THE LETTER, it is impossible to know, or CQme into,
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and all it should be in every detail; nevertheless, that does not
prove that the tenam is of the same rype and narure. In CompartS?,n, w~ cannot truehfully say. that "as is the body, so is the
Soul. . . It IS possIble for us CO develop the body into a perfecc
condiaon (for this is the animal man) and then cease our
efforts. It is also possible co prepare the body for' ·the greater
work of Soul Illumination Dr Cosmic Consciousness, and scop
shore of the great goal; possIbly not even stare that Great Work.
~.. All this being true, it would be correcc co say: "as perfect
as IS the body, so may become, or may be developed, the Soul."
Even while the body is being brought into as perfect a condition
as pOSSIble, functioning normally as .it should, it may be
accepted as. "a sign unto you," thac the Soul, the spiritual man,
may likeWIse be developed into its highest perfection' its
greatest Consciousness. Physical cjevelapment, and a no;mal
anunal functioning, insofar as this is possible is the proper
'
foundation for perfect Soul development.
In some instances, due co defects which cannot be corrected, the health and proper functioning of the body ma \ not
be alcogether possible~ however great the effort or perfec~ the
regune followed.. ThIS does not indicate that Soul Development and the attamment of Illumination and Cosmic consciousness is impossible, bue the task is that much greater and so also
is the effore required. Such a condition should not discourage
anyone. The gteat Occult law is: Do THE BEST YOU CAN,
WHATEVER THE CIRCUMSTANCES OR CONDITION: neither God
nor the Lmu demmlds more than this.
. . The Master Teacher inculcated the doccrine or truism, that
It IS noc WIse, bue foolish, co build one's house on 'sand but if
a house is needed, and there is no other place to build i~ upon
the~ chis is better than no house at all. The law that govern;
us, IS: Do the best we can and leave che rest co God and His
law.
Since the beginning of form-al religious systems and creeds,
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emphasis has been placed, not on DEVELOPING A SOUL AND
BRINGING IT INTO CONSCIOUSNESS, AND AS A RESULT, GAINI:-IG SALVATION, but on salvation by faith. This despite the

Nazarene's profound emphasis that "faith without works is
dead."
The preparation of the !Dind and body for Illumination of
Soul and spirirual consciousness, or FOR ANY OTHER PURPOSE,
fOR THAT MATIER, requires no less careful effore and prepararion than that of building a . mansion or palace. The wise
seeker afrer such accaininent will be most careful in the choice
of the sysrem co be followed and will be equally careful in
rhe seleccion of an inscructor. He should be as careful as he
would be in the choice of an architect for his house. In doing
so it is MOST essential for him CO bear in mind that, however
wise he has been in all of this, it will avail him nothing if he
rhen does nOt implicidy follow, co the very last detail, the plans
prepared .
There is one great difference between the building of a
house, palace or mansion, and that of building a body as a fit
and proper dwelling place for an Awakened, Illuminated Soul.
In the building of a marerial scruccure, an architecc is the
first need; then the constructor or concraccor.
When building' that mansion or temple "not made with
hands," nor with "the sound of a hammer," we cannOt employ
another co do the WORK for us, WE MUST DO IT OURSELVES
fROM THE BEGINNING UNTIL THE 'GREAT WORK IS FINALLY
FINISHED. A wise, ' carefully-selecced teacher is necessary co

instrucc us; he can guide us and, in many instances, protect us,
bue it is WE who MUST have the desire and make the effort, and
this effore must be continued fmceasingly uncil the task is
completed.
We have now given consideration CO the body, the physical
strucrure, the foundation of the triplicate building. Next, careful considenition must be given co the mind. The :Mind is the
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architect of the building which is to be the "temple" of the
Illuminated Conscious SouL It is the mind, THE REASONING
FACULTY, that must decide the truth or falsity of a statement,
or the desirability of a system of development. If the reasoning
mind fails to accept or approve a system, the individual has no
inclination or incentive to follow it and there is no progress.
The reasoning faculty of the mind accepts or rejects a
statement or plan, and determines irs truth or fallacy, or the
plausibility of the ideas, principles or methodno ' be followed.
The mind is that fourth part of the four-square man which
exercises freedom of Will and choice. Although we say that
desire is from the heart, it is the mind which gives the impetus
or directs the inclination or desire in harmony with the decision
made.
............ The mind likewise furnishes the Will-power to execute in
accordance with tbe desire or incentive. In the final analysis,
the three great departments of effort include the separate
functioning of the mind, all of which must be active: Thoftght,
incentive anti Will, and, for all ordinary purposes, the ~ind may
be defined as th~t in man which thinks, Wills and directs. )
Every mental state and mood may be reduced to thought
or desire, or a feeling and condition of Will; or a combination
of thought, incentive and \"'ill to accomplish, or refuse to make
effort. A given desire provokes or stimulates a corresponding
desire and degree of WilL The actions of a man's life correspond to man's blending of feeling, desire and Will; the Will
actually being the "accomplisher."
It is naturally taken for granted that the individual who
has devoted sufficient time to read this, has a conception of, or
believes in, the possibility of gaining Soul Consciousness. To
be able to believe in the possibility of an achievement or
accomplishment, we must know at least enough to give us a
basis for such belief. The knowledge which offers such a basis
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for specific belief may not be wisdom, which is experience, but
something which we have read or heard explained and has
caused us to think, to question, and then desire.
The thought, attention and interest given the idea is the
evidence of a mental activity in a specific direction. The mind,
that with which we think and desire, has accepted the principle
involved insofar as it can comprehend. The interest and desire
to learn and know more, and to more fully understand, with a
desire to follow through, is based on the feeling that thought
and desire have awakened.
The purpose and the determination to live in harmony with
these principles, the force and energy' that 'will enable us to
execute our determined course, are the result of Will-power,
the incentive of which is the desire to _accomplish af the set
purpose. As we become more and more deeply interested in
the special accomplishment or attainment, old habits, ideas,
ideals, beliefs are automatically and unconsciously discarded
to make place for the new ideas, desires and habits.
Admittedly, except in rare instances, the new desires and,
purposes of life are not sufficiently strong to enable us to at
once give up all of the old ideas, desires and habits, without
somewhat of a struggle, possibly against doubt and uncertainties. Gradually, however, this change is brought about and we
live in the new life as though it had been a part of us from the
very beginning of our present existence.
The process of mental activity, especially if sudden and
violent, being metaphysical, is difficult to explain. For who
can define the almost instant change of hate into love, or love
into hate? We know this is possible; we know it has and does
take place, but the HOW, the mechanism, we do not fully
understand. The process of giving up one desire, belief or habit
in exchange for another is virtually the same as a change of
habits and is based on a CHANGE OF DESIRE: A DIFFERENT
OUTLOOK, AS A RESULT OF A CHANGE OF MIND OR DESIRE.
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In many instances it is the result of association, Ot of a sudden
coming into new ideas.
When such a change is caused by reading or studying, it is
the association of ideas instead of petsons. Ideas, thoughts,
desires and feelings are environments WITHIN ourselves, as
certainly as are persons, conditions and environments outside
of ourselves. Once awakened to the existence of SOMETHING
DIFFERENT, IRRESPECTIVE OF WHAT IT MAY BE, the new
outlook changes thought·environments to harmonize with the
new association of ideas or persons. The process taking place
in the mental world is virtually the same as the change in
character as a result of personal association.
In all bur the exceptional few who have undergone the
"Baptism by Water" of John, the conscious center is in the
brain. While it is true that the feelings of the heart frequently
influence the thoughts and desires of the mind, nevertheless,
the only consciousness is a mental one. During the process
of rebuilding the physical self, and the early' stages of R egen.
eration or the development leading to Soul Consciousness, a
change takes place, and this change is in exact ratio to the
awakening of the Soul Center; the mind consciousness giving
way to Soul Consciousness.
The mind is either constructive or destructive in its operations. Its activities are based on the philosophy of life accepted
by the individual. Almost universally, men without questioning,
accept the common concept that man is born, lives, and dies
and, following death, inherits either a state of bliss or damnation, not as a reStllt of HOW be lived, but according to what he
believed and the faith he had.
This is based on a universal and degrading belief that however evil his life may have been, some one other than himself
will accept, become responsible for, and pay his debt to society,
the state and to God, perhaps never questioning as to the
fairness or honorableness of such a proposition. This system is

\
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deceptive and spiritually destructive, because !t leads the mass
to believe and lean, NOT on their own God-inhenred powers,
forces, capabilities and possibilities, but on an event whIch took
place cenruries ago.
The Ntlzarene came to earth, as had others like him before
his rime, lived according to an exact Law and, as a result,
arrained to God or Cosmic Consciousness, becoming, by his own
elJorts, and by' making use of his inherent forces, the Son of
God. His life was to be an example and an eIJective illustration
rhar such a life does bring about results; moreover, that any
man may, if he is willing and possessed of the desire, LIVE SUCH
LIFE.
What has form-al religion and creedism done? It has
misinterprered the Law. Instead of teaching mankind that this
:s the life to live; form-alreligion teaches THAT IT IS SOMETHING TO BE BELIEVED, AND THAT THE BELIEF, not THE
~ I ETHOD OF LIFE ITSELF, IS THE REDEEMING POWER. It has
taught, and continues to teach, that the Nazarene was born and
lived his life for the purpose of redeeming or saving those who,
however evil their lives, believed in the theory that it is unnecessary to live the perfect life: rhe honest life; the merciful
life, but rhat if one believes that the Nazarene was the Son of
God, and lived for the putpose of manifesting this Sonship
and as a means of, in modern phraseology, "white-washing"
man's sins, however scarlet, man's evil deeds will be forgotten
, nd foraiven and he will become free from sin. Humanity,
through~ut the ages, has been guilty of rhis erroneous belief.
If we are JUSt men, if we really are honor-bound and see as
through a glass, clearly, we will recognize the present universal
degradation, dishonorableness and human butchery that have
come about as the direct result of mch a belief·
The thought, the idea, the desire itself, THAT OTHERS, OR
ANY OTHER, should pay OUR indebtedness, or suffer for our
evils is, in itself, dishonorable and destructive. No MAN WHO
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IS HONEST AT HEART WOULD ASK ANOTHER TO PAY HIS
INDEBTEDNESS, WHATEVER ITS NATURE, OR ASSUME HIS
OBLIGATIONS.
~,
The concept that we may accept salvation from another, a
salvation that has not heen honestly and fairly earned, leads to
mental illusions and degradation. Those who have attained to
even a slight degree of spiritual consciousness, must make every
possible effort to counteraq the destructive and degrading
tendencies of a teaching which is so dishonorable and unfair.
H we do nOt replace this erroneous teaching with the principles of living a good and JUSt life; a proper conduct toward
our fellow men, and a wholesome respect for God and His
Laws, then the almost universal destruction now well under
way will lead the nations, all nations, to the same fate that
befell Egypt, G reece, Rome and lesser nations. Man will lose
God's greatest gift-his capabiliry of becoming the Son of God
and, instead, will teturn to what is worse than his original
state-mongrelism.
Up to the present, the vast multitude has accepted this
doctrine of the power of "faith withollt works"; achieving
divinity without honestly earning it; entering a heaven of bliss
though clothed, nay, saturated, with sins that are scarlet. In
addition to this, A WORSE THING IS NOW TAKING PLACE.
MILLIONS ARE DISCARDING ALL SEMBLANCE OF EVEN BELIEVING IN GoD, OR THAT MAN POSSESSES A SOUL.
The devastating result of this is cleady apparent in the
declared wars, and, even more dishonorable, undeclared wars;
wars that are deStroying young manhood; the very fotmdation
of human advancement and spiritual greatness of a nation.
As a result of all dlis, the world is filled with the ideas and
works of urrerly selfish cunningness and double-dealing; of
hatred; of "selling out," better known as the "double cross";
and deeds so foul that our ancient brethren did not even think
of them.
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, The man who is honest at heart, and capable of thinking
clearly, cannot deny that at the basis of all this evil is, first of
:til, man's carnal nature. How can any sane person believe that,
during his lifetime, he may be guilty of all that is foul, degrading and damnable; living at the expense of others; profiting
by their losses and sufferings and then, finally, when the day
of reckoning comes, all of his evils, his brutaliry, his degradation, will fall off and, as the sun rising in the East lifts the fog
from off the earth, so will he enter the haven of bliss, the
abode of tbe blessed, while his victims will suffer the torments
of hell.
This conception, so long taught, has become ~. fixed idea in
the minds of men and is accepted as truth and a fact. There
never is a thought that it might be erroneous or destructive. As
time passes, many men, mostly ftnconsciomly, seem to sense
that the idea itself is debasing and without foundation, and with
it, they often discard the belief in God or a JUSt Law.
The Reaction being unconscious or subconscious, they do
not Stop to realize that this is NOT a God-concept, but a creed
taught by men who were perhaps neimet berrer nor worse than
themselves, and who JUSTIFIED THEMSELVES IN TEACHING
SUCH JUSTIFICATION TO OTHERS.
Certainly, none of the great World teachers, nor the
Nazarene, taught any such doctrine, but the contrary: "As YE
sow, SO SHALL YE REAP." In other words, despite belief at
faith, "As YE DO UNTO OTHERS SO WILL IT BE DONE UNTO
YOU."

Reason, co=on sense, honesty-if we are possessed in the
slightest degree of mese tm-co=on qualities- impress upon
our better nature me certainty that each and every one of us is
an INDIVIDUAL. As individuals, we should realize THAT WE
ARE PERSONALLY RESPONSIBLE FOR EVERY THOUGHT, DESIRE
AND ACT. WHILE FAITH IS ESSENTIAL AS AN URGE TO ACT
HUMANELY AJ.'ID SPIRITUALLY, EACH ONE OF US MUST WORK
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OUT HIS OWN SALVATION ACCORDING TO THE TEACHINGS
AND THE PLANS LAID OUT FOR US BY SUCH WORLD TEACHERS
AS THE Nazarene.
As individuals, created in the image of the Creator Himself,
aye, AS MEN, we dare not lean on the good will, mercy or even
weakness, nor yet on the merits or strength of another, not even
on God Himself. We, OF OUR OWN ACCORD, DESIRE, or MANHOOD, must become the masters of our thoughts, desires and
actions as a result of our thoughts and desires.
WE MUST WORK OUT OUR OWN REGENERATION: OUR
OWN IMMORTALITY, and IN DOING THIS, BECOME THE SONS
OF GoO.
Like cadets in a Military school-supposedly the most rigid
and guarded for honesty--we must solve our own problems. To
refuse to do so, and to appropriate the work of another and use
it as our own, will assuredly bring with it appropriate punishment; for, according to the Law: "We will reap as we sow."
As we desire, so will we think. If the desire is strong
enough, or if we are possessed of sufficient manhood, we will
act according to the dictates of the desire. It is only partly true
that we will "act as we think." We think of many things, but
act seldom. Back of the thought must be the desire strong
enough to enforce actio II. The soldier does not act of his own
volition; but at the command of the officer in charge.
The desire is with the officer or commander. Life is action;
according to the action so will become the Soul. The mind
thinks; but feelings, if strong enough, command action. These
feelings may be on the side of love, or the reverse, hate. One
is constructive; the other destructive. One builds the Soul; the
other works to its deStruction or degradation. An ancient
prophet illuStrated this Law in a very few words: "The Soul that
sinneth [doeth evil], it shall die."-Ezekiel 18:4.
Sin is JUSt another word for wrong or evil acts. Such acts
may be against the self or others-it does not matter which.

Sins against the self may be both material and spirirual. More
often they are acts which directly affect the physical self, draining it of its vital strength, forces and vitality, which, in turn,
bas a direct effect on the spiritual self or Soul.
The brain, withotlt which the mind cannot function; the
aerves, which give normality and stability to the mind, and the
forces which make generation or procreation pOJJible, ARE ALL
OF ONE AND THE SAME SUBSTANCE. A drain, or abuse, of
one, directly affects all the others.
There are countless evil acts-sins-which affect one or all
of these centers or forces. The spiritual self-the Soul-is
directly affected by any act, good or evil, which influences any
of these several centers; mind, emotions (heart) and sex, each
having a center of its own and all acting in conjunction with,
or in relation to, the others.
The Soul cannot exist, that is, be brought into consciotlsness,
except by the health, normalcy and activity of these centers. Any
act that can drain, degrade or destroy one or all of these centers,
has a direct and potent effect on the Soul, and will gradually
make impossible its Immortalization-"the Soul that sinneth, it
shall die." That is, its individualization becomes impossible.
Hermes, the Great Lawgiver, explained the manner of this
effect, in a few words: "As above, so below; as in the inner, so in
the outer." Or, in reverse, "As in the outer, so in the inner."
That which affects the body, if wilfully or consciously committed, will likewise and directly affect the spiritual part of man,
his Soul.
The Law which governs the body, likewise governs the Soul.
The food for the body, becomes the fire of the Soul, and this fire
is the life or the Ught of the Soul. The abuse of the life forces
of the body drains the life or Light of the Soul, and to that
degree reduces the possibility of its becoming Cosmic or God
Conscious.
How terribly deStructive the sins of nerve, brain and pro-
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creative forces may become is vividly illustrated in the DlOllC3J.
scary of the evils committed by the Jews while Moses was
ca lead them out of (or through) the wilderness (darkness
evils of life). The ravages of such abuses, as well as the remedy
for the "healing" of the terrible diseases following in the
of these evils or sins, are all pointed out in this narrative,
In the mass, in the man of the world, the mind centers
the brain, due to the fact that this is the only conscious center!
As the individual gradually changes or transmutes the carnal
self and approaches Soul Consciousness, or Immortalization,
seat of the reasoning or thinking faculty changes. As the Soul
awakens inca consciousness by gradual development, the thinking, reasoning faculties change from the "mortal" mind co the
Subconscious, which is now the Soul.
When Illumination or Philosophic Initiation actually takes
place, the Soul becomes the aaivating center instead of the
mind. In ti,is manner the seat of the government for the individual moves from the head, or the cold reasoning and unfeeling c~nter, ca the Great Center. Reason will be balanced with
intuition; while feeling and the Voice of God guides and diseccs
the individual.
The spirit of man being unindividualized and impersonal,
is the connecting link which holds, or binds together, the several
depamnents of man's four-fold narure. It is the link berween
the body and the Soul; berween the house and its tenant. When
this combination occurs at the firSt indrawn breath of the infant, the brain begins to function and the qualiey we call the
mind, becomes active, or is called into being.
Because of this coming together of four entirely different
elements or forces, the Great jV ork maintains that man is a
triplicate being; an EQUILATERAL TRIANGLE when perfeaed;
but also four-fold; a perfea square; all sides balanced, yet graduating to a central point reaching toward "heaven," or a spiritual
realm. Man is of body, mind, spirit and Soul; likewise body,
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mind and Soul, the spirit nOt being an individual entiey; merely
• connecting link berween the other elements, and again threefold; body, mind and spirit, because Soul may yet be no more
th.n in embryo; wholly unconscious, and as yet not become an
.ctive part of man's being.
-~_ . Spirit, . being from God ar;d? constituting,. as it .does, the
_
livl!lg, act1vatmg force m all hvrng things, IS rn reahey a part
of God; though non-individual and unconscious. Without this
spirit nothing would exist because it is life. It is the universal
principle of existence. It is not the personal property of anyone,
It is loaned to man for a time, then rerurns to its storehouse to
be again taken up by some being or objea. The lowest, as well
as the most Godlike, is possessed of this same spirit.
The word "spirit," the principle or force of life, is misused
and misapplied in all sacred literarure. In faa, we continue to
use it as a substitute word for the "Soul," though it has nothing
whatever to do with tile Soul.
\Y/e use it because there is no other word to take its place.
This has led, and continues to lead, co misunderstanding and
confusion, and frequently inclines the individual ca think of
spirit and Soul as one and the same thing. This confusion can
in part be avoided if we bear in mind at all times that spirit is
not peculiar CO man or animal; that in realiey it is not a part of
man, but a link holding the other three elements together.
Hence, correctly considered, man is a triplicate being, perfealy
symbolized by ihe triangle.
.
In the perfecting of man, special consideration must be
given the Soul which is the' only REALITY. Roughly considered,
man is neither more nor less than an animal wiili THINKING
CAPACITY OR CAPABILITY, and the additional POSSIBILITY of
becoming individualized by means of bringing into CONSCIOUSNESS the Subconscious or Divine SPark, the embryonic Soul
hidden within himself.
While he is developing individualiey, the changing of the
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personal self into the individual, separate from, yet linked to
fellow men, he is also developing Godward. All men are
as personalities with the privilege of becoming, or deve,lot'in;~ '
into, individualities. The "seed," the Soul germ, is within
The means whereby the transformation may be brought
is also in them, much as is the possibility of becoming a
hidden in the silk worm; with this exception: in the moth,
Nature brings about the change, while man, having been "'. ·'cu. "
free Will, must make conscious effort if he desires the
change to take place.
All normal men are born with Souls, or, more correctly
stated, Souls are born into men; but in taking on houses of flesh,
the Soul is buried in, or underneath the flesh, much as the acorn
is covered up and buried with earth from which it may never
emerge because of improper conditions. The acorn is an oak in
embryo. Planted in the earth under favorable conditions, the
germ of life within it will germinate and ultimately develop into
the stately oak, symbolic of both srrength and beauty.
In like manner, the body is the ground or soil wherein is
hidden or buried the SPark of a Soul. This body is as necessary
for the awakening of the Soul into consciousness as is the earth
or soil for the germination of the acorn-with this difference:
1-;-the case of the acorn, Nature's Laws function and bring it to
life, while man must make conscious effort to arouse and bring
into manifestation the hidden Soul within.
In man's life various forces are constantly active. The Soul,
though unconscious, by means of man's emotional nature--his
feelings-longs for bettet things in life than it receives; bur
environments, associations, wrong teachings, and even so-called
science, are barriers difficult to surmount.
In the vast number of instances, man's ignorance succeeds
in further burying the Soul in debris so that, at long last, even
the conscious mind, being purely intellecrual, accepts life as it is
with possibly a complaint now and then, and, at last, weakened

by its own misconceptions and misapplications, gives up the
ghost.
In the lives of a few, the stifled cry of the Soul for Light
and its proper means of manifestation is heeded. When this
bappens it is because the Baptism by water of John has taken
place and the mind has awakened to a realization that there is
more to man and to life than is apparent. This may have been
brought about by the reading of a book or books; listening to
the voice of those who know or some other means. It matters
little what the cause of the awakening may have been. The
hungering cry of the as yet unconscious Soul aCtS as a stimulus
(0 the mind to seek further; to find the reason for irs own
dissatisfaction and uncertainty.
Once the cry of the Soul is heeded and the search begun,
there is no possibility of peace until the Soul itself is awakened
and brought into consciousness; the personality becomes changed
into an individuality; freedom from slavery to environment
attain<!d, thus fulfilling the Divine Plan:
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"To as many as received him, to them gave he power to become
rhe Sons of God."-Joh1> 1: 12.

The Mind never acrains to anything higher than cold intelligence, but it is the judge in the lower court of existence. It
is nOt in rouch, cannot be in tOuch, with things that are Immortal, because it is itself only mortal. It can comprehend and
accept only the things that are material; things on the mortal
plane; things acceptable 'and recognized by the spiritually unawakened mass.
As mind, it may become almost all-powerful, dictatorial
and commanding, even to the point of sending the mass into
perdition, bur it cannot become Immortalized. Nevertheless, by
a srrange contradiction, IT IS THE MEANS BY WHICH THE SOUL
CAN BE, MUST BE, IMMORTALIZED.

The Soul, though unconscious, is possessed of au eternal
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forward and upward urge that has been part of ir from its vety
beginning.
If the mind, by one means or another, is even ever so
slightly awakened to the truth of existence, not merely the
semblance of life, then this awakening, together with the
of the Soul, will cause it to question, to doubt, to be dissatisfied, and finally to search along avenues hererofore unrecognized. In its questioning, its dissatisfaction, its search, the Soul
will find the avenue of escape from unreality, and toward the
"salvation," i,e., the Immortalization of the Soul.
In materiality, or density, the mind is second only to physical
matter. It is to be classified as a force or an energy, rather than
a substance. Like the nerves and forces of generation, it is not
of the nature of the spirit; nevertheless, it is not matter, either.
It is the link between the two. The Soul, on the contrary, is of
a far more refined nature than the mind. Its nature is that of
fire, i.e., SPIRIT IN MOTION. The purity or grossness of this
spiritual fire depends entirely on the purity of man's being.
When man begins to comprehend eternal principles, and
begins to live in the spirit (feeling) of them, this fire, or "Light
hidder. under a bushel," at first completely hidden in material
and very grl)s, marrer, gradually becomes refined. As it increases in i,s intensity, due to the deeper desires of the seeker for
the "Way of life," it burns away, or transmutes (changes) not
only the dross under which it is buried, but all that surrounds it.
It comes forth out of its "tomb" like a Living Fire, a great
Light, as did the Nazarene from his tomb. It has then become a
part of the Godhead, and henceforth lives within the inner
Sanctuary, upon the inner throne, the Sanctum Sanctorum.
Where this Throne is. none know but those who, like Moses,
SEE THE BURNING BUSH AND LISTEN TO THE VOICE OF THE
FIRE.
Mind, though material and temporal, is nevertheless of
supreme iinporrance, because it is the reasoning, controlling and
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directing power of man, Once the mind accepts a constructive
philosophy as a basis for action, it will gradually bring the
entire being into harmony with the philosophy accepted as truth.
The more active it becomes by working in harmony with such
a concept of life, the quicker will be the awakening and the
developing of the Soul itself. As the Soul is brought into consciousness by the mind, it becomes dynamic in its activities and
gradually usurps the powers and forces of the mind until, at last,
the Soul will rule upon the Throne.
The mind will then assume a secondary place in the scheme
of the Divine, becoming the acceptor of the things which belong
to the Soul and of that which is eternal. The reign of the
"morral" mind is then at an end. This is illustrated by the story
of John the Baptist, who, forerunner of the Nazarene, "made
way" for him. It is the story of the eternal mother, who, in
ITavail having given birth to the son, gives way to the son.
IN RESUME, Man is composed of body, mind, spirit and the
embryo, or Divine SPark, of a Soul. The body is material, earthy,
ItS inclinations are heavy, downward, This tendency must be
overcome by the mind powers of man. The effort required in
overcoming this inclination is the price man must pay for having becor.le clisconnected from the original oneness with God as
a result of his desire to KNOW GOOD AND EVIL and by EXPERlENCE, gain Individuality or Immortality. The body possesses
only the appetites of the flesh and these are contrary to the
desires native to the higher realm. These desires must be
changed, and, in the changing and overcoming, is gained the
strength necessary to /inal victory.
The spirit of man, the life of man, is of God; part of God;
loaned man during his earthly existence. It is impartial, impersonal and universal; native to all living things. It is in all
things, but returns to its original storehouse as things die, or
cease to exist. Being impersonal and imparrial, die spirit is
neither good nor bad, IT JUST IS. Yet it is God, because it is
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the basis, the means of life, and nothing can exist unless it is
possessed of life.
The mind is the thinking, reasoning, governing, nil.ing
power. Mind is given to man, not because it is of God, but
because man, alone of all created things, was given FREE WILL,
THE RIGHT OF CHOICE, and he could not exist as man were he
not possessed of the reasoning power which mind confers upon
him. Like life, it is neither mortal, nor I=ortal; neither mora!
nor immoral. The Soul alone belongs to man; is his very own,
but only for a limited time. It is a "talent" given him to do
with as he pleases, but with the proviso that if he does not use
it properly, it will be taken from him, and he, as a personality,
will cease to exist, while the "talent" will be given to another
who may make better "use" of it.
This Soul, originally, and before its incarnation in the flesh,
existed free, spotless, of pristine purity. It became--we know
not how-.-possessed with a desire; a longing to "know both
good and evil," and the Godhead saw that it was best that it
should be given the freedom of this desire so that it might
have the opportunity to PROVE ITSELF, and to become, by means
of experience of both sorrow and joy, to learn good and evil,
and by overcoming evil and applying the good, change from the
son of man, which it had become through its fall, and ascent,
into a Son of God.
The Spirit of man is of God, The Soul of man is free from
God in that it was given Free Will, with free choice, that it
might raise itseU back to God, or descend with mortality, into
the hades of non·existence.
Which is it to be? Eternity with Freedom; or slavery with
limitation?
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THE FUTURE OF HUMANITY
The future of humanity is the future of the States under
the guidance of prophesies anciently made.
EW Americans of the present day have the slightest idea
. of how fortunate they are in that they are living in the
greatest, freest nation that ever existed, despite its
many shortcomings. Neither are they aware that America, "the.
land overshadowed with wings," is at the crossroads, one leading
.ro greater freedom, both individual arid universal, and the
other to the most abject and degrading serfdom, as a result of
failing to accept full responsibility for the management of their
personal and Governmental affairs so that these may harmonize
wirh rhe ancient prophesies.
A still lesser number are aware that the history of America,
from irs very beginning, to the end of its days, whether for good
or ill, is told in its Seal; while only the very few know that their
own destiny is irrevocably interwoven with the destiny of
A.\IERICA; America, the last trying chamber for human Souls,
and that when this trial is over, either heaven or hell will reign
supreme. Few care because they selfishly think only of them·
selves; they forget the future welfare of their sons and daughters.
An old saying has it that "familiarity breeds contempt."
As a corollary to this, there should be another ma.xim: "We
are blind to that which we see too frequently." Most Ameri·
cans, even though the spirit of America dwells within them,
are actually only dimly aware that the great Seal of the firSt
acmally free country in the world shows an eagle, a constella·
tion of stars, an olive branch, and a set of thirteen arrows. This
is the seal we all know. Symbolically, the eagle "overshadows"
the land by its protective wings, BUT ONLY AS LONG AS MAN
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PROVES WORTIfY OF SUCH OVERSHADOWING or protection
Man has ~e power to desrroy rhe "Eagle" rhat overshadows
proteces htm.
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T?e constellation of Stars indicates rhat rhe founders of
Arnenca ACCEPTED THE ABSOLUTE LAW THAT HAS GOVERNED'
THE "DRAMA OF HEAVEN" SINCE THE BEGINNING OF THE
WORLD AND MUST BE ACCEPTED AND OBEYED IN THIS NEW'
WORLD. The olive branch is the symbol of peace and friendship
held OUt to all who are WILLING TO FORGET AND COMPLETELY
ROOT OUT FROM THEIR CONSCIOUSNESS, THE DEGENERATION
OF OLD WORLDS AND ELECT TO LIVE IN THE SPIRIT OF THE
NEW WORLD.
The thirteen arrows are symbolic of rhe wars which are
part of THE DRAMA IN THE HEAVENS, AND THE WARS THAT
MUST BE WAGED AGAINST ALL EVILS, AS WELL AS ALL EVIL
INDIVIDUALS, IF MAN'S FREEDOM IS TO BE MAINTAINED. IT .
IS EACH AND EVERY CITIZEN'S PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY TO
ETERNALLY FIGHT AGAINST THESE INDIVIDUAL AND UNIVERSAL EVILS. 1

~her~ is ~e prophetic reverse side of rhe seal; unCUt, because
the tlIDe IS not ready for the prophetic fuI1illment, which w as
known to few others than the Philosophic Initiates, prior to its
profane and premarure use on the American one-dollar
certificate.
Several attempts have been made to CUt rhis reverse side of
the seal, but in each instance, an invisible hand or force,
restram~d the efforr. At rhe time of the Chicago World;;
FaIr, thIS .reverse SIde was ordered CUt together wirh the famili';;'obverse SIde as an object of display, but those in charge, WHOLLY
IGNORANT OF ITS MEANING, AND (also ignorant) OF THE
SPIRIT OF TRUE AMERICA, questioned: "What a peculiar
1 ~or th~. ~mhoJjsm of the ages see The Af;/~/e'iel of 01iri1" Ancien:
Egypltan Imltallon. Philosophical Publishi ng Company, Quakertown.' Penna.
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design! Why are we given rhis inartistic design?" And rbis
WHITE STONE, symbolic of rhe nation's destiny, as of rhe
. nation's true Souls, was once again rejected.
THE SOUL OF AMERICA is betrayed and is in travail.
Foreign inimical hordes are given almost unresrrained access
-:- 'iruii the counrry without a rhought as to wherher or nOt rhey
are ready to throw off rhe gross, degrading, destructive evils of
the old world and INVEST THEMSELVES WITH THE SPIRIT OF
THE NEW, WITH A WHOLE-HEARTED WILLINGNESS TO OBEY
AMERICA'S FUNDAMENTAL LAWS.
Nor is rhat all! They are given high places; usurping rhe
rights and privileges of rhose MORE CAPABLE, BORN AMERI.CANS WHOLLY IMBUED WITH THE TRUE AMERICAN SPIRIT.
This helps bring about rhe gradual degrad~~i.Q!, of all rhat
is TRULY AMERICAN; so much so that the "eagle whose wings
overshadow America," is GRADUALLY FOLDING HER WINGS
AND WITHDRAWING Heaven's protection. The time has come
when a full knowledge of rhe two-fold seal and all it stands for
shall be made known to the people, so they MAY ACCEPT AND
BE PROTECTED (saved); or IGNORE AND BE DAMNED (swept
into the sea of oblivion) -as have been other nations before
America-because they permitted foreign invasion and the
adoption of destructive ideas to take the place of the constructive ideas which had made them great.
America must awaken! She must be awakened by one
means or another. Her own safety and the welfare of her own
people mmt be protected against all foreign spawned ideologies
born as the remit of selfishness and defiance of God Himself
and all His Laws; Laws which, throughout the eons, have preserved the world and the DRAMA OF HEAVEN, thor'gh the
peoples of nations rtnnr,mbered have perished as It remit of their
own disobedience and degradation.
America, its people individually and collectively, must
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become valiant and now henceforth stand before rhe world as
EXEMPLARS. They must be leaders and promulgators of a new
and eqwtable system of ethics, religious inculcations based on
sound material and spirirual rrurhs, and a citizenship rhat is
honorable and noble; a justice and generosity to orher nations
that is unquestioned (but WITHOUT THE WEAKNESS OF COWARDLY COMPROMISE lacking all honr:n- and fairness to her own
peopl.e) , a.nd emphasize rhe possibility of brorherhood based on
m~lVJdualIty, personal freedom and obedience to laws rhat apply
unIversally.

considered an important part of education, JUSt as throughout
che ages, it was necessary to have an understanding of symbolism which indicated a knowledge of rhe governing law of rhe
Universe and rhe DRAMA OF THE AGES AND THEIR EFFECT ON
HUMAL'1ITY, individually and collectively. It was through
William Barton, son of rhe rector of St. James Episcopal Church
of Philadelphia, learned in Heraldry, and Baron Prestwich, of
England, rhat rhe designs expressive of America's destiny were
developed and drawn.
The twO sides of America's seal express in Heraldry rhe
countless ages of the evolution of man. This evolution had its
beginning even before rhe time of rhe so-called or misinterpreted "fall" of man. The seal symbolizes man's progress in
Egypt (eagleland-Ametica's actual fatherland) where, for a
rune, a wondrous race incarnated to build an unexplainable and
inconceivable monument as a symbol of, and memorial to, rhe
knowledge imparted to her by rhe mote ancient Atlantis.
The ancient memorial or altar, rhe Great Pyramid, unites in
a blaze of gloty wirh rhe later building of King Solomon's
. temple, as a prophecy of the corning of a master-teacher, rhe
Nazarene. He should be trained, taught and Initiated in rhe
"eagleland" and bring into manifestation rhe human-spirirual
temple, PERFECTING THE SON OF MAN INTO THE SON OF
GOD, as a fulfillment of ancient prophecy; that in rhis same
Egypt, rhere should remain an altar where Light should shine in
the land of datkness. Anorher prophecy by Isaiah, in symbolism,
connected rhe land of Egypt (eagleland) with rhe land "overshadowed by rhe wings of rhe Eagle" (America), where rhere
is an 'altar (starue of liberty) upon which is burning rhe light
of freedom for all who accept rhe law and are worthy of rheir
freedom.

To digress, but vital to our thesis: late in rhe afternoon of
July 14th, 1776, rhe New Continental Congress "Resolved rhat
Dr. Franklin, Mr. J. Adams and Mr. Jefferson, be a co~ittee
to prepate a device .for a Seal of the United States of America."
The committee was identical with rhe one rhat had drawn
up the Declaration of Independence, except for rhe omission of
Robert l,vmgston and Roger Sherman. The Declaration itself
had been signed about 2 o'clock in the afternoon, and Congress
deSIred to at once comple:e rhe evidence of rhe independence of
the UOl:ed Scates and ,ts people, by formally adopting an'
offiClal sign of sovetelgnty and National Coat of Arms.
Th~ coat of arm~ of England, rhe morher counrry, iIIusrrated
rhe unIOn of Judah s lIon, wirh rhe unicorn of "lost Israel" 2
in accordance with the science governiniS Heraldry. The youngrepublIc, born 01lt of the throes of reltgtOltS persec'ttion more
than as a result of the sufferings of ,mittst taxation was through
finished, wirh thrones and crowns. It was ready
blaze a ne~
path, UNDER THE SHADOW OF THE EAGLE'S WINGS, through
the fotest of rhe new world in rhe cause of liberty, which should
express her descent from the SPIRIT OF THE CHRISTIAN PEOPLES OF ALL NATIONS and open a door for all who sought help .
and shelter upon her shores.
.
In the early colonial days, a knowledge ~f Heraldry was
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This has no reference whatever ro the Jewish people either in pan or whole.
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"In that day [during the life of the Nazarene) there shalt be an
altar to the Lord in the midst of the land of Egypt, and a pillar
at the border thereof to -the Lord. Aod it shall be for a sign
and for a witness unto the Lord."-Isaiab 19: 19, 20.
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This great Pyramid, an altar at the center of the
(symbolic of man's spiritual or Soul center), recognized as
temple of the highest initiation, was emblematic of the pertect
man; four-square, of body, mind, spirit and Soul.
copestone symbolizes the attainment of Immortality or CosmiC
Consciousness. It represents the measure of the earth as
that of the Universe, as also the evolution of physical
through those countless ages of reincarnation now drawing to
restricted time.
.

The source of the mystical teachings of the New Testament
could offer no other interpretation of the symbolism of the
young republic, than the ancient pyramid, its copestone and
gloty, significant of the descent of the New Jer:usale~, for the
one side; and the eagle, and the ever-repeatlllg thirteen of
Manasseh, thirteenth (lost, "torn away") tribe of Israel, and the
son of Joseph "the Britons," who (was) separated from his
btethten in Egypt, in the "parting asunder" of northern Israel
from southern Judah, NEVER AGAIN TO BECOME PART OF
.' JUDAH, and t!!e first to cross Europe in the search of the legendary "isles afar off," to re·establish the ancient (Gentile)
throne of "Is-ra-el" at Tava in Ireland.
The hitherto rejected reverse side of our great seal is now
in full view of these United States. It is to remind the people
that from t.he beginning they were called to a Great Wark, as
offspring or a mighty Manasseh, whose history began in Genesis
:iod '" ,ill culminate in America, and by whose stripes the world
must be "healed," and will be "healed," despite the many and
inglotious betrayals of those who have set themselves up as the
leaders of our / the peculiar people of the Eagle.
The legend tells us that Joseph, betrayed as we have often
been, and cast off by his own people, married the daughter of
the Priest of the temple of On, in Egypt. Today, as an eternal
symbol until the time of the PLACING OF THE COPESTONE
UPON THE PYRAMID, one pillar of that ancient Temple stands in
London, while its mate stands in New York. These are vivid,
should be constant reminders to us, of our unbreakable connections with ancient Egypt, and with Europe, and our father
Joseph, as an Anglo-Saxon culmination. As a result of this
union, and berween these rwO pillars, must all the world-in
'Biblical language-pass into Ephraim, or Shiloh,
Professor Tutton, an eminent symbologist, understood these
ancient mysteries fully and indicated this in his statement: "The
whole Bible is written in the scars; both the Law and the Gospel,
while esoterically the entire Story of man is see forth upon the

"The last Cumren Song now comes," wrote Virgil, and
prophesied that a race should arise which would be the OffSp,:inlg '
of all races, except those who isolated themselves, and bring
about the end of the ages of iron (war); ushering in the Golden
J!,¥.e; an age of honor, personal responsibility, and obedience to'
the Divine Law.
It was therefore fitting that the mottoes upon the reverse
side of our seal, above and below the pyramid, should be taken
from Virgil, ANNUIT COEPTIs-"Prosper us in our daring,"
and Novus OROO SECLORUM-"a new and select order." It is
well to constantly keep in mind the term SELECT, because it is
only the obedient, hence the "select" that may, or can, reap the
benefit of the REaCting Law.
In this immortal concept THE DAY OF FREEDOM DAWNED
UPON EARTH and with it, misconception. Few, indeed, recognized that only those are worthy of freedom who hold freedom
so dear that they are willing to fight for and give their life for
it in order to preserve it. In this spirit, a poet of the American
Republic wrote: "And the infinite cycle of (ancient) Atlantis
was (has) begun anew."
In Central America there yee stands a companion pyramid,
"key" . to the connection of Atlantis, Egypt (eagleland) and
Amenca (land of the Eagle), hence Arcane and the 1Vfagian
knowledge of the past.
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THE TEACHIJ."IGS OF THE MASTERS

THE WISDOM OF lHE AGES

sea of Manasseh. The obverse side is Israel' under the
Covenant, AS THE HOPE AND OUTCOME (VICTORY) OF CHD'.~
TIANITY. The cwo sides reflect each other and cannot
separated."
There is a possibility of England's betrayal and by
within, in which event, America would be compelled to
alone. This possibility, aye, probability, was dearly indicated
the poem ascribed to Merlin, of King Arthur's Court, on
constellation of the thirteen stars:

Holies, or inllermost chamber, with safety to himself, save he
,..ho had attained to Philosophic Initiation.
The special or spiritual symbol of America, aside from the
pyramid and eagle, is the white rose, identical in its meaning to
the -white stone of legend and primitive Masonry. The constellation of thirteen Stars was in early drawings set in a wreath
of white roses, showing that the early designers were fully aware
of furore American individual spiritual development.
The design is now drawn in white clouds, showing that this
spiriroal nature of America is beclouded, or ullder a cloud, for
the moment. These clouds or shadows, symholizing the confusion of the present era, will gradually be replaced by bright
sunshine; symbol of Light; enlightenment, clear perception and
understanding.
Solomon's Temple was the design of the PERFECT MAN.
Perfection is the ultimate oj every man, unless he chooses
ignoble defeat. The Bible, like the Arcane teachings of the
Greater iHysteries, tells us of the three-cornered copestone which
was prepared to finish the pyramid and the temple, but was rejected, and later became the headstone of the corner. Genesis
tells us of one Joseph, dle keeper of the "stone of Israel."
It was because of the Magian or Holy Grail teachings that
the Britons crossed Europe to Ansareth, Land of Betrothal
(Esdras 11-13) in search of a land where they might keep God's
wotship pure and undefiled. Hence, through Joseph, who was
separated (cast out, sold ) by his brethren, we inherited the
white stolle of all Israel; the copestone of the pyramid, and of
Solomon's temple, that rock upon which the Initiate Nazarene
teminded Peter he should build God's church; the rock or
foundation of spiritual unfoldment within each individual, and
against which in the ultimate, the gates of hell should not prevail. What this tme church really is, is made plain in:

"When the cock (France) shall woo the Dove (America )
Mother and child shall cease to love (Rebellion of her colonies)
When the cock (France) shall guard ( France's aid) the
eagle's nest
The Stars (our constellation of 13) shall rise in the West
Then seven and six shall make but one (E Pluribus Unum)
The Lion's might shall be undone."
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• This has ao reference to the Tews or new state of Israel.
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This prophecy has been rapidly coming to pass since the
second world war. The English, the Anglo-Saxons, have permitted enemies within her borders, many of her own race, to
gain control of her finances and institutions and replace what might be correccJy termed Druidic Chrisrianity by a Godless
atheism. Unless the English wake up, the "lion's might" will
certainly be undone, and the old saying: "There always will be
an England," will be proven unfounded.
The stars upon our seal are set in the form of a six-pointed
star or the doub!e_t~iangle, symbolic of the perfectly balanced
man. After the downfall of Egypr, this was called Solomon's
.s~l; but ages before that it had its place in the temples of the
Greater lvlysteries, indicating that the physical man and the
spiritual man had atrained equilibrium, and that the "son of man
had indeed become the Son 'of God."
At each point of the star was placed the symbol of an Order
which symbolized Arcane wisdom, and because of the presence
upon the altar within, no man might enter into the Holy of
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"My little children, of wbom
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I travail in birth again until Christ
(tbe Christos] be formed (awakened] in you."-Gal. 4: 19.
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TIiE WISDOM OF THE AGES

The one single word offers us rhe key to rhe entire mystery
of "rhe Church" and of man's ultimate goal, "To travail" is to
suffer in giving birth. This birrh is "in" or within us. It is rhe
"unless ye are born of rhe spirit as ye have been of your mc)th'~r's
womb," you shall in no wise be able to enter the "kingdom of
heaven" of Biblical and mystical lore.
This being the law which governs the universe as it governs'
the DRAMA OF HEAYEN, it was in keeping rhat an Englishman, .
a Master of Heraldry, shoul,d give to the young republic, during
its struggle to separate from the mother country, as does the
child from its mortal mother, the design for nOt only the
"work" of the true Christie or Christos church, but also rhe
design for the Great Seal which would express the whole furure
of the new country's work as a world leader and exponent of
the teachings of the new church and of the Holy Grail.
'
The All Seeing Eye looking down upon the ancient pyramid,
symbolizes America, the Eaglet of "eagleland," and all she is to
mean to the world, if she does not permit herself to be betrayed
by the degrading and destructive ideologies of decadent Euro·
pean and Asiatic countries and utterly selfish traitorous leadership in our own country. This emblem, the eye, is as
ancient as man's appearance upon the earth, being found
upon the Egyptian, Greek and Chaldean monuments, while the
Arabians looked upon it and named it the "Highest and Holiest
'name' of God," and with hushed voices, whispered: "I am that
I am."
The triangle about the eye stood, from the most ancient
days, as the emblem of the Trinity: Osiris, Isis and Horus, progenitors of humanity; Father, Mother (Holy Ghost) and Son.
lt is the seal of the eternal law of The Three; of the Universe,
and the watchful guide to those who awaken and walk in rhe,
Light:

The legend symbolized by the pyramid is esoteric, given in
numbers, measures and weights, In_ rhese ,may be read rhe
bistOry of ages already completed, and the propheCy" ofmose
yec to come. Throughout all past ages, each with its leader,
runs the legend of the "stone Kingdom CUt out without hands,"
the inner kingdom of heaven. The last, and greatest of all,
might have been rhe Master Nazarene, had he not been betrayed
by his own people, as is England, the "land of Joseph" ,and the
'Grail, being betrayed today, Unless Americans, in rapidlyincreasing numbers, become imbued wirh the spirit of America,
and awakened to rhe Christie church, a similar fate may also
befall America,
Ancient architecrure, heraldry, and the DRAMA OF HEAYE,N,
are all telling the people of America of their possible destinymaterial and spiritual-no less than their responsibility. As the
head, body and limbs of the great image, made of clifferent
metals, represented each Messianic age-a new interpretation
of truth, and an empire directly relating to some manifestation
of that truth-so must America represent the white stone, and
be a nation fashioning itself according to the Divine Pattern,
until it shall have attained to the Messiahship (spirirualleadership) over all nations, overshadowing all that has pteceded it.

"1 will iostruct thee and teach thee in the Way which thou shalt
go: I will guide [hee w#h mine eye,"-Psalms '32:8
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This cannot be accomplished until each citizen shall throw aside
the veil of ignorance and superstition, and see no longer as
through a glass darkly. but face to facej when Judah shall no
more be permitted to vex Isrrul; nor Israel envy Judah, but
labor in harmony that the Lord's Law be fulfilled. If this be
not done, both may be destroyed as have been many nations
before them.

The time spoken of by Isaiah, the prophet, has come, It is
a time when the learned (intellect-ual) cannOt read the "book"
because it is sealed-as Greek-to rhem; nor the unlearned
because he is unlettered. Yet shall the "book" be unsealed,
because the ancient "Arcane" wisdom applies to the individual
who is willing to wotk in obedience to the Christie law in his
personal quest of rhe Holy Grail; in drinking of the cup of
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THE WISDOM OF THE AGES

unselfishness; in his love for his neighbor and the stranger
within his gates; in his loyalty to his family and his country, and
his stubborn, but holy, insistence that destiny's prophecy shall
not be set aside.
Each and every one may be the fortunate heir to this
glorious inheritance, but must seek the white Jtone which
crowns the pyramid, WITHIN HIMSELF, by the full development of his body, mind, spirit and Soul; the holy Trinity of
each son of man who has become the Son of God.
It is in this manner that America will realize her destiny
as "'the city set upon a hill," a "'star that shall never set," but
become the Light that shall light the world; because the true
church of the eternal CbriJtoJ-the Christ within man-for
whom there is "'travail in birth until Christ be formed in you"
(man), shall have become established and be the sancruary for
all her people.
1£ the Church he Destroyed, the State Must Fall
The State is the edifice; the church must be the Jpirit.
The rise and fall of nations and people has been in exact
ratio to their acceptance of the Laws interpreted by their great
Jpiritttal leaders, or their efforts to think, desire and act, in
attempted defiance of them. We use the term "'attempted" for
the reason that though uncountable millions have made every
effort to live outside of the Law, none have thus far succeeded
and all have passed into the "'limbo of things forgotten." This
illustrates the trite, well-known old saying: "'The mills of the
gods grind slowly, but they grind exceedingly fine."
Nearly two thousand years ago the world as a whole had
come to a sorry pass. Selfishness was rampant. God was all but
forgotten. Men lived by greed and at the expense of ooe
another. The few were the masters, spiritual and material, of
the many, and ooly a few were able to recognize the Light of

God. It WaJ a time, very mIlch like ottr own today, when selfiJh/leiJ and deJire for conqtteJtJ were the rtlling paJJions.
Then, as always happens in exemplification of the eternal
LatU, there came one who was to walk upon the shores of Galilee; a JUSt and honorable Man; one without selfish motive; one
who did not seek to establish an earthly kingdom, but instead,
a heavenly kingdom on earth in which all who so desired AND
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WERE WILLING TO MAKE THE EFFORT, MIGHT E N JOY THE
GOOD THINGS OF EARTH.

He talked of God as none other had before him. He proclaimed God to be the Father of all creation; the mpreme Being
of the Universe; th\ Maker of heaven and earth, and of man in
His own image. This young man, this native of Galilee, the
Nazarene, preached the Fatherhood of God, and the pOJJibility,
nOt the certainty, of the Brotherhood of Man and the Immortalization of the Soul of Man.
This Master-teacher manifested greater love, more wisdom
and courage than had ever before been found embodied in the
body of any man. He possessed the deJire to serve mankind as
had none 'orher before him. He taught the simplest, grandest
and most sublime doctrine, or concept of life, that ever fell from
human lips. Yet, despite the services he was ready and willing
to render to his fe llowmen, and the Soul-inspiring doctrine he
taught, the people of his day, except for a very few, misconstrued
His teachings; ridiculed his concepts and finally crucified Him.
The great Galilean was wise! His wisdom and understanding were beyond the comprehension of the men of his day;
because then, as now, simplicity had no power to excite or incite.
Only the complex holds men enthralled. Foreseeing the things
that were to come, he prepared the way so that, should his
ministry and teachings be rejected, they would be preserved and
passed on to a succeeding age, THE AGE NOW UFON US.
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To St. John Was Confided the Mystery
Guided by that rare foresighr with which he was peculiarly
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THE TEACHINGS OF THE MASTERS

THE WISDOM OF THE AGES

gifted, he placed his "Mantle" upon St, John, his beloved
disciple who, in unselfishness and mystic foresight, had followed
the Master along the path to his own REgeneration. After the
passing of the Nazarene, St, John became the spirirualleader.
Recognizing the abominations of the day and seeing
the people were far from ready, far from showing a willingness
to ,tollow the Exalted Life as taught by the Nazarene, he was
grIeved so deeply that he returned to the Island of Parmos,
There the beloved Disciple visioned the future and prepared
for the peoples of future centuries the mOSt Soul-inspiring, most
Arcane of all books of the New TeStament-REVELATION.

beliefs of the old age and its corrupting interptetations of the
Law, to see clearly and be able to interptet it correetIy,
It was because of these false concepts, these misleading
teachings, that God permitted St. John to GLIMPSE BEHIND THE
VEIL and see the things which were to come to pass as a result
of defiance of clearly worded Laws for man's behavior toward
both God and his fellow men. St. John went even further and
cold, in simple language, what man must do to save himself.
Reduced to the simplest terms, his Revelation concerned the
attainment of Soul or Cosmic Consciousness, and the final accomplishment whereby the son of man becomes thela Son of
God.

The Book of Today and of the Ages
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Whether or not man believes in God or a Divine Law, the
fact remains, and cannot be denied, that the prophecies made so
many centuries ago are being fulfilled. The die is cast; the
great work of cleansing the world and chastising man has been
in progress for some time. Our works, our exemplification of
religiONS teachings, our system of education, our relations one
with another, and, especially, the MORAL BEHAVIOR and RELIGIOUS cttltttre: in shore, our entire outward demeanor as a
civilized people has been:

"Whatsoever a man sowe[h, [hat shall [must] he also reap."Gal. 6:7.

Law, are watching, with broken hearts, the Law's fulfillment,

I.

"Weighed in [he balances, and found wanting."-Danjel 5:27.

Many who are making every effort co be JUSt and within the
The "unjust," the decadent-and their number is legion-are
"running to and fro" to find a way of escape from the wrath of
God; that is, the REaction of their own actions; the "reaping of
their Own sowing." Their frenzied efforts are of no avail, since
they can find no place to hide,
THE WRATH OF Goo IS WITHIN THEIR OWN 'BEING, AND
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Behold the Horrors, the Degradation, the
Dishonorableness of the Present Day

This book, Revelation, was bound by seven seals and commanded not to be opened, that is, fully understood, until the
beginning of the next New Age-the Age now upon us. This
book, filled with prophecies already coming to pass, and with
spiritual knowledge which the people, because of personal selfishness, are not yet willing to accept, has been the mystery of
past centurIes.
Both the laity and the clergy have attempted to break the
seals of this great book and reveal its hidden secrets; interpret
its prophecies, messages and remedies for the many evils
rampant, bur have failed BECAUSE THEY HAVE NOT BEEN
WILLING TO ACCEPT THE LAW; THAT OF A STRICT PERSONAL
RESPONSIBILITY; or, as so simply stated by the Nazarene:

Men have always sought the easy way; still seek it· a back
way into the kingdom of heaven; the abode of righteo~~;ness
rightness.
The book of Revelation is the book of the Law of the new
:<,?rld for its government. Being the book of the New Age,
It IS hardly possible for those who hold fast to the erroneous

,
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FROM THIS NO ONE CAN ESCAPE. This is part of the great
tribulation spoken of by the lowly Galilean, the Nazarene:

Those who have ·permitted themselves to become decadent,
whether individuals or nations, are under this "wrath" or Law,
and simply "reap according to their sowing." Those who have
uuly made effort, or are making effort to be JUSt, to live "within"
rhe Law, will not feel this reaction of justice unto destruction,
bur instead, the blessings comained in, or part of, the REaaion
or sowing.
Religion, which is a combination of teaching moral, natural
and Spiritual Law, cannOt be separated from the government of
individuals and nations. Church and Srate can be separated, and
Jhottld be, but religion and Stare cannot, because the SPIRITUAL
LAW IS THE COMPLEMENT OF STATUTORY LAW; one mpplementJ the other. The debasemem or abuse of one will destroy
rhe other. Love of God, love of family, love of country and
obedience to Law, ARE ONE AND THE SAME THING. Ab"Je the
one and we degrade the other. The end is destruction-reaping
the REaCtion of our aas, or rhe "wrath" of God.

"For then shall be great tribulation, such as was not since the
beginning of the world to this time, no, nor ever shall be."St. Mdtt. 24:2U

toO

It is further written:
"And the kings of the earth, and the great men, and rhe rich
men, and the chief captains, and the mighty men, and every
bondman, and every free man, hid themselves in the dens and
in the rocks of the mountains;
"And said to the mountains and rocks, fall on us, and hide us
from the face of him that sinew on the throne, and from the
wrath of the Lamb:
"For the great day of his wrath is come; and who shall be able
ro srand?"-Rev. 6: 15, 16, 17.

I.
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The word "wrath" which comains within itJelf the element
of deJtmcti01l, could readily be construed to envisage the atom
bomb. The destructiveness of this bomb is not as great as that
of the evils presem within man himself. If man is destroyed,
such destruction will be brought about by the internal "wrath"
or REaaion of personal evils. The arom bomb will be merely
the imtmment by which the destruction is accomplished. There
is nothing for the JUSt ro fear; these will be protected by the
identical Law of Reaction which will destroy the tmjust.
The "Wrath of God" is Now Upon the Earth
God is not a destroyer. God does not hate. God does not
seek to revenge Himself upon even the most wicked of those
created by Him. God is not in wrath. A liberal translation of
the term means that God, in the beginning, set into operation a
Law which, by its REaCtion, punishes or destroys the evil-all
tbat iJ evil; while it "blesses" or saves the JUSt by this same
reaalOO.
I See The Spiritual Interpretation 01 St. Matthew.
Philosophical Publishing
Company, Quakenown, Fa.
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"Woe to the inhabiters of the earth and of the sea! for tbe
devil [universal evil] is come down untO you, having grea.t
wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but a short time."Rev. 12: 12.

At first thought it would appear unjust that the inhabitantJ
of the earth should all be under the dominion of the devil, but
when we remember that "man is nOt sufficient untO himself,"
but is related in one manner or another to the whole, we are
also made aware that "the innocent are made to suffer with the
guilty," because rhey cannot immediately be separated.
This explains why the people of an entire nation may be
made to suffer as a result of the ·acts of foolish, 1veak or criminally inclined Jo·called JtateJmen. The people are guilty to the
degree that they allow theJe JelfiJh, Jelt-centered and often
criminalleaderJ to continue in office. They are under the Jame
Law that informJ ttJ that the SINS OF THE FATHER SHALL BE
VISITED UPON THE CHILDREN UNTO THE THIRD GENERATION.
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Evil permitted is as great, and brings the same penalty, as evil
committed. This is a Law we all coo frequently forget.
How accurately St. fohn described the times and conditions
of our day! Truly the "devil," or more correctly, PERSC)NI:FIlm.!
EVIL, is loose upon the earth. All who have watched the P~"U.IK
of earthly kingdoms and have given serious thought to the
ditions universally prevailing throughout the world coday,
not help but recognize that this condition prevails in
instances because the nations themselves are decadent, while
others it is dtle to lack of statesmanship and fealty and loyalty
the country.
We repeat: Religion, which should be a manifestation of
the church, and loyalry co, or love of counrry, are interwoven
and inseparable. Tbe freedom of man is impossible in a sub·
iugated country, whether stich subiugation be to a foreign carin·
try or traitors within tbe cormtry. 117here there is lack of personal
freedom, man is a slave, and a slave, indicating a weakling, is
never a MAN, hence cannot become the Son of God. The church
- churches of all denominations - should recognize this fact
and instruct the people in God's Law witbott! bias, without
favor and withortl fear.
These are rruly the "last" days of the old dispensation;
THEY ARE THE DAYS OF THE DEATH STRUGGLE; nOt because
they will mean the end of the world-MEN DESTROY THEM·
SELVES AND THEIR FELLOW MEN, NOT THE WORLD-but be·
cause the olden times are passing, and since no man, Biblically
speaking, should "put new wine into old bottles," certainly God
cannot be expected to do so.
The New Age with its new dispensation is progressing as so
fully and clearly indicated by the destruction raking place, as
well as by the advancement of science which as yet is purely
material and mostly for the benefit of selfish interests. Those of
us who have anained co the age of fifry or more years, through

having wimessed all the changes, find it alm?st impossible co
reconcile that which was and that WhICh now <s.
Despite man's evil or selfish intent, the change of the age
grows apace, while the "d.evil" is ~usier than ever, desrroymg
and rrying co save somethmg for hunself. Decade";ce an? per·
sonal dishonor, or lack of honor, are hIS weapons m trymg to
accomplish the desrruction of the entire human race. The bow
and arrow as a fighting weapon has passed away.
The old wooden fighting vessels have been replaced by
"monsters" of steel; and puny, arrogant, self·willed, and there·
fore, easily led man, influenced by the spirit of the "beast," has
perfected every conceivable weapon to annihilate the human
race by killing, starving and poisoning, and, unfortunately,
SELDOM SOLELY WITH THE INTENT TO SAVE AND PROTECT
THE RIGHTEOUS, WHEREIN HE WOULD BE JUSTIFIED.
Under the new Dispensation, everything possible shall be
done co save the elect, i.e., the just and righteous-those who
obey, or who are in the spirit'of trying to fulfil the Law.
"And except those days should be shortened, there should no
Besh be saved; but for the elect's sake those days shall be
shortened."-St. Matt. 24:22.

This is authoriry for the use of any means necessary for the
protection of the itlSt; that is co say, for those in the right. In
order that the days of desrruction be shortened, men's minds
have been capable of devising instruments for the purpose. To
be sure the "devil" and his cohortS will have copied these in·
strume~ts but to lesser degree and belatedly, so that in the
hands of cl,e "righteous" at "elect," these weapons will prove
most successful.
It has always been the tenet of the Church of Illumination
that God does not desrroy anything, however evil it may be.
Man desrroys himself, as does all evil, by a REaction of the Law.
Effect follows CatlSe, and this effect is of the nature of the cause.
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This Law was frequently mentioned by the great teacher,
Nazarene:

,

"Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap."-Gal.

i

t:,

In no wise does this quotation even suggest that God
the sowing or harvesting for man, but that man sows and, as
sows, so WILL HE REAP-be his sowing good or ill. Let us
longer be the "blind leading the blind," but let us open our
to truth and fact, and act accordingly.
That the truly innocent, and the righteous are protected
the Law, is made so clear that all may understand:

,,'j

"Remember, I pray thee, who

11

or where were the righteous
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perished, being innocenu-j

off?

"Even as I have seen, they that plow iniquity and
neu, reap the same/'-Job 4:7, 8.

JaW

wicked-TJ

This emphasizes the exaCtness of the Law. It is the duty ,
the church to teach this Law as it affects every man, woman
child in the world. Not by faith alone, not by prayer alone,
man saved, bur BY THE MANNER OF HIS SOWING. Faith is
necessary to incite action; prayer is necessary because it recon· .
ciles the spirit with God, but TO WORK ACCORDING TO T=~ "Vi
FAITH AND THE PRAYER, IS THE LAW.
All who are foolish enough to believe otherwise will find
when too late that the reaping is in truth of the nature of
sowing. Job knew only too well that man suffers for his
will and his mis·deeds. He also knew that there could be no
Law if the truly innocent, and the truly righteous lacked protection. Why, then, does most, if not all, of mankind suffer in some
manner and to some degree?
The answer is readily understood and very pbin, if we are
honest with ourselves. How many times during each day do we
think, desire and commit deeds we know to be unjust, unfair
or unrighteous? Let us answer ourselves honestly and frankly.
For centuries uncounted, man, as a direct result of his own
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actS of selfishness, greed, vice, weakness, self-exaltation and

arrogance, has violated the Divine Law . . He has enslaved his
v;eaker brethren; whereas he should have helped them to
freedom. He has crushed his fellow-man down into the dust,
whereas he should have raised him up. He has Starved him
".hereas he should have fed him... . He has murdered where
he might have preserved life. He has attacked his brethren
instead of defending them. This has set man against man, not
in jllst competition, but by every foul means at his command;
his every act motivated by creed, selfishness, greed and vice.
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Man's Debt Must Be Paid
Throughout the centuries, man, with the exception of a few,
has danced the "dance of death." He has danced to the music
of defiance of all Laws possible for him to evade by one means
or another. Now he is called upon to pay the price, and what a
price it is! The indebtedness is almost greater than mOst can pay
and the most guilty pay the heaviest penalty.
The price of the "tribulation" will demand their health,
their wealth, their success, their fame, their pride, and in the
paying, they will not place the blame where it rightly belongs,
UPON THEMSELVES, but on all and sundry; being unjUSt even
untO the last. Whether they will accept the truth and fact, or
deny it, none shall come o);lt of the "tribuiation" until he
"Has paid the

utt'e~r:,~Stifar.¢j!,g."-SI. Mall. 5:26.

This is the Law. Were it otherwise, then the Law could be
set at variance and it would not BE LAW.
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THE PROPHESIED "LAST DAYS"
J

The Self-Destruction of Those Who are Evil-The
Rewarding of Those Who Accept and Observe the Law

j

modern conflict of the "devil" in the guise of wh at
was Nazi-ism and now Communism should be known
.
as Godless-ism and atheism. It is a rett/rn to herdism
""d animalism; an egoism of the few , an abject servility of the
m:lSS; all symptoms of decadence ending in a death which knows
no resurtection, and was clearly foreseen by St, John.
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"And there went oue another horse tbat was red: and power
wn.s g iven to him th:l.[ sa t thereon co take peace from tbe eanh,
and tha t they sho~d kill one anOther: and there was given
umo him a grea t sword,"-R ev. 6:4.

In a sense this is the Story of the "talents." "Power was
given to him . .. to take peace from the earth." Why should
such power be permitted the evil ones? It is all within the Law,
The Law of freedom is ETERNAL VIGILANCE. H e who is not
-jealous of his freedom, ever ready to fight for it, shall Soon
lose it. He who is given talents and does not use them, shall be
denuded of them. The unrighteous shall be punished. Who is
'(0 punish them?
The Law, or call it God, requires instruments for such
punishment, hence uses evil men as the instruments, giving
them the power, or the opportunity, to bring about such punishment or destruction. In this manner is the Law fulfilled.
"And I looked, and beheld a pale horse: and his name that
sat on him was death, and Hell followed with him. And power
was given umo chem over the fourth part of the earth, to kill
with sword, and with hunger, and with death, and with the

beasts of the earrh."-Rev. 6:8.
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This is not THE battle of Armageddon, but a part of it·
?eginning. It is the end of the old Dispensation with its '
mterpretation of the Divine Law for selfish purposes;
personal power; for the aggrandizement of a class.
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Berween those who ride the red horse and the pal~
will be desrroyed the ungodly and their regiroe, AND
THOSE WHO WOULD COMPROMISE WITH, OR =r,,~
THEM; THE LATTER BEING EQUALLY, IF NOT .
GUILTY, BECAUSE THEY KNOW BETTER AND THEY
THE POWER TO RESIST AND DESTROY EVIL.

:
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. Our of this battle, .thi~ srruggle which was foreseen by
builders of the ConstlrutlOn of the New World will · COlme·~~ .
greater freedom. It will eliminate those who would: and do,
their inheritance or position and power for a "mess of pottage,"
or temporal glory and self·exaltation. A rugged INDIVIDUALISM
will be born; one such as was manifested by a Franklin, Jeffer.
son, Washington, Paine and other truly great leaders.
There will be established the Law of PERSONAL RESPON.
SIBILITY IN THE DAILY LIFE OF MEN, IN THEIR DEALINGS
WITH THEIR FELLOW MEN, AND A RETURN TO THE OLD LOVE
OF COUNTRY, WHICH WILL ADMIT NEITHER DEVIATION NOR
COMPROMISE.

Then the eagle will fly with outstretched wings over a free
~oun~y. Her scream will be turned into song-the song of

mdlvldual freedom as ordamed for those who deserve it, and of
the whole of a glorious heritage HONESTLY WON. Then, truly,
men will reap their JUSt reward:
"WhatSoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap."-Gal. 6: 7.

This Law teaches the fundamental behavior of man toward
his fellow man. It is positive because it warns man that whatever he does, THAT MUST HE EXPECT TO RECEIVE IN RETURN;
NOT DIRECTLY FROM THE PERSON OR SOURCE THAT HE DEALS
WITH UN JUSTLY; bftt from the reaction of the Divine Law.
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This Law is absolttte and irrevocable. It does nonet one man
or one nation against another. Rather, it requires assumption
by each and every man of full responsibility for his acts, with
the provision that the more willingly he accepts this responsibilicy, the greater will be his retttrn, interest or reward.
This was one of the fundamentals in the minds of the
founders - all of them Philosophic Initiates- of this great
Republic in the New World. The spirit of this great Law was
written into the Constitution, bur in late years has been relegated
inco the background by edicts instead of Laws. The purpose was
to make positive that all men were born with equal opportunities and equal rights to accept or refttse these opportunities and,
in acceptance, have unliroited (with justice) rights and privileges to take advantage thereof and become the Biblical "giants
of those (their) days."
In the actual regulation of all their activities, all irobued
with the true American spirit, members of this great Nation
differ from those of other nations. Theirs would nOt be an ism
for mass obedience which would equalize all but the seleer-the
governing few.
They could have no part in any sysrem of government which
permitted the dregs of society, who have never performed a
worthy deed or overcome a single weakness, to be recognized as
equal to those who had elevated themselves by effort, through
trials and tribulations. Any sttch indiscriminate form of government degrades the highest to the level of the lowest; it offers
as mttch, if not more, to the drone as is left to the most willing,
obliging, loyal, fmgal workman. It supports the moral, spiritual
pauper at the expense of the self-respecting, spiritttally inclined,
responsible citizen.
Unfortunately, for America, there are literally millions in
this country today who are seeking to tear down everything that
the founders of our Republic labored so hard to establish. These
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destroyers of meo, and certainly destroyers of the
spirit, mostly aliens by birth, seek to make every man a
cog in a huge, unthinking machine thar, withour choice,
reduce man, by a gradual process, ro the basesr in ae,cacleru
nations or ro the srams of the beasrs of the field, so that
profit of their labor could be used to the glorification of the
in power. All of rhis is, of course, wholly contrary ro the
given promise:
"Whatsoever a man soweth [earneth), that shall he also
[be compensated or paid for)."-Gal. 6:7.
Wirhour rhis assurance, man has nothing whatever ro
upon. He is reduced ro memal, material and spirirual De,gg'l.ry-.
to the level of the lowest of those anciently captured in war,
the serfs once so numerous in foreign lands.
Such is not rhe destiny of man as written into the ...,,_.,. :
Law. As a free being, man has the right and privilege to
accept the Laws set intO marion by God, his CreatOr, and by
working in obedience ro them, become one with rhe privileged
of the New Age. His destiny is to be free from all unjust
dominion, exploirarion and weakness; FREE FROM THE DEBASING PASSIONS AND INJUSTICES OF HIS OWN NATURE; FREE
FROM DOMINATION OF ALL MEN; A MASTER OF CONDITIONS
AND CIRCUMSTANCES, an ILLUMINEE AND A Son of God.
Those who refuse to bend the knee to any man (few in
number now, bur gradually increasing) are the men and women
who follow the MIDDLE COURSE. Adamam againsr conforming
to the isms of foreign invemion now rapidly poisoning the
New World's saving philosophy, these are the Elect who are to
become heirs of the New Jerusalem:
"And I saw a new heaven and a new eanh: for the first heaven
and the

firSt

earth were passed away; and there was

00

more

sea.
"And I John saw the holy ciry, new Jerusalem, coming down
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from God our of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for her
husband.
"And I heard a grear voice our of heaven saying, Behold, the
cabernade of God is WITH MEN, and he will dwell with them,
and they shall be his people, and G.od himself shall be with
them, and be rheir God."-Rev. 21:1·3.
This is the promise given to all who will accept and obey
the Law and refuse to subjugate themselves. This does not
suggest that the world will be destroyed, but that the earth will
be renovated, and that only those within rhe Law, will save
themselves by their efforrs-"by their works shall ye know
them"-while the evil-minded will have destroyed themselves
in the REaction of the Law-tbeir sowing.
As in the birth of all things, there is travail, so there must
be sorrow and suffering; destrucrion by the wicked; the sub·
jugation and exploiration of the weak and ignoram. There will
be, now is, the comest berween the "cohorrs of hell," i.e., the
unholy and uNregenerare; wars for remporal power and glory,
and rhe cruel destruction of the mass that rhe few may retain
their power. All of these rhings are necessary ro bring about
the great change ro clarify the understanding of men, JUSt as
fermemation and agirarion precede the clarification of new wine.
Behind all rhis IS THE OPERATION OF THE LAW, THE
PREPARATION OF THOSE WHO SHALL LIVE AND BENEFIT BY
THE LAW, and while the wicked fight over rhe "garmem of
Joseph" and then find themselves wirhout sustenance, those who
"love God and keep His Law" ( His co=andmems) will
inherir the new Heaven and the New Earth as promised by the
Re'velator John:
,. "He that overcometh shall inherir all things; aad I will be IDS
God, and he shall be my son ," -Rev. 21 :7.
When you lisren to those who represent themselves to be,
and who should be, THE SERVANTS OF GoD, and hear them
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proclaim that there was but one Son of God, the man of ""LW'ee
the Nazarene, recall to your mind rbis positive statement:

nesses and the will of others. In them is found the mystery of
!Il'lll'S creation by God; of man's "fall"; of his "sin" which is
Jjsobedience to Law and Order and the direct cause of all his

"He that OVERCOMETH shall inherit all things;
... and he SHALL BE MY sON."-Rev. 21:7.
The New Interpretation of the Law to Harmonize
the Spiritual Vision of John

,c

"And he shewed me a pure river of water of life, dear as
proceeding out of the throoe of God and of the Lamb.
22 :l.
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Revelation is a book of prophecy telling all who will
of the things to come to pass in the New Age, so as to prepare
man for rbis Age. "The pure river of the water of Life"
readily understood as having reference to the teachings whiclt
are free (pure) from all creeds and isms which do not have the ::.!~.
welfare of man, material and spiritual, as their aim. Only
teachings will help man to attain to the new life, the spiritual
birth which the N azarene tried to teach and which is possible
here and now, y;ithout waiting for the future, and which ALL
MUST UNDERGO if they wish to live in the future New Age or
dispensation. These are the teachings of Manisis, Seventh Messenger, to prepare the Way.
.- - -

The Interpretation of the Law for the Immediate
Present and New Age
These Arcane teachings are not new. They formed part of
the Greater Mysteries of all ages. They were taught to the
Nazarene and he, in turn, taught them to all who would listen.
They were the teachings of the Gnostic Christians and were
gradually lost to the church as it became steeped in creeds and
descended into materialism.
The teachings of the past ages, plus their spiritual inter·
pretation, constitute the inculcations of the New Age and show
the way to man's freedom from the dominion of his own weak-
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The new interpretation, the Manistic inculcations, emphasize:

I

The
The
The
The

Law of Personal Responsibility
Law of Regeneration
Possibi lity of the Immortalization of the Soul
Attainment of Personal Freedom

"
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PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY
The Means to Man's Salvation
"And, behold, I come quickly; and my reward is with me, 10
give every man accordi"g as his tvo rk shall be."-Rev. 22: 12.
ERE we have the positive, the.uncontrovertible assurance
. . that every man, all men, w!ll be rewarded, not as has
~
so long been taught, according to his fa ith, BUT AC-

UD

CORDING TO HIS WORKS; THE FULFILLMENT OF THE DIVI NE

!.. :

,..

~"f

LAW.
"According to his wotks" means not alone what man thinks,
feels, and desires, but aett/ally does. Although Revelation is
written for the New Age, this Law, has ALWAYS BEEN IN OPERATION, and whether men were conscious of it or not, their
"rewatd," whethet good or ill, favorable or unfavorable, was in
payment of what they WERE, and what they DID.
Hete is the absolute assurance to each and everyone that
whatever he desires, whatevet he feels, for whatever he makes
effort, that shall be; for "I come quickly," that is: The fulfillment of the Law-the reward, the payment-follows in the
wake of the efforr made.
This doctrine of "work and reward" contradicts the creed' of
"salvation by faith," which has led an untold number of honestly-inclined, thinking, well-wishing men and women to
become atheists.
As reasonable beings, they could not conceive, or accept
that type of justice which would permit a man, or men, to do
anything, regardless of how advetsely it affected others or what
evil, degtading, destructive influence it had on individuals or
nations, and then, merely by feeling contrite, as a result of an
awakened conscience, by praying and having "faith," be
telieved of all responsibility for their misdeeds.
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The church of the New Age cannot accept such an unjust,
unfair, un-Godlike doctrine. It believes that the man who
repudiates his honest indebtedness, or permits another to pay
it for him, is NOT an honest man, and could not squarely face
either God or his own Soul.
This belief of "justification by faith," or the "forgiveness of
sin" as it is universally understood, is directly opposite to that of
PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY, the honest man's creed, and cannot
be acceptable to the man who is truly a MAN."
It is freely conceded that prayer for forgiveness is essential
to religious devotion. But the doctrine of PERSONAL RESPONS IBILITY teaches that man personally is responsible for his every
act and mmt himself pay the debt, and that in NO WAY can he
free himself, nor be made free, except by the payment of the
debt created by an act, or lack of action.
Prayer, alone, however sincere it may be, is not in itself
sufficient for the moral and spiritual cleansing and the achievement of freedom from the result or REaction of sin or wrongdoing. In addition to prayers for forgiveness, the one guilty
must first make the proper RESTITUTION to the person wronged
or, that being impossible, or impractical, to some other unfortunate. Whatever the problem, the debt must be paid and this
followed by supplication for forgiveness.
If this tenet is accepted in good-will and full faith and
applied so far as is humanly possible in the daily affairs of life,
then injustice and inhumanity must gradually cease, since each
individual will ulti..-nately recognize that anything gained at the
expense and to the injmtice of another, IS NOT A PROFIT, BUT

BE REPAID WITH HEAVY INTEREST AND IS THEREFORE AN

A LIABILITY, AN INDEBTEDNESS WHICH MUST ULTIMATELY
6 This is DOt written in condemnation of the teachings of any church. We
have not come "with a sword, but [Q bring pe:::r.ce." Churches must teach that
wh ich mey conscientiously believe, even though, according to (he Bible itself,
it is contra.ry to reason and justice. We, on ou r parr, must teach th:::r.c which h35
been given to the advance guards of the New Age and [he New Dispensacion.
however coorr:uy [Q at! up·to·(he·preseor creeds and incukltions it may be.
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.~CTUAL

LOSS.

The doctrine taught by the Master of Galilee, the Nazarene,
in his edice: "As ye sow, so shall ye reap," is, in a harsher sense,
rhe eternal decree of "an eye for an eye," which JUSTICE, not
God or man, demands.
"Faith Without Works is Dead."-James 2:20.
This statement is actually on a par, and in harmony with,
"As ye sow, so shall ye reap," because it teaches the Law that,
though we have faith, and do nOt work-make effort--or sow(he faith is dead, i.e., of no power or influence; no help or benefit
whatsoever. No man living is capable of setting aside 'a Law,
and whoever is foolish enough to try, will reap the REACTION
of the greatest of all Laws, that of PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY.
The Church of the New Dispensation has warned mankind
tepeatedly that man cannOt live by "faith alone," and that
Immortalization, the second or spiritual BIRTH, is to be gained
only by personal effort based on faith.
The doctrine of "salvation by faith" alone is demoralizing
and is causative of profound spiritual misunderstanding. This
doctrine, leading man to believe that he can escape the punishment for his injustices, is all toO frequently a direct cause of the
crimes now committed in a wholesale manner.
It is only as mankind becomes conscious of the truth of the
doctrine of Personal Responsibiliry that he will gradually
change his ways of wickedness and be ready to so live as to
receive the Biblical "mark of God on his forehead," instead
of that of Cain, and be included in that "certain number" which
ate among those to be "saved." Those who are so counted are
among the "elect"; "sealed" as the "servanes of God," i.e., those
doing God's Will-keeping His Law.
Mankind as a whole has violated this Law of Personal
Responsibiliry for so many eons that it is now feeling the
impact of the REACTION of this Law in its full force. Because
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of mankind's sin, we have the present cycle of the REACTION
and no man, or number of men guilty, can stem or retard the
tide in the least, until the storm has spent its force; and unless
man-individually and collectively-harmonizes himseU with
the Law, he will not be able to pass through the "great tribulation" which is now in increasingly active force.
This Law of Personal Responsibility is the Law of the
Prophets; it is the Law of title Manhood. It is the basic Law for
REgeneration, or the means to the second or Spiritual Birth. It
is the Law of Immortalization. Any ' individual, Church Or
Nation attempting an evasion of this Law will continue as in
the past "returning to the dust, to rise no more."
He That Keepeth the Law Will Overcome
It is by accepting the Law of Personal Responsibility that
we will gradually gain the strength to meet all challenges in
life and gain alt that wilt be to om benefit. He who has the
courage to accept responsibility for all of his acts, be they what
they may, is he who also develops Strength of character and the
ability to meet all conditions; changing the tmfavorable to his
benefit, and will be among those of whom St. John wrqte :
"He [hac Qvercornerh shall inherit all thingr; and I will be his
God, and he shall be my son."-Rev. 21:7 .

Punishment and the Fatherhood of God
The Fatherhood of God, without respect to person or race,
must be accepted as a fact, as also that God is JUST to Alt men
and, through His Laws, ptmishes the Unjust. The Concept of
the New Dispensation inculcates a God of love; ONE FREE
FROM HATRED, MALICE, AND REVENGE; free from any desire
to see any of His creatures suffer, even though they do evil; but
impartial to the punishment THEY BRING UPON THEMSELVES
AS A RESULT OF AN INFRACTION OF HIS LAWS; LAWS WHICH
CANNOT BE CHANGED TO FAVOR ANY ONE.

I!,-,,:
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This concept exalts the idea that God, as such, does not
punish any of His creatures, but that He, in the beginning of
time, concurrent with the creation of man, established a Law of
Absolute, Unchanging Justice for man's behavior, that as a '
result of the operation of this Law, the REACTION of the deed or
ACt, brings about its own punishment.
The Law of Justice is the counterpart of the Law of Personal
Responsibility. Once men fully realize that every act, whatever
its nature, by, and of itself, sets into motion an ttnchangeable
Law which will bring about retribution, they will gradually
cease to do evil. They will recognize their own responsibilities
and their debts to the Law for what they are, and not what they
would like them to be.
Truth is forever the same. Truth is a part of the Divine
Law and has remained unchanged since the beginning of time;
nor has there been any change in its application to the activities
of man. The world of thought advances and with new thoughts,
ideas and ideals, are brought into action new forces which demand a new understanding and a different interpretation of the
Laws that apply to the new conditions .
Each outgoing cycle requires a laying aside of the old cloak
(the old bottle) so that the incoming cycle (new wine) may be
"clothed upon" with . new garments better suited to its immediate needs. The texture, design and coloring of this cloak of
thoughr are determined by the particular emphasis that a given
age employs in the interpretation of truth as it relates to the
action and welfare of the whole. To enrich the human race by
all the varied aspects that truth and its realization may assume,
it is necessary for the cloak of interpretation to be donned and
doffed again and again from time to time, in accordance with
the law of progress and greater need.
Service is the key to the highest attainment in life. By
means of service we develop and perfect every possibility of our
nature and, in doing so, arouse within ourselves a higher con-
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sciousness. This development leads us, step by step, to a deliberate transmutation of the gross-so much a part of us-into that
which is finer and higher, and of which we have so great a need.
Man must come into a conscious realization of the Jpirit of the
Law throttgh Jervice, and by applying the ideals of a sane love
and sympathy tOward all men.
Through a masterly direction of an exalted Will, by the
constant influence of a thought atmosphere characterized by the
qualities of kindliness, compassion and justice-by the Illumination of the individual Soul so that it will radiate and diffuse
its own Light of understanding and its warmth of Love with
impartial tenderness-man atrains to his highest estate in a
world beset by sorrow and misery, heedlessness and cruelty,
and becomes a Jhi1l;ng light to those as yet in darkness and
unable to help themselves.
Gradually, it is becoming a settled conviction among those
who are sincere in their search for truth that it is possible, and
necessary, for man to come into an understanding of the aim
and end of life in order that he may intelligently obey the Law
and live in harmony with it and, in so doing, become, by a
narural, orderly process, all that he may be.
The Immortalization of the Soul of the individual is atrainable here and now. This is a fundamental tenet of the Church
of the New Dispensation as it was for ages past of those who
had entered the Greater or Inner MYJterieJ. This truth was
taught by the N tlZtlre1le throughout his ministry.
Immortalization, however, is nOt to be thought of as something thruSt upon all alike, regardless of their desire or active
seeking. It is 1Iot an inevitable factor of man's existence on
earth. It is the result of awakening to the realization that when
the great teacher of Galilee spoke to men of BECOMING THE
SONS OF GOD, he meant JUSt that.
As so often stated by those who have awakened to a
deeper, higher-than-mortal consciousness, there is a Spark, a
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germ, of the Divine Narure or OverSoul in each normal,
rational human being. This Spark is the potential ChriJtoJ, i.e.,
the "buried treasure" which, brought intO life and manifestation,
culminates in the Individualization of the Soul. It is then the
"Light that lighted all the world" of man's Consciousness, as
well as a light to others by means of which they also may come
intO Consciousness.
When man atrains the Consciousness of this Light WITHIN
hiJ own bei1lg, and recognizes and obeys the "still small voice,"
he has readled a state of consciousness bordering on the Illumination of the Soul (a phase of being from which the New
Church takes its name) and is well on the path to His own
I=ortalization.
This Divine Spark buried deep within each individual may,
by consciously-made effort, be developed into a center of that
Livillg Fire of which the Nazarene spoke so frequently. Man in
toto is a nucleus of Light, a Temple of the Living, radiatillg
ChriJt. He is, or MUST BECOME, ti,e great architect of that
legendary Temple of Solomon, a Jpiritllal structure wherein the
Jpir;tlltll sun will continuously shine; a shrine symbolized in
ancient religious practices by the Vestal Virgins and their everburning light.
The purified and exalted love dwelling within the heart,
and the enlightened understanding of his Soul furnish the
means whereby man JaveJ himJelf and, in rurn, lifts other men
to a higher estate. This is 1Iot a denial of ChriJt; but instead,
THE CHRlSTOS MADE MANIFEST.
Man is said to be made in the image of his Creator; in the
form of the highest concept of what man should be. He is a
material reflection of the Divine, possessing in part the powers
and attributes of the Infinite.
In different personalities, these Divine qualities are in
various degrees of development. In one person they may be
wholly latent and buried beneath the crUSt (the tomb) of a
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wholly selfish personality, but unless gradually destroyed by the
fires of persistent, Soul-destroying actS, they none the less remain
a potential possibility awaiting the awakening and un.lol,ding :
process of development. In another person they may be in
incipient stage of active goodness. In this environment they
indicated by an active, wholesome conscience, although
spirit itself may be entangled painfully and hampered greatly
by a thoroughly selfish personality_
In yet another person these qualities may have become
dynamic, vital expression of individualized life so that the
has become conscious of its inseparable contact with the Infinite_
These potentialities may be concentrated into a center of
radiation; into a perfect pyramidal flame, "the light of the ,
world," that clothes the desire-nature with love and illumines
the understanding with wisdom; a guide that all may safely and
profitably follow. In this state the Divine qualities of love, wisdom, kindness, compassion and helpfulness (service) unconsciously radiate the blessings of their inherent goodness upon
all who come within the sphere of its influence and OPEN
THEMSELVES TO RECEIVE IT.

Creation is the manifestation of the Creative power of the
OverSou!' All things having been created by God, they are in
themselves good; but man, through the exercise of his free Will,
and because of other than constructive application of the Law,
has perverted many of the things inherently good_ As a result
of his action, and manner of application, he has brought evil
not only upon himself, but also upon his fellow man_
In his four-fold nature of body, mind, spirit and Soul, man is
an epitome of the universe. Potentially, he is a Divine creature
in miniature; termed the Microcosm or little world. Man was
the clim ..", the culmination of forces which for untold ages were
seeking for expression. How to develop these forces, bring
hidden potentialities into activity or expression, and do so harmoniously with the Law, is the problem of every human
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creature, and it is the duty, the responsibility of the Church of
the New Dispensation, to teach, guide and encourage man to do
just this_
The ideal man must firSt understand and then decide for
himself how he will employ his forces constructively as intended
by the Divine plan, and in the service of, and to the welfare of
mankind. To first develop and then engage his potentialities
and use his powers and forces in obedience to constructive Law
will result in the uplifrrnent of his entire being_ Conversely,
if he permits his forces to divert these potentialities and possibilities into channels of error and wastefulness, i.e., wrong use and
destructive action, he will sufler loss and, if continued, ultimate
destruction_
God could nOt by any means or possibility have placed a
higher degn;~ of truSt and mark of honor on man than He did by
giving man the right of choice; the power of decision and the
ability to direct his W ill and his forces in the execution of plans
in accordance with his own desires. Every power is, in itself,
good, although it admits of a two-fold direction of expression:
positive and negative; good and evil; constructive or destructive_ Every Law of man's nature is in itself good or constructive;
but it also permits of a two-fold functioning: constructively and,
in reverse, destructively. The application which man makes of a
force or power alone determines its primaty effect as well as
its REACTION. Every virtue is offset by a possible correspond109 VIce:
Wherever God builds His Chapel
The devil opens his charnel house.

The ultimate result of man's every act depends entirely
on its tendency or direction. Evety force, every energy and
every potentiality placed under man's control is intended to
fulfill beneficent ends. Every organ of man's body, every activity
of his mind, is intended to serve a noble purpose. When the
direction is in harmony with the Laws, the result must be, and
is good. It is therefore essential that every human being be in-
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structed fully in the Law of individual constructiveness as
as in his Individual Responsibility so that he, personally, is
arbiter of his own ultimate fate.

~

Freedom Under the Law of Personal Responsibility
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Experience, throughout the centuries, taught mankind
religious liberty, the right to think, plan and worship as
conscience dictates, was utterly impossible unless, concurrently,
there was liberty of action. This experience culminated when
Fathers of the American Republic prepared the new world
the FREEDOM OF MAN, and this freedom was w ritten .
the Constitution of the United States - the grandest documentm t
ever conceived by the minds of man for the government of
people.
This liberty and freedom we, the last free people, are at
the moment in great danger of losing for two reasons: THE
APATHY OF THE PEOPLE, BOTH CIVIL AND RELIGIOUS,
THE MANY OF FOREIGN BIRTH WHOSE EVERY THOUGHT AND
EFFORT IS TO SELL US AND OUR COUNTRY INTO FOREIGN
DOMINATION AND ATHEISM OR WORSE.
This problem concerns the WHOLE OF MAN and threatens .
not merely his civil rights, but his religious liberty ' as well.
Christiallity as seen throttgh the eyes of St. John i.r at the crossroad and the danger to it is most grave.
The Constitution of the United States was written to for."
ever eliminate even the possibility of the usurpation of human
rights, whether by king, emperor or dictator. The Fathers of
the New Republic did not foresee, nor could they realize THE POSSIBILITY THAT THOSE ELECTED TO OFFICE MIGHT BETRAY
THEIR TRUST, A.L'\1D THE TRUST THE PEOPLE HAD IN THEM.
IT WAS NOT CONCEIVED POSSIBLE THAT ANY ELECTED
AMERICAN WOULD IGNORE THE CONSTITUTION, COME
UNDER THE DOMINION OF THE "RED" AND "WHITE HORSEMEN" and RULE BY EDICT INSTEAD OF BY LAW; IGNORING
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THE CIVIL RIGHTS OF THE PEOPLE AND ENDANGERING
RELIGIOUS RIGHTS BY GIVING GREAT AND FAR-REACHING
POWER INTO THE HANDS OF INIMICAL MINORITIES WHOSE
MOST INNERMOST DESIRE IS TO DESTROY THE SPIRIT ITSELP
OF WHAT WE KNOW AS CHRISTIANITY, WHETHER THIS BE OF
THE GNOSTIC CHRISTOS, OR THE CHRIST OF GALILEE-THE
NAZARENE.
The men responsible for the Constitution originally so
arranged the Government under this Constitution that all of its
branches would function under the Law of Personal Responsibility. T o whom responsible? To THE PEOPLE THEMSELVES.
As a result of their Ideals and farsightedness, we have had
greater freedom in America than was ever dreamed of by
any other people and we prospered mightily - so greatly that
the viciously selfish of other countries g radually became greedy
and prepared their plans to take from us not only our freedom,
religious and civil, bur also all that we had built up and, lastly,
the country itself.
All of this may yet come about because our great freedom
has lulled us to sleep; a sleep of illusion from which the mass
have not as yet awakened-the illusion that liberty is an inheritance and not the RESULT OF ETERNAL VIGILANCE.
The American people have had great freedom. Every religious faith, however small, insigniJicant and unorganized, has
had the same rights and privileges as the mOSt powerful denominations. In civil life we have prospered and achieved more in
a shorr span of time than any other people in the histoty of the
world. Now, at last, the people seemingly are so inert and so
action less, so heedless of their danger, the danger RIGHT
WITHIN OUR GATES, that all the rights and privileges we enjoy
as a free people may be swept away and the MOST FREE OF ALL
PEOPLE BECOME THE MOST DEGRADED SLAVES.
In the past America has had a full caste of religious and
civil freedom and found it worth both living and dying for. Is
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it not worth while to awaken and seek even greater freedom by
adopting, not merely as part of our philosophy and religion,
but as a guide for our action in every-day life, the full Law of
Personal, Individual Responsibility?
Be on the alert! Make up your mind now that you will
assume your full responsibility to man and God for your every .
deed. If you have a debt, whatever its nature, see that it is paid.
If you commit a wrong, make restitution. If you have harmed
your fellow man by word, acr or deed, see that you correct the
wrong done and compensate him for any harm that befell him
as a result of your misdeed.
On the other hand, and to bring about a balance, insofar as
lies within your power, permit no one to defraud you, betray
your interests, or do harm to those you love. Fight justly, without
fear, hatred or malice, for all that is good and all that righdy
belongs to you. In doing this you will fulfill the Law of the
New Dispensation and you will retain your rights and liberties
as a truly free being.
If you will adopt this plan of thinking, desiring and acting,
you will live more and more tinder the Law, and the Law will
be in your favor and be your prorection. As this "light now
under a bushel" begins to manifest itself, you will exert a tre·
mendous influence for good on all who come into contact with
you and they will turn about and follow in your footsteps. Your
life will be one of purpose, and you will eventually "overcome
and inherit all things," and God will be your God, and you
"shall be His Son." Such is the promise and in it is the fulfillment of the Law.

This phase, IN THE REGENERATION, is in itself conclusive
evidence that the Nazarene not alone taught the life of
REgeneration, but that he practiced it, and that ~t least so~e of
his disciples did likewise, because he stated, wlthottt qualification. "That ye which have followed me, IN THE REGENERATION," should have a certain reward- the highest possible-Jit
upon the throneJ.
The Church of the New D ispensation holds, without reservation, that the doctrine-method for obedience on the pathof REgeneration, is the "key" to Immortality-to the BECOMll':G of a S01> of G od. . Ir maintains, as a cardinal truth, tI,at
the Jecond birth, the Jpiritllal birth, is possible only through, or
results from REgeneration. Ir is the power of religious teachings
and faith, that none can enter "the kingdom of heaven," nor
know the "mysteries of the kingdom of heaven" unless they
have become REgenerated, i.e., passed through the "Jecond" or
Jpiritttai birth.
. ..
Ie is in RE"eneration that one assumes full responsibility for
all aCts, whether good or evil; that one determines to correcr all
faults; pay all debts assumed; to live in peace and harmony with
his brethren, and to discharge his full duty to his community,
his State, his Country. He strives unceasingly to overcome all
rendencies of hate, jealousy, malice, deceit, envy and every
other form of physical, mental and moral weakness. In their
stead he develops the opposite qualities of love, wisdom, peace
and underStanding, rhat he may be of grearer service to those
near and dear ro him, to his fellow man, his country and his
God.
The Congrega tion of the Righteous

REgeneration a Cardinal Principle of Religion
"Then answered Peter and said UDra him, Behold, we have for·
saken all, and followed thee; what shall we have therefore?"

"Verily, I say

untO

you," said the Master, "That ye which have

followed me, IN THE REGENERATION ... shall sit upon twelve
thrones."- St. Matt. 19:27,28.
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The Church of the New Dispensation is, like Revelation,
religious.spiritual, rather than formal-r~l igio.us; it is non.s~ct
arian, wholly non-political. It has reframed msofar as pOSSIble
from all forms of publiciry. Ie has silently spread its concepts of
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Jpiritflal knowledge and wisdom, and silent worship. It accepted
as truth and fact, the Nazarene'J admonition:

man's forces, qualities and capabilities can be effectively directed
IOward constructive achievement.

"And when thou prayeSt, rhou shalt not he as rhe hypocrites
are: for rhey love [0 pray standing in rhe synagogues and in
the corners of the streets, chat they may be seen of men. Verily
I say unto you, mey have their reward.
"But thou [those who follow me), when thou prayesc, earer into
rhy doset, and when thou hast shut thy door, pray to thy Farher
which is in secret; and thy Father which seerh in secret shall
reward rhee opeoly.'·-St. Matt. 6:5, 6.

Believing in this silent communion, the Church of the New
Dispensation has built itS "mansions," not of stone and cosdy
metals, with towers reaching high into the sky that all may see
them, 'but in the MINDS AND HEARTS of men and women as
the great Galilean would have them.
Because of dlis inculcarion rhe Church of the New Dispensation and its organization has never in the past proselyted, nor
has it sought to convert a single adherent of any other church
away from that church.
Moreover, this Church does nat plan to do so in the furure,
because it holds to the fundamental principle that all men and
women must be allowed to act in all religious matters solely
in the light of their own understanding and spirirual growth.
All who seek to connect with us, whether publicly or privately,
do so because they hunger for the deeper Spirirual truth taught
and not as a matter of association or membership.
God Made Man Free, Giving Him Free Will
God created man, like Himself, a free agent. Therefore the
Church of the New Dispensation cannot uphold a doctrine or
tenet which would submerge the individual in form or creed.
Instead, it strongly advocates that Individualism be developed
to the highest degree of perfection; thereby bringing the development of all mankind to the highest standard, so that all of

"
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REgeneration-An Individual Process
The procedure for REgeneration is spirirual and individual,
but never collectivism. Individual instructions and guidance,
demonstrably, constirute the only successful method, because no
cwo persons are alike. They are different in temperament; their
problems are widely different; their weaknesses vary; their goals
of attainment are seldom alike. They are personalities who must
be guided intO Individualism. Separate, yet all for the welfare
of one, and one for all.
The Nazarene, St. John'J leader, guide and teacher, preached
the Law to the masses, but never did he reveal to mem me innermost secretS, mose of Jpiritflal rebirth or REgeneration. To
the masses, as he himself confessed, he preached and taught me
Law in parables, as when speaking to them of me "Mysteries
of me Kingdom of God." To his disciples, however, he taught
these inner mysteries, in accordance with meir degree of understanding and spirirual growth. When questioned WHY he
spoke to the mulrirudes in parable, he answered:
"Because it is given to you [the few] to know the mysteries of
rhe kingdom of heaven, hut [0 them it is not given.-St. Matt,
13:11.

Bur these disciples were not me only ones he instructed in
the mYJterieJ and the spirirual rebirth and this he openly admitted:
..... orher sheep I have, which are
10:16.

1I0t

of this fold,"-St. John

It is merefore dear that in the spirit of religion there are
classes, not because he, or we, would have it so, but because it is
necessary mat each must be met on his or her own basis and
according to his or her own needs. This is impossible en maJJe.
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The Church Must Uphold the Law and Protect the

demanded by the Divine Law itself. The enlightened member
or adherenr understands the absolute Law of giving and re'
ceiving. That nothing in life is free. That "the laborer [he who
gives or serves] is worthy of his hire" and must be compensated,
otherwise a debt is created and indebtedness is slavery.
He who accepts something of value, be it whatever it may,
and does not compensate for it, is SUBSIDIZED. He who is sub·
Jidized is no longer his own master, but is ·a slave, and his free.
dom is limited to the degree of his obligation or bondage. This
is a Law which/should be fully recognized by all men who wish
10 retain their civil and religioflS freedom.
The wise of all ages understood this Law and observed it.
beginning with · Abraham, who ful.6.lled the Law when he
donated, i.e., TITHED, to the High Priest Melchizedek, a tenth of
all he-Abraham-earned.-Heb. 7:2.
It was the Law of the Prophets of old that a tenth part of
all they earned belonged to the Lord- those who served them
spiritually. This law is still observed by many of the lesser can·
gregations and strange as it may seem, all who live under
obedience to this Law seem to prosper and live happily.
Laws never change. If they did, they would not be lmus, but
the edicts of men. These ancienr Laws, co·existenr with man,
were fully understood by all the Lawgivers, the prophets, and
the Nazarene. The Laws were taught by the Nazarene and accepted by his disciples:

Rights and Privileges of the Congregation

.'

,

i ,'

..

It is th<; inalienable right - and duty - of every person to
work out his own salvation in the light of his own consciousness
without the ~terferen.ce of others, whoever they may be, or
whatever thelf authonty. Any adherenr of this Congregation
or of any other church, whether large or small, weak or power.
ful, has a God·given, God·inherenr right to be known, or remain
u.nknown: a~d no one, whatever his power or authority, has a
nght to mfnnge upon it.
If the Membe: of any church, fearing ridicule or persecution
from fnends, famIl y o~ enemies, desires that his identity remain
unknown, that IS hIS nght and privilege. The Congregation of
the New. Age recogni~es tJ:is as a civil and spiritflal right and
protects ItS adherenrs m thIS respect. It mainrains that the ex.
p.loitation of any member, or number of members, is a cardinal
sm.
It is for this reason, among others, that this church never
~erm!ts its ministers, priests or lay·brethren to reveal the
Idenrlty, by name, address or in any other manner, of any of its
adherenrs, ' unless such members specifically request otherwise.
There are numerous followers who come and go, in and out
of the ~so!eric church in various parts of the counrry, and none
but thelf mstructors, guides or teachers recognize them. These
are the "oth.er sheep". of which the members "know nothing."
They are qUIeti y and m secret working out their own salvation'
do not wanr any inrerference, and request help only when the;
are unable to help themselves. They are never subject to ridicule
because they are unknown, and these, each and everyone with
God, are a majority.
'
Freedom from Obligation, Under the Law
.~e Esoteric .church is free. It is free of dogma; free from
politIcs; free of rrnposed financial obligations, except such as
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"Give, and it shall be given unto you; good measure, pressed

down, and shaken together, and running over. . . . For wirh
[he same measure thac ye mete withal! it shall be measured to

you again."-St. L1Ike 6:38.

The Congregation of the New Dispensation, offers no new
Laws; its duty is to fairly and justly inrerpret those in existence
throughout time and explain the manner of their application
thar men may attain to the highest and their best, and that peace
may come upon earth.
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Immortality: Not a Free Gift but a Prize
To Be Earned Individually
Ir has been the universal bur erroneous belief of countless
millions that Immorraliry, commonly known as "salvation of
the Soul," is a "gifr from heaven," and thar God olfers it to aU

who "believe in Him:'

Belief in God wirhour obedience co His commandments or
laws is on a par wirh "faith wirhour works." Many believe yet
continue in their wickedness. The "devil" so familiar rbrough_
our rhe ages, is one of chose who believes:
"The devils also believe, and tremble: '- James 2:19.

like so many, che devil does nothing co reform or change '
the habits of life co deserve salvation of Soul Or Immortality.
If we believe in Revelation, and we mwt if we actually believe
at all in God and His Laws, rhen the devil, which includes all
that is evil, will be destroyed:
"And the devil that deceived them was cast into the lake of fire
and brimsrone:'- Rev, 20 : 10.

The end of all evil is death; a discontinuance of existence. A
return co the dust; a freedom of the spirit.
The arrainment of Immortaliry is not unlike any other
worrhwhile objective in life. To attain success, wealth, power or
fame in rqis world one mUSt ,vork for ir; one must make the
effort; one must honestly EARI.'I it. There are an uncounted
number of "good" people in this world who never committed a
crime; never seriously violated the law; never knowingly harmed
their neighbor. These arrend church regularly; in their hearrs
they believe in God; yet remain poor, sickly, depressed, lacking
success, fame, power and ofttimes even the necessities of life.
Why? BECAUSE OF INERTNESS; they fail to work according to
their faith; they do not put forth the active elforr necessary to
obrain the things they would like co have; or attain to the station in life where they wish co be. They have "likes" and

•
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tS" but neirher the Will nor the incentive to work, and
wm,
.
d'ill
aRK UNCEASINGLY, with brawn and WllI, to succee 10 e.
W They are "good" people. They are respected . .
friends
think highly of chem. Their church and communlry IS proud of
them, but they remain on the lower rungs of the ladder and no
one chinks of setting rhem up as examples to follow.
The laws which govern man's progress on earth are the same
Laws which govern his spiritual welfate. This IS known as the
Hermetic Law:

T~eir

It!\.s above, so below,
As in the outer, so in the inner."

Man may sincerely believe in God, with all his mind and all
his heart, but lack the incentive, the deep down des"e CO achIeve
or become, and as a result of rhis inerria, fail to make the effort
necessary for spiritual attainment, hen,ce Will not awaken the
Christos WITHIN himself, wlil not attam CO Soul ConsclOus.ness
which is Immortalization, hence that son of man wlil fall to
become ti,e Son of God, the reward assured only those who
··overcome."

Brinaing the Sleeping Christos Consciousn ess Into Life
" Is the Path to Immortality or Life Eternal
So long as man remains in spiritual darkness and in ignorance of his spiritual potentialities, there can be no hope of his
attaining Immortaliry, perhaps better recogru~e~ as life ,~ve~:
lasting. This spiritual darkness and ignorance IS 10 reahry ,sl.n,
because man came ro earth for the express purpose of gamIng
knowledge of both "good and evil." It is wrirren:
"Ye shall be as Gods, knowing good and evil."-Gen. 3: 5.

The sins of the past, combined with the sins of rhe prese.nt,
often known as the "heavy load of Karma," keep the. Soul burled
under its debris. The weighr of sin keeps che Soul 10 a state of
unconsciousness. This state of unconsciousness is .spiritual death
to the Soul, because Immortaliry cannot be arramed while me
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Soul is permitted to remain in this state of unconsciousness, in
darkness or ignorance of the Soul's possible inberitance.
If man is to attain the status of this spiritual consciousness,
and awaken to the possibility of Eternal Life, he must make the
necessary effort to awaken the Christos, the embryonic Sou!
within himself and bring it into Consciousness. This process
Soul awakening has been known throughout the ages as Initiation, or the Great IV ark.
It is in truth and fact the gteatest work any man can perform; so great that if this is accomplished, as in the instance of
Solomon and others, ALL OTHER THINGS WILL BE ADDED to
him who so overcomes, or succeeds in it, and all who truly TRY
and continue to try, CAN succeed. There never was, never will
will be, a 1Vark more ennobling; no purpose greater or grander,
and to help man in this 1Vark must be the mission of the Church
of the New Dispensation.
Every Master, every prophet of old and of God, every Messenger from heaven and every true disciple who followed such '
messengers and prophets, taught the need for REgeneration, as
the only way to Salvation. Yet it is the one essentia( that has
been overlooked by almost all churches throughout the ages
and this despite the simple inculcations of the Nazarene and his
disciples in the past Dispensation.
One may be possessed of sufficient "faith" to be saved from
total destruction, and because of such "faith," God, or the eternal
operating Law, may give him another opportunity to live a life
on earth to enable him to Regenerate his being, Such "faith,"
however, does no more than permit him the opporrunity to show
his good faith by making the necessary effort to obtain for himself and by his work, the good things prepared for man since
the "foundation of the world was laid."
The Division of Mankind in the Last Days
Mankind may be divided into four parts or divisions, if we
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the concepts of Revelation as prophecy based on truth:
The first Division: Those who have awakened to the pos'biJity of passing through the New or Spiritual Birth, and after
~egeneration, be counted among the Biblical "elect."" Thes~,are
those who, as a result of their own effortS? have been" sealed by
God, and carry the "matk of God on thelf forehead.
The second Division: Those who are good of heart and well
intentioned, but who have as yet not entered the Path leading to
the new or spiritual birch, They have made no effort toward
REgeneration because it has not been understandingly presented
to them. These are the ones who follow the tenets of the Nazarene as presented to them by the church, They live by faith, not
works, because the path has not been explained to them ,,?d they
have not been able to obtain the correct and necessary IOS.trUCtions for the Great 1Vark; the things they must do to obtalO at
. become.
The third Division: Those who, by their riotouS liv~g,
their dissipation and evil ways, and total or almost total dIsregard for others, have strayed so far away from the "fold" that
there is little chance for their return, These are the ones who
cannot at this late day receive the "mark of God," They:u:e
those who, according to Revelation, will be desrroyed, bemg
"led like cattle to the slaughter."
The fourth Division: Those who became pardy awakened
to the truth and the spirit of the New Dispe,nsation, accept,ed the
concepts, took upon themselves the obhgauO!i to be obedient to
the Laws, and then, for one reason or another, fell by the
wayside.
The first Division have their "kingdom" assured, and to
these it was promised:

3CCept

"Behold, I come quickly: hold thac fast which thou hast, that
no man take thy crown."-Rev, 3: 11.

Some of these may become weakened and discouraged and

,
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fall by the wayside, hence the warning: "hold that fast which
thou hast, that no man take thy crown." This recalls to mind
that when the Nazarene himself attained REgeneration and was
called to the mountain fat the final test, he prayed for strength
that he would nOt fall (fail). We must also recall that the
mighty Lucifer, who stood next ro God, failed and was cast
of the kingdom of which he had been a parr.
For the third Division there is little hope, and these are
the many. They have so greatly violated the Law by evil doing
that there is little hope for them. Except for quick decision and
complete reversal of thought, desire and action, they are doomed
to die:

,.
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be} rhe rhird parr of men killed."-Rev. 9: 18.
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This is not man's concept; it is not a philosophy of fear; it
is nOt propaganda for membership in any church; not even ~at
of the Church of the New Dispensation. It is the word of
Revelation.
Those of the fourth Division have fallen by the wayside after awakening to their own possibilities and opportunities.
They have yielded to the temptation of inertia; or of greed,
selfishness and vice; or they have compromised, agreed to appeasement-the almost universal weakness and m ark of decadence among mankind today-with the "powers of darkness" and
become part of the army of the followers of the darkness that
leads to death of body, and Soul. Their suffering and death shall
be worse than that of those of the third parr, because their guilt
is greater:

...

''No man, having pur his hand to rhe plough, and looking bark,
is fir for rhe kingdom of God."-Lttke 9: 62.

millions-more than one-third of the earth's population-believe in Reincarnation, the Soul's return to
earrh again and again, much as the child returns to
school time and again-year after year-in order to complete
itS education. Despite this fact, the people of the Western
world, with few exceptions, have given little or no thought to
this all-imporrant subject. The church of the \X'estern world
has oat approved of this tenet in religious thought and
education.
Much of the Eastern world , beginning ages ago, made this
tenet parr of their religious teachings. The churches of the
Western world, however, have eliminated this belief from their
religious teachings. This Law was discarded because it cmltradieted the doctrine of Vicarious Atonement, even though it
taught the Law of Personal Responsibility, or: "As ye sow, so
shall ye reap." The Nazarene, educated and trained in Egypt,
tepeated this Law again and again and made it a fundamental
of his teachings.
As the sun rises in the East, so from the East came all of the
true prophets, teachers and Messiahs. Man has accepted all true
religious thought and spiritual philosophy, at least to the extent
of belief in these Eastern teachings. In time, he will also accept
the Doctrine of Reincarnation; recognizing that the Soul returns
ro earth again and again, until it reaches a scate of perfection
which is called Christlike, or, in other words, Godhood.
If we accept the legend of the birth of the Nazarene as a
faCt; his descent, entering into Mary, passing through gestation
ANY
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and the firSt birth, we will have the greatest story of l\.emcar.
nation known to man.
.
In the beginning, the Soul which is now part of man,
with God. As a result of its desire to know and to experiena
both good and evil, it was drawn, by its desire, into the
of matter and flesh. Here it had the opportunity to learn and '
know; to experience and to overcome the undesirable; to
tried and tempted by the passions of the flesh and the carnalicYl "
of the animal self. Born in conjunction with, or as a parr of ..
the Soul, both as its protector and judge, was the great law ,';'
sent forth by God. This is the Law of Justice, known as Karma:"J~l
"Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap."-Gal. 6:7 ...," .
We can accept and permit ourselves to be guided by
great all-pervading Law. Each Soul, throughout the ages, nl!5 ~ !,"'~
gone forth from the Father of all to come down to earth,
the very depths of materialiry and "sin," so that here,
experience, the Soul might learn to Know its true condition,
overcome rhe carnal self and, finally, through self-mastery, reo .
rurn to the Father as a consciottS Soul, His Son.
By overcoming evil with good, and thereby
knowledge of good and evil, the Soul proves its divine right to
rerurn, as the true Son, back to the "house" or source from
whence it came.
In the light of this understanding, our earthly life may well -lffiil
be compared to a properly-equipped and correaly-systematized ,i
school, where we must creditably pass through many grades
before we can hope to anain the necessary know ledge with
which to meet the earthly conditions that confront us. What
are the lessons to be learned, unless they are experiences through
which we must pass? If we are to learn our lessons well, to pfotit
by our experiences, then we must be srudious and apply ourselves, and as a result, pass on to higher grades where still other
lessons, other experiences, teach still greater truths and supply
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os wirh a fuller knowledge of those things which are necessary
for our spirirual perfection.
If we are indolent, inert, negative and irresponsible, if we
refuse to srudy and learn, if we fail to apply the knowledge
gained from our experiences, how can we expect to pass intO the
higher grades of knowledge and truth?
Each one must, as it were, furnish his own motive. Each
one has his own special mission to fulfill and none but he can
do rhis work. The mundane school is part of life's school.
If during our short term of life we have failed to learn our
lessons as we should, if we have neglected to srudy and profit by
our experience, we must expea to rerum to the same lessons,
and pass through like experiences, until finally we become conscious of our neglect and enter seriously into life's srudy and our
duty, and by mastering them, become eligible co higher grades.
The question is: how is it possible, aye, permissible, to make up
our deficiencies, other than by means of a return co school, i.e.,
through Reincarnation.
As dissatisfied Souls, but with a desire co'learn, WE PLACED
OURSELVES into God's great mundane school, or earthly school
of life. In doing this, we have learned, or must learn that the
Soul can only expetience and learn life's lessons WH ILE IN THE
~lATERIAL , OR BODY OF FLESH. Governing rhis universal
school of mankind, is the one all·sufficient and all-embracing
Law; the LAW OF JUSTICE: "as ye sow so shall ye reap."
All flesh, all that belongs to the material realm, is subject
ro change. Change is the law of progress. Should the change
which we know as "death" come upon us before we have made
use of our opportunities to comply with the requirement of the
grear Law, we cannot be permitted co permanendy remain away
from rhis school which we call life. We must rerurn again; gain
additional experience and the knowledge of good and evil
before we can graduate and, as a result of our efforts, advance
from our srarns as sons of men, to become the Sons of God. No
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man "graduates" honorably from any "school" until he has
its full requirements and has learned all of its lessons.
In His Love and Mercy, and to fulfill the requirement of
Law, God permits each and everyone to again and again
on an earthly body; a physical habitation; repeatedly
through the state of physical birth, and re·entering life's school:fa
reaping the experience of past sowings; both good and bad·
gaining, as a result, greater and deeper experience; acquiring
broader understanding until, finally, he graduates "with hnnn~'
and enters greater and higher realms of service.
Considered in this light, the Law governing Reincarnation,'j
or man's rerum to earth's school , is neither an absurdity nor an
injustice. On the contrary, it offers a fair and JUSt solution of
life's numerous and mystifying problems; "squaring" life's many
injustices. Are we not caught that God is itlSt, that He is love
and mercy; that not even a sparrow falls, but within the working of the Law?

srill believe in a Father who is all-merciful, all-loving and
absolutely just?
To do so is to irrationally hold to a blind belief. No one,
auly alert to the unhappy, sinful, evil conditions existing among
mankind today, can refrain from crying aloud to God in response
10 the anguish within his Soul: "Where, Oh Lord, is justice?"
Man must become conscious of the fact that there is a just cause
for it all; that man is "the captain of his Soul;" that men are
, "teaping as they have sown" at one time or another, and that
they will continue to so reap until they become wise and change
their "seed" or the manner of sowing.
To the man of deeply sorrowing heart, the man filled with
love and compassion for his fellowman, as was the heart of the
Nazarene, and as is the heart of everyone who has attained to
the Soul's Consciousness, there is but one answer: MAN WORKS
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Without accepting Reincarnation, what explanation is there
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for the conditions as they exist among men of tOday? What
other means is there for exacting payment for debts incurred?
If it were not for such a law, who could honestly believe in
justice? Is it JUSt that, apparently without reason, one should
be born into the sguallor of poverty, misery and disease, while
another, withoUt any apparent worthiness on his part, is offered '
freely all that life has in store in the form of health, wealth, "
success and happiness?
Is it justice, that withoUt prior reason one should be born a
genius; gifted with unlimited talent; while apparently God sees
fit to send another Soul into life with not a single means of
attaining the desired goal in life' Can we wimess the innoqent
and pure in heart wronged and degraded by veritable demons
in the flesh withoUt an explanation of the wrongs committed
against them, without JUSt punishment to the wrong-doer, and
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OUT HIS DESTINY THROUGH THE WORKING OUT OF THE LAW

OF KARMA BY MEANS OF REINCARNATION-THROUGH REBIRTH IN THE BODY THAT H E MAY BE REBORN I N THE SPIRIT.

Experience teaches uS that in this world of ours there are
many Souls, widely varying in their respective stages of growth
llld experience. Some Souls are buried deep in the depths of
materiality, sowing seeds of hate, malice, licentiousness and
every form of destructiveness. These Souls, ar some time or
another, musr, like other Souls here, reap the results of their
evil sowing; suffering seeming injustice and undeserved punishment in one form or another. Some Souls sow the seeds of
labor and effort, the fruits of which are N OT to be enjoyed here
and now, but in lives yet to come. Or, conversely, they may
experience what seems to be unearned success, but which
aauall y is a reward for efforts made in the past.
.
With such an understanding, man can look upon a world
of peace and happiness for some; misery and degradation to
others, and yet know that despite all appearances, God is, in
truth, a just, loving and merciful father. No one is punished
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unjustly withour compensation and no one escapes the p~
ment due him. Divine Law regulates all things so that !hi
sower of wheat shall have bread to eat; while he who so
tares must suffer the "hunger" of his guilt.
Under this Law it .is understandable why one . individ~
comes upon earth and 10 due cOurse and WIth seem10gly li~
effort on his part, attains to the heights of success and fame;~
As an example, we might consider Edison who, at an early age,'f{i
became one of the world's greatest inventors and benefacron.f
We mUSt not overlook the fact, moreover, that in Edison'
yourh there was everything to discourage him; experiences.
which could or would have wholly discouraged millions who'
were mentally, morally and spiritually weaker than he.
Does any reasoning person believe that Edison's ability was
developed during this one life and in so short 'a time? In tb~
light of Justice it is reasonable to assume that, in past lives sueli
an one labored, suffered and deprived himseU of the pleasureS'
and luxuries, in order to gain the mastery of the Laws which he ~.
must obey in bringing into manifestation the ideas for which:t
he labored. As a result of earnest, heart-whole desire and hard
work, long and laborious hours in a past life, or past lives, be
reaped, in this life, the results and the rewards of this past
·!sQwing."
In all of this, there naturally arises the question: If Rein.
carnation is a Law and a fact, if we have lived before, why have
we no memory of our past life or lives? In a sense, this was",~
answered by the Nazarene: LET THE DEAD BURY THE DEAD.}That is, let the past be forgotten. The past belongs to God, oun '"
is today and tomorrow. However, once we fulfill the Law and, '1"
as a result, are strong enough to look back, then will we be ;}
able to read that past, if we are desirous of doing so. When that
time arrives, however, there will be no desire to look bad.-ward ~
as nothing would be gained in the process.

All efforts will be, mUSt be, forward--ever forward-to
greater things than have been experienced in the past. As it is,
we are mostly weaklings. If we were able to look back and
actually see our evil deeds of the past, Our failures, our lack of
honor and morality, we would probably lose all courage; even
lose the desire to press forward and work toward a nobler end;
a destiny of honor and achieved perfection.
As it now is, man spends altogether too much time and
energy in reviewing the events of the immediate past. In this
manner he retards, rather than furthers, his progress. On the
other hand, could he remember only the lessons learned from
his past errors and forget all else he would be measurably better
able to advance.
This being admittedly true, what would happen if the
incidents, blunders and misdeeds of the past were suddenly reo
vealed to us? For the most part, we would not only be restrained
from making suflicient effort to regain our lost heritage, but
without doubt, would feel it of little use to make such effort in
the present life.
In this we again see God's justice and His wisdom. It is the
~esire of the Most Wise Creator that His creatures look to the
present and into the future, and not, like Lot's wife, backwards. To look backward is retrogression. Progression-look.
ing forward- is the Law of life and attainment.
In the process of time, through the gradual building up of
the Soul's power and vision, man may in time become sufliciently Strong to gaze upon the record of his past and there read
the experiences of past lives without being adversely affected.
For the immediate present, this is neither desirable nor of
any advantage or benefit. It is wisdom to forget the past in all
respects except the lessons learned. We can profit best if, at
this very hour, we begin life anew as of the immediate present
and, by means of new ideas, higher ideals, a keen desire to work
toward amending the errors of the past- irrespective of what
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these may have been-build toward perfection, peace, and a
higher standard of living and being.
Reincarnation is by no means a novel or newly-advanced
idea. Rebirth of the Soul, or return of the Soul to the earth
sphere and renewal of effort was not unknown to the Nazarene;
not denied by him; but, on the contrary, accepted and taught by
him. Speaking of John, the Baptist, he said:
"And if ye will receive it, this is Elias, which was for

to

come."

-Matt. 11: 14.

In this manner he indicated as plainly as words could convey, the idea that John was a return of Elias. Elias was one of
the prophets who had lived some five hundred years before the
birth of John. Today, as in the past, there are few who realize
the full meaning of the teachings of the Nazarene. There are
those, however, and the number is steadily increasing, who are
beginning to see the inner, the esoteric meaning of his parables
and becoming conscious of their real truth.
No Master-teacher, Initiate or Priest of the Mysteries-the
esoteric meaning of Religious teachings - ever taught more
clearly the Law of being, the Law of Jmtice, and the need of
satisfying Justice, than did the Nazaren e. His wording of the
Golden Rule: "Do unto others as you would that they do unto
you," is but another way of expressing the Law: "As ye sow,
so shall ye reap." Both of these laws are so plain and so simple
that it seems incredible that anyone could misunderstand or
misinterpret them.
The N azarene, in the foregoing and other statements,
taught the Law of absolute Personal Responsibility of the Soul;
thar each and every individual mmt, as the result of his own
sowing of deeds, reap the results or REACTIONS (the returns) of
his sowing, whether these be good or evil, pleasant or unpleasant. Nowhere did he teach that he came to release anyone from
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the effeCts of their evils as a result of their faith in him. This
is most clearly indicated in his statement:
"Faith withour works is dead."-l ames 2:20.
The Nazarene, as had other Avatars before him, came as a
teacher, a leader, a "shower of the Way," so that all who would,
might follow in his footsteps. His mission, AS SHOULD BE THAT
OF THE CHURCH TODAY, was to teach mankind how to sow,
so as to avoid undesirable reaping. Never did he teach that
simple belief or full faith in ITSELF would cancel past debts. The
Nazarene taught a full MANHOOD in order tilat Christhood may
follow in its wake.
The false doctrine of Vicarious Atonement, i.e., faith without works, has today come into full fruition. It is no longer
commendable to be frugal in order to be self-supporting and
free from obligation to others. Instead, the beggar is coddled,
while the self-supporting and frugal are penalized and compelled to supporr him, by one means or another now all too
faruiliar to everyone.
It seems likely that in the near future, mankind, with few
exceptions, will be subsidized, i. e., under the control of those
subsidizing them, hence slaves ot serfs to a degree and manner
never before known. This must necessarily follow, since no
man can be indebted to another, to an institution or to the state
and be free. The Soul of man cannot free itself if the body is
enslaved. This is a spiritual and religious problem no less than
it is a political problem, and it is the responsibility of ministers,
priests and church to explain the true facts.
The Nazarene came to help men to become free; free from
every form of bondage. To be really and truly free, man must
free himself from both sin and indebtedness to other men. The
Nazarene never taught a doctrine of Vicarious Atonement, bur
instead, freedom through good deeds. Viewed in the light of
justice, it will be clearly perceived that any other belief is based
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on an entirely false premise; one wholly contrary to the Divine
Law, as well as to every human, individual right.
If the Nazarene, on the one hand, taught the Law that "as
we sow so shall we reap" and, on the other hand, contradicted
his own inculcations, we MUST THROW ASIDE THE ENTIRE NEW
TESTAMENT AS A FORGERY. Does it seem reasonable to believe
that he would have deliberately contradicted this Law and his
oft.repeated statements, by teaching, or endorsing, the dOctrine
of Vicarious Aconement? Could he conceivably have been able
to teach individual responsibiliry for every thought, desire and
deed, and then in the next breath, contradict this statement of
the Divine Law by offering co atone for sins commirred upon
the mere profession of faith Or statement of regret on the part
of the sinner?

deeds by pretending to be what they only believed. They, in their
blindness, glorified his life and claimed it as their own. These,
then and now, would try to reach Eternal life, "by some oth~r
way"-not by earning it, but by allowing another to bear thelf
sins. while they escaped free of all punishment. By means of
cunning and deceit they sought then, as many do today, to
evade, even defy, the absolute Law of Justice and think to defraud God, by accepting the man instead of his Law; by mere
faith instead of manifesting that faith by good wotks.
Time has changed neither man nor his desires. Man still
seeks to evade, by every means humanly possi~le, the payment
of his JUSt debts, whether these be moral, phYSICal, finanCIal or
spiritual. There are those on earth today who would gladly
[each man the Law-the reaction of every word, deslfe and
deed. These men would, if given the opportunity. teach man
that his Soul was sent forth from God to gain knowledge and
wisdom, enabling him to BECOME A MAN IN TRUTH AND IN
FACT; evading no responsibility; paying every debt, and through
desire and effort, winning his Divine Sonship and accepta~ce
inca the realm of Light. There are those whose understandIng
of the Divine Laws, governing the growth and development of
man's spiritual nature qualify them co help the individ~al co a
knowledge of his own Soul-bur always by means of hVIng In
accordance with the Laws taught by the Nazarene. Unfortunately, even coday, only a few are ready co accept such a
responsibility.
These masters and teachers of the Divine Law are earnestly
striving to bring mankind to an understanding of ~he Divine
rruth, that man may know and understand the. w?rkings of. the
and actJons
inimicable law of justice and be able to shape hIS
in harmony with the law. These teachers fully realize that o?ly
through recognition and undersranding of the law . goverrung
Reincarnation is ir possible to understand the workIngs of the
law of Justice. Only such an understanding will bring to man

The true mission of the Nazarene was to teach man his relation to his fellow man and to God, as well as man's duties to
himself. He came to teach man how to think, desire and ' live,
that he might attain to a berrer understanding of himself; become fully conscious of his purpose on earth, and be brought
into a realization of his own individual responsibility in shaping
his own life and destiny.
At the time of his ministry there were only a few who accepted his teachings in the sense intended and who applied
them in their Own lives. The few who did, became true masters
and leaders of men. By far the greater majority were unwilling
to apply the Master's teachings in thought, desire and action.
They preferred to interpret his teachings to their own liking
and proceeded to set up false standards of religion. They made
an idol of the Nazare.,,., the MAN, to be worshipped and adored
by men, rather than the Christos of the heart; the Soul to be
brought intO the second, or Spiritual birth; the state recognized
as Soul Consciousness.
The majority then, as now, were like moral and spiritual
cowards seeking to hide behind the Nazarene's merits and good
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the realization that ev~rything about him-his conditions, his
environments, his failures and his successes are his exact
and come to him as rewards or penalties for what he has oo,n _ _
or failed to do, in times past.
Such an inculcation discloses the fallacy and in justice of
ceremonial doctrine, creed or form of faith, that leads man
the erroneous belief that he is able to gain anything and everything, even Eternal life, THROUGH THE EFFORTS, OR AT
THE EXPENSE, OF ANOTHER. It teaches clearly and without
evasion or qualification, that each individual is a separate entity,
apart from his fellow man, and is absolutely and solely
accountable to God for his own Soul and irs development into
conscious Sonship with the Father.
The religious inculcation of the New (present) Dispensation has as irs basic, fundamental principle, the taw of absoltlle
justice; "as ye sow, so shall ye reap." This is not a mere statement, but a constantly-active Law, expressing the certainry and
the necessity of repeated Reincarnations to complete the Soul's
destiny. It recognizes that the one is not complete without the
other, for without Reincarnation there could be no Justice. Reincarnation is the only means whereby the Law of Justice can
be fulfilled in the life of each and every individual.
This new interpretation does not demand that those
sincere in their search for truth must accept Reincarnation
as a fact, but that they must accept the Law: "As ye sow, so
shall ye reap." By accepting this Law, they will become conscious of the truth of Reincarnation as a means to the fulfillment
of the Law.
Reincarnation explains why a certain condition, an unforeseen event, or an "accident" is brought about. Without such explanation, man must indeed look upon the conditions and scenes
of misery about him as being the capricious pranks of an unmerciful God who plays with the deepest feelings of man much
like the ferocious beast of the jungle with its prey.

This interpretation is comparable to, and in harmony with,
the teachings of the Nazarene and indicates clearly how man
may sow so that he can reap according to his desires, both in the
present and the future. Such an interpretation instrucrs and
guides man in the school of life, teaching him to be a MAN; to
stand upon his own merirs; to honestly pass his own self-examination with satisfaction and honor. It clearly illUStrates how
utterly foolish is the wasting of leisute hours in idleness and
mischief, vainly hoping in the final examination, that the efforrs,
suffering and sacrifice of another will assute one's own Soul salvation.
The interpretation of the New Dispensation displays to the
seekers after Truth and the Light the one standard: that of love
and honor; helping him to feel for his neighbor as he does for
himself. This is made possible only through an understanding
of the law of Reincarnation. In seeking justice when others
prosecute or persecute him, he will be able, as did the N azarene,
to say: "Father, forgive them; for they know not what they
do." - Luke 23:34.
Such a man will be able to defend himself and his righrs
without harboring any feeling of malice or hate, and with the
sale purpose that exact justice may be brought about. He will
realize that all men are bra tiler Souls, who act according to their
understanding and spirirual development and that, in truth,
very few know what they are about.
He is able to look beyond their deeds and to show impartiality, compassion and tolerance toward them; understanding
full well that the Law will make certain they reap as they have
sown and that, in this reaping, each will receive his full punishment. In the light of this understanding, an individual will
realize that it is both foolish and unprofitable to hold ill-will or
malice against his fellow man; mat justice must be sought in
complete impartiality.
This was the life that the Nazarene, like others before him,
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tried to teach the people. Is it any wonder that the forces of
evil and self-interest tried, by every means in their power, to
frustrate his every plan and effort? How was this done? By inducing the people to suspect him and to help persecute him.
Well they knew-these evil-cioers-that there is no easier way
to destroy than to instill suspicion of motive, and to create the
impression that every effott is for self-interest.
This method is as old as the wo"rld and was never more
flagrantly active than at the present moment when it is being
used assiduously by those who seek to destroy nations and
Christianiry. These perverters of truth and justice actually
charge those who labor in the interests of humaniry and true
religion with all of the evils in which they, themselves, are
engaged; and now as in ages past, the mass is blinded and misled intO accepting whar APPEARS TO BE THE EASIER WAY.
How successful the ever-operating forces of evil have been
in blinding the people throughout the ages, including the
present, is easily recognized in our materialistic sciences, our
religious observances and· blind faith, and rhe willful, wholesale
destruction of men and properry.
These evil forces have cunningly appealed to the selfishness
of men, making them more and more conscious of ti,e exterior,
materialistic, unimportant issues of life. At the same time, they
have blinded man ro the importance of developing his own
MANHOOD, assuming his RESPONSIBILITIES and AWAKENING
THE SOUL WITHIN. They have lulled mankind intO a sense of
complacency and have minimized the importance of establishing
responsibiliry and justice on earth-not for a few men, but for
ALL MEN.

These selfish leaders are motivated only by their own
desires; desires that are born of an unearthly fire of selfishness
and brutaliry within themselves. They have built up a fetish, a
God outside of themselves and apart from them; one to be
feared and dreaded, instead of a God gently leading them to
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the Diviniry that dwells wit bin; a God wh? woul.d ~e their
guide, strength and protector against all eVils, Within and
without.
Ler any great teacher or leader come among men to teach
. them the truth so as to free them from error and the .evils that
beset men and see how quickly, and with what cunnmg, these
self-appointed leaders snatch the kernel of truth from the
mouths of hungry men and give them chaff instead-the empry
husks of doctrines, creeds, ceremonies and ease of life. While
aot essentially evil in themselves, these contain nothing of sustenance in themselves upon which the starving Soul may feed .
The forces of evil are no different today than at the time of
the Nazarene. By working through evilly-minded and egotistical
men, these forces center the attention of the people upon the
artificialities of existence rather than on the realities of life.
Holding before their eyes the dazzling picture of sensual pleasures or ill-gotten gains, they-the evil forces working through
human agencies-lead thousands to their doom.
The evil leaders know, only roo well, that once man awakens
to the real truth--once he is brought to a realization of the existence of a Soul within himself and its close affiniry with Godthe allurements of evil will no longer tempt him. ~/ell they
tealize that once man discovers the srrengrh of the Soul within
himself , he will become the master and no longer be enslaved
by any man, thing or condition.
Knowing these truths, which appear to be self-evident,
should we be surprised that the forces of ev!l permeate our
materialistic science, our philosophies and our religions? Can
we wonder that religion and belief in God are being outlawed
to millions, and may soon be non-existent among the most enlightened people on earth-unless man bethinks himself and is
made to realize the dangers ahead?
Should we wonder that our sciences embody and support
knOW
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such false ideas as belief in the element of chance' of fate
-~'IlIlI:,.
based on justice; of destiny without reason? Should we
that man.'s success is measured wholly by his cunning ability
O~twl~ his fe~owman? Our present-day interpretation of
glOUS mcu1canons teach everything but Truth and Divine
All manner of false beliefs are held before the people to ens.lav~
them, to prevent them from thinking for themselves
recognizing the true self within, and their divine
"
There is both safety and hope in the fact that whenever
peopl~ hav~ b~en wholly misled and hope is all but lost, wtleQ:~'1
COndlt.lOns lO life become so unjUSt as to be almost unbearable,
there IS born WIthin man a desire so strong and undeniable that
a new Messiah, a new Interpreter of the Law, comes to earth,
an~ through his birth, the evil forces themselves are destroyeti
ThIS .has been so throughout the ages; it was so at the time of
the buth of the Nazarene, and such a time has now again come
upon us.

REINCARNATION
. Part Two
VER since the creature known as man attained to con• . sciousness, and acquired the associated ability to reason
•
and think-· by virtue of which he ;s a man and not a
mere animal creature-there have been thousands of perplexing
problems confronting him and absorbing his attention. Whether
he would or not, man has mentally wrestled with the possible
solution for the problems and the mysteries of life.
What and whence is God, or the primary Creating Power?
What is sleep? What are dreams? What is breath? What is life,
,nd-above all-what is death? What is the mystery that veils
the power hidden in the almost invisible germ which, in the
right environment, springs into life and brings forch-man?
These and countless other questions have baflled mankind
through the ages and he has racked his brain in an effort to find
rhe answers. To a large extent, these queries have been confined
to the thinkers of the ages; those who have set aside a period
in the busy, work-a-day world, as a time to retire from the
hustle and bustle and question the WHY of existence.
The common mass of men either have nOt had the time to
think about and ponder on these things, or have accepted them
as a matter of course; content to eke out their more or less
meager and unsatisfactOry existence, nOt knowing or caring
whence they came or whither they will go. This has been their
CUrse throughout the ages. Lacking initiative and interest, they
have been as dumb, driven cattle. It has been easy to foist false
ideas upon them and, as a result, fasten the slave's yoke about
their necks .
Life and death are twO phases of human existence which
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d? .thrust themselves pte-eminently upon each chinking
divldual .urespective of who or whete they are; whether
or ncI:; Ignorant or highly intellectual; at whether black,
Or whIte of skin. Where does one begin and where does it
Is death the beginning of life; or is life the beginning of
What door opens at death, Or is closed with the beginnm'g
life?
At s0n;'e period in the life of every Soul on earth,
two OppoSlte poles of the problem of life thrUSt th('rm'elvii
forward and demand consideration. Man cannot escape .L 2'''''''.
problem unless he IS wholly lacking in love and affection.
buth of a Soul proposes the question: From whence i
Whither?
.
Birth-beginning with the creation of the sp"rnlatoZt>on;
its transference and implantation into the ovum, gestation arul ";',...
fi nal bJtth o~ the human creature--or any crearuee for
ma~er-Is stJU a mystery, even to the most learned. How is it
pos~lble fat a protein cell to become a "living" something
~h1C~, undet p.roper condmons, develops into the species of its
k';fld. The otdmaty man looks upon birth as a mattet of faCI
WIthout any attempt to explain it, except perhaps surreptitiously
and superstltJously.
!he r.hysici~n and scientist is able to trace the progress of
the seed of thmgs from its beginning to its material
. tato~. But the mystery as to how an object so small as to'LJillll'Qo.i.Jj".
a mIcroscope to see it, can contain within itself, and gradl"allyj~
develop after, the pattern of its forebears is uflex:pJ:am.ab.le.
Whence its "life"? \xrhe~ does it change fr~m a mere protein
cel! to a cell of reproductJOn wherein is Contained the pattern
of Its specIes?
Death is recognized as the natural end of life bur is in itseU
as mysterious as life ..Whence? Whither? Creed; try to explain
but do not mak~ plam: We. watch the birth, the growth of the
body, the unfoldmg of mtelhgence and faculties, and then what?
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That which has brought the joy of companionship, the fulfill·
ment of love, ceases to breathe, to move, and suddenly no longer
anything more than the earth from which it sprang. What .has
become of that which we know as companJOnshlp, affectJon,
love? .It has nOt really ceased to exist, since nochUlg IS ever
acrually destroyed. That which appears so, only changed.
This chan oe strikes terror, sorrow, loss and dismay into the
human heart, because man has continued in "darkness" and has
nO perception as to whether chis change spells the end of all
things for the one so loved, or that perhaps there IS a new
life beyond the veil which his eyes cannot penetrate.
In his sorrow and uncertainty man, throughout the ages, has
flltned to religion; nOt so much for a solution of the problem
as fat consolation. Religion has offered him the hope that, having been severed from life on earth, there awaits him a different
phase of existence. Notwithstanding. the hope rebgJOn offers,
man has continued in constant rebellIon agamst the thought of
death itself. He accepts complacendy enough that phase of
existence called birth, bur has not been willing to accept ~r
look upon death in its true light.. Could man evaluate life s
experiences in their proper perspectJve, he would see death nOt
purely as a matter of fact, as inevitable, but as A NECESS ITY TO
THE RENEWAL OF LIFE UPON A HIGHER PLANE; A GREATER
OR DEEPER PHASE, and correctly understood, TO HIS EVERY
ADVANTAGE.

If men feared less and thought more, they might question
with Hamlet:
"To die to sleep; to sleep, perchance to dream,
Ah th~re's the rub! For in that sleep of denth ,
What dream might come, when we have shuffler! off
T his mortal coil, must g ive us pause ."

This pause might cause men to think. Thinking might in·
duce investigation and investigation reveal the mystery that
death is no less, no more, than the BEGI NN IN G OF A NEW LIFE ;
ANOTHER OPPORTUNITY. On this basis, we can come to realize
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that death, indeed, is neither more nor less than a sleep, aod
that from this sleep we awaken free of the aging, tottering,
limiting mortal coil to begin a new phase of life.
Men fear greatly, but think little and investigate less. They
allow themselves to be governed by fear, nOt reason. Their
fears bring upon them a sense of oppression, frustration and
limitation. In their desperation they seek any means to avoid or
forestall the enemy and, in their seeking, they miss the "path"
to a greater life.
Basically, perhaps, the solution of eternal life has been the
aim and effort of mOst men. Man's search for longevity, his
desire to solve the riddle of the univetse, has been responsible,
no doubt, for the development of the wise men and sages. These
wise men, sensing the limitations of material science, delved
into the spiritual side of life, perceiving that where materiality
ends, spirituality may begin.
Such men, though few in number, have endeavored to
bring the light of understanding, of wisdom and illumination,
to the masses. In all ages, however, they have met with a wall of
resistance from those they sought to serve. The retarding influence of superstition and bigotry, the adherence to preconceived beliefs, and the engrossment of every-day material activities, have prevented the common lot of men from accepting
new ideas. They thereby actually refused and rejected a knowledge of the operating Laws which would have gradually brought
them light and the means of finding the "way" out of the darkness of ignorance into the light of reality.
Despite the unwillingness of the masses to accept anything
which the majority do not believe, or belong to, a few Souls
have suflicienrly awakened from their mortal slumber to look
beyond the appearance of things, to seek the Laws that govern
creation, thereby finding that death, being a rebirth into a new
life, is part of creation itself. These have found that the mystery
was not so deep as commonly thought; that the identical Laws

which apply in the mental and spiritual realm also manifest in
the material. This is the oft-quoted Law of the Thnce Great
Hermes:
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"As in the Above, so in the Below,
As in the Inner, so in the Outer."

All Law is based on cause and effect. This, a Law in itself,
has been stated time and again. It must be REPEATED MANY
MORE TIMES BEFORE MEN WILL ACCEPT IT AND BE GUIDED
~y IT. Then, and only then, will it be recognized as the simple
and easily understood statement of the Nazarene :
"Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap."-Gal. 6:7.
This, one of the great Laws of the Universe, has for centuries been known in Eastern countries as the LAW OF KAIU\1A,
but in the West, has been wholly ignored. It is the Divine
De~ee that LIKE PRODUCES LIKE, whether this be in the
SPECIES OR IN THE ACTIONS OF MEN. Every came produces a
definite result. This Law, ever-active and unswayable, is at once
the hope of the spiritually awakened, and the death-.knell to the
desires and efforts of those who refuse to work ill harmony
with it.
Even in defiance of this Law, man has, on the physical plane
of manifestation, discovered another Law - the Law of the
conservation of energy; that is, that every partide of matter that
has ever existed, exists now, and will c011tinue to exist, 'though
in changed form. Nothing is lost; nothing can be lost. All
creation has but one intent and purpose: to budd on an everupward trend. Those who refuse to keep in step with the activity
of this Law are "cast by the wayside."
The impulse of Nature is forever onward and upward and
although often interfered with or retarded, is never actually
stopped. Nature does nOt favor or countenance devolution, or
"progress in reverse." Her law IS evolution, and eVIdences of this
Law may be seen everywhere.
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The old tree which no longer brings forth fruit is, like the
Biblical fig-tree, aCCllrsed. It dies, rotS and is resolved back into
the original elements. Whatever ceases to grow, go forward,
expand and evolve, is under the bim of Narure who issues the
edict: "I have no further use for you; you must give way to that
which is willing and ready to manifest my e:<uberance, my
spontaneity, my youth, my beauty, the thrills of my life, the
love of my heart, the ideal of my sense of perfection, thus ex- '~
pressing the highest in me; that which manifests the newest -, .
and loftiest impulse; that which will develop and become the .
embodiment of the highest concept in its particular kingdom."
Man, 'though having been graciously given free Will, is under
this same Law.
Narure takes the substance of the old, refines it by means
of her Alchemy, and offers it to the new plant. The wonders of
the new creation merely reflect the old in a new combination,
perhaps with greater beauty and more pleasing sy=etry of
form.
Is it possible for the thinking, reasoning mind to escape
the conclusion that if this Law is operative in the plant, tbe
animal, the rock, it must likewise govern wbat was destined to
be the greatest of all of God's creation-Man? Is it conceivable
that God neglected to provide for the evolution of the one
crearure made in His own image and likeness? Hardly! Yet
man, possessing free Will, may refuse to accept the order of
the Law; may refuse to cooperate with his CreatOr and, in his
defiance, bring destruction upon himself for it is written:
"The Soul that sinneth, it shall die."- Ezekiel 18:4.

It is not written that God will desrroy the Soul; but thaI
man, as a resuit of setting destructive Laws intO operation,
thereby destroys himself.
Man, alone, of all crearures in the Universe, has the ability
and the privilege to be a co-worker with God. As a being capable
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of thinking, reasoning and expressing himself, man can become
an instrument in the hands of God and may, by means of his
Intuitive powers, once developed, help in conrrolling the affairs
of the Universe.
If new trees and plants may, and do continually absorb, for
their subsistence, the substances which were formerly part of
the old, why does Narure thus continually reproduce the same
creations, if it is not under the Law of "Like produces Like?"
If it were nOt the Law of Narure to reproduce like after like,
.then one production of the oak, the wheat stalk or the animal,
would end the existence of that species forever. Since we wimess
action or reproduction continuously, does this not explode the
theory that there can be cessation on any plane, whether this be
in the vegetable, animal or human kingdom? What bas been
and is, must continue to be, thougb perbaps in a cbanged form,
because all is a manifestation of creative activity.
Tbis is an unceasing activity, and since man is included, his
rebirth or reactivation is part of the Law. God is being. He
operates under a Law as do all things. Any interference or cessation of the activity of the Law would throw all things into
confusion or chaos, and result in destruction. God could no more
set at naught one of His own Laws than He could destroy
Himself.
Man, being tinder the Law, is like-wise compelled to obey or
harmonize himself with the Law, or gradually, individually or
collectively, degenerate to a mere animal state and cease to exist
as man. To OBEY IS TO LIVE, NOT ONLY MOMENTARILY,
BUT ETERNALLY. To consistently (iisobey is to gradually bring
ahom self-destrttction, and that, alone, means death in the real
sense of the word.
Birth and death are the two opposite poles of man's experience on earth; his is the opportunity to learn and to k'IOW.
Between these twO poles or portals is found all the hope and all
the discouragement, all of faith and doubt, all of love and hate,
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success and failure, conjecture and theory, religion and loss
anchorage which go to make up a lifetime on earth. All of
things are essential to man's welfare, because through them,
is finally awakened to a point where he is led to think, to
and to ultimately find the door through the veil or, failing
chis, to face the cessation of all activity, which is actUal
By the sowing, man places the grain of wheat ineo
ground; he sees it apparently disintegrate and seemingly
The old form changes, and, co all appearances, deteriorates into
the original elements. But lo! - out of the invisible germ
hidden within the body springs forth a tender shoot. By appropriating the elements at its command, the sunshine, warmth,
moismee, the nourishment furnished by the soil, this tender
shoot or sprout gradually cakes form and, in time and peoper
order, reproduces itself a hundred.fold.
Is it possible that man, who usually considers himself a "lord
of creation," possesses less remrrective power witbin himself
than the little grain of wheat? If so, then the Creator who
"made man in His own image," did not chink very highly of
Himself or His highest creation.
ActUally and logically, man should, in his every·day ex.
perience, gain a cwo·fold lesson: He should recognize that -,
everything repeats itself and evolves. Namee commands: "Grow
or die; evolve or deteriorate; produce, i.e., create, or pass inca
oblivion; lasely, awaken and bting into manifestation the seed
of resurrection, or cease eo exist as a separate being.

or REPETITION; Namee being unwilling that any creation shall
cease to exist.
Here the hope in the heart of man awakens to simple logic.
U Nature ordains that the smallest of grains, the Biblical "mus·
tard seed," shall reproduce itself, then it must certainly be the
intent of Namee that man - still the highest form of creation,
debased as he has become - shall pass through life, reproduce
himself, pass on and remen again by means of the process of
Reincarnation, until, perhaps through eons of time, he reaches
the perfection intended by Nature as the Ideal.
As intelligence, the sane, sensible, logical reasoning power
in man - not the superficial intellect of the intelligencia develops, there comes eo man an inner or spiritual awakening.
At the same time, contemplation and realization of a higher
form of creative ability fills the heart, an ability which he now
knows he may consciously direct,
Man has for centuries witnessed blindly, unthinkingly and
apathetically, a most realistic example of resurrection in the
change of one form intO another. He has seen the caterpillar
spin its cocoon about itself while attached to the branch of a
tree; implant therein the seed of itself to develop and remain
dormant through the long winter months, perhaps covered with
snow and ice; and then, re·activated by the warmth and sunshine
of Spring, come forth and emerge in a form beautiful and
resplendent beyond words.
Either as worm or butterfly, chis creamee has no concept of
what ir is or what it is eo be. It follows blindly, but obediently,
the Laws of its namee; satisfied eo do the Will of the Law or the
Being that called it into creation.
If man were less blind, less self-satisfied with his own
superiority, he would deeply bethink himself, and draw a lasting
lesson from the life of chis lowly, but beautiful butterfly. Most
significant of the implications eo be drawn from chis lesson

The Consciousness of a Continual
Reproduction and Recurrence
That which once was, continues to be, or may continue to

be. If the grain of wheat "dies" as such, only to reproduce itself,
dividing its life many.fold, then the desire of Namee, the in.
centive of Namee, the Law of Namee must be REPRODUCTION
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would be the continuity and perpemity of life WHEN THE
ITSELF IS OBEYED.

1

,!
•. I

Seeing that the caterpillar can evolve into such a be:,utifu]
embodiment, rerum again into a worm, and reincarnate
and again, i.s it possible for any thinking, reasoning being
doubt that life, for man, can be any less? Does not this numt.je
illustration lead us ro the obvious conclusion that rel'nca""'ti""
and re·embodiment are one and the same thing, and that m'lQ~li"
has, at least, the same opporrunity and privileges as the
forms of creation?
Passing on to the great mystery which is life and the COtl'lI~ijj;
tinuation of e.xistence on the material, as well as the sp.irituallt)U
plane, man WItnesses, from the single speck of protoplasm
development, and .bir~h of th,: human creature, possessi~g
mmd capahle of thmking, creanng, loving and hating.
~s it P?ssible for the thinking, reasoning mind, while wit.
nessmg 'S process, ro doubt the perperuity of r e·creation? Is >
man foolt~h enough ro believe that, as a result of the marital
relationshIp, he really creates a mind and Soul?
Man SOWS THE SEED, but man is only the sower; woman •
the receptacle and the cruci~le wherein that wonderful artistry
then takes place. Woman IS the laborarory wherein Narure
NOT she, performs the miracle. The operarors, or manifesrors:
both bemg the same, can we explain why several children of a
famIly are so rotally different one from another? Why some
members of the s~e family may be thin, some robust; some
blue.eyed,. some WIth eyes of gray; some large and dark, others
sI?all or Itght; some after the father or mother; others entirely
different?
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. In this we are broug?t fa~e to face with the mystery of reo
~.ncarnanon. If we be,"r m mmd that the family is merely the
collecror of persons, ' our understanding of the law becomes
eaSIer. All operating laws in or of the Universe work in har.
many. The Spiriruallaw is a counterpart of the mental, or the
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emotional, each manifesting that which takes place on the
material plane of the universe.
If we refuse to believe in reincarnation, then we are can·
fronted by this prohlem: If all the human beings that ever
lived were on earth today, then the universe would be incon·
ceivably cramped and overcrowded. This poses the question:
Where could all these Souls exist? There is only one logical
answer. Reincarnation, alone, offers the solution .
There are only so many Souls. Most of these return time
and again in order to work out their perfection and in time, as
"sons of men, become the Sons of God."
This statement offers another challenge: ARE THERE ANY
MEN LIVING, DO we KNOW OF ANY WHO COULD BY ANY
STRETCH OF THE IMAGINATION, BE CONSIDERED, OR QUALI·
FY, AS SONS OF GOD? IF NOT, AND IF WE DO NOT ACCEPT
REINCARNATION AS A CERTAlNTY,WHERE COULD MEN DEVELOP INTO SONS OF Goo, i.e., PERFECTION, SINCE ACCORDING TO THE BIBLICAL STATEMENT, THIS MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED ON EARTH?
The orthodox will nOt accept this explanation of pre-existence, existence and re·existence, mainly because it demands that
ma<l must reach a certain degree of perfection before he will
be relieved of repeatedly returning to the earthly school for
further instruction and experience. They forget that the Masterteacher of their religion was most positive in his various state·
ments that MAN MUST BE BORN AGAIN: IN THE SPIRIT AS HE
WAS OF THE FLESH. Only a few, those so reborn, CAN K.c'lOW
THE MYSTERIES OF THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN, i.e., ENTER
THEREIN. It is also a faa that man mtlSt in the ultimate, BE
CHANGED FROM A SON OF MAN INTO A SON OF GoD, before
his return is acceptable, and his earthly labors, hence his earth! y
existence, is ended_
Perhaps the greatest orthodox objection to Reincarnation
On the basis that, if this is a law, a MUST, then loved ones
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will not meet again. This idea is basically false. Under the Law
Love draws loved ones together, irrespective of where they ar~
love being the ONLY Law. Moreover, how many, or how
right here and now, in any given family, love each other
affectionately that they actually desire to be constantly ass0ciated? How many make actual efforrs to remain together?
The concept itself is in error. According to the creed,
who accept in faith and become "converted" are saved and enrer
"heaven," the abode of the blessed, hence are together. Those
who do not accept are eternally damned, are separated from the
others, irrespective of how deep the love between them. The
decree is final.
If Reincarnation is a fact, then however grevious our sins,
unless they be "unto destruction," the Soul has opporruniry after
opporruniry to free itself and at last be again with those who
earlier achieved the prized possession of the "mysteries of the
kingdom of heaven." Under this Law, each Soul is given Oppor- ~
runiry after opporrunity and no Soul "dies," is condemned,
damned or lost unless, or until, it ceases in its efforts before it has
retrieved its past.
.
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If man ponders the problem of existence, he wiIJ recognize
in the world about him the counterpart of what he himself is
expected to be and he becomes conscious of the command to
perfect himself. He begins to recognize that his very existence is
dependent upon his growth into spiritr,al consciousness. He
realizes that he must develop and unfold in order to progress,
and that his body is the caterpillar, while his Soul is _ may'
become - the beauteous butterfly.
Reincarnation is the medium the creative God has provided
for man so that he may gain knowledge and experience and with
unlimited time, perfeer himself. Reincarnation does not, by any
stretch of the imagination, imply that the Soul returns to or
into, the same old, resurrected body.
'
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We have noted how, in nature, in the plant world, the old
and outworn is resolved back into the original element and
therein and thereby renews itself through its own new plant
seed. It is almost identically the same with the Soul. The old
body returns to the element from which it came, is there renewed and becomes the medium for new life.
In a sense, the old, useless, worn-out material is made use of
time and again, but NOT UNTIL IT HAS RENEWED, OR FULLY
REJUVENATED ITSELF. "Dust to dust, ashes to ashes," - yes;
but no sooner has this return been accomplished when the
material so released again becomes new, rejuvenated, revitalized
substance, or "body," offering the new spirit another vehicle
through which to manifest.
Man's return to earth is 'necessitated by the fact that HERE
ONLY does he possess Mind; the governor, the bnilder, the construeror, the thinker, the director, and at the same time, the tool
with which to shape his destiny toward continued life, or destruction. Opporruniry after opporruniry is offered to him opporrunities which in past lives he rejeered and which, if he
were limited to one earthly existence, would not be his.
If man thinks positively, he may ultimately desire to rise
above his purely material existence, and if the desire is strong
enough, he will begin the effort to create and bring into existence
his own spirirual self through the medium of Soul d~vel?pment.
If despite his knowledge of the Law, and th~ love 10 hiS. heart,
he should fail by some misadvenrure, to achieve ~erfeerlOn? he
would, by means of the privilege of Reincarnation, be glve.n
another opportuniry to achieve that objective. As a result of his
desires which are part of the Soul, he will be drawn to parentS,
and in'to environmentS, which will permit his bringing these
Soul desires into manifestation and becoming that which the
Law, in the beginning of rime, ordained him to be.
Let us recall to mind the question which the Nazarene propounded to his disciples: "Whom do men say that I am?" Some
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answered Elisha, while others gave a different answer. But
he asked his disciples whom they really believed him to be,
answer was different, though perhaps no more true: "Thou
(who has become) the Christ, the Son of the Living God."
Matt. 16: 16. This is a counterpart of the Divme statement:
many as received him, to them· gave he power to become
sons of God." - John 1: 12. Certainly, the Nazarene
- gained his knowledge, and attained to his Christhood, as a
of experiencing both good and evil as must every Soul.
The problem of reaching ultimate perfection is one which
each individual muSt solve for himself by WORKING OUT
OWN DESTINY. Instructions, guidance and encouragement all
have their place of course. Suggestions may be offered, the way
pointed Out, the means indicated; but lirst, last and always, it is
for the individual to accept and apply what is taught.
...
No one can think ollr thoughts for us. No one can instill in ' '.
us the necessary desires or make for us the required efforts. We .
must build our own cocoon, place therein the Soul's SPark, and, '.
by effort, bring to life the beautiful butterfly - the Soul in its : .
flight upward.
R eincarnation is a Law co·existent with the creation of man,
or of man in the process of becoming a reasonable being. It is a .
Law, perforce, which gives every Soul another opporruniry
. whether he will or not. It is a process of living and "dying," of
coming to earth and leaving it again. This process must neces·
sarily continue until the individual awakens to his own possi·
bilities, his possible destiny, and decides what his aim and end
is to be - Soul Consciousness or annihilation (eternal
oblivion). This all-important decision is left to man and he
;.
alone is responsible for the outcome.
How soon, or how long delayed, or exactly when the linal
incarnation shall be completed is also left to individual decision.
There is no need for delay. Endless Reincarnations are the result of procrastination. Procrastination is nOt only the "thief of

time," but also the underlying cause of most failures. There is
00 need of passing through endless Reincarnations. He who has
learned the Law may at once begin to build unto eternity, to
erect the Temple "not built with hands," to bring the Soul's
Light into manifestation and transmute the son of man, the
morral being, into Immortality. In this process is fullilled and
made real the experience of Immortalization, "mortality having
put on Immortality."
Man, created in the image of his Creator, is in possession of
a mind. Within him, also, is the Sou!. His is the ability of the
Architect - the builder. Whenever he is willing to listen, God
reminds him: "Son, all that I have is thine; thou in me and I in
thee. Follow my Laws and all things shall be thine. Great things
shalt thou do. Nothing is impossible to my Son."
The Master-teacher, the Nazaren e, by precept and example,
has clearly shown man the possibility of achieving Godhood,
slowly, step by step. As the great exemplar, h e has demonstrated
how man, by means of his every thought, desire and act, may
build an imperishable spiritual body, a Christic Soul. All this
comes about as a result of listening to the Soul's admonition
and following the Path.
Reincarnation offers man the means of gradual growth,
with its attendant possibilities. Spiritual awakening as a result
of experiencing the joys and sorrows of life, building the Immortal, Spiritual body; awakening the Soul and bringing it into
consciousness and manifestation - these are the fruits of repeated life experiences. Reincarnation offers time and opportunity to transmute that which is base in man into the pure and
holy; the grossest desires intO the highest ideals; changing, transforming, by constant effort and gtadual growth, the mortal son
of man into the Immortal Son of God.
God's universal ideal is perfection. It was not ordained that
man should live in sorrow, in sickness, in suffering and defeat.
Man has brought these reverses upon himself by his cwn dis-
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obedience co Laws which are evident in rhe lives of rh

cre~tures, It was God's plan rhat men should live as H,e lesser

eatlng of the good fruits of the earrh; partaking of the b~~sS?ns;
everywhere so abundant. So generous was He in rhe
~lOgs
ment of !;Iis law~ rhat, rhough man disregarcLrhem all ~~;Sh
~I~ ~:uruts :e ,Sin which is beyond redemption or finally reje:
, we IS gIven opporruniry after opporruniry
fi
achieve Sonship wirh the Father and in trurh d f tO nally
His Son.
, a n acr, become
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A CODE OF ETHICS TO GOVERN

ALL ACTIVITIES

'

"The worst possible waste of time and money. is to spend
them off the line of your careel',"- Eme'l"SOiI.
HE mOSt important work which God delegated to His
co-worker, man, is the instruction, guidance and moulding, by example, of human Souls for a bener, higher
life here, and rhe Soul's immortalization for rhe hereafter.
There is no greater opporruniry for rhis service rhan in the
home. You are familiar with Alexander Pope's maxim: "As rhe
twig is bent, so rhe tree's inclined," This twig is rhe child. The
lessons of life and behaviour, learned at the mother's knee in
the home, by rhe conversation, teachings and ESPECIALLY THE
BEHAVIOUR of the parents, make an indelible impression rhat
is ineffaceable and will consciously or unconsciously guide
the child throughout life_
Conditions, circumstances and environments may be
changed, perhaps very much for the worse, and it is possible that
in later life rhe person may be led astray; neverrheless, it will
be only temporarily; rhe man or woman correctly taught and
moulded by example, will uSflally fall back i12to the grooves
made in early life,
All rhe legislarive enactments, all the police powers ever
administered, all the Courts in existence, all rhe mundane forces
at rhe co=and of man, are impotent co fully correct rhe erroneous, degrading, false impressions made on rhe impressionable mind during childhood, A comparatively few of rhose
raised in undesirable family environments retrieve rhemselves
because of some conscious awakening experiences, but rhe vast
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majority will follow the "bend of the rwig," the inclinations and
predilections implanted in childhood.

GRADING PRACTICES HAVING BEEN CUT, AND CUT DEEPLY
THROUGHOUT CHILDHOOD, IT IS A FOREGONE CONCLUSION
THAT THE COMING GENERATION WILL FOLLOW THE PATH
ESTABLISHED BY THE PARENTS: thus "the sins [habits] of the
fathers shall be visited upon the children unto the third and
fourth generation." - Numbers 14: 18.

. Very often we hear the co=on complaint of parents :
tned so hard to teach my child, or my children, correctly,
proper thing to do, the right way to behave, and now _
at the result! " Yes, but what was YOftr actual bebaviour in
presence of these children? Did your actions belie your inculcations?
.

A thousand most wise precepts may be utterly destroyed in
the mind of the child by a single contradictory aCt. The child
may not think or reason, bue is impressed subconsciously. Its ~ - .,- • •• ,
unconscious thought is: "If mother and father do these things
despiee what they say or teach, they cannot be so far wrong, so
why may I not follow their example." THE GROOVE OF ACTION
FOR THE CHILD'S FUTURE BEHAVIOUR IS CUT, NOT BY WORDS,
BUT BY THE ACTS OF PARENTS, TEACHERS, OFFICIALS.
The blame for today's rising tide of misbehaviour, dishonorableness, degrading practices and crimes among adolescents
MUST BE PLACED WHERE IT BELONGS: AT THE DOORSTEPS OF
THE PARENTS AND THEIR FAILURE TO BE ALL THAT PARENTS
SHOULD BE.
In the list of contributing faaors, we must also consider
THE INEPTNESS, IGNORANCE AND IRRESPONSIBILITY OF
TEACHERS IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND INSTITUTIONS. Last, but
by no means lease, we must not overlook ehe perfidy of PUBLIC
OFFICIALS WHOSE IRRESPONSIBILITY AND DISHONORABLENESS ARE OF UNIVERSAL KNOWLEDGE. The misdeeds, the
ereachery and downright w!clcedness of those in high position as
bro~dcast thro~gh the daIly newspapers, the magazines, the
radio and televISIOn, present a shoclcing example to impressionable teen-agers whose moral fibre is in the critical, formative
stage.
THE GROOVE OF MISBEHAVIOUR, DISOBEDIENCE AND DE-
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Reverence and Responsibility for the Child
The child is a Soul enrolled in God's great school of life.
THE CHILD IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PARENTS WHO
CALLED IT INTO BEING. TRY TO EVADE THIS LAW AS THEY
WILL, AND UNDER WHATEVER EXCUSE THEY MAY CONJURE
UP, THEY ARE STLL HELD RESPONSIBLE UNDER GOD'S LAW.
The Soul that in past lives was defeaive, ceiminal or immoral and is reborn under unfortunate, but fitting circumstances,
into adverse conditions, is forced to fight blindly toward a far
gleam of light, using whatever spiritual instinct is still left.
Although hampered by poverty, squalor, unforrunate environments and criminal examples, he is, nevertheless, as precious
to the giver of Life as the daintily-cared-for-dacling welcomed
by birth into refined, luxurious surroundings. Heaven cannoe be
complete until the last Soul, no less than the first, has fulfilled
its destiny.
The new concept, or concept of the New Dispensation,
eecognizes that in each child there is a part of God, the Eternal
Being of Existence. While each child is necessarily born with
the sin of previous incarnations, it is not equally true that it is
born in sin. Here is the Nazarene's statement, spoken for all
time: "Of such ~ese-is~gdom of heaven." - iHatt.

19:14.
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We must become conscious of the faa that within each
normal cIilld is hidden the Divine SPark or Ligbt of a Soul, and
that thiI may be kindled into a Flaming Fire by love of the
paren! or the Divinely Guiding Spirit that all tme teachers
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possess, If this love and essential quality be lacking in the instructors, then this Light, this Spark given the child at birth,
may be more deeply covered over or be turned into a deadlJ
deJtructive force.
In this sense the CHILD IS AS CLAY IN THE HANDS OP
PARENTS AND INSTRUCTORS, AND MAY BE MODELED OR
MOULDED ACCORDING TO THEIR OWN NATURE, THEIR DESIRE, OR THEIR IGNORANCE. IN THIS SAME LIGHT WE MUST
RECOGNIZE THAT, WITH RARE EXCEPTION, PARENTS AND
INSTRUCTORS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ULTIMATE NATURE
OF THE CHILD, AND PREDETERMINES, TO AN INCALCULABLE
DEGREE, WHETHER IT IS TO BECOME AN "ANGEL OF GOODNESS AND MERCY," OR A "DEMON OF EVIL AND DESTRUCTIVENESS." The Law of the New Dispensation places this responsibility squarely upon the parents and those employed to teach
children.
Reason, sound judgment, patience, affection and love must
guide authority in co=anding the respect and obedience of the
child. Sternness may be necessary, but this must be modified by
reason and a recognition of the child's welfare. Punishment for
deliberate infractions of the rule of right is as essential as is
reward for obedience and faithfulness. One is the positive of the
other negative. The pendulum of the clock swings as far to the
left as it does to the right. This is the Law of action, and in curn,
of REaction; Likewise of exact j1tJtice.
Awakening within themselves a consciousness to prize as
jewels the innate qualities hidden within the bodies of the little
faces that look up to them with confidence and expectation,
parents and teachers should, aye, mmt, cultivate within themselves actual reverence for each small personality placed in their
care. Unless they have a proper appreciation, love and reverence
for the children placed in their care, prizing each of them as a
gift from God, a valuable addition to the srate and nation,
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parents and teachers are not fitted for the position they have
assumed.
.
The child is never a chattel, never one of a mass, a cog in a
machine, but an individual, inherently with possibilities as great
as that of any man or woman who ever lived. Each and evety
child is the. possible heir to freedom; the good things of life;
the privilege of I=orrality. If they fail to achieve these ends,
the responsibility, aye, the damnation, IS NOT UPON THE CHILD,
BUT UPON THOSE WHO GUIDED, OR FAILED TO GUIDE, THEIR
CHILDHOOD AND YOUTH. This is the edict of the New Dispensation. All who fail to accept and adhere to it, constitute the
"chaff to be burned" of Revelation.
In all instances, and under all conditions, parents and
teachers muSt appeal to the child's higher instiners and deeper
impulses and, with confidence, expect the response to be of like
nature. If the desired response is not forthcoming at once, patience must be exercised. If the child is told, or co=anded to
do a certain thing, THE REASON FOR DOING SHOULD BE CAREFULLY EXPLAINED, If punishment is meted out for infractions,
then IT IS EVEN MORE ESSENTIAL TO EXPLAIN WHY PUNISHMENT IS NECESSARY.
Subconsciously, a child is a reasoning being. It KNOWS by
INSTINCT whether a reward is earned or is offered as a bribe,
and whether or nOt punishment is justified. It resents and
despises bribes and unjustified punishment, as it should, and
as do all reasonable beings.
Love is the foundation of the Throne of the Universe. Love
must be the ethical guide of all action, if such action is to be
constructive. No one is fitted for parenthood whose basic action
is not founded in love or affection. Th'( teacher who does not
love her work, is unfitted for such a pOs'ition. She brings heaven's
condemnation, instead of heaven's blessings, to those entrusted
into her care. This is the PRlME CAUSE FOR PRESENT-DAY
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JUVE NILE DELINQUENCY. T his condition must be corrected if
the present race IS not to follow In the wake of all previottS
The inner LIGHT of those who have attained and know
lighted from the throne of love. It is our duty to keep this
burning so that it will illuminate the path of those who 'V'.UY'o.
The Nazarene, and John in R evelations, gave warnings of

This was a period when the teacher's morals-his religious faith,
LOVE FOR, and PRIDE IN HIS PROFESSION-and THE HICKORY
ROD, WENT TOGETHER. Parents did not interfere with the
teacher's idea of discipline and, as a result, statesmen, leaders
and literary geniuses, not cheap politicians and gangsters, were
the finished produCts.
Consolidated ScilOOls, colieges of higher learning and all tile
educational institutions combined are whoUy incapable of prc·
ducing men of the calibre of that period. Today"s lack of sound
training is proven by the present irreligion, irreverence, lack or
respect for authority in the home, the church, and the state. The
once high ideals of teaching statesmanship and soUnd education
--all passed intO oblivion with the interference of politics in the
school, 10 conjunction with the authority over teachers to forbid
the punishment of pupils for infractions.
Today our schools, colleges, and institutions of learning are
little less than hotbeds for insubordination, atheism, immorality,
dope and alcoholism, and communism, all combined with
wholesale disregard for ptOperty rights. BASICALLY, THE FAULT
LIES WITH THE PARENTS WHO HAVE CEASED TO GUARD THE
PROPER EDUCATION, GUIDANCE AND PROTECTION OF THEIR
CHILDREN.
The church, or the ministry of the church, which once
exercised jealous care over the "little flock," religiously visited
the schools and took good care that all was in order, ceased its
vigilance with the consolidation of the schools. Except for a few
rare instances, there is a COMPLETE LACK OF MORAL COURAGE
AMONG THE RELIGIOUS LEADERS of today to strongly voice
their disapproval of that which is not to the welfare of the
youth.
In all toO many instances the educational leaders have be·
come converts to the foreign idea that children should be given
free rein to express their "natural" emotions and inclinations,
no matter where this will lead to, and that the rod should be
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most positive narurc to parents, teachers, and all those
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whose care children are entrusted. If these warnings are un. ~lTlb
heeded, then the punishment assured in the teachings of
Illuminated are certain to be realized.
These warnings are acrually commands, not mere re(IUests."'~
It is the will of the Law that not one of these little ones be per.
mitted to go astray. If all else fails in guiding children, then
the rod of punishment is not to be spared, lest the child lose its
way, bur justice is to be tempered with mercy; the sense of
imtice being Strong in the child's nature, even while it resents
direction and even punishment for disobedience or wrongs of '
which it knows itself guilty.
A U spiritual teachings are positive in their statements that
to wantonly lead astray one of these little ones, or to permit
them to be led astray, when preventable, is to bring upon our
heads a punishment so severe that it were better a millstone
were hung about our necks and we be cast into the sea; for
"their angels do always behold the face of the Father."
Thus far these commands have been heard but nOt heeded.
They have made little impression upon the parents, teachers
and those into whose care children have been entrusted. Now,
however, the time of reaping is tit hand and it were well indeed
for all concerned, to take careful heed of the instructions and
warnings given by those who know.
Higher Ideals In Teachers
At no rime in the history of the world were the ideals of
teachers so high, or the good accomplished by them so lasting,
as during that period known for its "little red school house."
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safely hidden from view. This has resulted in

UNIVERSAl.

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY; YOUTHFUL VICES; DISRESPECT FOR
PARENTS, FOR ALL AUTHORITY AND PROPERTY RIGHTS.

The teachers during the period of the "little red school
house". were as different from those of wday as is night from day.
In therr eyes, therr thoughts and therr hearts, teaching was a
profession; it was a pOJition of honor; it was a holy duty. What
is more, they took up exactly where the parentJ left off when
the cbildren left for Jchool. PROPER BEHAVIOR ON THE PART
OF THE SCHOLARS WAS A "MUST." Umeemly bebavior on the
part of the bOyJ and girlJ WaJ tmthillkable. The parents frequently "looked in" unexpectedly and the teachers prided themselves on having the scholars prepared w be at their best both
in behavior and examination on all subjects studied. The
t~achers belonged w church and upheld the principles caught,
although they never or rarely referred w them as religion. T hey
followed teaching aJ their greatest love- find only Jecondarily
aJ a mea'" of earning a livelihood.
These men, and later women, accepted as a truth and fact
that the fou ndation fathers of America considered the educarional sysrem as a sacred ducy w prepate rhe yourhs for sound
citizenship on the one hand, and statesmanship on the other.
They recognized rhat the parents were responsible for the training of all children before school age, and that this training was
continued in school co the end of youch.
This was the very foundation of good and sound government. Teaching school therefore was a noble work; a holy
work; a work having the blessing of God; not lightly undertaken and uninterfered with by inter-school and college intrigue,
politics and union gangsterism, or the domination of foreign
destructive and disruptive ideologies.
The parents of those "little red school house" days were
firm in their thought and belief that the school was sacred w the
younger generation, eyen though it did nOt teach religion as
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such. The conduct of the teacher, the language he used, his tone
in speaking and teaching, set the example for his pupils. The
parents saw to it that his conduct out of school was in keeping
with his actions during the hours of teaching.
Teachers and parents formerly worked together. The parents upheld the authority of the teacher, even though at times it
was severe_ Many now living who "graduated" from this little
corner school are still awate of ti,e "light couch" of the hickory
stick. At the tinle there may have been resentment, but there
also was the inner feeling that the punishment was deserved and
was '''good medicine_"
If America is co remain the land of freedom , of MANHOOD
AND WOMANHOOD, of STATESMANSHI P AND THE CLEAN
GOVERNMENT our foundation fathets dreamed of, if we are to
fll ifill the VIS ION OF J OHN I N REVELATION, WE MUST RET URN , AT LEAST I N PRINCIPLE, TO THAT SYSTEM WH ICH
PRODUCED SUCH GREAT STATESMEN, ORATORS AND AUTHORS.

[f we change o"r idea/J and follow in the patb of all decadent
lIa/iom, we are doomed, became there will be no otber great,
rich and powerf"l na/iom to help ttJ by p"lIing m Ottt of tbe
nure.

Good Neighborhood Centers
In cities due to the inlmense population, it may not be practical or feas'ible for parents w visit schools and fraternize with
the teachers as was the cuswm when "teaching school" was
teally considered as an honored profession and not as now all wo
frequently, a means of earning a I1vehhood WIth as lmle effon
and responsibility as possible. Good neIghborhood ~enters, the
present parent-teacher associations (as free from POIIUCS as possible), and Mother' Clubs can be fotmed and, correctly governed will be of inestimable help in bringing together those
intete'sted in the proper education of children. At such meetings
they can discuss the problems confronting both parents and
teachers; bring parents and teachers together, consult on ways
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and means to accomplish objectives, and above all, bring about
a close cooperation between teaebers and parents.
From such meetings of parents and teachers can come the
organization of Little Mothers' Clubs; classes to be held aftet
school where girls are instructed in the knowledge rhat so
vitally concerns them, with instructive talks by nurses and.
physicians who have rheir well-being at heart. This is especially
desirable in the crowded districts of large cities, where povetty
and ignorance go hand in hand.
Such instructions should include cleanliness of every descrip.
tion; proper dress for healrh and social well·being; proper food
correctly prepared; bodily care and physical functions; hygiene;
behavior at all times, and discussions between themselves and
with others. These instructions should be simple but funda.
mental, and designed to constantly instill, within the children,
respea for themselves as well as others.
Classes should be formed and maintained in which COUR·
TESY and GOOD BREEDING are emphasized and constantly illus·
trated, so that these become a habit. With such an educational
program, we, God's greatest nation, need no longer be accused
as the world's most ill-bred people; an accusation all toO true
as every traveler knows.
In these centers rhe child should be instructed HOW to cope
wirh rhe "awkward" age with its frequent embarrassment,
mental suffering and loss of healrh, and how it may safely pass
through rhis period with all the arrendant pitfalls and evils of
rhis plastic, formative age. Such information should be made
attractive by means of drills in behavior; in gentleness and cor·
rectness of speech and mannerism; courtesy to ladies and elders;
the cultivation of promptness in the performance of fill duties.
These things wilt serve the child, the nation find God in a most
praaical manner, and are a GOD·ORDAINED MUST, IF THIS
NATION AND ITS PEOPLE ARE TO SURVIVE DURING THE DISPENSATION NOW UPON US. WE HAVE THE BIBLICAL ASSUR-
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THAT THE WHEAT will BE SEPARATED FROM THE
CHAFF, AND THE CHAFF DESTROYED.
The vital necessity of purity and cleanliness in personal
habits is to be emphasied in relation to health, personal wellbeing and individual spirituality. In rhis present age we can no
longer attempt to separate the material from the spmtual, because it will be SPIRITUALITY ALONE WHICH WILL SAVE BOT!!
THE INDIVIDUAL AND THE NATION. LET THERE BE NO MISTAKE HERE! The child must be taught, from rhe very begintling
of its comprehension, that rhe body is rhe Biblical or spirit1lal
Holy Temple; that rhe eyes are the windows of the Soul, and
that within the temple is rhe shrine or sacred dwelling-place of
the Day·Star or Soul from on high.
If rhese things are taught, each Soul will assume its full
responsibility placed upon it when born into this mundane
sphere-a sphere that is potentially a heaven or hell, dependmg
entitely on man's own actions.
Instructions In Eugenics
Voluminous as have been the discussions on this subjea, rhere
seems to be no universal agreement regarding rhe advisability
of introducing such instruction in rhe public schools. If competent teachers of the proper temperament could be found,
teachers who had rhe welfare of the child fully at heart, and who
could for~et their own personal interests, then such instructions
should b; endorsed. But since teachers of rhe type mentioned
are exceptions rather than the rule, all instrucrions should be
arranged for and given under the JOint superVISIon of a wellselected group of parents, teachers, physicians, and mtnlsters of
the church. Each of rhese has, or should have, an equal baSIC
interest in the well.being of rhe child, yourh and future citizen.
The surest and most certain method for eradicating immorality, unmorality, weakness and disease, is by s.a~e, sen~.,ble
aod easily-understood instrucuons on rhese subJeas, illStrUCdOOS
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r~ar will appear reasonable ro rhe yo ung mind, and
dlfficulr ro follow.

':~lea~liness ( borh of u:ind and person) is nexr ·ro godli.
ness: ThIs IS an old, famlhar saymg, and irs rrurh is uncon.
tradlcrable. To be clean of body, pure (clean) of mind, ro live
on rhe besr and mosr correcr dier, an.d rhink clean, exalting
rhoughrs, IS rhe suresr and mosr cerram merhod ro build rhe
Immorral Soul.
Admirredly, ir requires concentrarion of mind, observation
applicarion, determinarion and power of Will ro mainrain
all·around cleanliness in rhe daily habirs of life. THIS IS POS- •.
SIB LE ONLY IF THE PARENTS AND TEACHERS SEE TO IT THAT
THE CHILD FOR.."IS A HABIT OF SUCH LIVING IN EARLY YOUTH
Teaching alone will nor do ir, because reaching, as such, ~
superficial. Conscious efforr is needed ro form righr habi".
Once rhe. habir is formed, efforrs are no longer necessary, even
rhoughr IS nor necessary, since rhe habir irself forces compli.
ance wirh rhe Law.

ad

. The world judges us .ar a glance by our nearness and pro.
prlery. m dress; our preelSlon m rhe derails of grooming, our
c1eanlmess of person, behavior and arrirude under all circum.
srances. \'Ve ourselves, should and m llSt, come ro regard rhe
body for whar ir truly is-an holy remple in which we dwell
fo
rhar life
. r .a lirde while. Nor for a momenr should we for~er
a
IS gIven ro us as a blessing-an opporruniry ro develop all o';r
faculries and porenrialiries, so rhar we will grow Godward.
Ir is rhereIore imporranr rhar we keep rhe body, God's
remple, clear. of rhe rubbish and filrh of uncleanly living and
unhol y rhmking. ThIS trurh we musr also reach our children
while CONSTANTLY BEARING IN MIND THAT SUCH TEACH:
INGS ARE WORSE THAN WORTHLESS UNLESS WE MAKE OUR.
SELVES EXJ\~IPLES OF THE INSTRUCTIONS WE TRY TO CON.
VEYTOTHEM.
Beautiful, well·kepr homes are never surrounded by rubbish,
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straggling hedges and broken·down fences. The well.kepr lawns,
Ihe gardens, rhe cleanliness of rhe windows--eyes of rhe house
-appearance of rhe entrance·hall and rhe nearness in dress and
behavior of rhe children who come from rhe house, beger ap.
proval or condemnarion for rhe hosrs wirhin. This is equa!ly
true of personaliries. Man's appearance, hIS hablrs, hIS behavlOr
,nd his perfecrion are reflected in rhe simpliciry of rhe ensemble
as a whole.
A clean, wholesome and pleasanr habiration, irrespective of
its bttmbleness, is an absolure essenrial ro rhe environmenr of
mar precious gifr from God, tbe only reality, The Soul. Ir is our
dury ro so live and insrruct rhe child rhat ir will insrincrively
and unconsciously follow rhe example we ser.
Personal Example
Personal responsibiliry is rhe foundarion of Streng th and
true manhood and womanhood. Coercion-command wirhour
reaso n or explanarion - will develop anragonism and can·
([ariness of Will. Law must be explained ro each child or pupil
in a common·sense manner and wirh the recognition rhar the
child is a rarional human being, able ro compreherid truths and
facts when properly conveyed. We musr appeal ro rhe child's
pride, rhe subjecrive self, innate common sense, and sense of
righr, jusrice and propriery; vary!ng rhe language ~nd apphca.
tion of rhe trurh of the law ro SUlt rhe age of rhe chtld.
All of rhe years of childhood, from the cradle ro adolescence,
are of supreme importance in teaching rruth, establishing tre~ds
of rhought, characrer and habirs. During rhese years rhe chIld
should be helped inro a full undemanding and comprehensIon
rhar he is not "juSt here," bur is here FOR A GREAT PURPOSE;
THAT LIFE IS A GREAT AND GLORIOUS OPPORTUNITY TO
BRING INTO MA NIFESTATION ALL HIS POSSIBILITIES AND
CAPABILITIES, AND THAT THESE ARE LlTILE SHORT OF THOSE
OF THE ONE WHO CREATED HIM AND WHO PROMISED THAT
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(OR SHE) MAY, IF DESIRED, BECOME LIKE

DAUGHTERS OF TH.AT CREATOR.

The child must be taught in an easily understandable maoner that in all things a positive attitude is essential. It must be
told that half-heatted desires and efforts necessarily result in
failure; that success begins in being faithful in small things;
r:ustworthy with lillie things; that truSt with great responsibili_
nes JS not praaical until one has proven faithful to the sma II
and seemingly unimportant things of life.
The child must be taught that it, no less than every other
individual, is a free agent with the privilege of building for
itself a fine, strong, dependable character. He must be made to
realize that HE, himself, must do this; that no one else can or
will do it for him and, further, that because he has free Will ,
HE IS GOVERNED BY THE LAW OF PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY,
THE TWO PHASES OF THE LAW WORKING, OR OPERATING,
HAND IN HAND . He should recognize that in his own hands he

holds the means of a glorious future of honor and success; that
his is the power to make or mar his life, both here and hereafter. Once he becomes fully conscious of this law, he will
have the means and the method for transforming himself from
weakness and inefficiency into a pillar of strength and selfmastery.
The way of bringing about this transformation is, admittedly, tbe way of tbe crOH, but so is all of life. It is the path
of many srumblings; of heavy burdens and possibly many
backslidings; but the goal is ahead. EVERY EFFORT ADDS
GREATER STRENGTH TOWARD THE FINAL OVERCOMING AND
ACHIEVEMENT.

Accepting the cross, the challenge,. is to galD

the crown.

Simplicity
Plain living, nourishing food and simplicity in desire, was
the rule not only with the Pilgrim fathers, but also with the
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li "ionistS from many couotries, who sought freedom to live

~~c~rding to the high ideals of their simple religious beliefs.
The ideas and ideals of these Pilgrims and seaarians formed
the foundation of the educational system of the early Americans
and upon this philosophy the safety of the Iepubhc must rest.
Any interference with this freedom of re~JgJOus thought and
simpliciry of life, is dangerous to the Amencan system.
Our forefathers, forced by circumstances and environments,
as they were, to live in an unpretentious manner, nevertheless
gave birth to some of the greatest statesmen the world has ever
known, and these were the keystone of the democracy. Lincoln
was a rail splitter, who became Immortalized because he dJd
not compromise with falsehood, deceit and cnme; he emanCJpated the slaves.
Grant, unbendable, simple, sincere and a peerless leader, the
driver of a canal horse; Franklin, sectarian and Friend, simple
in life and religion, a penniless lad with lofty ideals and the
brotherhood of man in his heatt; careless of profit, lowly, but
not vulgar, in his tastes; Washington, a simple farme r, though
in power he could have been next to a King; m fact, a Kmg of
the new country--all of these were Immottalized, not because
they sought power, glory or possessi?ns, but. because they
glimpsed the spiritual light so much hmted at m Revelat,on,
,nd so very much concerned with the new world.
Like these who were great because they were simple in
heart and lof~ of Soul, we must guard the rising gen~ration
that it will not drift farther away from the true way of hfe that
leads to spiritualiry, and fall into the morass of all that is
destruaive. Tbis mmt be ottr mission. Unless we prove true to
this mission not only will the rising generation be thrown into
the maeIstr~m of the hells noW rampant, but we, having failed
in our duty, will also follow them.
.
The modern Babylonian habit of late hours, Imle sleep hence insufficient time for physical and mental reconstrucuon-
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heavy foods that lead to congestions and the modern fatal
diseases, vulgarity in dress and lack of common decency, im.
moral and degrading entertainment-all lead to mental, physi.
cal and moral decay, physical degeneracy and spiritual annihila.
tion. EVEN THOSE WHO SO INDULGE, RELUCTANTLY ADMIT
THIS, BUT ARE NOT STRONG ENOUGH TO BREAK THE HABIT.
Innocent amusements, which result in joyfulness and
laughter, are necessary to rrue, all·around development. Greatet
7atisfaaio:, is to be found. in games and recreation which bring
illto acaVlty the illnate Wit, tact, alermess, courtesy and origin.
ality of the child than in the many questionable forms of enter.
tainment to which the child is all tOO frequently subjected.
The truly sensible and patriotic mother will aid the educa.
tional staff of the school in constantly directing the attention
of the children to the higher ideals; with one standard for all,
poor and rich alike. This precludes selea parties from which
the many are excluded, and which promote jealousy, resentment
and deeply hurt feelings-these to manifest, in later years, in
anti·social feelings and consequent inharmony between various
classes of the social srruaure.
There is probably no one thing thar is more discouraging ro
a greater number of children or one that leaves a deeper wound,
than the lavish display of rich parents for their children, bring.
ing them into the lime· light, while many of the poor, but pos·
sibly more brilliant, receive little or no attention. Brilliancy of
mind, adaptation, application, obedience and accomplishment
should serve as the basis for public recognition and should be
the incentive toward greater effort by future graduates.
In some schools a unifotm dress for all girls is the rule and ..
should be encouraged in all schools. Special favors to some,
which actually means disfavor to others, is always to be discouraged. It does not tend to establish unity and harmony
among all classes when a comparative few who really can afford
it are brought to and from school in expensive automobiles,
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while by far the greater number may barely be able ro afford
good shoes to wear. Walking is a good exercise for the youth,
and helps to prevent heart·burnings which are always undesir·
able. That which is beneficial for the child, ALL CHILDREN, is
good for the nation and is a means of establishing good.will
among all classes.
The presentation of gifts to ptincipals and teachers at public
functions, especially at commencement time, is to be strongly
discouraged. It is a tax upon the many less fortunate because
they cannot afford even small gifts. To be forced to watch those
who can easily give such gifts, is to open wounds that, in all too.
many instances, never heal and may be the beginning of social
unrest.
Simplicity in all respects should be the keynote of every
educational institution which is American in spirit. This should
especially include ptivate and select schools to which are sent
rhe children of the rich and more fottunate. Only upon such
principles of brotherhood and equality can test with safety the
future of a Democratic nation and the spiritual future of the
nation's citizens.

The Dignity of Labor
Each star in the universe, and the DRAMA OF HEAVEN, has
its appointed place and must, by COMPULSION OF AN EXACT
LAW, FULFILL ITS DUTY. Each tree and Bower, each animal and
bird, each ant and bee, REACTS WILLINGLY AND IN HARMONY
WITH THIS LAW. iHan alone, of aU creatttres, does everything
in his power, commits every thinkable crime, to evade, sidestep,
and set at na1tght this primary Law, AND OF ALL CREATURES,
IS THE MOST UNHAPPY, DISCONTENTED AND DISSATISFIED.
If the New Dispensation, the goal of human achievement,
is to be attained-and Revelation emphatically states that this
will be, even though three· fourths of all human creatures must
be thrown into the discard, (the "chaff" to be burned "p or
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destroyed) -then rhere must be the elimination of all
from rhe human family and God's great school of Souls.
brains and hands must be occupied wirh some useful, COI1StJ:uC.
tive labor.

thar in "work rhere is salvation." Labor, rhar is, effort, has
ever been productive of harm; bur the work of an unstable,
::a.ettled and fretful mind, combined wirh idleness of hands and
mis-direcred energy, weakens and destroys.
To be happy at rhe end of day is possible only when we
have done our full duty. We must be proud of the effoCts we
have made; of rhe work performed; of our fairhfulness to duty.
If that which has occupied the mind and hands is nOt to our
liking, rhen THE BLAME IS OURS. WE HAVE FREE-WILL. WE

Man must nor expect, or be permitted, to live in idleness
as the result of the labors of orhers. The Law
'
states: "(Only J rhe laborer is worrhy of his hire."
ir even indicated we may lawfully take from one who
and give to one who evades his duty.
This Law expresses rhe dignity, the ABSOLUTE Nf;CI;SSI[TY~
of labat, if health, well-being and happiness are desired.
should be taught to rhe child as Soon as it is able to comprehend
the meaning of wotds. It should be taughr, and rhe inculcation
FORTIFIED BY EX"\MPLE, .rhat each man and woman should
prepare for some definite purpose or work which will be of
benefit, firSt to the person, and secondly to the nation.
The menial laborer, if he performs an honest duty in ex.
change for fair wages, is as imporranr, THOUGH NO MORE so,

",

..

than ,he inventor, the director and the executive. The laborer
is worrhy of his hire and has a God-given right to live in com. "
fort. Brain and brawn harmoniously combined can remove
mountains and build cities out of rhe wilderness. Frugality is
to be encouraged, and the one who saves part of his earnings,
carefully investing his surplus, has a God-given right to receive
returns as a result of his frugality and to enjoy rhem.
It is also a Divine Law that "he who wastes his subsrance
in riorous, or any other manner of living, mUSt suffer rhe consequence of his wastefulness." This is well illustrated in the
Biblical story of the "talents."
Patience, persistence and rhoroughness in small tasks bring
success and irs rewards and prepare one for grearer trUSts. Work
-effort rightly directed-regulates rhe world, bringing order
out of chaos. Contentment, rhe basis of happiness, is inlpossible
excepr as rhe result of duties well performed. Ir is well said
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HAVE THE MEANS, THE OPPORTUNITY, AND THE ABILITY TO
PREPARE OURSELVES FOR SOMETHING BETTER, FOR THAT
WHICH WE WOULD RATHER 00.

In rhe meantime we must fulfill rhe Law: "Whatever rhy
hands find to do, do with all rhy might" and ro the best of your
ability; gladly, willingly and happily.
.
No man or woman is born ro be a drone; to live upon rhe
labors of anorher. No MAN, HOWEVER GREAT, has rhe tight
co rake from rhe producer and give to rhe non-producer, rhe
careless, shiftless, irresponsible individual wh? refuses ro fulfill
his parr in rhe world of action. The drone IS a paras"e upon
sociery. By some means or anorher, he forces one person to do
duty for hinlself and rhe drone, while rhe drone subslsrs-he
can hardly be said to live--upon rhar wluch he has nor. honestly
earned and ro which he has no right. Only rhe laborer IS worrhy
of his hire. He who fails to use his "ralents" accordtng to rhe
Divine Law will have everything raken from hIm, and tightly,
justlv, Divinely so.

The Imagination
Imagination is man's supreme possession. Ir has been rhe
builder or crearor of all rhat man has creared. lr has been rhe
destroyer of all rhat has been destroyed; the crear,or of all evd;
rhe serpent in rhe garden of Eden; rhe betrayer. We fall aslee~
revelling in ir-plarmiog whar IS to be done. ~le awaken, read)
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to proceed with what was FIRST IMAGINED, and then planned.
Of all the powers with which man was endowed by a
be.nevolent Creator, the imagination is the greatest; yet it receIves the least consideration. All the good which man has
accomplished has been the result of the activity of his imagina_
tion. Conversely, all the evils man has been subjected to were
born in the imagination. The fact that the imagination may be
controlled, is as yet dimly realized-and by only a few.
The little girl we look upon as incapable of thinking and
reasonmg IS nevertheless entrrely capable of playing the role of
mother. To her, the dolls are children, as real, as true to life, as
though made of flesh, blood and bone. She has the ability of
followmg, step by step, all that her mother did for her, and
never for a moment are her dolls less than real children. It is
right at this point that the child should be carefully directed in
the use of the imagination. The wise mother will direct her
daughter toward motherhood and all it implies, together with itS
blessings and responsibilities. Whether the mother wills it or
not, that little daughter is, in her imagination, all that the
mother is, with the one exception - conception - and
reproduction.
The boy, if healthy and mentally normal, is the man. He is
the statesman, the soldier, the navigator, the inventor, the discovered. To be a cowboy or Indian fighter is in his blood; or, he
is the hoodlum, the gangster, the diaator. WHICH IS HE TO BE
IN REAL LIFE? It is the father's privilege and dUty-HIS RESPONSIBILITY-to direa the child's imagination in the right
channels.
Whether he will or no, that child's imagination is both
active and vivid, and, undirected, is liable to follow a destructive
trend. From the imaginative days of childhood to those of manhood, the parents are responsible for tuhat the child ·will become, They mmt guide and gltard its thoughts and its desires

-

15,

throughout the formative years, "As the twig is bent, so the
[fee is inclined." THIS TREE IS THE IMAGINATION.
Even when the little girl is playing with her dolls, or the
boy with his tools, the Soul's welfare, the spiritual side of life,
must nOt be negleaed. At the firSt indication that the chIld IS
beoinnino to think and reason for itSelf, he or she must be
ra:ght rl~e completeness of life--the fact that each of God's
children is, in itself, a complete being poss~ssed of an Immortal
spirit.
The child must be tOld that it has the mental ability with
which to think and plan construaively; is possessed of a glorious
birthright, with the possibilities and capabilities of becoming a
power in the world of action; a saviour or a destroyer; that to
become a saviour is to also save himself, whIle to be a destroyer
is to destroy himself or herself along with others.
"The thoughtS of youth are long, long thoughts," some one
has said. This may be because they are as yet uncertain, not
fully directed. The thoughts of youth become the dreams of
youth, the INCENTIVES to later actions. The thoughtS of youth
are far-reaching, aye, beyond our conception, and have a lasting
influence upon the whole of life. Let the parents beware of
allowing the child to concentrate the imagination on that which
is neither normal nor spiritual, and which, step by step, unless
recognized, carefully watched and guided, ends in actions and
habits which lead only to ruin.
Insaua the child to use itS imagination properly, and not to
be used or controlled by it. This is not difficult if the parents
follow the proper procedure in guiding the child. If t~at paren::
the mother for instance, will watch her lItde grrl and lIsten m,
unobserved, she will probably be horrified to hear her little
girl use exactly the same language she does when adru;essmg,
instructing or correcting the child, and WIll find that neIther her
language nor her methods are what she thought they were. The
child follotus the example rather than the tuords.
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Examples will leave impressions upon the innermost ueln!t 4:..
and will be followed throughout life, unless some special In(~- ',1';
dent changes the trend, thought and desire. What is true of
mother and her daughter is equally true of father and son. Both
parents should make it a duty to frequently, unobserved, """ceQ .,,'-'11
to their sons and daughters at play. They will see a vivid picrure of themselves and this may not always be a pleasantly '
Hattering one.

Faith
All tOO frequently we hear repeated, without qualification at
application, the Biblical statement that "By faith we may re- .
move mountains." Basically, this is true; but the FAITH MUST BE
SUCH AS TO INDUCE US TO PROCEED WITH THE NECESSARY
EFFORT REQUIRED TO REMOVE THE MOUNTAIN. Mohammed
was practical, he commanded the mountain to ccime to him, but
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when the mountain remained where it was, Mohammed wem
to the mountain. This required effort, of course, but the desire
was accomplished.
To become, ot attain to wbat we are privileged or desire to
be, several things are essential: We must have the knowledge "
necessary; must be willing to make the necessary effort, continue
unceasingly, and must have the faith that we can do the things
we want to do, or become what we want to be. We must have
faith in ourselves and faith in the God who gave us life, opporrunity and the priceless heritage of free Will.
This will not be altogether easy, because there may nOt have
been one in our youth to instruct us, show US the way and instill
in us the proper confidence. Our parents did not possess this
knowledge and could not convey it to us, nor guide us. We, on
the other hand, DO know, and it is our imperative duty to help
young parents instruct and guide their children in these immortal truths. Training the youth and inStructing him in man's
possibilities is part of the duty of parents and teachers under the
New Dispensation.

_b__
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Every great discovery, invention, every new-and-out-of-theordinary building conStruction, painting, sculprure; in fact,
everything that was new, or is new, is the result of faith, the
incentive to achieve and the efforts necessary to bring the idea
into manifestation. Faith, it is truly said, is "the substance of
things hoped for; the evidence of things not seen." This faith
is not sullicient in itself. Behind the faith there mtlSt be an idea
or an ideal. This idea or ideal forms a picture or pattern of
itself in the imaginatio", and must be followed by patietlt, pai,,'laking effort, lmtil it is brot'ght into exiJtence.
By faith and effort we create the visible out of the invisible.
By faith and desire; followed by effort, we come into touch with
all that is of benefit to ourselves and hence to others. Faith in,
duces us to use Out "talents" and increase them, meriting our
reward under the law: "The laborer is worthy of his hire."
Faith is nOt in itself an at-one-ment with God but, followed
through; it brings about this desired accomplishment, and
changes tbe mortal son of man into the Immortal Son of God.
This is the "mortal putting on Immortality." It is the fulfillment of the Divine promise given us-a promise we must
"ccept in good faith and make the necessary effort to bring about
the desired end. As we become conscious of these great truths,
we must teach them to all who are willing to receive them, so
that they, in turn, can instruct others. In this manner, and in
time, the younger generation will be fully informed, capable
and anxious that their children also be instructed and proper! y
guided.
Application
The uncountable failures throughout the world are not
always the result of ignorance, or a lack of knowledge in the
method of procedure, but, more often than not, are brought
about through the lack of application. Almost any individual,
however ignorant, if ready, ao.'Cious and willing to apply what
little knowledge he does possess, will gradually gain the knowledge necessary to proceed, step by step until he achieves success.
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A general Law, briefly stated, is this: "Be faithful to your duty,
or the work ill hand, every moment and with all the force and
p~wer in you." A familiar Biblical precept putS it this way: "Do
WIth all thy might that which thy hand findeth to do." This
however, is not enough. More correctly and fully this com.
mand should read: WHATEVER IS TO BE DONE.. DO IT AT THE
TIME IT SHOULD BE DONE, IN THE MANNER IT SHOULD BE
DONE, AND IN THE SPIRIT IN WHICH IT SHOULD BE DONE
This law, and it is a Law, followed faithfully, brings into mani:
festation all the powers, forces and potentialities inherent in
man, and would insure the success of the individual if in business for himself, or assure his rapid advancement if employed
by another. There is need for millions of such men, and what
employer would not gladly welcome such an employee?
It is impossible under the Law to live earnestly, work faith.
fully, and apply oneself honestly, with but one main object in
view, without coming in<o the knowledge and power assuring
success. True, such success must be won step by step. That is
the LAW OF GROWTH AND PROGRESS. Every new victory won
develops the strength and Will to win greater success until
finally the goal is attained.
Men fail because their Wills are feeble; because their desires
are nOt strong enough to let them forget all else but the effort
engaging their attention; and, most of all, because the ri oht
spirit is lacking; the SPIRIT WHIC.!I BRINGS PLEASURE AND JOY
IN THE DOING. IT IS THIS SPIRIT WHICH DRAWS MAN INTO ..
THE VORTEX LEADING INTO SUCCESS, WHATEVER HIS EF·
FORTS MAY BE.
Honor

,

I·,
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Honor and self·respect are inseparable and are an integral
part of the human Soul; a part of the Individuality; hence the
basis for Immortality or Sonship with God. Our word, once
given, must be kept. A promise to perform an act or duty
must be equivalent to performance. There can be no rerracrion -
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with honor, and dishonor tarnishes the Soul itself. Self·respect,
that which makes the true man, is impossible where there is a
lack of honor and resulting indignity. Dignity and self-respect
are hand-maidens of honor, and honor is the step next to God·
hood because it is tme manhood.
The finest sense of honor is found in the performance of
duties which are neither compulsory nor incumbent upon us; in
the performance of acts, which, were they neglected, there
would be neither (present) punishment nor criticism. The man
who recognizes a duty to be performed, and proceeds to perform
it, though it is not directly HIS duty, displays the height of honor
and character.
Such a character is outstanding; nevertheless should be
narural and normal. It usually attracts consideration and respect,
even from those who are utterly lacking in this characteristic.
Chivalry, knightliness, noble-mindedness and nobility, are the
characteristics of such a man. These characteristics are the
foundation of a manhood which leads to Godhood and are
demanded by R evelation under the New Dispensation.
Stealing, lying, deceit, undependability, neglect of duty, lack
of respect under all circumstances and irrespective of person or
persons, are not part of the honorable boyar girl, man or
woman; but the result of decadence in their makeup or inheri·
tanc~. Each little falsehood, every infringement, however small,
of the code of truth, opens the gates wider to greater dishonor, to
weaknesses hidden, to failure in every walk of life and to final
failure.
All of these make their impression upon the fearures; give
an expression of shiftlessness to the eyes and show the Soul's
desperation to all who have eyes to see. This "stamp upon the
fearures" was early recognized by those spirirually advanced and,
as a result, those who actually lived in honor - saints and
saviours-were given the halo of light; the badge of honor and
spiriruality.
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Dishonor, with all the weaknesses and vices this term in.
cludes, is the result of ignorance and false teachings; of the
wholly wrong concept that temporary possessions, easy pOwer
and authority can give anyone true joy, happiness and/or peace"
the peace that constitutes the "kingdom of heaven." Because of
this misconception, children steal (take things they have not '
earned), lie, praaice deceit, and commit all the other misdeeds
which end in the decadence of manhood, and the ultimate loss
of everything worthwhile.

betray one's integrity, is a dire disgrace both upon the person
and the Soul. Such action will bring, in turn, a bitter reaping
(of tares) in years to come. Worse still, these evils have a way
of building up to still greater violations of all that is sacred and
holy, both within our own temples and the world as a whole.

Misguided and self-deceived, these children are not made to
realize that only that which is honestly earned, by self-effort
and, in a manner of speaking, by "the sweat of the brow," can .
give one the satisfaction of true joy and peace.
As a rule, the parents do not set the example by speech or
aa; on the contrary, they generally discuss the ease by which
they obtained the things they desire; how they oursmarted their
fellow man; how they misled their business associates; how they
evaded payment of JUSt debts. The children follow the exam Dies
set by the parents and dishonor continues to rule the world.If we have never known or accepted the fact before, let us
now come into the consciousness that, in this New Age, this
New Dispensation, man's mission on earth-if the Soul is to
survive-is to live such a life as will build untO Immortality.
The Soul which was entrusted to our care is the most perfect
and precious possession ever given to man. To lose the Soul
is to lose ALL; for it is written: "The Soul that sinneth it shall
die." To commit any deed that is dishonorable and disrespeaful
is a "SIN UNTO THE SOUL," for which the Soul must pay. Such
acts, if continued, destroy man's inheritance and man himself
becomes the "chaff" that Revelation promises to desrroy or
"burn up with fire."
We, the elders, must first become comcio"s of the faa that
IT IS A TRUTH, AND WE MUST TEACH THE CHILDREN in early
childhood, that to violate one's word of honor or pledge, or to

Courtesy is the result of good breeding - the habit of
doing the right things-the kindly things. This quality, beginning in childhood as instinct, consists in J"bconJciottsly doing
the right thing at the proper times. It demands respea for others
and, in addition, an imler, perhaps wholly unconscious, nicety
of being.
True courtesy is really a feeling and, as such, belongs more
to the emotional side of man than the mental. This is proven
by the faa that all those who are spiritually awakened and developed, are instinctively and unconsciously, COURTEOUS;
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Courtesy
"With the loss of the Art of Courtesy, man ceases to be a
gentleman, and reverts to animal instincts: the tooth and the
c1aw."-Anon

NEVER THINKING OF THEMSELVES OR THEIR OWN I NTERESTS ,
BENEFITS OR SELF-ADVANCEMENT WHEN SHOWING COURTESY TO OTHERS.

Courtesy goes hand in hand with inner, unconscious, i.e.,
natural, not simulated, honesty. Courtesy, a result of breedinginherent----expresses itself by the ttncomcio1t1 recognition of the
rights of others, or what is due to others for one reason or anorher; the reason itself being immaterial.
Whether our courtesy to others is appreciated through expressed recognition, is WHOLLY IMMATERIAL. Courtesy, like
goodness, is Jell-compensating. We should do that which is
good, or right (the correa thing) beca"se we love the good;
and N OT for an expectant reward, because such an expectation
stems from selfishness. Both in choosing to do good and in being
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DO TO OTHERS. T o behave in such utter disregard for the feelings of others is to leave a duty UNPERFORMED, because it is our
human, spiritual duty to make life a little more pleasant for
others; and this in turn will rebound, or REACT upon us and
our own welfare.' THAT WHICH WE DO TO OTHERS, SOME ONE
WILL, IN TURN. DO TO US: "As ye sow, so shall ye reap."
The girl, young lady or woman, who fails to kindly thank
the gentleman for the seat tendered her, the door opened for
her, or acknowledge the polite courtesy of lifting his hat to her,
fails even more in her duty to society AND HERSELF, than does
the man who overlooks such courtesies, because her inner nature
is primarily more refined than his and self·subconsciously more

courteous to others, our real duty is TO OURSELVES AND TO OUR
CHARACTER.
Fundamentally, courtesy, like honesty, IS PART AND PARCEL OF ONE'S CHARACTER; and character is something that WE
BUILD into ourselves.IT IS AS MUCH A PART OF US AS ARE OUR
EMOTIONS; OUR KINDLY FEELINGS, OUR AFFECTIONS. This
being true, even the smallest deeds in life are important and
are stepping.stones in the building of a still stronger, greater,
deeper character, which we will transmit to our offspring, and
follow in the after life. The lost art of removing the hat in the
elevator, or an expression of respect to older persons, is not
actually in deference to them, but is an OUTER EXPRESSION OF
OUR OWN INNATE REFINEMENT OF CHARACTER. It is a mani·
festation of the Law THAT WHATEVER WE DO, WE DO PRIMAR·
ILY TO OURSELVES AND ONLY SECONDARILY TO OTHERS.
To remain seated when ladies or older persons remain
standing, whether this be in street cars, public places or churches,
under the excuse that we possess the same rights and privileges
they do, or because they have equal rights, is to show our innate
lack of courtesy. T o fill the air about us with tobacco smoke
because we have a "right" to do so, but which may nauseate at
cause discomfort to others-to eat peanuts in public places,
littering the floor with peanut shells-to chew gum noisily in
the face of defenseless and innocent fellow passengers or associates-and to do the all tOO many other things which may give
offense or cause hard feelings, is to give expression to our own
inner crudeness; our lack of refinement; our dormant inner
nature and is to heap public condemnation upon the parents
who gave us birth and who, obviously, failed to inStruct and
train us properly.
Such acts are, moreover, a mark of inner, unthinking selfish·
ness, because they display the self·evident fact that we are
THINKING ONLY OF OUR OWN PLEASURES k'lD SATISFACTION,
WITHOUT A THOUGHT OF WHAT OUR ACTIONS MAY MEAN OR

assertive.
Our personal duty is to so constantly practice the art of
courtesy that it will become ingrained in our nature and upon
the Soul. We should do all in our power to see to it that this
gentle art of courtesy is taught to all children and make them
conscious of its importance in all the activities of life. There
can be no spirituality without the inner feeling of which true
courtesy is an outer expression.
Habits
Habits are formed by repeatedly performing certain duties or
practices , until the performance becomes subconsciou s and no
longer requires the command or dictation of the mind.

Habits are formed by frequently doing certain things.
The process is the same whether the actS performed are for our
good or ill. Man is actually a creature governed by his habits.
This is illustrated by the fact that the things man does frequently, he gradually does without thinking. This being accepted as a fact, the child should be carefully guided in the
formation of habits because, WITH RARE EXCEPTIONS, these
habits, once formed, will govern throughout the entire life of
the individual.
Parents should teach the child, teachers in school 'should in-
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Struct the youth, in the Law, that the destiny of man i! to gover"
hi! actiom whick have become habit! and not be governed by
them. The child, youth, woman and man--all do certain things,
even though they are not of benefit and may prove detrimental
because of an inner urge or desire. MAN IS AS MUCH A SLAVE
TO SUCH URGES OR DESIRES AS IS THE SLAVE BONDED TO THE
MASTER WHO OWNS HIM. The individual can never attain to
the peak of his (or her) destiny until undesirable, weakening '
and degrading habits ate broken.
Like honesty and courtesy, habit is a part of the chatacter.
The habits of the boyar girl, man or woman, comeitute a per!O'lal di!play, badge or insignia of the individual. Aimless, cateless thinking and action, without regard for the possible after.
effects of the action, are degtading and degenerating to body
and mind, no less than the Soul itself. More than that, they
have a way of deluding those so inclined into believing that
OTHERS ARE THE CAUSE OF THEIR WEAKNESS, FAILURES AND
UNFAVORABLE ENVIRONMENTS. SUCH NEGATIVE THINKING
AND REASONING PREVENTS THEM FROM MAKING THE NECESSARY EFFORT TO FREE THEMSELVES FROM ALL THAT IS UNDESIRABLE AND UNFAVORABLE TO THEIR OWN BEST INTERESTS.
Carelessness in thinking and planning often BECOMES A
HABIT. As such, it opens the gates of the mind to the invasion
of outside forces, admitting influences which work to our detriment, in that they ptevent the influx of thoughts, ideas and
forces which would be of inestimable benefit. Carelessness in
thinking, reasoning and arriving at conclusions, permits desirable opportunities to slip by unnoticed, with the tesult that the
offeted or obtainable benefits are lost.
The mind is a force, a powet, an entity which, though not of
itself a ditective unity, can nevertheless be trained or developed
to think constructively and concentratively on one Jttbiect at a
time, by meam of the Will, which iJ a famlty of the mind.
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By setting aside only a comparatively few minutes of each
d~ for the practice of thinking on anyone subject. toth the .ex-d
elusion of all other thoughts, it is possible to so tram , e mm
that it can be centralized on any subject at a moment s nonce,
concentrating on the one thought until the subject has bee~
fully analyzed and a conclusion reached. Once. the channe.l
fotmed for successful concentration on one speaal thought, It IS
not difficult to change from one thought to another. ~o be successful in life, this ability to concentrate, or hold the mmd to one
subject at a time, is absolutely essential.
As man advances in yeats, the formation of this habit
becomes more difficult though nOt at all impossible. The Wise
patent will endeavor to establish the habit in the child at an
early age by making certain that,. both at play and while perfotming duties, the child centers Its entire .attent'~n and e~ery
fawity on the !pecial play or duty for the tIme bemg. Wltbm a
'comparatively !hort time Ihi! form of concentrattOn becon:e!
fixed and the ability to concentrate on a JIngle mblecl at a tIme
is at a moment's command.
It may be said with truth that, with extremely few exceptions man's entire life is governed by habit; so is health, or lack
of h~lth; his happiness; his peace of mind; his success, and
finally, his future beyond the border line of life.
The child begins with the habit of evading the truth to protect itself from punishmenr for infractions of the rules and regulation of the household; for duties unperformed; for ~omg that
which it is told not to do. Then follows the formation of the
habit of thinking thoughts not conducive to its welfare ~r of
the world at large; habitS of becoming resentful of wrong, elthe~
actual or imagined; the habit of thmkmg hateful thoughts,
thoughts of revenge; malice; jealousy and,. If counted, perhaps
a thousand other things; all of them detrimental .co the we~l.
f body mind spirit and Soul. All undeSifable habits
bemg
a
,
,
I .
d
could have been avoided had the child been proper y mstructe
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and guided in its thinking, its desires, and especially in dOing
one thzng at a time, doing it the way it should be done, and in the spirit it should be done, and to the exclusion of everything
else for the time being.
.

to think for itself and reaches its own conclusion by reasoning
for itself. This also is true of punishment for infraction of rules
or for doing things that should not be done.
The main difference between man and animal is not in form,
but in man's ability to think, reason and reach a definite decision.
In conjunction with a mind to think, man was given free Willthe right of choice--and added to these twO faculties and privileges, the PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR HIS THINKING,

Once this habit of concentration is formed, it is immediately applicable to every activiry of life. The undesirable
thought entering the mind can be almost immediately elim_ '
mated or replaced by a conStructive idea. The poison of unconstructive or degrading thinking can in this way be prevented
from forming, and disrupting the harmony of the entire being.

The Mind
Man is a combination of body, spirit, mind and Soul. A more
accurate. statement would be: Man is a combination of body,
Me, braIn and Soul, because mind is not an entity, but a function
of the brain. This is illustrated by the fact that millions who are
in possession of a mind seldom think for themselves, but permit
others to think for them. They follow the directions given them
by others. A still greater number do nothing in life as a result of
thinking-using the faculty of the brain-but slavishly follow
the urge of desires and passions. Their actions spring from
whims or fancies NOT FROM CONCLUSIONS REACHED BY THE
PROCESS OF THINKING, OR SOUND REASONING.
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Unless the mind is trained to think early in yonth, and action
is permitted to follow after due thoughts, there is a strong likelihood that desire and passion will usurp the place of thought
analysis and reasonable conclusions, and once this practice becomes a habit, the process of thinking becomes a difficult and
painful one.
It is in part for that reason that the child, beginning at
a vety early age, should be told what it is to do, FOLLOWED BY
A FULL EXPLANATION OF THE REASON FOR DOING IT. This
explanation gives it the reaso·n. For the time being, this is a
substitute for its own thinking until such time as the child begins
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The Ancient wise men, philosophers, as well as the Saviours,
compared man's mind to water, because it is never at rest. The
Nazarene's close friend, John the Baptist, compared man's
awakening to Spiritual possibilities, to the baptism by water. An
old and true maxim: "The devil finds work for idle hands" is
applicable here. The mind not fully occupied with constructive,
exalting, uplifting considerations, will quickly revert to destructive, degrading thoughts, which in turn give birth to like desires,
followed by action in harmony with me thought.
The mind, except in sleep, is continuously active and must
be trained to concentrate on the immediate problems in hand ;
thinking conStructive thoughts all the ti..-ne.' lest the undes ir~ble
and destructive usurp the throne of free WIll and correct aetlon.

The Will
The Will, the incentive to action, is a faCIlIty, an ability of
the mind. Each normal human being is, by inheritance, possessed of twO entirely separate' \'(Iills. One, the Divine Will, is
governed by Divine Law and is constructive. The other is the
human, mortal, mundane Will, the nature of which is nOt concerned with the right or wrong, but with what it believes to be
to its own benefit-pleasures, profits, power, SELF.
Man's pr6lbl<m1, man's duty, both to himself, to God and his
fellow mao, is to learn to discern between good and evil; con-
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Struction and destruction; exalcation and degradation; real benefit and temporary profit.
The human Will which, basically, is in reality man's desire
must be brought into hatmony with the Divine Will. Tru;
simply means that man must learn by thinking, reasoning and
experiencing, what is right - hence what is best for him _
and then Will, or desire JUSt that, irrespective of how attractive
the opposite may appear to be.
The Will is subject to the co=and from within the sub- ' .
conscious self; so irrespective of how much we may desire a '.
certain thing, tue can control our action not to do that thing. _
Behind that control is the Will. This is the Divine Will in action, Stlbiugating the human Will to tuhat is best. Here arises
the conflict bettueen the ttuO Wills and the outcome is governed
by the degree of individual spiritual atuakening to realities and
to the desirability of the permanent over the temporary.
A "weak" \"V"ill, as such, does not actually exist, unless man
is lacking in desire, in which instance he is of the inert, benothing, do-nothing type; a drone willing to subsist in any manner possible or on the labor of others. What is usually termed
a "weak" Will, though erroneously so, is the criminal or degenerate type; actually, people of this type have a Will as scrong
as the upright, successful type. This is clearly indicated
by the persistence with which they pursue crime or degenerate
practices, permitting nothing CO stand in the way in their effort
to obtain what they seek or want.
The aggressive, forceful brute type of Will may overcome
all obstacles for a rime but, in the end, meets infamous defeat;
while the normal, spiritually-inclined, deep, calm, steady Will,
properly directed, always succeeds in the end. Apart from God,
or, if you prefer, the constructive nature of the Will, man is
powerless to do that which is generally included in the term
"good."
This kind of Will is born, or given birth to, by Desire, and
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should have its beginning in childhood. Ie is therefore the duty
and obligation of the parents, BY INCULCATION, DIRECTION
,\.."ID PRACTICE, to see to it that natural inclinations, based on
honesty, morality and naturalness are developed in the child.
If this practice is followed in the home, the child will develop
desire and Will in harmony with the Divine Law and the parent
need have litde fear of anything it may hear and see away from
home.
Conscience and the Soul
JUSt as with the body, and as a part of the body, there is born
the faculty we know as speech, which permits man to make
himself understOod; so there is, as part of the Soul, or spiritual
side of man, what is usually termed "the Still Small Voice" of
Conscience. This voice is that of intuition, or a feeling, sensing,
,1/1 impression of what is right and what is wrong.
This Voice, because of lack of artention, is dormant in almost everyone. It is not dead; it is merely asleep, and may be
atoused and brought intO activity. In the natural, normal man,
the balanced man, in whom nature and the spirit are more or
less even Iy balanced, this inner voice is almost as aaive as is the
outer voice and is an ever-present indicator, or director, telling
him what is right and what is wrong.
If we lived naturally from childhood, were correcd)' instructed, and if we aaively developed our spiritual nature on an
equal basis with the physical self, then this voice would be as
active as is the physical voice. However much it has been neglected, this can be reawakened and become our guide and constant proteaor.
Spiritually dormant as most men are tOday, they cannOt
wholly escape from the voice of conscience, despite the continual neglect of the Soul and all its needs. The Soul nevertheless is the immortal parr of us and does succeed in making itself
heard from time to rime. The Soul is responsible for the uneasiness we feel so frequendy when we are guilt)' of wrong-
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doing. From deep inside us comes an irrepressible feeling that
what we contemplate is not right and nOt the proper thing to do.
H we persist in committing evil deeds, ignoring the Voice of the
Soul, this voice will in time become silent, becaus'e it is the Law ,
that the things we fail to use will die out. This is illustrated in
the Biblical story of the "talents," which indicates that the un- ~ ,;j;'.
used "talents" will be TAKEN FROM US BY Goo, or by the
Divine Law which governs all things.
During this New Dispensation all the people of the world
are being warned that there will be a separation of the "sheep
from ti,e goats" - a separation of the spiritually inclined from
the carnally minded-the "chaff" will be separated from the
"wheat," and the chaff burned up or "utterly" destroyed.
It is therefore of the utmOSt imporeance .that all of those
who have attained to the responsibility of manhood or womanhood, should make every effort ro live a physically normal,
narural life, but also, at the same time, DO ALL I N THEIR
POWER
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and THE VOICE OF CONSCIENCE, i.e., THE SOUL.
Parents have a second, and EQUALLY IMPORTANT DUTY: to
fully and clearly instruct their cbildren in the kllowledge of
what the Voice of Conscience is and of its importance in life;
that tbis inner Voice becomes more and more active as it is
heeded. In coniunction with this, that tbey mmt Itse their reason
becatlSe freqmi1ltly a desire is mistaken for the V oice of Conscience. Reasoning, analysis, will indicate whether or not it is
a desire for something wanted, and which may not be of benefil,
or the direction of Intuitive guidance.
Even though man has so lived that the Voice of Conscience
is all but dead, this should not discourage him, because it can
again be brought into life and activity. All that is necessary, is
for man to obey when it is heard or felt, or when there is an
inner I"ge. Every time he obeys this inner urge, the Voice
will be awakened more and more, until finally this Voice, this
"WHEAT ")
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feeling, will be heard in all imporeant matters and ALWAYS TO
Here again we must
bear in mind the story of the "talents," or the Law that USE OR

THE BENEFIT OF THE ONE WHO OBEYS.

APPLICATION DEVELOPS THAT WHICH IS MADE ACTIVE.

This Voice which is so universally ignored, so very
seldom obeyed; at once man's greatest friend and a direa
means to attain to the highest physical, mental and spiritual
state of being, yea, even materially in a business sense, is pare
of the Soul. No Soul can attain to the status of the Biblical
"wheat" or to Consciousness, unless it is awakened. Once
awakened, it is pare of the pure"white Flame burning upon the
altar in the inner Sanctuary, A GUIDE AND A GUARD at all times.
All the forces of the body, all the faculties of the Soul, center at this Shrine within us, whether direaed for good or ill,
and WE POSSESS NO POWER TO PREVENT OR NULLIFY THIS
LAW. The Will, imagination, love, affection and all that is good,
while also hate, fear, malice, resentment and all that is destructive, center there and each of these, in / of its OWN NATURE,
directiy affects this Cmter and the Light itseif.
The Soul and Conscience are centered in love, for love; is
of God, and God IS THE ESSENCE OR SUBSTANCE OF LOVE;
hence the Voice of the Soul or Conscience is that of love, and
if accepted, is the protecting power hovering over us, speaking,
as it were, directly to us from God's mighty throne .
Conscience has been rightly called "the Voice of the angel
at the Shrine of the Soul within us." How imporeant then that
we not only listen to that Voice, but also teach our children, ALL
children that will listen to us, the vital, spiritual necessity, FOR
OUR OWN EVERY INTEREST, TO LISTEN TO IT AND OBEY!

Judge Ye Not
"Judge not, thac ye may not be judged."-Matt. 7: 1.
Unless we are lawfully set up as judges, we should not judge
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others, lest we be judged in the same manner we judge others
and our judgment be faulty, hence unjUSt, because we know not
the cattse for men's actions.
We lU"IOW it is wrong and sinful to steal, to cheat, to bear
false witness and to commit the other evils in the categoty of
wrongs. Such acts are to be condemned, but we do not know
lOhy the individual is guilty of them, or how great his provoca.
tion may be, or how deeply he may have been wronged, nor the
cause of his action,
Generally speaking, judgment of our fellow man must be
left to God. He alone is impartial and unswayed by either passion or self·interest. WE cannot, except in rare insrances, know
what d,e individual weakness was which caused our fellow man
to stumble and perhaps falL It is not our privilege to judge
another when an unfortunate inheritance or physical weakness '"
brings suffering upon him; nor what form of punishment should
be meted Out to the offender.
That is the work of the Law, This Law cannot be betrayed, ~
nor can it betray. It is eternal in operation; it never fails; it is
never in error. It is JUSt, because it is the eternal Book of God;
the record of all our deeds, and it is lOe, the Soul, that must read
that record justly and balance it,
This self·evident truth and fact has been almost wholly
ignored. Many attempts have been made to nullify this Law by
creedal decrees. This cannot be successfully refuted. Nor can
it be denied that man brings about ittdgment and punishment
upon himself, unless we also contradict, successfully, that the
Nazarene's most important inculcation, or statement of the Law
as IT AFFECTS EVERY MAN, is an untruth. That Law is:
"As ye sow, so shall ye reap."-Gal. 6: 7.
As a result of the action of this Law which is constantly in ....
operation and cannot be annulled by any man, each one of us,
every individual born of woman, must reap as he has sown;
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MUST DO HIS OWN REAPING; because it is the ACTION OF THE
LAw ITSELF; IT IS THE REACTION OF THE ACTION ITSELF.
We, as individuals, may help others; lead and guide mem;
comfort and console mem; offer mem a helping hand until they
can stand and walk alone; but we must refrain from judgment;
from seeking revenge. All we have a right to do, if injured, is to
seek a ittst ittdgment; ft'll compematio,,; WITHOUT ANGER,
HATRED, MALICE OR REVENGE.

If anyone more fortunate than ourselves, or in a more
exalted position, seeks to take advantage of us, take from us
that which is rightly ours, defame or bring us loss or sorrow, it
is our dttty ro seek justice and compensation, lest lOe be equally
guilty by permitting the 1Uro"g to be do"e; and leadi"g the o"e
gllilty to believe that might is right and offers special immttnity
to those in positio" to take advantage of others.
Judge not me person; condemn the evil being done. Above
all, it is our duty to be on guard, lest in our actions incited by
our own injured feelings, or the losses suffered, our sense of
right and justice be colored by resentment, hatred, malice or
revenge.
These passions can be as evil and as sinful UPON OURSELVES, AS ARE THE DEEDS COMMITTED AGAINST US and we
are no better, morally and spiritually, than the one who has been
guilty of working evil against us. The Law is in constant operation. This LalO is that of eternal i1ldgment; weighi"g all things
in the balance; separating me "chaff" from me "wheat" and fin·
ally "burning up" me "chaff," leaving only the wheat. The
"wheat" is righteousness and justness; me "chaff" is evil of every
kind. Evil destroys itself and me doer of evil, by m e fires lighted
through the evils committed.
As Ye Sow
The Initiates of all times, the Gnostic famers as well as the

Nazarene,-in fact, all Christians who are wise, enlightened and
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of God, - agree thar God is a God of love, but also of exact
justice. If God, or His Law punishes, it is the punishment of a
father who nevertheless deeply loves. He punishes with sorrow
and a heavy heart, for the infraction of the Law; but never wirh
a feeling of hatred or revenge.
The idea and reaching that God is a God of hate; revengeful
and destructive, even of a whole people who fail to obey His
Laws, is thar of a Jehovah who is a personal being; BORN
OUT OF THE FEELING FOR REVENGE AND AS A RESULT OF
FEELING MISTREATED; with little or no thought as to wherher
the treatment accorded might be JUSt. Such a thought was never
conceived by an enlightened mind or a Conscious Soul, but in
THE HUMAN FEELING OF RESENTMENT AND A DESIRE TO
JUSTIFY ITSELF.
God has been called a God of hate, of jealousy, and even of
revenge, because man, by artempting to evade or nullify Divine
Laws co·existent with God and with the creation of the world,
has suffered-in REaction. Always, the inevitable and unescapable punishment is visited upon the evil-doer or rhe one who
Disobeys. God has been called unjUSt and revengeful, because
He could nOt be bought, appeased or compromised; nor could
He be subsidized, ( the polite term for blackmailed) however
grear the possessions or authoriry of those who so frequently attempted ir. Neither has it been possible to hire Him to arbitrarily forgive wrongs commirted.
.
All this has been universally artempted as a result of filSunderstanding and misinrerpretation of Divine Law. GoD DOES
NOT PUNISH! HE NEVER DID! NEVER WILL! Men are punished
by the REaction of their own acts; BY THE WORKING OUT OF
THE LAW ITSELF.
There is no feeling on God's part, except that of sorrow and
piry for his foolish children who refuse TO GAIN WISDOM AS
A RESULT OF THEIR EXPERIENCE; WHO BECOME BITTER AND
RESENTFUL WHEN CALLED UPON TO PAY THEIR JUST DEBTS,

AND WHO PLACE THE BLAME UPON HIM INSTEAD OF WHERE
IT BELONGS - upon themselves.
The basic and eternal Law, "As ye sow, so shall ye reap,"
operates in many directions. As an example: Ordinarily we must
pay the penalty for a wrong to, or agains.t anorher; but ~her~ a~e
wrongs of many kinds and rypes agamst others whIch It IS
impossible for us to right. These wrongs mUSt be righted; these
debts must be paid. If the debts are not paid to the ones against
whom they are commirted, then by the performance of acts of
kind ness to others; lending a helping hand; and above all, help-
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ing those who tmly cannot help themselves.
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It is wrirten that "God helps those who can no longer help
rhemselves." We become co-workers with God by helping those
who cannOt help themselves. To help those who can help themselves, if they make the necessary effort. is not a virtue, but a
vice. It does not give us "heavenly" credit; but stands against
us, because we helped to make them still weaker; only the
,vorker- the prodftcer--is worthy of life; THE DRONE IS UNDER THE PENALTY OF DEATH.
If we give a wrirten note of band for borrowed money, then
under every aspect of the Law it must be repaid, though it takes
from us all we possess. In life's actions, we must repay, by one
means or another, that which we received, or took from another.
There is no possibiliry of evasion. If we do nOt do this willingly,
then it is extracted from us together with a heavy penalty.
This appears a "hard saying," but it is only so to those who

are dishonestly inclined; those who would live at ease on the
labors of others; or those who seek profits 1mimtly or dishonestly. THE HONEST MAN, THE VIRTUOUS MAN, THE SPIRITUALLY INCLINED MAN TAKES PRIDE, AND FINDS PEACE AND
HAPPINESS, IN PAYING HIS JUST DEBTS. Moreover, by doing
this, he gradually learns to guard his tongue from evil speech;
his mind from evil thoughts; his eyes from seeing evil, and protects his Soul from all that is debasing, hence destrUctive.
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This is the technique to be followed in achieving Selt-Ul",",'It;"
tery. Frankly and rruthfully, like all the really important lessees
in life, it requites effort, time and patience; but the rerurns or
reward, is in proportion.
'
Whether we call them life's lessons; the Law's lessons '
God's lessons, certain it is that they follow one another, perhaps _
hourly, hence the Wise Men commanded those who would 1isten and who sought to attain to life's goal, "to gain wisdom;
reach understanding." The older PhiloJophic Initiate Priesa
stated it still more simply: "man KNOW thYJelf."
Life's lessons, like our passions, and there are a vaJt mullitude of them, must be faced bravely and patiently; made a garoe, as It were, and each one worked OUt cheerfully, knowing that
the victory is indeed both sweet and beneficial. We should aI- ....
ways have in mind, though never permitting ourselves to become despondent or neurotic, that daily, aye, hourly, unconsciously, _
we do things which, on analysis, prove to be unfair, unjust,
perhaps despicable or degrading.
These must be wiped out, can be wiped out, by doing things
that are elevating and constructive, perhaps "outside of our
line of duty." All this is "sowing" and all of it brings a
"reaping,"

As we progress in our constructive life, we will gradually
become conscious of the fact-the actuality-that every ennobling act makes its impression, not alone upon our Immortal
self, but on mind and body as well.
Every act is recorded upon the "Lamb's Book of Life," and '
who knows but that this book will not be opened tomorrow, .
or even sooner, and that, tvhether tve wilt or not, we mmt read
it for ormelveJ and give an accotmting of the life and opportunitieJ that life gave "J.
There is no call to waste our time and energy in censure and
bitterness towards others, even toward those guilty, all of this
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reflecting back upon us; but, instead, we must look forward and
ahead, so that we will not miss a single opportunity to think,
feel and ACT consrructively in accordance with moral, civil and
spiritual Laws. If we learn to do this, then will we become
"laborers in the vineyard of the New Dispensation," as so fully
pointed out by St. John in REVELATION, and let us not delude
ourselves that this is in the far future, rather than in the immediate present.
Helping Others
The Divine Law concerning our duty in helping others is
probably more fully and more frequently dealt with in sacred '
literature than any other. Despite this fact, misnamed .humanilarianiJm has completely mn to Jeed and has most successfully
made beggars, weaklings and slaves of millions of once Strong
men; many who might otherwise have been practical worldbuilders and busily engaged in bringing 'about and stabilizing
the New Dispensation.
The paramount Law governing all of man's activities, his
rewards and punishments, governs here as elsewhere: "As ye
sow, so shall ye reap." To which might well and truthfully be
added: "arod as ye reap so shall ye eat." Whether we will or
not, fool ourselves as we will, man is ninety-nine percent
human, animal and natural. As such, he is as certainly governed
by the Natural Law which 'no man has the strength to defy or
the wisdom to annul.
For instance, let uS consider the bee which is characterized
as the drone in the hive. This bee is not only NOT fed by those
who labor (sow), and who have their food in exchange, but
is destroyed outright as a parasite on the society of bees. Were
it otherwise, there would nOt only be insufficient food for the
workers, but none would be left for man.
Human sympathy is part of the Divine nature, but like all
else in nature, it may run amuck and, instead of being a Divine
quality, may become a desrructive, degrading force. This is
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illustrated by our present social system which provides that
when a man refuses to labor to support himself and his family,
society will be forced, unjustly, unfairly and unlawfully, to
subtract from the income of those who labor, sufficient to
suppOrt the slacker, or at least his family.
In doing this, society will, perhaps unconsciously, commit
two grave errors: permit what might otherwise be an upright,
honest, manly man, to become a weakling; a parasite on society
-thtls weakening the stmcture of society itself--and at the
same time, set aside the Divine Law that "only the laborer is
worthy of his hire ( his sustenance)" and acttlaily rob the honest ....
worker, professional and business man, who is compelled to
contribute sttpport money.
Under the Divine Law, the New Dispensation, and for the
acrual welfare of all men, our deepest sympathies must go to
those upon the world's highway, whose ignorant "sowing" or
unfortunate mistakes, have brought them bitter reaping. At
the same time, we recognize that the reaping, however bitter,
MUST BE UNDER THE LAW; A JUST LAW; A LAW THAT IS AS
FAIR TO ONE AS IT IS TO THE OTHER.
We are all toO familiar with the trite saying, "Charity begins
at home." This implies, WITHOUT QUALIFICATION OR EQUI·
VOCATION, that EVERY man's first and paramount duty is to
those for WHOM HE HAS ASSUMED RESPONSIBILITY. This, in
turn, implies, or includes, his immediate family and those near
and dear to him. ONLY AFTER HE HAS FULFILLED THIS DUTY ..
FULLY AND IS STILL ABLE TO DO SO, IS HE CALLED UPON, OR
COMMANDED BY DIVINE LAW, to help others, except in times
of great emergencies, AND ONLY SO LONG AS SUCH EMERGENCIES EXIST, and at no time if those concerned are able to HELP
THEMSELVES.
The Divine Law here involved is clearly stated in "God
helps those who CAN NO LONGER HELP THEMSELVES." Man
individually, or society collectively, in exacting what amounts
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to "tribute" in order to support the drone, becomes guilty of a
grave infraction of the Divine Law.
The story of the "Talents" is directly applicable to this everincreasing problem and injustice to the worthy members of
human society. It will be remembered that the distributor of the
"Talents" was not a mere human, but one far greater, and whose
judgment and act was beyond cavil or question. What was the
outcome?
THOSE WHOM WE WOULD CONSIDER PRACTICAL, OR
\'qORTHY MEMBERS OP SOCIETY, DID NOT WASTE THEIR
TALENTS, OR SIT IDLY BY, BUT MADE USE OF THEM. IN OTHER
WORDS, THEY "SOWED" THEIR SEEDS, OR THE SUBSTANCE
GIVEN TO THEM AND, AS A RESULT, THEY REAPED A COMMENSURATE REWARD.
STILL MORE IMPORTANT, THOSE WHO DID NOT APPLY
THEMSELVES, DID NOT MAKE USE OF THE "TALENT" OR
"TALENTS" GIVEN THEM, i.e., THE DRONES, WERE NOT PETTED, FETED, OR SHOWERED WITH FAVORS. ON THE CONTRARY,
WHAT HAD BEEN GIVEN TO THEM WAS ACTUALLY TAKEN
FROM THEM AND GIVEN TO THOSE WHO LABORED: WHO
MADE USE OF THEIR TALENTS, AND WHO PROFITED BY THEM.
Here is vividly illustrated the natural law in the life of man the same law which governs the bee.
There is another Law: A Law both Natural and Divine,
which is as absolute as that of "As ye sow, so shall ye reap," a
Law universally ignored or defied in the present beginning of
the New Dispensation. This Law, or, more properly, the disregard for this law, is the reason back of the greater part of the
ptesent awful lack of honor among men; degradation of human
narure and the destruction of life and property. This is the Law
of Exchange; a Law not man·made, but God-given and eternal.
GIVE AND YE SHALL RECEIVE. ASK, that is, WORK, AND YE
SHALL RECEIVE IN EXCHANGE.
Nowhere in Narural or Divine Law is it commanded, hinted
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at, or promised, that one must give, or his substance will be ,
taken from him, and that he shall receive nothing in return. '
The DIRECT OPPOSITE IS TRUE: "give and it shall be given unto
YOIt," EXCHANGE THAT WHICH YOU POSSESS FOR THAT WHICH
YO~ DESIRE. Demand not that which does not belong to you;
which you have nOt honestly earned; that for which you do
or cannot, offer an honest exchange.
Under both the Moral and Divine Law, to accept that which
has not been earned, paid for, or for which no exchange has
b~en made, places one under bond, makes him sttbject to, the
glv,:t. As long as this debt is not repaid, the receiver is, in fact,
s~bJect to, or a slave to the giver, and can no longer consider
?ill1self a free man; nor privileged to receive the rights belong.
Ing to a free man.
. Unfortunately, this is a cycle of subjugation. Men by the
millIons are unaware of what they are doing to themselves' of
the abject slavery into which they are selling themselves. Subsidization, th,: atbitrary taking from one to help another, has
become a polIte word covering a multitude of sins, the greatest
of which is humanity's return to slavery. We who teach the
precepts of the. New Dispensation are not concerned politically,
but purely relIgIOusly, as heralds of the truths of Revelation
which are being revealed hour after hour.
:'God helps those who no longer can help themselves,"
and lIttle as we may possess, we will be ever ready to share part
of it with those who are truly tmable to help themselves; bill

bring about fair·dealing, mutual helpfulness and the welfare
of all, as visioned in St, fohn'S HEAVEN COME DOWN TO
EARTH. Unfortunately, in the beginning of the New Dispensation, the desire of the vast multitudes is NOT Brotherhood the WELFARE OF OUR FELLOWMEN - but profit at the expense
of others.
All humanity is apparently seeking large returns with little
effort; dependence upon others instead of the self; power, aggrandizement, high position and above all, EASE INSTEAD OF
EFFORT; to labor as little as possible; assume the least responsibility possible, and to reap the great~st returns, without thought
of WHO is to make this possible.
THE BROTHERHOOD OF MAN had a fair beginning in the
early days of our Divinely-instituted Republic. During that
period, m en had the crudest tools to work with and faced the
greatest dangers. NOT FOR A MOMENT DID THEY QUESTION
WHAT THEIR NEIGHBOR WAS GOING TO DO. THEY GAVE ALL
THEIR THOUGHTS TO WHAT THEY THEMSELVES DESIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH; WILLINGLY, GLADLY, HAPPILY RISKING EVERYTHING THEY POSSESSED AND READY TO FACE EVERY DANGER;
AND--ABOVE ALL-WITH NEVER A THOUGHT OF HOW DIFFICULT THE TASK OR THE LENGTH OF THEIR HOURS OF
LABOR.
Under such conditions, thoughts, desires, feelings and aims,
A GREAT NATION WAS BORN. WITH THE CRUDEST MATERIAL
AND AGAINST THE GREATEST ODDS, MEN BUILT A NATION
AND A CIVILIZATION WITHIN A HUNDRED YEARS SUCH AS
NO OTHER PEOPLE HAD IN TEN THOUSANDS OF YEARS.
Prophecy and Revelation warn all men that if it is their desire
to survive they must retrace their steps and begin anew, following in the footsteps of their forefathers; once again depending
for their suppOrt and their advancement upon God and their
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only so long, and only so far as they are incapable of self-help,
Humanitarianism demands as much; manhood asks no more.
The Brotherhood of Man
No dream is so sweet or Divinely intriguing as that of the
BROTHERHOOD OF ~AN; no idea is so greatly and widely misInterpreted by mankInd as a whole. The aim and end of human
achievement is the ful1illment of the ideal of BROTHERHOOD;
the amity, friendship and fellowship among men, which will
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o'Wn manhood.
God, in the dim past, ordained that America should be a
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gr~at nation of God-Iovir:g, self-respecting peopl~. To help bring

filled with altruistic ideas; performs all his duties as a good
citizen; loves God and his neighbors; is ready to be of service ro
those in need, and willing to share his substance; WHILE
ANOTHER TAKES FULL ADVANTAGE OF HIM, DERIVES ALL
BENEFITS AND PROFITS, brtt gives 1I0thing in return.
The real meaning of Brotherhood is something entirely
different. It implies Brotherhood in BOTH feeling and action.
It means that we (1) do not take or accept, unless we give in
return; (2) that we will not do to another that which we would
not have another do ro us; (3) that we will not request either
a service or a favor, unless we are willing ro reciprocate;
( 4) that we are firm in our beliefs and opinions, but are perfectly, aye, even happy, ro permit our neighbor and friend equal
freedom without thought of interference; (5) that we will not
permit our neighbor ro interfere with our personal or family
affairs, any more than we would want to interfere with his.
Brotherhood implies, in short, that we will not, in any way,
do ro our neighbor that which we do not want him ro do ro us;
nor will we demand of him that which we do not want him to
demand of us. That in an emergency we will serve him as we
hope and expect he will serve us in like manner. Brotherhood
demands that we do not take unjUSt, unfair, dishonorable advantage of any man, however low he may have fallen; that we
have the strength and manhood not to permit any man to take
advantage of us. Further, Brotherhood demands that we do
nothing which, under the foolish idea of a false humanitarianism, will make our brother less a man.
Each man is ro be a citizen of a glorious COuntry-ANY
COUNTRY-SO long as it is HIS COUNTRY. If he is a good
(loyal) citizen, he helps ro lead his fellowmen to freedom,
truth and the Light which is wisdom, without interfering with
the rights and privileges of the citizens of any other country.
For ourselves, fortune, or God's Law, has ordained thac
we be born in a country different from all others, because it is
the country overshadowed by the wings of the Eagle. It is a

this about there was a stlpulatlon, that as God IS Light and the
au~or of Light, all who seek for, or hope to become citizens of
thIS new heaven and this new earth, i.e., A BROTHERHOOD OP
MEN, must become pilgrims of Light-{)r be swept into the
limbo of darkness to be known no more. God did nOt leave us
in ignorance. He gave us St. John and St John gave us REVELATION so that all co~ld become acquainted with the Law, and
that none could plead Ignorance of the Law.
We are all children of the one Father, the one Creator. The
identical promise, with like potentialities, is given fairly and to
all. Some few are constantly accepting the Law and begin their
slow climb up that ladder which leads into the clouds of
"Heaven." The great majority are self-seeking, selfish, lacking
love and affection and thinking only of their own interests.
These are the "chaff" among the "wheat." The Law must deal
as justly with them as it does with the "wheat." It is to be
profoundly observed that this is not purely a religious matter,
problem or subject, but the survival of a free country and the
survIval of man as a free, self-choosing individual. One is as
vital as the other and ,he two are interdependent--each upon
the other.
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We are primarily interested in religion and all it stands for;
its ultimate being the Immortalization of the Soul. Withottl
freedom, manhood is impossible, and this implies a free COttnlry. . :
Withortt manhood, Godhood is out of the question, becattse becoming the Sons of God requires mallhood as a foundation or
basis "pan which to build.

THE BROTHERHOOD OP MAN, which in reality means the
eqttalilY of men, and which REQUIRES THAT ALL MEN DEVELOP
AND ELEVATE THEMSELVES TO A COMMON STANDARD has
become a meaningless phrase; a catch-penny slogan to ;ntice
men into a belief or action by which others benefit. It has come to
mean that one man lives up to a certain unselfish standard; is
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country destined co see the light of true freedom; of BROTHER_
HOOD, although in the process, there may be much "burning
up" of the "chaff" with little "wheat" left_ The burning up of
the "chaff" will result from man's foolishness, not God's Will, 'l-<
as so clearly visioned by St. John and transcribed so fully in .j
REVELATION.
As was ordained by God, or the Divine Law, and in the
beginning made manifest by the prophets who were able to read " "
the Law as written in the sky (heavens), the peoples of all
nations are represented in every phase of our public life. The
representatives of all people are here by God's decree for a
nwnber of reasons:
1. To obtain freedom of acrion and to worship God as they
please WITHOUT INTERFERENCE BY ANYONE.
2. To help make this the greatest nation on earth; a nation
that, according to REVELATION will, in time, BECOME
A HEAVEN ON EARTH.
3. To "Let the dead bury the dead," - that is, CO forget
all that they had learned and suffered in the land
whence they came, AND TO BECOME THOROUGHLY
IMBUED WITH THE SPIRIT OF THE NEW WORLD; THE
"LAND OVERSHADOWED WITH WINGS" doing naught
that would interfere with, or tend to disrupt, the orderly
functioning of the Divine Law in making this the "land
of the (truly) free."

4. To remember always the Divine command: "Do not
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pur new wine in old battles"; that is to say, CO completely throw aside and entirely forget the old and not
try co engraft its evils and decadence upon the new.
5. By no stretch of the imagination does Brotherhood
mean that a nation of people who have advanced
themselves mentally and physically, while other nations
were content to remain laggard, should lower them-
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selves physically, mentally, economically or Spiritually
co the status of these decadent nations in order CO help
them. Nor does Brotherhood imply that a people who,
by their constant activity, frugality and thrift shall
penalize themselves, or be penalized in any way or by
any power or force, CO help people of any nation who
will not harmonize themselves with the nation willing
co help them, or who fail to make every effort co arouse
themselves from inertia and sluggishness. Were it
otherwise, the most advanced would soon be pauperized
and reduced to a state of general decadency.
Brotherhood -does NOT imply that those, whether
individuals, or nations, who have attained co where, for
instance, America is or was a few years ago, shall lower
themselves IN ANY RESPECT in order CO help those
who may be less fortunate, whether this unfortunate
condition be the result of inertia, political intrigues or
general decadence, but only co help them rise above
such conditions to THE DEGREE THAT THEY ARE READY
AND WILLING TO HELP THEMSELVES.
Is it not written that the "chaff," in the present instance
having in mind those who will not harmonize themselves with
the Divine decree as it concerns America, will be separated from
the "wheat," those whose heart and Soul is imbued with the spirit
of America, and that this "chaff" shall be bur-ned ttp; that is,
UTTERLY DESTROYED. It is the DUTY OF EVERY TRUE AMERICAN TO SEE TO IT THAT THIS DECREE IS FULFILLED, LEST
THEY, TOO, BE THROWN IN WITH THE "CHAFF" AND
DESTROYED.
America is the land of Manasseh, kin to Joseph of Arimathea, who brought the Holy Grail co England and there
lately so grossly betrayed. America was founded by men
WHOLLY IMBUED WITH the Christie SPIRIT, under Christian
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leadership, toward the end of the cycle soon to enter the MA.,.,,ISTrC Age. This is the cycle of FULL, HONORABLE, RESPONSIBLE MANHOOD. All who seek to remain American cimens "
and ultimarely acrain their Immortalization, as a result of "becoming the Sons of God," must learn to come into the spirit of
the command: "Love ye one another as I have loved you." Such ' J...,
as these will have no traffic with the "chaff" who would destroy
God and rob America of the spirit in which it was founded; its
Constitution and institutions, and MAKE THE BROTHERHOOD OF
MAN A FARCE BY ENSLAVING ALL BUT THE UNGODLY FEW
WHO WOULD TAKE OVER EVEN AS LUCIFER ATTEMPTED TO
WREST HEAVEN FROM GoD,
Citizenship
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"Humanity with all its fears, .'
With all the hopes of future years,
Hangs breathless on thy fate."- Ano·u,

America, the "land overshadowed with wings," was once
part of, and is the offspring of both Egypt and Mexico, both of
which were also overshadowed with wings. Both Egypt and
Mexico betrayed their Divine inheritance because the people
became degraded and decadem and permitted themselves to be
enslaved by foreign traitors who, unfaithful to the spirit of
these countries, were allowed to emer in ever-increasing num·
bers, until they overbalanced the native citizens themselves.
These were the foreigners whose ideologies the people of the
coumry foolishly accepted and substituted for their own Godordained religious concepts.
What happened to Egypt and Mexico may well happen in
America, unless the people are awakened to the danger and
are willing to guard their Divine inheritance.
Foretold before it was discovered, and prophesied in legendary lore by all the great prophets, sages, poetS and philosophers,
America is the Shiloh of rest to those of decadem and war-torn
nations, who are willing to become American in spirit and fact;
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the Manasseh of Israel who should prepare the way for Ephraim,
the Perfect One, the Golden or Manistic Age.
Our pilgrim fathers fled from despotic governments of many
lands to brave the savage wilderness in quesr of a land where
manhood should be king; where liberty should reign sttpreme;
where Law and Order shottld be established, and the old serpent
of betrayal should not long be tolerated bttt quickly and t,tterly
dest foy ed, These early pilgrims utterly denuded themselves of
all that belonged to the old and decadent life. They obeyed
literally the behest "not to put new wine in old bo~rles," They
established a new reign of Law and Order in a NEW SPIRIT;
THE SPIRIT OF THE NEW AGE; A SPIRIT WHICH LATER WAS
MADE MANIFEST ON THE SPIRITUAL SIDE OF OUR HIDDEN
SEAL.
The early adventurers to America left behind them all but
God and a newly awakened spirit born within themselves as a
result of their high resolve.
They were followed by millions of the down-trodden and
oppressed from every nation under the sun, all of them seeking
liberty, light, wisdom, and the freedom to worship God. So
gteat and deep was this spirit within them, that, although thousands of the most degraded of many nations were literally
dumped upon the shores of present America, even these, or most
of them, within a few generations, had become completely regenerated and had become stalwart citizens, working for the
upbuilding of the country and its development into a veritable
Garden of Eden.
Soon the whole world turned to America as a leader in
commerce, mental achievement, the spirit which is democracy,
and religious leadership. Irs citizens, imbued WHOLLY with the
spirit of the new world, did not fail. Within the confines of this
great continent were embraced respeer, not worship, of science
and expert knowledge; art beautiful and graceful, with no
hint of decadence; a free citizenship most efficient in every
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detail; a system of internal dealings that was JUSt and generous,
plus subscription to a firm understanding of ethics that demonstrated the self-accomplishment of mastery, self-confidence, personal responsibility and wholesome respect for the ideas and "
ideals of others.
Whereas other nations attempted to force their culrure upon .
the world by war and conquest, America quietly, but quickly,
demonstrated that she had succeeded in a culrure worthy of
imitation and a freedom of personal action in all things, little
dreamed of by even those who had risked their all to come to a
.
country unknown and unsettled.
Unfortunately for America, the history of nations, the Biblical teachings, and the ideas of our forefathers w~o gave America
a foundation, have gradually become almost completely forgo<ten. The old serpent of Eden has been permitted to creep in .;..
among us in ever-increasing force, until today the freedom of
the "land overshadowed by wings" is in grave danger. Responsibility for this danger rests with the most loyal of American
citizens, because they HAVE FAILED TO TEACH NEWCOMERS
THE LETTER AND THE SPIRIT OF AMERICANISM, AND DEMAND THAT THEY SUBSCRIBE TO, AND UPHOLD, BY LIFE IT-.
SELF, THIS SPIRIT.
T HE SUCCESS AND GRADUAL GROWTH OF OUR INSTITUTIONS, AND THE GRANDEUR OF OUR CONSTITUTION, HAVE
NOT BEEN PROPERLY PUBLICIZED. THE REAL HISTORY OF
A,"IERICA, THE SPIRIT OF ITS HEROES AND AMERICAN IDEOLOGIES HAVE BEEN TAKEN FOR GRANTED, WITH LITTLE OR
NO EFFORT TO KEEP THEM ALIVE IN THE MINDS OF THE _.
COMING GENERATIONS. No real effort has been made to IlviBUE
THE MIND OF THE CHILD IN ITS FIRST LESSONS WITH THE
SPIRIT WHICH IS AMERICA, AND MAKING IT FOREVER IMMUNE TO ALL FOREIGN , DESTRUCTIVE, DECADENT IDEOLOGIES-IDEOLOGIES WiUCH HAVE BROUGHT WAR, DEATH,
DECADENCE AND RUIN UPON OTHER NATIONS-AND WHICH
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WILL SUCCEED IN DOING THE SAME THING TO US IF WE DO
NOT AWAKEN TO OUR RESPONSIBILITY AND ACTIVELY RESPOND WITH THE PROPER ACTION.
WE, as citizens of a great country, successors to a glorious
inheritance, are, each and every one, responsible to God, cOlmtry,
and mankind. If we fail, we and all who fail with us will be
among the "chaff" to be "utterly" destroyed. T his is flmdamentally a religious, a spiritual concept, for the reason that neither
religion nor spiritual development is possible where men are
held in bondage; where the mass is enslaved by tbe few.
Each and everyone of us bears upon his shoulders a grave
responsibility; one that cannot, by any excuse, be passed on to
another. This responsibility concerns our educational system,
which must be completely revised--and quickly. The foundation of all teachings must be the existence of G od and a Divine
or Supreme Law ( non-sectarian ) governing in all detail. The
meaning and spirit of the Constitution must be made clear. The
value of our institutions should be properly recognized. The
freedom of religious wotship must be maintained. The sacredness of property rights and the supreme right of man to enjoy
what he has honestly earned or accumulated must be closely
guarded and there must be a complete freedoin to develop all
his faculties and potencialities. These teachings mUSt be made
fundamental and compulsory-immune against all attacks from
both unscrupulous weaklings and the enemies of free inscitu-

rions.
In the New Age or New Dispensacion, every child must be
considered as a foundation-stone in the temple of mankind, and
we must see to it that there are no flaws in these human "stones."
If America is permitted to fail--and there is grave danger she
may if the present deadly inertia of her citizens should concinue
much longer-the encite world will decline into old world
decadence and darkness, and the STATUE OF LIBERTY STANDING ON HER SHORES AS A SYMBOL OF LIGHT TO THE WORLD
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-NOT SUBJECTION TO THE IDEOLOGIES NOW PERMITTED
FULL SWAY IN AMERlCA-WILL HAVE NO FURTHER MEANING AND NO LONGER BE AN INCENTIVE TO EFFORT AND
ACHIEVEMENT.
This is the personal responsibility of every American citizen. ,,'"
IT CANNOT BE PLACED UPON THE SHOULDERS OF ANOTHER;
NOR CAN THE BLAME FOR FAILURE BE ATTRlBUTED TO ANOTHER. If we fail in the duty to ourselves, to build a strong, un- .",
swayable personality and a truly Christie characeer, then we also
fail in our duty to our country and to our children, and all will
be made to suffer accordingly.
Each and everyone must accept the siruation with clear
sight and full understanding. As a Nation possessing a Holy
rrust from the God of all nations, we musr be prepared, ready
and WILLING, to bring about strength and 'Clearness of sighr •
WITHI N ourselves, enabling us to lift the burden now weighing
so heavily upon all of us. We must carry forward to completion
the principles of justice and equality ( never favoritism, subjugation or appeasement with wrong--evil ) for all.
Our forefathers fought and died for these ideals. They
planted them at the founding of the Republic, as is so strongly
and Immortally emphasized by the Mystic side of the seal of our
country in irs concept of the pyramid and copestone.
The eagle is the symbol of freedom. 'The consrellation of
thirteen stars, the Srarue of Liberty standing in New York Harbor, thar other figure with drawn sword sranding upon the
capitol, our National shrine, and facing the East from WHENCE
ALL LIGHT AND GUIDANCE COMES-all of these figures symbolize a FREE America - the land overshadowed by wings,
as prophesied by Isaiah.
THE GREAT AMERlCAN FLAG IS THE SYMBOL OF OUR
FREEDOM. IT IS A FLAG FOR WHICH OUR CHILDREN SHOULD

.
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BE TAUGHT TO DIE A NOBLE AND IMMORTALIZING DEATH,
RATHER THAN PEfu\1IT IT TO BE REPLACED BY ANY OTHER.
IF WE DO THESE THI NGS, THEN WILL WE RETAIN OUR FREEDOM; OUR INSTITUTIONS; OUR RlGHT TO FREEDOM, HAPPINESS (peace of mind), AND THE GOOD THI NGS OF LIFE.
America was Divinely appointed by God, or the Divine
Law, if you will, to teach the world BY EXAMPLE, the meaning
of the White Knight, whose symbol is the White Stone of the
SPIRlTUAL KINGDOM WITHIN EACH MAN AND WOMAN, which
shall be for the "healing of all nations," i.e., the establishment of
righteousness and justice. Such teachings will ultimately bring
about the BROTHERHOOD OF MAN, not by sword or force, but
by the action of the Law itself, and the establishment of the
Manistie Law, i.e., the equality of man and woman, each in his
or her own sphere.
God gave us an unrequitable privilege in permitting us to
be born in this glorious land of opportunity and freedom of
aerion. If we lose that freedom, it will NOT be because of irs
being wrested away from us, BUT BECAUSE WE WERE NOT
MORALL Y STRONG ENOUGH TO FIGHT FOR, AND RETAIN IT.
OURS WILL BE THE BLA."IE; OURS THE PENALTY TO PAY. To
prove unfaithful to our country, irs instirutions, its Constirution
and its flag, is to be renegade to all that is hig h and holy within
ourselves, hence to God.
Let us then awake and become active and, in reverence,
prove by our action that we honestly believe that the stripes of
our flag shall ultimately heal all nations honestly seeking to be
heitled. The stars of our flag shall lead men upward to God; a
memorial to the original patriors who LIVED IN THE SPIRIT
WHICH IS AMERICA, and their willingness to sWIer for her
principles.
By conducting ourselves with the dignity and honor be-
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fitting a citizen of the mightiest nation the world has yet seen,
although that nation be in the throes of a new birth-the travail
of betrayal-we will emerge gloriously and triumphantly, and
will yet tread the serpent under the feet of the spirit of indi- :
vidual freedom and personal responsibility.
Fathers and mothers of the present, and mothers and fathers
yet to be--ALL MUST AWAKEN TO THEIR INDIVIDUAL PRIVILEGE AND RESPONSIBILITY! Each and everyone should bear
upon their forehead the mark of their personal responsibiliry
for the welfare of their children, for their country of light and
hope, and the Dispensation thar will bring to the world a
knowledge of God and His Laws--of the Immortality of the
Soul-the Christos WITHIN-the hope of the future of the
individual and the world. Ler us remember that:
UWe are the heirs of all the ages
Foremost in the rank of tim e."

and take to heart the command given us:
"Go ye therefore and teach [these truths to] all Nations [all
people among us],"-St, Matt, 28:19.
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SIN-EVIL-UNRIGHTEOUSNESS
DISOBEDIENCE
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HE word "sin" has been so much used, so abused and so
. greatly misinterpreted that it is, so to speak, "our of
favor"; to be shunned, and if possible, discarded. Sin
has become a word more or less of rhe "co=on" people; somewhar vulgar as P¥r of the modern language, and ro be avoided
BECAUSE IT IS SELF-ACCUSING,
Despire irs disrepure, the word "sin" is ONE OF THE TWO
MOST IMPORTANT WORDS IN ANY LANGUAGE, the other being
RIGHTEOUSNESS. Sin is disobedience ro rhe Divine Law which
no man can escape, be he ever so great, strong, or important in
the eyes of the world. THE DIVINE LAW JUDGES MAN'S EVERY
ACT-BY REACTION-AND PUNISHES OR REWARDS IT ACCORDINGLY. RIGHTEOUSNESS is obedience to the dictares of
the Divine Law.
The SINNER SOWS THE TARES, the "chaff" of REVELATION;
while he who follows the law of RIGHTEOUSNESS, sows the
"whear," and reaps the harvest of the BREAD OF LIFE,
These twO little words cover, or embrace, every act that man
can commit and which may bring upon hina DAMNATION of
the Soul, or SONSHIP \WITH THE FATHER, One path leads to
the "shoals" or Hades; the other to "the heaven upon earth,"
the peace and tranquiliry of the Soul, depicted in REVELATION,
The privilege of choice is the birthright of every man; rich or
poor; humble or of exalted position. There is, can be, no favo.,itiJm.
This question of sin is not to be evaded, nor can man become
strong enough, powerful enough, or great enough, to sidestep
the issue which confronts him at every turn, and every moment
.
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of his life. From rhe moment man attains rhe years of responsibiliry until rhe grave opens to receive him, he is called upon
to use rhe reasoning faculry God gave him so rhat he may make
rhe right decision as to what his conduct shall be.
What actually constitutes "sin?"
The term "sin" will be more easily understood if we develop
a better and clearer understanding of our relationship with God
and the Laws which He instituted at the beginning of rhe world.
These Laws govern every activiry, wherher it be of man or
creature, animate or inanimate substance. Man is, by nature
of the beginning of his being, an integral part of the univetse
in which he lives, moves and has his being. Moreover, and
UNLIKE ALL ELSE IN THE UNIVERSE, he is parr of BOTH, the
God who created all things, and THE UNIV,ERSE IN WHICH ALL
THINGS MOVE AND HAVE THEIR BEING.
IV hen man obeys the Laws of God and the "niverse, he
lives in RIGHTEOUSNESS. The fruits of righteomness will then
be showered "pon him by God; or, in the words of tbe N az·

THE THROES OF CHAOS. IF, STUBBORNLY, WE CONTINUE IN
OUR FOOLISH WAY, WE WILL CEASE TO EXIST AS INDIVIDUALS.
Even a haphazard study of nature, including rhat of our everactive planetary system, plus a superficial observation of life
from the simplest to rhe most complex forms, can lead us to no
orher conclusion than that, despite what we would have it be,
law and harmony, i.e. ORDER, is the fundamental basis of borh
creation and activiry. If man is foolish enough to think that he
can disorganize this constant, never-deviating activiry of ~he
Law, he will find himself between rhe grindstones, which,
though they may grind slowly, grind exceedingly fine.
In realiry there is but one Law; though its operation is
dual, just as is man's nature. God is ONE and THE ALL. This one
Law is constructive; ' even though man misdirects or misapplies
it to produce evil results. The Law is LIKE MAN'S OWN NATURE.
Irs basis is ' in "good" or the constructive. H it is righteous, its
basis is in love; but man permits love to be replaced by evilthat is, selfishness-rhe BASIS OF ALL EVIL, whether rhis be
hatred, malice, jealousy or any other form of disintegration.
The basic Law of the life of rhe Soul is LOVE; all other Laws
are expressions of rhis one Law. Every constructive, exalting,
elevating phase of life is a manifestation of rhis Law. This Love
is nOt the bastard or negative phase of the physical, carnal and
selfish thing we call "love," bur rather the LOVE WHICH IS A
FEELING OF KINDNESS TOWARD ALL THINGS, DEVELOPS AS
GRACIOUSNESS, AND THE REACTION OF WHICH IS THE SENSE
OF PEACE.
Man repeats rhe Mosaic commandments, but does not con·
cern himself overly much with their real meaning or rheir ap·
plication to his daily life; his behaviour and his relationship
with his fellow men. He believes that to "believe is to be saved."
Question him and he will tell you there are ten commandments.
In realiry, the ten separate commandments resolve themselves
into the One Law; the Law of Love.
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arene, having sown wheat, he will reap wheat, and this wheal
is Ihe Bread of Life, or tbe fmit of tbe tree of Life, which grows
in tbe MIDST OF THE GARDEN, i.e., THE HEART.
H, on the contrary, he tries to evade by any means whatever,
or under any consideration, the edicts of God and His universe,

.be sows the seeds of tares, and his reaping shall be the "chaff'
which is to be b"rned "p. He will have eaten of the Tree of
Death which also grows in the midst of the Garden, i.e., THE

.
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HEART .

I

Man can learn to know God in bttt one way: by the love that
be awakens in the heart; THE GREATEST OF THE FRUITS OF

I"

THE TREE OF LIFE. By such obedience he will gradually bring
into visible manifestation the law, harmony and order of the
Universe. Whether he will or nor, however much man may try
to disorganize this law, order and harmony, ir continues to exisr
and to operate and WE, NOT THE LAW, ARE THROWN INTO

,
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If man loves he cannOt hate; if he loves, he can do nothing
which will harm his neighbor; if he loves, he will find it more blessed to give than to receive. If he loves he cannot steal Or
defraud because that would deprive his fellow man of what he
may need and cause him to suffer. LOVE RELIEVES SUFFERING;
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES DOES IT CAUSE SUFFERING.
Every rule of conduct is neither more nor less than a different aspect of the one Law of Love. This is even true as it COn- ""
cerns ourselves. WE MUST COME TO SO LOVE THE SOUL THAT
\'V'E WILL COMMIT NO ACT WHICH WILL BRING HARM TO THE

.,

....

SOUL. The problems of life become simplified if we measure
every thought and act by this one great Law of Love.
This Law concerns us as directly as it does others; because,
as we will not permit ourselves to do aught that might prove
detrimental to others; so in like manner we will not permit .."
others to do anything which will bring us harm. Love is the
standard of the universe. All thoughts, desires and acts of which
man is capable, if they conform to the Law of Love, are highly
desirable; that is: constructive, exalting, upiifting, and in har·
mony with the Divine Intelligence we know as God.
All thoughts, desires and acts contrary to the Law of Love
are undesirable and inharmonious, and bring upon us discord,
sorrow, suffering, loss and, being contrary to the one all-per.
vading CONSTRUCTIVE LAW, are sinful, because THEIR END IS
DEATH.
When there is the FEELING of love in the heart, one does
not think of bringing harm of any nature to another. We can·
not hate; cannOt be angry with our fellow man; nor can we be
envious or covetous of another. We will not think to · take life
ttnless it be in defense of life. Life has been given tIS to defend
and preserve. It is a "TALENT" FROM GOD TO BE WISELY USED,
BUT NOT ABUSED, OR PERMITTED TO BE ABUSED. Obedience
to the Law of love does not make man a spineless being, but a
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staunch defender of the right, the just and all that is holy; often
a destroyer of that which is evil or destructive.
Sin is to be considered from still another aspect. All
thottghts, desires and acts come under one of JUSt twO categories:
they are either constructive or destructive; positive or negative;
exalting or degrading. Love is in opposition to, or has as its
opposite, hate. Love, in its wider sense, is positive, constructive
and exalting; hence it naturally follows that any thought, desire
or act which does not conform to the spirit of love is of a negative or destructive character and constitutes what we classify
as "sin,"-the opposite of good, the qualiry that manifests as
love which is of God-for it is truthfully written that "God
is love."
The constitution of sin is based on defiance of the Divine,
hence the Eternal Law, and not on infraction of civil or manmade laws, unless these laws are based on Divine Law. It fs
easily possible to evade or act in defiance of civil or man·made
laws and still be innocent of sinning. This is clear! y made
manifest by the constant annulment of an untold number of
civil enactments.
Thus, as an example, if it were forbidden-as it was in
times past-to heal the sick on the Sabbath day, and one violated such an edict, there would not be a commitment of sin,
for the reason that such an act, having as its incentive the relief
of the sick, would not be contrary to the law of love; therefore
not contrary to the Divine Law.
On the other hand, if one were to weakly obey such a manmade edict and refuse to render all possible service to one in
distress, he would then be committing sin by a refusal to obey
a Divine injunction.
This is only one instance wherein one would live in obedience to human injunctions and, at the same time, be guilry of
disobedience to the Divine Law. The Divine Law preceded all
man-made enactments; is the highest Law man can know and
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obey, and all human edictS should be in harmony with, and in
subservience to this Law.
In the full and serious consideration of this all-important
subjea, we must fully recognize that it is of prime importance
to clearly distinguish between sin as the term is popularly under- : ;..
stOod-based on custOms and theological dogmas, which may, • '"
or may not, be based on the Divine Law-and thoughts, desires
and actS which ate not in harmony with the Divine Law.
We must recognize thar, in later centuries, most of the
rules and regulations governing cile condua of man were of
priesrly origin; that is to say, they were laid down by men who,
in many instances, were incapable of correal y interpteting either
the Divine Law or Sacred inculcations.
Such laws were based on what these authorities "Janted to
be considered right or wrong and, not infrequenrly, were the
resulr of selfish desires either for gain or power.
The dependence of the masses through long ages, upon the
priesthood for their religious guidance, with litrle or no can.
ception of the spirit of the Law of love, is largely responsible
for the misconceptions as to what really constitutes sin. HistOry
is replete with the record of creeds, dogm;;s and rules for the
guidance and conduct of the people, given them by the priesthood as solemn inculcations from God and to be adhered to
under heavy penalties, only to be completely discarded later for
the substitution of other, and possibly more severe, rules and
regulations which, in turn, had to be rescinded.
There is the Biblical instance where it was considered a sin,
according to the then popular theological dogma, to pluck an
ear of corn on the Sabbath, however hungry a man might have
been or how inlpossible it may have been for him to obrain
food the previous day.
This was no more absurd or inane than the theological edia
that it was a sin for a man to shave his beard. In either instance
the thinking man might have quickly found the correa answer
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had he questioned: "Does the plucking and eating of an ear of
corn on the Sabbath, or the shaving of my beard, result in
harm, loss or degradation either to myself or any other man,
or does it dishonor God?" If the answer to the question was in
the negative, then it could nOt be in defiance of Divine Law,
hence nowise a sin.
The regulation of pleasures, recreations, observances as to
dress and condua on the Sabbath, as differing from any other
day of the week, were all instituted by, or at the instigation of,
one priesthood or another. They were never sanctioned by the
Divine Law, unless such pleasures, recreations, observances or
forms of dress, were to the detriment of the individual concerned, or to others. Most of these rules, regulations and edicts
,have been discarded, proving that they never really constituted
"sin."

The action of the Divine Law is Universal, all-pervading
and constanrly operative. Divine Law not alone governs man
in all his activities, whatever they may be, but all the worlds
that now are, and the worlds yet to be. It is eternal, neverchanging; it tva!, is and ever will be. Rules of conduct enacted
by man, unless they harmonize with the Divine Law, are temporal and changeable and are without true foundation.
The greatest and most heinous crinles throughout the
world's histOry were committed in the name of God and religion. Gross misinterpretation of whar was believed to be God's
Law, or His wishes, as regard the behavior of mankind has left a
gory record throughout the pages of the world's histOry.
The Spanish inquisition, the various Crusades, the many
massacres and the destruction of the Templars-these were only
a few of the long list of crimes in the reign of man's inhumanity
to man, They were all instigated and approved by church and
state and were supposedly based on God's Will, or the Divine
Law; nevertheless, no one tOday would be so unreasoning as to
even pretend that these gross evils were God-inspired; Godsanctioned, or Divinely ordained.
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In times past, it was considered a holy duty-a Godly pre.
rogative--to debase and destroy bodies, even of unborn children,
in order to save Souls. This was in total disregard of the Divine
teachings throughout the ages, particularly by the Nazarene,
as to the actual means necessary for the saving of the Soul.
The salvation of the Soul has always been conditional upon
MAN'S OWN ACTION. This is emphasized in the Nazarene's
Statement: "YE must be born again." This in no way implies
that man can be saved from his sins except by his own efforts.
Mankind, as a whole, has been misled; or, probably more
correctly, has permitted himself to be misled, by traditions,
customs and formal observances; blindly, unrhinkingly follow·
ing rhem witham recourse to his own God· give·n reason. Man
has permitted himself to accept and believe that if he lives up
to these traditions, customs and formal observances, he will be
living a religious, a Godly life, and that if he transgresses these
traditions and customs, he will be committing "sin." Traditions,
customs and observances are of the highest value only if they
are based on the Divine Law and do not INTERFERE WITH THE
RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES OF OTHERS.
Through "blindly following the blind," .the vast multitudes,
throughout the ages, have paid little heed to the dominant
thoughts and desires harbored within the hearr. They have
wholly overlooked the all·important facr that the quality of their
thoughts and desires determined the absence or presence of sin,
and thar rhe SECOND BIRTH, THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH WHICH
ALONE CAN BRING SALVATION, DOES NOT BEGIN WITH OUT·
WARD OBSERVANCES, BUT WITH THE INNERMOST THOUGHTS
WHICH GIVE BIRTH TO DESIRE, AND THE DESIRES WHICH
LEAD TO NOBLE, EXALTING ACTION.
This was fully recognized by the Nazarene, as it had been by
all real Avarars before him, and he considered ir so important
that he made an issue of it.
The Pharisees of his time considered ir a sin for an individual

to eat with unwashed hands. Recognizing their blind abe·
dience to form, he told them:
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"For OUt of [he heart proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries,
fornications, theftS, false witness, blasphemies; these are the

things which defile a man: but to eat with unwashen hands
defileth nOt a man."-Matt. 15: 19·20.

It is far more important for a man to guard his thoughts
and the desires of his heart than to live according to religious
or racial customs. The quality of the thoughts of the mind and
the desires in the heart determine man's action and whether he
will live in accordance with the Divine Law and sin not.
The mind was given to man for an express purpose and thar
purpose is to THINK FOR HIMSELF; ANALYZE ALL ACTION
AND BRING IT INTO ACCORD WITH THE DIVINE LAW. Through
rile action of the mind and by the agency of his moughts, man
must begin his ascent toward God. His first step toward living
a Godly (good) life and his REBIRTH, is to separare me "chaff"
from the "wheat" in his rhoughts; to cleanse his heart from the
evils lurking there in the form of desires for things which are
neither of benefit to himself or others; which work toward evil,
and are therefore sins.
In this, man is admittedly confronted by a Herculean task,
chiefly because of ages of erroneous teachings and false concep.
tions. But-he can be REBORN into a new creacure. Had it not
been so, the Nazarene would not have made so positive his
. reference to this rebirth as a MUST.
Man's moughts supply the urge which gives birm to prac.
ticall y all of his trouble and sorrow, not to mention loss and
failure . By giving way to moughts which incline him to act
contrary to the Divine Law, he brings injury to himself and to
others, in curn. This is his sin, and no man has any real concep.
tion of how great are the number of these sins until he stops
shorr and takes time to account for them.
The standard of measurement for our moughts and desires
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must be love, i.e., our desire for the welfare of others, no less
than ourselves. If these thoughts and desi:es be free from the
lower or carnal self, our aas will be free from sin. But if filled
with, or contaminated by envy, greed, malice, jealousy, hare, '~
self-righteousness and the like, then life is sinful, and the reaping will be accordingly. It is well to repeat the Nazarene'J -.
positive statement:
"For our of rhe heart proceed all evil thoughts, murdets, ~
adulteries, fornications, theftS, false witness, blasphemies;
THESE ARE THE THINGS WHICH DEFILE MAN

sin]. but to eat with unwashen hands defileth
Mall. 15: 19-20.

(cause
Cot

him

to

a man."-

There can be no act, whether good or evil, witholtt thought
and deJire preceding it. Another truism voiced by the Nazarene
llnd which vitally applies here, is that a wrong thought, followed by desire, IS AS EVIL AS A WRONG DEED:
"TIlle whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after her hach
committed adultery with her already in his hearr."-j\1clt. 5:28.

Unfortunately for humanity, both of the past and present,
little or no thought has been given to the evils of thought and
desire--to the fact that these are the SEEDS that bear the fruit
of evil. Usually, man is conscious of evil only AFTER IT IS
COMMITTED.
Man alone of all God's crearion was endowed with a mind
with which to THINK, ANALYZE, REASON, PLAN AND THEN
CREATE OR ACT. Man was not given mind and reas()n to bury
them and permit others to think, reason and arrive at conclusions FOR HIM. It was never intended that he should bury this
"talent," but to make the fullest use of it_
The story of the "ten talents" applies here. Endowed with a
mind with which to think, reason and to arrive at conclusions,
man waS made a free moral agent. HIS IS THE RlGHT OF
CHOICE. This prerogative imposes a heavy responsibility because
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it makes him ACCOUNTABLE FOR EVERY THOUGHT, EVERY
DESIRE, EVERY ACT_
The Law of action and REaCtion, and its direct impetus on
the human crearure, is only now beginning to be understood.
It is now an accepted fact that a force, known as vibration, is
at the base, or foundation of all aaivity. Whether man thinks,
feelJ, desires or aas, a vibration duplicating the nattlre of the
thought, feeling, deJire or act az,waYJ reStlits. This vibration is
like a boomerang that, after leaving the person who gave it
birth, completes a circle and returns, at length, to its source.
This is THE REACTION OF THE ACTION. These vibrations are
being constantly created because at no time, except when unconscious, is man free from thinlcing, feeling, desiring or acring.
These vibrations pass first through the individual and, according to their narure, contribute to his health, happiness,
peace of mind and success, or, conversely, lay the foundation for
ill-health, weakness, an uneasy conscience, frustration and
failure.
Basically, disease, un-ease, weakness and failure are "sin,"
stemming, as they do, from disobedience to some law that is
part and parcel of the Divine Law. \'V'ith this concept of sin and
its possible train of ills before us, we can appreciate the importance of keeping the mind under control and maintaining the
proper attitude by thinking only constructive, exalting, uplifting
thoughts.
JUSt as thoughts emanating from a consciousness unawakened by love-that is, un-holy thoughts--constitute sin, so does
improper care of the body, even though in ignorance, lead to
weakness and disease. This, toO, although in another form, is
"sin." Man is endowed with a body to sustain hirn_ In this sense
it is to him what the foundation is to a building.
The body is the foundation of man's being; the prop upon
which he must depend_ How important, then, to give it the
proper care! A knowledge of, and obedience to, hygienic and

,
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dietary Laws should be fully understood. To treat the body ' --.:
carelessly, to supply it with improper food and drink, to overtax
its strength, or abuse it in any manner whatJoever, constirutes
:I

, ,,
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.

'
"
Stn.

The body is the handiwork of God, created after Hi~ own
image, or after the pattern of Himself. God, because of HIS love -.
for man, gave him the earthly temple in which to dwell and it ~
is imperative that man shall not fail in giving it proper care.
Amon" the gteatest sins of which man is guilry, are those
against hi; spirirual self, the Soul; the Soul being the redl or
Divine self. Sacred literarure informs us that "the Soul that
sinneth it shall die." Let man squander the fires of h is Soul tn
lust, w;sting the Divine or Soul fire in sensual gratification, an,\
he .will in time cease to be a creative being. Losing his semblance
to the Creating God, he passes into oblivion for the "wages of
this sin is death."
The purpose of life is individualization - an attainment
that cannot be realized without the fires of the Soul. Man builds
his Soul into consciousness by overcoming and transmuting the
baser passions into the pure gold of love, the Love which is God;
Love God and the Soul being synonymous and of the same substanc~. It is man's duty to transmute his sensuous desires into a
deeper love. In doing this, man follows the example of Moses,
for ir is written:
"As :Moses lifred up the serpent in (he' wilderness, even
,he Son of Man be lifted up. "-St. John 3: 14.

I'I
I
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mUSt

There can be no REgeneration, no spiritualization, no second
birth-that of the spirit- without this lifting up of "the serpent," whereby the sons of men become the Sons of God.
Each and every individual of the race of men is the swn
total of past and present deeds and misdeeds ag~inst the wel·
fare of his body, mind, spirit and Soul, and agamst the race.
Sin, in essence, is a violation of the Divine Law of love; and the
"sinner" must reap the results of his sowing.
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To the man who has sinned--and who has not?-it be·
comes vitally important to learn the way of atonement. Can
atonement conceivably be made by blind belief and faith alone,
or must the debt be paid in full and atonement made in addition? The man who is honest of heart will find no difficulty in
answering the question. Both a-tone-ment and at-one-ment are
necessary.
The creedal "justification by faith" was never part of the
teachings of true religion and was unacceptable alike to the
Nazarene and to the old prophets and Initiates. Such a doctrine
is a total contradiction of the Nazarene's edict: "As ye sow, so
shall ye reap." - Gal. 6:7. This doctrine makes machines of
men. It prevents them from thinking and judging their aCtS
in the measure of their true value. It offets man the opportunity
to commit almost any crime in the catalog, however terrible,
with the comforting assurance that he may recant, request forgiveness, NOT OF THOSE GROSSLY SINNED AGAINST, but of
God, and find his Soul "washed white as snow." Meanwhile,
his victim, possibly wholly innocent in intent, suffers untold
torment and believes himself or herself damned to hell.
This doctrine is, basically, so utterly unjust, dishonorable
and unmanly, that it would seem impossible to have been acceptable to any rational mind; nevertheless, there have been
millions uncountable who did accept this doctrine; who still
accept it, and who have raped and murdered in the firm belief
that they were doing the Will of a GOD OF LOVE, KINDNESS
AND JUSTICE.
They were perhaps wholly ignorant of the faa that the
Nazarene, whom, presumably, they believed they were following, never once taught such a doctrine; but, rather, placed special
emphasis on the Law, "As ye sow, so shall ye reap." This law
clearly and uncontradictably states that if man commits a wrong,
either to himself or to another, he must suffer for it, and that
there is no law, either in heaven or on earth, whereby he can

"
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find a way to escape his JUSt punishment, and what is of even
greater importance, NO HONEST MAN WOULD SEEK TO DO SO.
Man is in possession of free Will and the right of free choice.
If he chooses co think, desire and act contrary co the law of
"love thy neighbor as thyself," and willfully and knowingly 'commits acts based on error, and which are "sin," he must pay .~.
the penalty for so doing; but by means of these same heavenly }"
treasures, Free Will and Free Choice, he can change his attirude
and his desires, REgenerate himself and free himself from the ,penalty of his unholy aces.
The Law of Justice--<lnd he who denies that there is such a
Law operating, also denies that there is a God-is impersonal
in its operation, consequently impartial. This being true, no one,
whoever he may be, however great he may be, will be able to
commit sin withour suffering, i.e., paying the penalty for it.
Faith is desirable; faith is neeeSJary; but faith alone can never
pay man's debts to God and his fellow man, nor free him from
misdeeds, both past and present. If man, as a result of evil-doing,
has brought loss and suffering to others, it would be unjust to
free him from the penalty invoked by such evil acts, regardless
of the fact that he may believe this possible. The Law of Love,
though merciful, is likewise JUSt, and no one is able to escape
its dictates.
Man, having sinned, as all men have, may atone for his
misdeeds by setting his course in the opposite direction. He can
do deeds of kindness; every such deed paying for one of his
sins, and by such A-tone-ment, gradually become Godlike, hence
one with God. No man can accomplish this rebirth until he has
paid the Biblical "uttermost farthing." A-cone·ment finally ends
in At·one-ment. This means being reconciled co God and coming into harmony with His Divine Law.
Every man, decl~red the Nazarene, must be reborn; born of
the spirit as he was born of the flesh. To do this he must retrace
his steps; reverse his manner of thinking, desiring and aCting. To
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be "born again" is to become conscious of a new understanding
of the Law and its application; to proceed to f.~ee the body of)ts
infirmities; cleanse the hean of degrading des:res, and train the
mind to think only in terms of constructive, exalting desires.
Salvation and REgeneration are one and the same thing.
The possibility of REgeneration is within the grasp of every
human crearure who has the desire and the Will co follow
through. It implies the living of a sane and sensible mode of
life; of unselfish bur not servile service co mankind, believing
not merely in some creed, or Law, but in living according co the
spirit of the Law.
REgeneration is co become free from sin; it is the gradual
transformation of the sinful, sensuous, spiriruall y undeveloped
man into an exalted and Soul--<:onsicous being. This can be accomplished only by living in harmony with the Christie life
and bringing the deeply hidden Christos into manifestation
so that the Immortal will function instead of the mortal; it is
"mortality taking on Immortality." - I Cor. 15:53,54.
Delude ourselves as we will, by any concepts we will, it is
nevertheless uncontradiCtable that a life contrary to the laws
of love, i.e., a sinful life, brings upon us weakness, disease, sorrow, failure, suffering and ends in death. Death, in its true sense,
is the deStroying or "burning up" of the "chaff" so clearly stated
in REVELATION. Death-final, ultimate death-is the extinction of our individuality and the surrender of our God-given
right to remain a separate entity and to become a Christie, or
Conscious Soul. The gift of God, though it must be earned, is
eternal life. Immortalization of the Soul can be attained only
through the awakening of the Christos WITHIN and bringing
Him into Manifestation.
In imitation of the Nazarene who, though born of
woman, overcame all evil through love and developed within
himself the Christos, or Christie Soul, so can all men be reborn
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and "the sons of men become the Sons of God," by living a life
in conformity with the Laws taught by the Nazarene.
There is but ONE Law - though its expressions are many
- in the Universe and that is the Law of Love; to live contrary ~
to this law constitutes "sin." Man sinks intO degrading materi- W;.
ality and brings suffering upon himself because he chooses evil :~
instead of good. He is able to raise himself and attain to Immortality of Soul only through love of truth and goodness. Love
is the golden mea1!S to "the Way, the Tmth and the Life."

EVOLUTION AND DEVELOPMENT
VOLUTION and development play their part in man's
advancement toward the ultimate, or perfection. Man's
fina l goal, as well as the means and method of its attainment, is revealed in the Scriptures:

[l

"As many as received him, to them gave he power to become

the Sons of God."-Joh" 1: 12.
In this process the laws of Evolution and of D evelopment
both have dleir place. Both are governed by what might correctly be termed a higher Law: the Divine Law, since both
Nature and the Soul of Man are under the direction of the one
Great Law. Properly understood, there is no conflict between the
two.
The law of growth and gradual advancement from a lower
to a higher state, more or less unconsciously made, is that of
evolution. Growth, advancement, implies activity and change.
Both growth and change depend upon obedience to, or compliance with, the governing Law. Without such obedience and
activity there would be retrogression instead of progression.
Srudy the progress of mankind through successive stages,
beginning with the savage, followed by the semi-savage, and,
finally what we term civilization and we see disclosed the unceasing operation of this great Law of evolution. We also find in
this law a basis for the many and great differences between individuals. Some have greater intelligence, deeper and more
sympathetic understanding and more graciousness of heart, and
in consequence, advance much more rapidly than others on both
the evolutionary and spiritual path.
Of the Aryan-the last race of mankind-there are those
who, in their unfoldment and spiritual growth, have far out-
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stripped the rest of mankind. These are the thinkers and leac!ers;
those whose hearts have opened up so that they feel for mankind as a whole.
This is not a reflection on other races. These races, or many
of them, have climbed to high levels in the past; established
great civilizations and then, for one reason or another, retrogressed and have given way to the later-the white race. But
these races, too, retrace their steps and once again climb
"Jacob's Ladder"-and a number of them are doing JUSt that.
In the natural order of things, the more highly evolved
milO becomes, the more spiritual he will be; the more of Soulual
growth and Godlikeness he will display. This is indicated in
the Scriptural statement:

the Truth, and the Life," to bring the Christos WITHIN intO
manifestation, and the intellecrual athiest so prominent in our
institutions of higher learning.
If we are willing to admit that certain races as a whole-by their greater display of heart principles, goodness, justice
and mercy-have evolved from the savage to what we recognize as a civilized state, we must agree that there has been real
evolution and this in itself is proof that such races are capable
of evolving srill further.
Accepting this as a fact, we must also admit that among such
races, those individuals who will live in conformiry with the
Divine Law, and make a consciom effort toward spiritual development will, in due rime, awaken and bring forth the Christos
WITHIN, becoming God-like, or the "Sons of God."
"Beloved, notv are we [he Sons of God."-I Jo/m 3:2.
From rime immemorial, more especially the period when
Egypt, as a whole, was in her highest state of development,
there have been organizations composed of highly developed
and Conscious Souls. These were known as the Initiate Priests
of the Secret Schools, or Priesrs of the Greater Mysteries.
They were banded together for one common purpose: To inStrua all spiritually-minded men in the Divine Law. They
taught man how to live in conformiry with the ever-operating
Law that they might hasten their evolution and development
coward Godhood.
They warned all mankind against false ideas and practices
leading toward retrogression. They originated and gave incentive co movemenrs which would improve the condition of the
masses as a whole; leading them at the same time intO paths of
righteousness; that is, into activities which would be to their
physical, spiritual and economic improvement. They taught
the Law THAT WHATEVER IMPROVES THE MENTAL, MORAL
and SPIRITUAL CONDITION OF MAN, LIKEWISE, IN PERFECT

"For as many as are led by the Spirit of God [lofry desires
followed by effort in harmony with [he spirit] they are

[become] the Sons of God:·- Rom.m 8: 14.
In the vanguard of the human race, there are, and always
have been, those few individuals who Enr outstripped the great
mass of mankind in the development and manifestation of Soul
enlightenment, or Godliness. This difference can be illustrated
by the comparison of the hordes of what might be fairly termed
almost Souless .savages' in Korea at the moment fighting American youths and companions in arms, who, having no selfish
aims, fight solely, as they believe, to make all men free; or the
difference between a Franklin, a Lincoln or an Edison and the
average man of the present day who thinks only of his own
selfish interests; or again, as between the sincere seeker after
truth who is anxious to obey the Law and follow in "the Way,
• These were nor fighting fo r the freedom of men, but, on the contrary, for the
enslavement of all men under (he dominion of a few egomaniacs. They showed no
mercy; displayed no humanity even to the wounded and dying; to kill was their

only

jncencjv~.

Kindliness, sympathy, honor, all thar constitutes human inclinations are
wholly lacking; while the basest inStinCts of all chat we kno'w of the animal
narure are cO:Jsr.:lOdy displayed; dearly indicating a total lack of the primary
element of spirituality or the Soul.

-'

RATIO, IMPROVES HIS EVERY OTHER CONDITION.
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These organizations continued co exist throughout all the
ages under various names, but all following the same modus
operandi; the last of which are the Fraternitas ROSa] emcis and
fEth Priesthood. These schools have taught, and coday continue co teach and guide mankind coward Soul Consciousness.
They have preserved and guarded the teachings of the Master
Initiates and Saviours of all ages, obeying the Nazarene's injunction:
OOClSt not pearls before swine, lest they rw:n and rend
you."-St. Matt. 7:6.
The esoteric instructions or Mystery teachings were never
taught openly, not because those versed in them were not willing co insITuct all mankind, but because only the few were willing co receive them. This fact waS all coo well known co the
Nazarene and he sorrowfully cold his disciples:

this writing, 1951, we are in a period when the moraliry, the
spirirualiry, the honor and self-responsibiliry of the mass has
.
sunk CO a low level.'
Materialism is in the ascendency; so much so that atheism
of a kind never known before--a rype that is nor satisfied except by the destruction of all religion-holds half of the world
firmly in its grip. It is at times such as this that Initiate leadersmen who have attained CO Soul, or Cosmic Consciousness come silencly into the world, without the herald of trumpers
and self-advertising, co inscruct and guide mankind back into
safer paths.
Every age of the past has had its great Messiahs or Saviours;
all of them instructed and trained, and sent forth on their mission by the Secret Schools, the great Fraternities of Initiation.
The Chinese had their Confucius; the Scandinavians their
Balder; the Egyptians their Osiris and Thrice Great Hermes; the
Greeks their Hercules, Bacchus and Apollo; India its Krishna;
the Persians had Mithra and Zoroaster; the Hindus had Buddha;
and last of all, came the Nazarene, repudiated by the Jews and
accepted by the Gentiles.
Today, in the New Dispensation, Manisis We are laboring
quietly and secretly co rescore the spirirual conceptions which
will gradually lead the "sons of men to become the . Sons of
God." Is this an idle dream or mere wishful thinking? Is it the
idea or basis of a new cult? If you think so, then bethink yourself and give thought co what Johll, the "beloved disciple" had
co say:
"Beloved, r;otv are we the Sons of God."-I Joh .. 3:2.
All of the past and present really great teachers and leaders
in spiritUal thought and life received their instruCtions and
guidance at the same source. This inclttdes both the Nazarene

"To you (the few] it is given (0 know the "'iysteries of the
Kingdom of heaven (the experience of the Soul's el1lightenment); to others it is nor so given."-Matt. 13: 11.

.j

:l
,~!

Because the mass would never adopt these teachings, any
more than they do at the present day, the esoteric or secret inscructions are therefore given only co the few more highly developed, who are free from self-righteousness, prejudice and
judgment; unaffected by creeds and the opinions of others;
whose motives are pure; whose desires are lofry and conform
CO the behesrs of the New Dispensation; who hunger for spirirual ITuth and seek the welfare of mankind as a whole.
Great Souls have been inscruCted and ITained in the inner
sancrums of these Fraternities and sent into the world as the
prophets, Messiahs and Saviours. Such teachers led the sITaying
Souls into paths of righteousness and self-improvement at
rimes when the people, almost as a whole, had drifted away
from spirirual certainties into gross materialism.
Such a time is 1I0W making itself felt in the beginning of
the New Dispensation so fully dealt with in REVELATION. At
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2 For a partial catalogi ng of these evil s, especiaUy in high places, see tbe
Nal ional Republic m:1gazine. March 1952 edition. page one; "Blunder and
Plunder," by the Hon. Robert B. Chiperfield.
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and Moses, both of whom taught the people the same secret
of the necessity of spiritual birth, in order to have revealed to
them the m,.steries of the Kingdom of Heaven. Even a superficial st1ldy of all the great religions will quickly disclose to the
earnest student that the basic principles are the same in all of
them. THIS INCLUDES revelation OR THE THINGS YET TO
COME, the time of which is NOW UPON US.
During the lifetime of these great Masters, teachers, philosophers and prophets, only an exceptional few of the people
were willing to listen to them and accept their teachings to a
degree where they were really able to apply them. The great
mass of the people, throughout all times, were too occupied
with material and temporal affairs to give serious thought
to the warnings given, and soon forgot all about both the
teacher and his teachings.
After these Initiate Teachers passed on, the letter, mintIJ
the SPIRIT, of these teachers spread, while designing, or innocent, but ignorant teachers and priests, substituted creeds and
dogmas, in place of the spiritual truths.
The Divine Law taught by Initiate Teachers, and the true
inculcations, became so corrupted that the 1\>1,.steries of the
Spiritual or second birth, the secret of attaining Soul or Cosmic
Consciousness, became lost to the people and little more than
the letter remained.
The teachings of all the Illuminated Masters, of the
N azarene, as well as Moses, were concerned with growth
through obedience to Natural Law and the practice of the life
which would lead to a spiritual development that, in turn, would
awaken the Christos hidden or buried within man, thus bringing
about Soul or Cosmic Consciousness. This is very clearly indicated in the statement:

The statement that man might become the SON OF GOD,
it is to be noted, was not made by some "heathen" or "pagan"
philosopher or priest, but by St. John, and successful contradiction of the truth, or of the promise of the possibility, or ASSURANCE, is impossible.
Instead of instructing the people in the Divine Law and the
necessity not only of believing in it, but living it, self-appointed
teachers, lay brethren and priests of all times, have themselves
lost the secret of the lvI,.steries. Radler, they have invented and
instituted a form of worship, or, more correaly, an OBEDIENCE
to forms and cetempnies, and the practice of what amounted to
idol worship in one form or another.
In the present age, at the beginning of the foretold N ew
Dispensation of REVELATION, twO thousand years after the
appearance of the Egyptian-instructed and trained Nazarene,
who did his best to inculcate a spiritual philosophy, we find man
advanced intellectually far beyond anything ever dreamed of
in his age. But, for all his vaunted intellectuality, modern man
is morally bankrupt; spiritually bereft; his sense of personal
responsibility at the lowest possible ebb, while materialism is
rampant and ego-maniacs appear to be gaining control everywhere.
W e have countless acres under cultivation, producing food
in such abundance that everyone could be well fed, at small
COSt. Yet, millions are ill-fed or actually starving because of
unjust, unfair and unnecessarily high prices, due to iniquitous
controls or improper distribution, both condemned by God and
the Divine Law.
Never in the world's history was education so easy of access and our libraries so filled with books. Despite this, however,
both the class and the mass receive an artificial education. Fundamentals are ignored; atheism is often favored above spiritual
instruction and guidance. Gangsterism, instead of law and order,
is the rule. All tOO many courtS dispense injustice, instead of

"But as many as received him [accept and practiced his teachings) to chern gave he power [showed them the way] to
BECOME rhe Sons of God."-St. John 1:12.
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justice tempered with co=on sense and reason. Self-seeking.
ruthless and corrupt politicians rather than statesmen. are at the
helm of State. Religious inculcations are nOt based on science.
co=on sense and spirituality. but on blind faith. and dogma,
and are openly in defiance of the plain behests of the
Divine Law.
Atheism. immorality. loss of faith in both man and God.
disease. wretchedness. wars of aggression rather than self-protection. are the rule. Frenzied emotionalism and prejudice are
governing factors. Human society is in a state of erllPtion and
disruption; the mass is mentally sick because all Jaith in society
and governments is lost. All that St. John foresaw and prediaed
in his REVELATION is upon us and no sane person can be found
as an apologist for the present state of civilization.'
Formal religious teachings. instead of considering the Naz·
arene as one who came to instruct mankind in the second or
Spirirual birth. and the attainment of Soul Consciousness or
Christilication. have led humanity to worship him as a God. and
by deifying him. they place him and his life teachings beyond
their reach. fat they falsely and unthinkingly reason: "who can
be like him. he being a God or God·born." wholly unmindful
or ignorant of the statement:

All this was to be brought about by living a life conforming
to the edias of the Divine Law. The Messiahs who had succeeded in awakening the Chri!to! WITHIN themselves were
born of woman. the flesh. as all men are. They differed from
other men only because. as a result of self-effort. training and
development in harmony with the Greater M y!terie! of
the Secret Schools. they had become Soul or Cosmic Conscious and were living exemplars of the Divine Law; Chri!t!
who. in Biblical language:
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"Beloved. now are WE the Sons of God:'-I Joh" 3:2.

The great teachers. philosophers. prophets. Initiates and
all those whom men have called the "Messiahs." really never
claimed anything for themselves. Without exception they have
defined their mission to be that of instructing the people in "the
Way. the Truth and the Life ;" leading all who were willing
into the Initiatory path- helping the worthy aspirant toward
the development of the Spirirual self. or Chri!tOJ WITHIN and
the attainment of Immortality. i.e.• MORTALITY PUTTING ON
IMMORTALITY.
a This is a religious, in no wise

:1

political. conclusion.

". .. are led by the Jpirit of God (the D ivine. the ChriltoJ.
WITHIN) are [BECAME} cl,e Sons of God.'"- RomanJ 8: 14.

What is Christ? Who. according to Ancient. Sacred Christian writings. is Christ. or a Christ? Christ is the awakened and
become Conscious ChriJto!. inherent within every notmal person; a Conscious. Illuminated Soul; the Soul that has come into
possession of the Ineffable Light. Within every person is hidden.
deeply buried. a potential Christ in embryonic form [juSt as in
the acorn is embedded the mighty oak] which. by DESIRE.
EFFORT and RIGHTEOUS living. may be awakened. developed
and brought into manifestation. To become Chri!tic is to become a, or 01le of. the Sons of God:
". .. as many as received [accepted and followed} him, co them

gave he [was given} power [the means and opportunity} to
become the Som [Christs} of God.'"-St. Jo/;" 1: 12.
.

When we speak of Christ. a Messiah or Saviour. we have in
mind those Immortal teachers of mankind who. by THEIR OWN
DESIRE AND EFFORT. AND IN OBEDIENCE TO THE DIVINE
LAW. became Gno!tic! (KNOWERS) and God·Comciom. Their
mission among mankind was to teach a spirirual philosophy and
science of Soul Illumination. They illustrated this by d,eir own
exemplary life as a model for all to follow.
The difference between the average man and a Christ·conscious man; is that the one who so arrained had a desire strong
enough to impel him to live in the "Way and the Truth".
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deJpite all opPoJition, until he reached the second or spiriruaJ
birth, the Soul or Chris tic Consciousness.
The average person belonging to the mass of mankind pays
no attention whatever to his or her Divine potentialities and pas- -:
sibilities. Not so with those seeking Chris tic Consciousness, •.....
however, for these have awakened-have received the "Baptism "
by water" of St. John - and are willing to follow through
until they become Sons of God; Soul Conscious, or Illuminated
by the "Light which is neither on land nor sea."
The Greater MYJterieJ and their Fraternity of Initiate Masters have existed throughout all times and under all conditions.
These Soul Conscious and Illuminated Souls are 'ever ready and
eager to point OUt to all who will listen, "the Way, the Truth,
and the Life."
They may not force their inculcations or life upon any.
one, because all men, however high or low, were given free lVill
and the right of choice. Since God Himself does nOt compel man
to accept any special creed or belief, or even to believe that there
is a God, no man, priest or layman, has the right to do so. Men
have the privilege, according to REVELATION, the gospel of
the New Dispensation, to choose whether they will be among
the "wheat," those who have been promised life everlasting, or
the "chaff", those who will be wholly "burned up" or destroyed.
Furthermore, i, is a colossal misunderstanding to believe, and
a misinterpretation of spiritual concepts to admit, that religion,
and all that this term implies, is freely GIVEN to all. The Naz·
arene, last of the great spiritual leaders, did not teach any such
thing. Directly the contrary, he plainly stated:
"Seek [a command} and [if ye seek} ye shall find; ask not wai~
expecting and it shall be given you; knock [make the neces·
sary effort} and it shall be opened unto you [you will find wha,
you seek and fot which you MAKE EFFORT}."-Matt. 7:7.

There is no indication here that religion is free, or that sal·
vation, i.e., Soul Illumination will be thrown into one's lap. The
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individual mttJt, of his own deJire, free lVill and accord, seek
the wisdom that will lead him to the WAY OF LIFE and away
from the death which is of both body and Soul.
The Nazarene was still mote explicit, as were all Initiate
Masters before him, though in a different language:
"Think not that I am come to destroy the Law, or the prophetS:
I am no, come to demoy, but to fulfill [uphold ,he Law}."-

Matt. 5:17.
This has reference to the Divine Law which co-existed with
creation itself and governs every activiry in the universe, including that of man. This Law was caught by Initiate philoso·
phers, prophets, Messiahs and Saviours, as well as by Moses and
the Nazarene.
Moses was the medium-the connecting link-berween a
dying Egypt and the New Dispensation or Christian era which
was to follow. The mission of the Nazarene was to fulfill, to
make manifest the law taught by the prophets, and to show, by
his own exemplary life, that it WAS possible to live in "the Way,
the Truth and the Life." He paid dearly for his courage and
hardihood; and payment was exacted by the very ones whom he
had come to lead out of materialistic bondage.
Have the Messiahs, prophets, Initiates and Christs of the
past actually made any perceptible changes in the mass of the
people? Apparently not! HistOry would seem to prove that
there has been little change in""humanity as a whole. The peoples
of the present, as in the past, still worship form; still cling
tenaciousy to creeds, ceremonialism and materialism. If, io the
past, the people worshipped the golden bull, it is equally certain
that the masses tOday worship the golden calf.
All bur the very few still believe it possible to obtain sal·
vation and gain the kingdom of heaven by faith in one who
attained Immortality through a combination of faith and works
and, in the end, suffered the extreme penalty of a hardened
criminal. Nevertheless, despite all indications, humanity, at
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least in part, advances a step nearer the goal of Godhood following the appearance of each succeeding Exemplifier of the
Law.
The few who BOTH LiSTEN AND OBEY are with the Exemplifier in the "kingdom of heaven," because these "mortals pUl
on Immortality," and BECOME Sons of God as promised those
who seek, "knock" and obey.
Reason compels us to recognize that neither the Messiah
nor a Messenger of God, not even God Himself, under the Law
He established for the government of the world and its citizens,
has the right, even though possessing the power, ro change the
people by force from one state of being into another. Jehovah,
the All·Creator, endowed man with the capacity to reason, with
Free Will to make his own choice under the penalty of paying
for his errors, and constituted him a free moral agent. For this
reason he cannot make an EXCEPTION BY AN IN FRACTION OF
HIS OWN LAWS. He cannot compel man to do other than what
he chooses to do.
Man, rhe individual, must of his own Free Will and accord
learn by bitter experience and suffering to "square" his actions
by the square of virtue and righteous action and, as a result,
gradually GROW INTO his own divinity, i.e., a "son of man become the Son of. God."
To pretend that a Saviour or a Christ can transport a people
bodily into heaven, whether they deserve it or not, is to claim
that such are greater than God Himself.
According to the Divine Law, it is God's desire that all shall
rerum to Him as a result of their OWN EFFORTS by living an
exemplary life, having sought the WAY and made the necessary
effort to use their HIDDEN DIVINE TALENT OR INHERITANCE,
thus bringing the Christos WITHIN into consciousness, and
thereby attaining to God-Consciousness which, in reality, is
tantamount to becoming a Son of God.
The race, almosr as a whole, or at least that portion which

has not turned completely atheistic or Godless, still labors under
the delusion that an Avatar, another Christ, will come, who will
be capable of taking upon his own shoulders the burdens THEY
HAVE CREATED FOR THEMSELVES. They expect that this new
Christ will lead them direct to a haven of rest by forgiving their
transgressions, absolving them from their indebtedness and
penalties, and bringing them a peace which they have in no wise
earned.
It is a fantastic dream, a most dishonorable thought-this
idea of looking for one to come who will relieve mankind of the
responsibility of paying for its own sins and working out its
indebtedness to God and His Laws-and all so contrary to the
oft-stated golden rule:
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"Whatsoever a man sQwech, chat shall he also reap."-Gal. 6: 7.

There is assurance in all of the Gospels, and especially in
that the "sheep"-those who obey the Law-will
be separated from the "chaff"-those who refuse to obey-and
the "chaff" be burned up; i.e., destroyed.
God has instiruted the Law; and since the Golden Rule is
one of the most important of these Laws, how is it possible, fair
or honorable, to expect a second Chrisr to set an example by
breaking that Divine Law? Mankind, individually and as a
whole, must pay the penalry for transgression of the Divine
Law "untO the uttermost farthing." The honest man is perfectly willing to do so. The dishonorable, the "chaff" among
mankind, must learn their lesson the hard way.
All that the Prophets, Priests and Christs can do for man is
ro teach him the truth and lead him into the Initiatory path of
Soul awakening and the means and method of bringing the
hidden Christos inro manifestation, so that in due time and by
sufficient effort, "mortality will put on Immortality," and the
"sons of men become Sons of God."
No Philosophic Initiate, no Master of the Mysteries, no
REVELATION,
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Prophet or Saviour, not even the Nazarene taught that he or any
other could bring salvation to mankind. The laner, more than
all others, was MOST POSITIVE in proclaiming: "ye must be
. born again" and of the spirit.
The pernicious doctrine of vicarious atonement has misled
all mankind; largely because the great majority were all too
am<:ious to seize upon it for selfish.reasons, as a means of freeing
thelt consaence of all responsibility-to escape a responsibility
which all honorable men should be anxious to assume. Man is
lazy by nature and will do only that which must be done in order
to bring him the pleasures and satisfaction of life. In his quest
. for self-gratification, he seems ever ready and anxious to believe
that which best suits his notions of ease and does not demand
toO much effort on his parr.
All who have labored in the interest of mankind quickly
learned that by teaching a philosophy which, purpOrtedly,
would absolve man from reaping as he has sown, in exchange
for blind faith, would have hordes of followers. But let them
teach the truth, THE WAY OF LIFE, and the doarine of personal
responsibility and stones, if nOt the cross itself, would be their
reward.
No one, however spiritually advanced or Godly he may be,
is able, or is permitted by the Law, to relieve another, or others,
from the burdens which they have placed upon their own
shoulders. No Christ or Saviour can bring salvation to mankind
as one would wrap a warm blanket around those suffering from
cold.
If people possess the manhood to recognize their responsibility to God, their country, their neighbor and themselves, they
will have no thought, much less desire, for others, who have
their own heavy debts to pay, to also pay for them. Nevertheless, uncounted millions, both in the past and in the present, are
impatiently, expectantly, waiting for some Messiah, a second
Christ, to come to them, lead a virtuous and Godly life, die for

them if need be, with the result that they, without effort on their
part, will be absolved from all their evils and transported into
heaven as the result of such a sacrifice. All this despite, and in
total contradiction of the Laws taught by the Nazarene and .
exemplified by St. John in REVELATIONS.
The revealed Law of God imposes lndividt,al Responsibility
t,pon each of His children in exchm'ge for having been givet'
Free Will, reasm, and the right of choice. Every individual must
rise to the degree of intelligence, and the sense of honesty, imposed by THE Law of personal responsibility -for his thoughts,
desires and acts, and mt,st be ready and witting to pay for any
infraction of which he may be guilty.
When man anains to this state of Wisdom he will no longer
be willing to sit idly by waiting for a second coming of Christ
to relieve him of his burden of sins and their result, BUT
MAKE AN AcrIVE EFFORT TO PAVE THE WAY FOR A WORLD
TEACHER AND LEADER, WITH NO THOUGHT OR DESIRE TO
BURDEN HIM WITH HIS OWN UNWORTHINESS.
A Messiah has long been expected by the masses belonging
to one or another cult or group throughout the centuries and, as
a result, millions have been grossly disappointed. All this has
arisen from the erroneous interpretations of Scriptural texts and
the application of these teachings to the life of the individual.
These self-deluded leaders, having little knowledge of evolution
and none at all of developmenr-that is, of the method to be
FOLLOWED IN AWAKENING AND BRINGING INTO MANIFESTATION THE CHRISTOS WITHIN-have, throughout the ages,
led the great mass of humanity to believe the Messiahs were
Gods come among men, rather than that they were men become gods, i.e., "The sons of men become the Sons of God."
If they, the people, believed in these teachers, they were
deceivingly and falsely told that they would be saved, irrespective of the way they thought, of the evil desires hidden in the
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heart, or the way they conducted their lives. What a falsehood

great teachers ever taught that they were the only begotten Sons
of God. On the contrary, they were made to clearly state:

is this--and how blasphemous to God!
It is vitally importanr that we understand the meaning of
the term "Messiah" or "Christ." Christ is nOt an individual
CHRIST IS A BECOMING. The Christ or Messiah is the result of

.,

'.

the awakening, developmenr and Illumination of the Soul Or
Christos-from which the term "Chrisr" is derived. This Christ
is within man, and brought inro manifestation becomes a leader
and teacher of men.
All the great Masters, teachers, leaders and Illuminated
(Initiated) ones humaniry has known: Moses, Buddha, the
Nazarene and numerous others, were born of women as we, you
and I, were born. Within these individuals there developed an
Ideal so strong that it was irresistible, and which led them to
seek tho~; who could lead the.m into "the Way, the Truth and
rhe Life. And, what IS of stlll greater importance they were
willing and eager to actually FOLLOW THE WAY. '
The real Arcane Fraterniries had this rraining as their object,
and among these, during late centuries, were (are) the Fra.
ternitas Rosce Cmcis and the iErh Priesrhood. This is not a
vague, unsupported sraremenr, as we can readily prove.
Though rhe number of those who, during the past centuries,
were so unbued with spiritual longing thar they proceeded in
the Path until they attained, has not been great, this was, by no
means, for wanr of opportuniry. Every individual with a normal
mind and s~und . reason is en~~~ed with this opportuniry and
has the posslbdltJes and capabdmes of awakening and develop'
mg, and bringing into Consciousness, this Christos hidden
WITHIN EVERY normal person.
If but one individual among millions were the offspring of
God and capable of becoming a Christ, and this privilege denied
the mass of mankind, then in truth would we have cause to
question both the wisdom and justice of God, and it would be
better had the race never been born. However, none of the
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"Ye are the sons of the living God."-Hol. 1:10.
"As maay as received him, to chern gave he power to become
the Sons of God."-St. John 1: 12.
"For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, they are tbe Sons of
God."-Rom.8:14.
"Behold, what manner of love the Father bath beStowed upon
u\, tbat we sbould be called the Sons of God."-I John 3:1

·;1·

'I

These "Sons of God" clearly pointed out the path to be followed for the attainment of such Sonship with God, or Chrisrhood. But to the mass of mankind, the parh appears all tOO
difficult. Men were, and are, tOO marerial. They have no desire
to deny themselves thar they might so achieve, hence they seek
an easier way, though such a way be based on falsehood and
illusion.
The Nazarene was made to say:
"Verily, verily, I say UntO you, he chac believeth on me, [to
believe is to live as nearly as humanly possible as one professeth
co believe; Otherwise he is a hypocrite] the works thac I do,
shall he do also; and greater works chan these shall he do;
because I go untO my Father."-St. John 14: 12.

The Nazarene had no reference here to blind belief, but to
an active faith made manifest by works. The mass, unwilling to
so live, accepted the word, but refused to consider the spirit of
the word, and continued in their old way of life. His disciples, for
the most part, gave up the life they had been living, became
earneSr seekers for the Truth, and made every effort to bring
the Law intO manifestation, so that they might become worthy
fo llowers of their Master and Teacher.
These disciples were not mere blind followers who sought
to cominue their old ways of life. They tasted of the "new
wine" and made every effort that they, their bodies, should
become "new botrles" to contain this wine. The Nazarene, in

,'1
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rum, promised them they should be able to nOt only do works
such as he was doing, but even greater ones.
. If it was possible for his disciples, who, admittedly, in most
Instances, were chosen from the lowly ones, then certainly it is
also possible for other men, better born and more fully prepared
to do likewise. Let none be foolish enough to think that th~
precepts, inculcations and methods followed by the Masters of
the past have been lost. They have been preserved and continually taught to all true seekers throughout the ages-to all
who were, or are, willing to accept.
One of the greatest and most significant statements made by
the Nazarene - also by other Illuminated, Soul Conscious,
Initiates before him, although ignored by ministers, priests and
laymen alike--is contained in a few, but potent words:

festation this incarnate parr of God. "The kingdom of God"
cometh nOt by observation; not by waiting; nOt by expectation.
No man ever attained to Christhood, which is "becoming the
Son of God," by waiting for, and believing in, some "Christ" who
would do the work he himself must do. Only by faith and the
strength that compels action, can one attain the Godliness necessary to find the kingdom of heaven.
Approximately twO thousand years ago, at the beginning of
the Christie Dispensation now past, the Nazarene came, and
after attaining to his own Christhood, labored and suffered to
teach the people the spirirual birth; the Soul's development. He
illustrated his teachings by example. Neither Laws nor methods
have changed. It is the responsibiliry of the individual to practice as the Nazarene taught and, as the Arcane schools continue
to teach, become like him; Sons of God who, by experience
and the knowledge of good and evil gained, become like him.
The servers, or teachers, are ever ready. Who will receive
them? Who will follow them? Like the Nazarene they are
all too often unheard and unheeded and arc justified in making
exactly the identical statement he did ( let all mark this well):

"The kingdom of God cometh not with observation. Neither

shall they say, La here, or La there! For, behold THE KINGDOM
OF GOD IS within YOu:·-St. Luke 17:20,21.

Let us compare this positive statement with another inculcation equally emphatic-that no one can enter the lcingdom of
heaven unless he is "born of tbe spirit," as he was of the body.
We readily sense that this achievement requires a great deal
more than belief or faith; positive effOrt-WORKS--are
necessary.
Being born of the spirit, requires becoming Christie, for only
. those who so become can know, or enter, heaven. To become
Christic demands that the Christos WITHIN be awakened and
brought into Consciousness; that is, into manifestation. This
does not come as a result of observation, or of looking here or
there, BUT BY MAKING THE EFFORT AND CONTINUING UNTIL
the Christ is born, or the Christos brought into Consciousness.
Each and everyone has within bimulf this germ of Divinity,
this Divine Spark from God. It must become his Messiah or
Saviour. It is the work, the duty and the ultimate mission of each
and everyone to awaken, unfold, develop and bring into mani-
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"Behold, I stand ar rhe door, and knock [I am ready and anxious
co help you) ; if any man heac my voice [become conscious of

rhe spiritual desire) and open rhe door [is prepared to accepr),
I will come in to him, and will sup with him, and he with me.
To HIM THAT OVERCOMETH (nace well [he word ovef'cometh
-noc mere faith] will I gram co sit with me in my throne (be
one with, or like me). even as I ALSO OVERCAME [consider

this well), and am ser down wirh my Farher in his rhrone:'-

Rev. 3:20, 21.
"As many as received him, co them gave he power to become
the Sons of God, even to them that believe on his name."-

S/. John 1: 12.

Such Souls have attained to the second or spiritual birth and
them has been revealed the "mysteries of the kingdom of
heaven."
to
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THE SECOND BIRTH-THE MYSTERY
OF THE KINGDOM OF REAVEN
INITIATION
Concurrently with the establishment of formal religion there
arose violent antagonism between the church priesthood and
the priesthood of the Ancient Mysteries and its Initiation. This
antagonism developed despite the fact that there is not one
iota of difference between the Nazarene's Second, or Spiritual
bil'th and that mentioned in the Scriptures: HExcept a man be
born again, he cannot see the Kingdom of God."-St. Joh n 3 :3.
"Except a man be born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot
enter the kingdom of God. That which is born of flesh is fllesh;
and that which is born of spirit is spirit. n'larvel not that I
said unto thee, Ye must be born again.-St. John 3:5, 6, 7.
This is the finding of the Kingdom of heaven, i.e., HIt is given
unto you to know the the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven,
but to them it is not given."-St. Matt . 13 :11. The Philosophic
Initiation of the Arcane Fraternities is known as attaining to
Soul, Cosmic, or God-Consciousness.

Initiation, in the REAL sense, is not, as so populatly conceived, a matter of ceremonialism, or ritualism. Ritual or ceremonial initiation is a symbolization of the spiritual concepts
which the Neophyte in the Mysteries must bring into manifestation in his life and action.
Ceremonialism has its proper place and a value beyond question, because it teaches moral lessons; ethical principles; makes
for a deeper, broader outlook on life; helps to formulate ideals,
and brings about, or is designed to bring about, closer relationship between man and man, i.e., prepare the field and the vision
for a brotherhood between men.
Ritualistic or ceremonial initiation is the outer symbolization
or picrurization of the inner growth which the individual MUST
experience, if he is to pass through the second or spirirual birth;
know the secret of the Kingdom of Heaven or God; attain to
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Soul, Cosmic or God-Consciousness. Spiritual Initiation is that
which, if we are to believe St. John's REVELATION, all men
MUST ultimately experience if they are to be among the
"wheat"--and live.
Ritualistic or Ceremonial initiation illustrates to the candidate an ideal of life to strive for-if he desires to become happier, healthier, more successful and to gain greater freedom ftom
everything that might retard his material and spiritual development. It is symbolic of an inner growth to be experienced by
daily following the teachings in practically every way. JUSt as,
in kindergarten classes, we employ pictures which instruct the
juvenile mind, so ritualistic initiation helps to portray to the
candidate, in concrete form, abstract truths which he would
otherwise be incapable of grasping.
Despite the beauty and truthfulness of the system of morals
taught the candidate by means of ceremonial initiation, if he
will not practice the precepts taught, if he will not apply them
practically in his evety-day life, he will not experience the illner
groUJth or development which will show the practicability of
the lessons taught.
Philosophic Initiatioll, in its true sense, is a development
through which all Acolytes or Neophytes, not excluding Moses
and, later, the N azarene, were compelled to pass to become
adepts in the Greater iHysteries of the Initiate Schools of Egypt.
This is an INNER GROWTH OR DEVELOPMENT. It is a process of
eternal becoming. It is the acqnisition of spiritual intelligence
and Wisdom; it is the one and only means of experiencing the
S'econd Birth and revealing to the individual the secrets of the
Kingdom of Heaven.
In life, beginning with the cradle and ending in morral
sleep, man experiences growth and change, physically and mentally, but neglectS the spiritual side of himself.
Physically, man's body is continually undergoing changes.
Mentally, he seldom thinks today as he did yesterday. Spiritually,
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he should also be attaining to "greater and more Light," but,
unfortunately for his welfare, he is toO occupied with material
affairs to give it thought or effort. Man usually leaves this most
important part of his life to his minister or priest, forgetting
entirely that only the "laborer is worthy of his hire," that only
Talents wisely used, multiply.
True initiation is possible only as man awakens to the Truth
and permits himself to be consciously gnided by his intuitive
faculty and, in so doing, follows a system of training that will
accelerate the growth and gradual unfoldment of his spiritual
faculties.
In the process of Philosophic Initiation, the Neophyte actually earns his growth and advancement as a result of his consciotts efforts, and by living a life in conformity with scientific
spiritual principles, tested and applied throughout the ages, thus
earning self-mastery, or Mastership, by his own effortS. The
Neophyte becomes the Master in fact; it is the "reaping of what
he has sown."
Within the innermost being of every man are implanted by
God or the ever-operative Law the latent faculties and potentialities which may be unfolded and brought into manifestation.
Therein is hidden the Divi·ne SPark; the germ of Godhood; the
Christos that may end in Christic attainment.
JUSt as the unspeakably beautiful and fragrance-bearing
rose is latent in the rootlets of the plant, growing into the stalk,
and budding into the rose itself, so is the Master, Christos or
Soul in embryo hidden deep witllin every man. But there is a
difference! The seed of the tree, or the fruit, or the root of the
plant, has no free-Will to develop independently. These must
depend on the Law which governs their growth and development.
Man, the highest in the kingdom of conscious life, is endowed by his Creator with free-Will and free-choice; enabling
him to proceed with the awakening and unfoldment of the po-
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tential Christos within himself whenever he so Wills. By this
means he may proceed to raise himself unto the gods; or, Bibli.
cally speaking, "Become one of the Sons of God, having gained
the know ledge of good and evil," as a result of his experiences
in traveling the Path of Life.
With our birth intO the world as a three-fold being, we are
given our "working tOols." They consist of the body, the mind,
the spirit of life wherein is contained both the seeds of the Tree
of Life and of Death, to grow as we may select, and-greatest
of all-the Divine Spark--a part of God Himself; the Christos;
a Soul to be--a potential Christ.
\V/e are also allotred a span of years on the plane of physical
life, with the strength to perform all labors, and for the purpose
of making use of the "builder's tools" to construct a temple
wherein an awakened spirit-the Soul-may dwell.
The purpose of life itself is diversified; to be, first of all, a
co-worker or co·creator with God; to recognize our fatherhood
and serve our family well; to be a useful, loyal citizen; to labor
for the suppOrt of ourselves and those depending upon us for
sustenance, and, greatest of all, to awaken and develop the
Divine SPark, the SOld-seed, the Christos, into Christhood; Sonship with the Father; Cosmic Consciousness.
This is the meaning of life. It is the purpose of life as
pointed out by St. John in REVELATION. We are not born to
suffer~xcept as WE BRING SUFFERING UPON OURSELVES; to
stagnate and to die; but to live fully and abundantly; to develop
from one plane to another; ever upwards until we have finally
reached the last rung of "Jacob's Ladder," reaching into heaven.
The "working tools" are not given into our hands for misuse or abuse; for the purpose of carnal indulgence; obtaining by
graft and viciousness that which rightly belongs to others; brtJ
to create for ollfselves, by "sowing," i.e., effort, everything needful for our own welfare and the well-being of those for whom
we are responsible.

These "tools" are for the purpose of temple-building; that
the Soul, atraining Consciousness, shall find a fitting refuge
where it may know the peace which is heaven and wherein the
Light from God shall be ever-burning.
Philosophic Initiation is the birth, or rebirth, into a new and
higher understanding. It embraces the development of one's own
intuitive powers; enabling the individual to grasp an ever-enlarging measure of truth that will show the way to an ever-in. creasing comprehension of spiritual verities.
!
Alas! Humanity, as a whole, has so far retrogressed that it
has
all but lost its intuitive faculty-the Divine channelJ
l which would be the connecting link between man and his
Creator and all that is Godly, hence to his temporal and eternal
welfare.
In the loss of the intuitive faculty, man has developed his
mind, his intellect, almost wholly and without Spiritual warmth
or feeling. Intellect is nOt to be thought of lightly; but an intellect without spirituality can lead only to mortality and the
ultimate death of individuality.
Truth, or the IVay, is as infinite and all-encompassing as
God Himself. Truth cannot be circumscribed with a narrow
circle or confined within the grasp of man for selfish purposes.
There is no limit to the Wisdom of God; hence no limit to
man's growth and comprehension and the acquisition of wisdom, except the limitation which man places upon himself by
his refusal to make the necessary effort to grow.
If man refuses to believe, or if, worse still, denies that there
! are pigher possibilities than commonly recognized, then by that
very act againsr himself, he closes the "door," upon which we
are commanded, in both the Greater Mysteries and Biblical text,
to "knock," and so loses his opportunity to , advance beyond the
merely human, carnal state.
\V/hen man, believing in his heart, stares thar he cannor accomplish cerrain rasks, or succeed in certain efforts, he, by that
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very thoughr, dooms himself to failure. The vast majority of
mankind--aye, all bur the very few-build abour themselves a
fence and refuse to venrure beyond it. As a result, they narrowly
circumscribe both their efforts and what might be the results of
such efforts. No ONE, NEITHER Goo NOR THE LAw, LIMITS
MAN, btlt himself.
"These and even greater things shall ye do," is the promise.
But to benefit by the promise, man must boldly put aside all
fear and sense of limitation, and PROCEED AS THOUGH SUC-

If we refuse to make the effort to develop our faculties and
capabilities, we close ourselves to the wisdom which would
bring us all things. On the other hand, we may follow Solomon's example; seek wisdom with all our mind and all our heart,
and "all other things will be added unto us."
The savage and the culrured listen to the same melody, but
with vastly different iropressions--all due to their degree of
development and perception of what constitutes harmony or
the savage cry of the Soul. The connecting link between man
and God's wisdom being the feelings and desires of the heart
and the Soul's intuition, it behooves us to make the necessary
effort to develop our intuition and be able to absorb more of
truth and deeper wisdom.
This process of development is Philosophical Initiation. It
is the second or spiritual birth, the unveiling of the Mysteries
of the Kingdom of God, the accomplishment achieved by only
a few, because the many are unwilling to put forth the necessary
effort due to lack of deep· rooted desire.
Philosophic Initiation is an orderly process of the spititual
or Soulual part of man, after the fashion of the evolution of the
physical man, but greatly intensified. Man may have evolved
or have been bred to physical perfection, may have acquired
deep mental acumen, become highly intellectual and have become a stOrehouse of facts, and yet be wholly lacking both in
the feeling of the heatt and spiritual consciousness.
All too many reach high planes of mentaliry, yet remain evil
at heart and lacking in wisdom. Intellectuality is highly desirable; so is physical perfection; but man is only able to evolve
from datkness and ignorance, from evil and degradation, into
truth and Light by means of awakening and developing his Soul
into Cosmic Consciouness.
Man's true progress, the progress of the human race, is not
broughr about by effortS made in the physical laboratOry, but in
the laboratOry of the human heart. It is there where the emo-

CESS HAD ALREADY BEEN WON.

This is as tme in the material as in the spiritual; in the
spiritual as certain as in the material world. MAN's POSSIBILITIES ARE LIMITLESS, UNLESS FEAR AND INERTIA HOLD HIM
IN THEIR DEADLY TENTACLES.

Man is the individual point or unit within a circle. That
circle may be small and exceedingly limited, or it may be as
wide as the universe itself. Man's vision may be so beclouded
and self·centered that he is unable to see beyond himself, or it
may be so broad and all·containing as to include both the earth
and the heavens. Man may hold himself bound to the lowest
rung of "Jacob's Ladder," or he may fearlessly and confidently
clirob to the highest and be lost in the s1.-y. No ONE LIMITS
MAN. HE LIMITS HIMSELP.

The greater our vision, the more we unfold, the wider be·
comes the circumference wherein we may operate; mentally,
materially and spiritually. Life is a trinity; a three-fold activity,
and our effortS may be limited to one, two or all three planes of
activity. It is as possible to succeed materially as spiritually;
spiritually as materially. It all depends upon our outlook, the
knowledge we acquire and finally, the efforts we pttt forth.
The door to God's storehouse is never locked, but to obtain
that which is contained within, we must "knock." The "door"
will nOt open of itself. WE MUST OPEN IT. God's wisdom, or
the wisdom which is of God, is limitless.
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tions direct the actions of man. In the heart, or, more correctly,
by the feelings of the heart, base passions are changed intO the
pure gold of what we know as love, which is impersonal and
from God. In the transmutation of evil tendencies, the refine·
ment of his nature and the development of good-ness which is
Godli-ness, man fulfills his mission in life, while also evolving
and developing the real man; mortality putting on Immortality.
Man has learned to read with ptecision the reaction taking
place in his test rubes, but who is able to read or measure the
REaCtion constantly taking place in the laboratory of the
human heart? Wherein is the dilference between the civilizedthe trttly culrured man--and the uncivilized man? Is it a mere
physical diffetence' Hardly so, because the . uncivilized man is
usually stronger and capable of greater endurance. Is it in intellecrual attainment? H ardly that, because this all too fre·
quently ends in coldness and unfeelingness in the heart.
What then is the difference? Is IT NOT ALMOST ENTIRELY
A MATTER OF SPIRITUAL ADVANCEMENT? A depth of feeling
for his fellow man? A deepet sense of honor? A higher degree
of manhood? Gtearer nobility of character? A morality un·
known to the savage ( who is nor immoral, but unmoral) or the
cold intellect?
The dilference between the more advanced races of today
and people of the days of the Roman empire, when thousands
were 'rorn to shreds by savage beasts and blood ran like rivulets
at the mere drop of the hand, is nOt due to a dilference in intellecrual attainment. Intellectually, the people of that day exhibited a standard unequalled today-particularly in the field of
literature. The vasr difference is due to a change in heart and
feeling; in the sensing of something better; and this is a spiritual
quality, sremming from the inner spirirual self of man.
While we are still capable of fighting on the battlefield like
rhe early savages, at the behest of ignorant and self-seeking politicians, or in the protection of those incapable of protecting

themselves, few of us would willingly SIt ill the arena and
derive pleasure, entertainment or satisfaction from watching
wild beasts mangle fellow human beings for any cause whatever.
All that is true of the individual is true of the race in a
greater or lesser degree. The second or spiritual birth, the solution of the Mystery of the kingdom of God, Philosophic Initiation, or the attainment of Soul or Cosmic Consciousness, call
it what we will, aims directly at the change to be made in the
human heart.
Philosophic Initiation is possible only through, or by means
of the purification or REgeneration of the whole man; physical,
mental and spiritual. REgenerarion carried to success, brings
about the birth into a new life, or a REbirth that is spiritual, but
makes irself manifest in the whole man.
To be REgenerared is to be BORN AGAIN.
This does not alone affect the spirit, but the mind and body
as well. Purification, a pterequisite to REgeneration; results in
freedom from grossness and carnality through their transmutation; from iniquities, base. and vile habits. Purification of body
and mind alone is not enough; the heart must be in agreement,
and this agreement, or feeling, changes the whole of man. The
real man, he who has awakened and developed, or brought into
consciousness the Christos, has also attained to a cleanliness of
body, a sound and potent Will, and a heart that has learned to
throb for the woes of humanity.
Philosophic Initiation is LIVING A LIFE. Life is a school.
School is an opportunity. Every moment of life is changed; a
variation of opportunity to advancement and greater success.
This is a fact of which we must become keenly conscious. If we
permit opportunity to pass us by, we are the losers; we have
retrogressed to that degree, because that opportunity may never
present itself again.
Every man born of woman is not in truth born to woe, but
with the means and the opportunity to change the undesirable
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into that which will side-step loss and sorrow and bring him
blessings instead_
There is a real dilference between the man of the mass, and
he who accepts the challenge to "take up thy bed and walk," i.e.,
follow the Way, the Truth and the Life.
The average man is content to pass through life blindly;
seeing as through a glass darkly; ignorant of what his mission
may be, or could be; or whither he is drifting. Without realizing
what he is doing, he permits his Divine possibilities and potentialities to remain dormant and undeveloped. Biblically, he
ignores his "hidden talents."
~
Such a man is much like a piece of drift-wood in the grip of
a rushing current; helpless to direct his own course, and destined
to destruction, unless kindly fate intervenes.
The man who has even but partially awakened has also become conscious of an idea to be achieved; a goal ahead to be
reached. He begins to concentrate every effort and centers all
his energies toward the. development of his latent possibilities
and potentialities. He is hastening the day of his freedom from
Karmic indebtedness-the bOlldage of "sillS" past alld preselltthe slavery of bondage to an unknown destiny created, not by
God, but by himself. Such an individual is like an expert swimmer who is able to direct his course and avoid the precipice of
the falls below.
Life, however difficult it may be at times, is nor only an opporrunity, but also a gifr. The difficulties are the means to develop the strength within us. Life is never a curse, not a misfortune as all too many believe; because misfortunes are in themselves STEPPING STONES TO SUCCESS. Success, carefully analy·
zed, is no more than misforrune gilded.
If we really believe in religious precepts, hence that God is
love, can we possibly believe that He would curse us by giving
us life? If God IS love, then Out of this love He has given man
life and the opportunity to achieve according to man's own ideal
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with the ultimate possibility of Sonship with the Father. Life
is what man makes of it.
It is a grand opporrunity given us to grow, to gain experience, to gather wisdom as the result of experience. Man, ac·
cording to Biblical inculcations, cannot become the Son of God
until he has gained the knowledge of both good and evil. This
is only possible as a result of blessings on the one hand and misfortune and sorrow on the other. Life is a school on a grand
scale; every experience we pass through is a problem which
challenges us to prove whether we recognize the right from the
wrong.
. The school of life is presided over by two impartial, unbiased instructors and we should expect no favors. One is Narure, the other God. Each of these demands that we learn our
lessons well. They are untelenting and unforgiving. They recognize no excuse and demand from us an accounting. We cannot
run away from them, nor in any way escape them. Why, then,
not call a bait on ourselves and meet our problems as MEN are
expected to meet their duties and obligations?
Philosophic Illitiatioll is by way of the cruci.fixion of the self,
the son of man. Crucifixion implies giving up; a change; a sacrifice of that which only appears desirable to us, for something that
is actttally a benefit or advantage to us. The earthly, or carnal
man with his misleading desires, his prejudices and biased opinions, his sensuous longings and cravings of the flesh, his indulgence of appetites that degrade him, must be hUllg 011 the cross,
or cruci.fied. In the process, he must give up these undesirable
traits, however painful the ordeal may be, and replace them by
something better and higher.
The average man's mind is much like a run-away horse. He
has no control over his thoughts. His thoughts, if they can be
called such, control him in his every acr. These thoughts, when
analyzed, are acrually desires of the mortal, carnal mao, which
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have hardly reached the mind to be thought about or reasoned
OUt, and conrrol him as desires, without rhyme or reason.
The drug addict supplies his body with "dope" to the point
of satiation so that there is no further desire or need felt for it
FOR THE MOMENT, or UNTIL ITS INFLUENCE WEARS OFF; but
when deprived of the drug beyond a certain period, he will
commit crime to obtain more to satisfy the craving or suffering.
In like manner, the average individual does nOt recognize
any necessity to deprive the appetite, or call of the mind and
body, and continues to indulge in what is really enslaving and
degrading him. However, as soon as he becomes aware of the
harm he is bringing upon himself and begins to rerrieve his
steps by refusing to further indulge his appetite, he is met with
the stern resistance of every fotce of his being, except for his
inner spiritual forces.
It requites a srrong resolution and an indomitable Will to
regain self-mastery, once it is lost. THIS IS THE CRUCIFIXIONor CROSS-I-FICATION, i.e., the crossing of, or running contrary to,
developed and long-indulged habits.
While the individual is unconscious of a desire to perfect
himself, attain self-mastery and develop his possibilities and
potentialities, to improve his mentality and his physical self
so as to reach the highest degree of health and well.being, there
is no srruggle. But once he awakens to his Divine possibilities
and begins to resist the tempter, his undesirable desires and
appetites, the fight begins and continues until the carnal man or
the spiritual man has won the battle.
Progress on the path of Philosophic Initiation and REgeneration, attaining the second or spiritual birth, is always by way of
s~crifice. Sacrifice simply means giving up that which we are
accustomed to, habituated to, or "beholden to;' for something
that is to our greater benefit. It is a sacrifice, because we have
allowed ourselves to become "enslaved" by it, and are no longer
masters of ourselves.
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It is to be borne in mind that nothing that is good or beneficial to us, either physically, mentally, economically or spiritually, need ever be given up or discontinued. We are required
only to refuse further indulgence in that which is nOt really
beneficial to us; in those things that are injurious or prejudicial
to our advancement and well-being.
Just 'as we naturally expect the developing child to give up
its toys as it grows into youth, so is it expected that the man
seeking to progress on the path of initiation will throw aside
all things that will retard or impede his progress.
Philosopbic Initiation, the second or spiritual birth, is the
great climb up the steep and rugged ascent toward the top of
"Jacob's Ladder." It is by no means a smooth path because the
debris of a long, mis-spent life may be strewn all along the way.
To be able to make the greatest progress, one must divest himself of all unnecessary impediments retarding advancement. The
higher the climb, the greater the necessity to free the self of
all excess luggage, otherwise theit weight will prevent ascent
or, at least, slow it down.
Pride is one of the greatest of obstacles in the way of those
who are awakening to the desirability of obtaining wisdom and
spiritual attainment. Pride causes man to cling to the things that
have become a habit; to the things his neighbor looks upon as
of the greatest importance, and he feels he must keep up with
his neighbors, whether or nOt it is to his welfare. This blocks
his path to the search for enlightenment because it sets him_
apart. He forgets that, Biblically speaking, "God's people ate a
pee"';", people," so-called because they refuse to be bound down
to customs and usages followed for the sake of mere appearances._
It is nOt always an easy matter to change or chain this
"beast," unless one is thoroughly and completely "converted"
to the NEW W.W OF LIFE, SO THAT NOTHING ELSE MATTERS.
For many it is a long struggle to give up the old death-bringing
way of life; "preparing new bottles for the new wine," or new
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way of life; but if it is the desire to attain and to ascend rhe
path-Jacob's Ladder-to wisdom and God, it mmt be done.
After all is said, pride is a cloak that is made to hide the real
man; to prevent orhers from seeing US as we are, not as we
pretend to be; and to follow the path, our real self must be
brought to activity and into manifestation.
There is also rhat orher strong and powerful beast; more
srubborn even than pride. This is laziness or inertia- rhe aparhy
rhat prevents man from doing rhe things he KNOWS HE SHOULD
DO AND MUST DO IF HE WOULD SERVE HIMSELF BEST. This
beast, which has mankind almost universally in its vise-like grip
and which holds men enslaved to a few egomaniacs, is that
human tendency to temporize and procrastinate, to PUt off until
tomorrow that which should be done today.
It is a Lorelei rhat constantly whispers into man's ears soorhing words to lull him to sleep. It causes man to believe there is
no hurry to start the effort to climb life's path; rhat rhe time to
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1 masses believe and allow false leaders to do rheir thinking and
planning.
The politicians, we may assume, do obtain certain temporary
benefits for rhem, but soon, very soon, due to non-use of rhe
rhinking-reasoning faculties, rhe recipients of such benefits BECOME UNABLE TO THINK, PLAN AND ACT FOR
THEMSELVES, and TO THAT DEGREE HAVE BECOME SERVILE SLAVES, THE SERFS, TO THOSE SELF- SELECTED
LEADERS UNDER WHOSE COMMAND THEY HAVE PLACED
THEMSELVES. Once this happens, liberty and freedom of

action are lost.
Through his slOthfulness and love of ease, man allows himself to become enslaved. Instead of listening to every silvery
tongue that promises much for little in rerurn, man must
REALIZE THAT GROWTH AND PROGRESS-

BECOMI N G S.T RONG

AND SELF·RELIANT-A MAN-CAN COME ABOUT ONLY AS A

Start is tomorrow and another tomorrow; that somehow, some

way, he will advance widlOut putting forrh effort or making the
change in himself. It is a Strong beast, hard to kill, and most
subtle in irs argumenrs.
Ease and indulgence are seemingly so much more to be
desired rhan work and effort. False logic and misinterpretation
of Divine Law borh play their part in convincing man that
climbing the steps of "Jacob's Ladder" is nOt really necessary;
that nature, and blind fairh which asks no questions, will achieve
all that effort could.
Of all man's enemies, mental laziness is probably the greatest. This is always encouraged by self-seeking politicians and rhe
enemies of mankind. "Follow me. Let me do your thinking and
planning and I will work for your welfare. I will obtain ease
and benefits you would not be able to secure for yourself." The
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A man's muscle is made strong by regular exercise; a beautiful voice is the result of tireless and never.ending training.
Spirirual consciousness-rhe kingdom of heaven-is possible
ouly to rhose who follow rhe parh by fairh, IN TRUE SPIRlT 4ND

I,

Were faith alone sufficient for man's development and
spiritual unfoldment, rhen truly every member of the human
race, just by believing, would long since have attained to God:s
likeness. Wars would long since have ceased and the brotherhood of man would be firmly established.
If narure, through evolution, provided entirely for man's
well being, rhen all men, through rhe course of fifty million years,
would have become God-like in starure. The cold fact remains
that, after fifty millions of years, no twO individuals have de·
veloped alike; all are on different planes of evolvement.
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RESULT OF EFFORT, HARD WORK AND SYSTEMATIC TRAINING.

CEASELESS EFFORT.
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the body, mind and Soul, of accomplishing in one life-this life
-what would, wirhout such training and living, require many
lives and thousands of years.
If it is our desire, we may, by concentrating our efforts
tOward an ideal, hasten our development, transmuting our unregenerate mortal self intO Sonship with God. This is rhe promised "mortaliry .taking on Immortality," or "the sons of men
havinl? become rhe Sons of God." This was rhe goal of all rhose
who i~ times past became Masters, Prophets, Messiahs, Christs
and Philosopbic Initiates . .
Pbilosopbic Initiation, rhe second or spiritual birth, is rhe
result of being BORN OF THE SPIRIT; of an inner growth and
.me unfolilment of spirirual faculties ending in Illumination
of the Soul and Immortalization. It is rhe fulfillment of St.
Jobn's vision in REVELATION; the separation of one's self from
the "chaff" and becoming part of rhe "wheat," a Staff, or part
of the TREE OF LIFE.

This is directly due to the effort-or non-effort-put forth
by rhese individuals. Sufficient fairh to induce us to make rhe
effort, practice according to spiritual or Arcane precepts-rhese
are the keynote to growrh and progress. To succeed in spiritual
unfoldment it is necessary to make every possible effort; to work
wisely, systematically and without cessation.
The wisdom which combines both power and clear-sightedness is to be gained only through experience. This is achieved
through untiring effort and by overcoming all obstacles along
the way. Greater understanding of rhe Divine Law is gained
through the application or direction of what we already know,
and not by waiting to first attain to all knowledge.
We proceed or progress step by step; by climbing "Jacob's
?O~~~~'laclCler" rung by rung, and skipping NONE. Philosophic Initiation, the second or spirirual birth, is possible only by the Conservation of our physical and mental forces and by concentrating and directing them in rhe building of character, manhood,
responsibiliry and bringing into manifestation the Christos,
which is the birrhright of every man. This is a "talent" that dare
not be hidden. We must use it or it will be taken from us anJ
given to one who is wiser and who will make good use of it.
The aim and end of Philosophic Initiation is perfection of
the three-fold man. Man must begin rhis effort by the purification of the physical self; the body being· the foundation upon
which the spirirual structure must rest. The body is the temple
wherein the Illuminated Soul will dwell and worship. To a
large extent, it is upon the body rhat the healrh of the nervous
system must depend. The mind, in rum, depends on rhe health
of rhe nervous system. The Soul must rely upon rhe normalcy
of rhe outlook of rhe mind for its awakening and development.
"Ye must be born again, in the spirit as in rhe body." This
saying indicates rhe possibility, through systematic training of
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EPILOGUE
ELIGIOUS teachings, concepts and inculcations as accepted by what we nominally know as Christians, irrespective of the denomination, whether of Catholic or
Protestant persuasion, are, supposedly, based on the teachings
of the Naarene. Bur IS THIS TRUE? Are these teachings based
on His doctrines?
The several basic or most fundamental of His insrructions
vvere:

W

~
~

_

. _

(1) "Fairh witho", works [fairh, if nor followed by effort in
accordance with the spirit of such faith] is dead."-JameI
2:20.
(2) "Whatsoever a man sowerh [wharever you do), rhar shall
he also reap [so will be your rcrurns):·-Gal. 6:7.
(3 ) "Go rhy way; rhy fairh harh made rhee whole [having received the light, i .e., underscanding, be no longer guilry of
wrong doing) :'-Lllke 17: 19.

There are other vital sayings, bur these are fundamental.
Relative to the nrSt, one might take Mohammed as an example. Mohammed was nor a Christian. In popular opinion, he
was a pagan or heathen, but Mohammed had one thing which
few who believe themselves Christians, do have. HE HAD REASON AND SOME GOOD COMMON SENSE. Mohammed had faith.
He wanted the mountain to be near him; or, he wanted to be
near the mountain. H e commanded the mountain to come to
him, but the mountain refused to move. Did Mohammed bewail himself and condemn God for not granting his request?
Not at all. HE MADE THE EFFORT, HAR.lvIONIZING WITH HIS
FAITH. He went to the mountain and his objective was attained.
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The faithist will meet this interpretation with one of the
Nazarene's most frequently quoted statements:
..
. '
.
If ye have f.lCh as,~ gram of musrard seed, ye will be able to
-S•. Mall. 17: 20.
remove mountalDS.
.
. \ Vhy was It necessary for Mohammed to go to the mountam? HIS faIth .should have been sufficient to bring the mountam to h1ffi. ThIS IS FAITH WITHOUT SENSE OR REASON. It is in
"F . h . h
k "
'
tru th ,
alt WIt out war -so
If one has faith and the ability to accomplish a certain ob·
jective, tbm that faith mttst be the incentive for him to apply
bis ability and bring abollt the desired resllit. This is faith based
on common sense and reason. It is fait/; WITH ,u;ork .

and bring them intO manifestation, he has permitted himself
to become negative, indolent, inert. RELYI NG ON GoD INSTEAD
OF ON HIMSELF; HE DEMANDS THAT GoD 00 FOR HIM THE
ANY THINGS HE CAN 00 FOR HIMSELF. He forgets that God
M
will help man only after man can no longer heIp h'Imse If ,an d
when God does not comply-become a servile man-servantman complains: "There is no God; I prayed but received no
"
answer.
All this is the introduction to an understanding of a false
faith that is without reason, common-sense and a willingness
to work according to an ideal-an ideal that is an incentive to
effort· an effort that will be followed by accomplishment. Sucb
filith~without works,-is- noconly general, it is wen-nigh uni-

'God helps them tbac help rhemselves:.z;:njamin Frm:klin in
Poor Richard's Ahna1lac, 1757.
The atheist, and all those who are engaged in effortS to
destroy religion and faitb in God, fully conscious of the inertia
of the vast millions wbo confess themselves as Christians arc
also keenly aware of their lack of accomplishments, de~pite
their profession of faith . They take advantage of this fact and
demand an answer to a sensible question:

versal.
.
\'Vise men have told us: "From the expenences of Otbers
gain wisdom." They might also have said: "From the ignorance
of otbers gain knowledge,"
Before uS as we write, is a letter from one above the average in education and intelligence. From this letter we will quote
statements as examples to show how lacking IS the general
understanding of faith as well as of the Nazaren e's inculcations:

"What has God done for you?"
The question is sane and sensible, but it is misleading. It
should be WHAT HAVE YOU DONE FOIL YOURSELF? Have YOII
made every pomble effort? ALL THAT YOU HAVE THE- ABILITY
TO DO?
God did immensely much for man, EVERY MAN. H e gave
man REASON, IMAGINATION, THE ABILITY TO PLAN and to
EXECUTE; P?SSIBILITIES AND POTENTIALITIES to a degree
permmmg hIm to BECOME,
If he
.
. WIll, and has the deSIre to
work to the degree of faith whIch he professes, a god, a coworker with God, a Son of God.
·th th
D"
. h',
ese Ivme m emances. InWh at h as man d one WI
stead of making every effort to develop his God-given talents

"s

caking of faith-I would like you to explain this to me
_.---,-if ~ou please. I was thinking of that saying of ,Jesus' : 'If
- .ye have faith as a grain of mustard seed, y~ WIll be able
to remove mountains: What kind of a faith does that
mean?"
The answer is not difficult and we can reasonably cite the
example of Mohammed whose faith LED HIM TO ACT, and the
saying of the Nazarene:
. Wit
. hout warks IS
' dea.
d"- ]ames 2'20
"Fatth
. .
. '
.
..
In other words, faIth alone IS a w:sh whIch IS not strong
enough to induce effort. If a mountain is to be moved, and one
.
d th
bl I . I b '
has faith that It CAN be move, e reasona e, oglCa t mg
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to do, is to SET THAT FAITH INTO ACTION and use the know 1edge, Common sense and know-how that we find in Our Godgiven. reason, and proceed with the moving of the mountain.
That lS the kind of faith meant. It is the faith that is alive' the
faith that proves itself by effort, physical and otherwise. '
"Fa r lllStance,
.
our b
OYS 'In K orea w h0 h ave been on th at
small beachhead-should this faith, if possible, be great
enough to throwaway their arms and amm . .
d
unman, an
KNOW God would care for them/"

concern is to OBEY THE LAw, and by example and manifestation of the results of such obedience, lead others intO the WAY,
the TRUTH and the LIFE. Concern yourself first with yourself.
Remove the beam from thine own eye, and having done so;
you will be ready and able, as a result of your own experience,
to see
ff clearly and help others. This is faith followed by works
or e art.
.
..
The New Dlspensauon lS upon us, and no man can escape
. a fth e Law. S·
· 1 awak
'
the operauon
plfltua
erung
BEGINS WITH
THE INDIVIDUAL and gradually embraces others. We have entered this New Dispensation and are under the Laws which
govern. This doesJlo.b,;irnply_ or..indicate..that dle- evils from
which mankind suffers will JUSt fade away, as do the miStS widl
the rising of the sun. It is nor God who will remove these many
evils. It is mankind, as God's co.workers, who must do so by
righteous, concerted aerion. St. ] oh .. pointS this out most clearly

. .

' .

Thls lS as re~sonable a thought as when a man lS attacked
by another and nas the means. of protecnng hun.self; but, in·
stead_of domg~ thr~ws_aslde his-lIleans of prereEtlOn-andl'rays
to God, expectmg Hun to do for hun WHAT HE CAN DO, BUT
~EFUSES TO DO, FOR HIMSELF. The a?swer to thls queStlon
lS very clearly stated by Ben1amm Franklm:
HGod helps those who help themselves."

in REVELATION.

Faith is the incentive to aaion; ACTIO N BRI NGS ACCOM.
Faith is based on the knowledge that there is an
operating Law which governs all things, but if that faith is to be
active, WE MUST WORK IN HARMONY WITH THE LAW AND
NOT EXPECT THE LAW TO SAVE US from OURSELVES, or
PLiSHMENT.

DESPITE OURSELVES.

"Am I right in feeling that we are at the turning point of
a deeper spiritual awakening in this country? Will it
spread to Communistic countries if we are awake to the
New Dispensation?"
.
The last queStlOn should and can be answered first by once
.
.
more :;~nt the N~zarelle, when he answered the questlon
propo
y Peter.
"What is that to thee? Follow thou me."-St. John 21:22.
This is to say, if YOU will obey the Law then all will be well
with you irrespective of what anyone else may do Your FIRST
,
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.

Man, individually and collecrively, must learn that sins,
which bring misery, sorrow and misfortune upon mankind generally, are of twO kinds. One is the sin of OMISSION; the other
of COMMISSION. One is as great and potent for evil as the other.
It may be said, however, that the sins of COMMISSION are FAR
MORE FREQUENT than those of OMISSION.
Truth, as well as the Divine Law and its action, may be
best taught by example and lt may be done lmpersonally. Th;:re
are thousands of examples of gross eVlls whlch could ~eaally
be cited and of dally occurr~nce, a few of those wlth whlCh almost everyone lS famlitar , wdl serve our purpose:
'
. . .'
.. I
Ii
d
ff
l' f
HumanltananlSm lS a SplCltua qua ty an to a er re le to
the truly needy is Godliness. It is serving Ol~e's brother in ~eed;
but relief has become a common, aye, a crunlOal racket at the
lowest type. As an instance, Philadelphia reports cite:
"There are instances of .women having one illegitimate child
after another whd~ on rehef ; of sons and daughters who "efuse
to take care of theIr aged parents, who are forced on rehef; of
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reliefers with automobiles, television sets and membership in
golf clubs.
"Some persons have been able to make a career out of relief.
There are families tapping the State till for $300.00 a month
thus having no inducement to go out and make a living fa;
themselves. There are getting to be second and third generations of families on relief.
"L~\\:5 provide for the em:pl~yment of p.hysically able relief
reCIpIents by local commumtIes on such Jobs as cleaning and
maintaining parks, recreation centers and public buildings
working oft' their weekly assistance grants by means of usefui
works.
"But only 448 of 16,000 employable reliefers in the State nrc
thus employed at present, and not a single one of the 6,291
physically able persons in Philadelphia has been placed on
work l·clief. THE RESULT HAS BEEN THAT IDLENESS IS ENCOURAGED. Putting the reliefers to work will not only get
usef ul j~erformed, but will help shake_out the malingers."
-Philadelphia Inquire r.

Under the Divine Law, are these '·chiselers" alone guilry?
Not at all. They are guilry of the sins of commission. The officers whose dury it is to see that the Law is enforced are equally
guilry. GREATEST OF ALL SINNERS ARE THOSE GUILTY OF
OMISSION, AND THAT INCLUDES EVERY CITIZEN IN EVERY
STATE \,.,HO, BEING AWARE OF THIS INFAMOUS BETRAYAL OF
JUSTICE, DOES NOT ACTIVELY, CONSISTENTLY AND CONTINUALLY PROTEST UNTIL THE LAw IS ENFORCED AND THE EVIL
WIPED OUT.
Thole elected or appo;1lted aJ law enforcers are guilty of the
sin of omission, and theirs is the GREATER sin became it is by
their permission that larger numbers continue in their evil ways.
This being true, and it is uncontradictable, EVERY CITIZEN
IS GUILTY OF THIS EXISTING EVIL.THE DIVINE LAW IS DEFIED,
AND THEY 1.RE, TO THE DEGREE OF THER SINS, THE "Chaff"
which shall, according to REVELATION, BE BURNED UP during
the present Dispensation.
This is not all. Because of the lack of action on the part of
those who do not receive relief of one kind or another, the
thrifry and hard·working individuals are forced to PAY FOR
THIS DISHONESTY, OUT OF THEIR HONESTLY EARNED MONEY.
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This is JUSt another example of the gross evils of our times.
It is one of the reasons why men have lost faith in God and
their religion; lost faith in their fellowmen and their Government. This loss of faith IS DUE TO THEIR OWN INERTIA AND
NEGLECT TO UPHOLD JUSTICE AMONG MEN.
THERE SHOULD BE AN UNIVERSAL DEMAND THAT THOSE
APPOINTED OR VOTED INTO OFFICE; WORK FOR THE BEST
INTEREST OF THE GREATEST NUMBER, INSTEAD OF FOR POWERFUL AND OFTEN VICIOUS MINORITIES.
For another example of gross evil, we quote from an UP
dispatch and published in newspapers throughout the countty

- 10, 1951.
"Presque Isle, Me.-The Federal Government ha~ orde:-ed the
dumping of about 15,00 0,000 bushels of p~tatoes In Mame, the
retiring executive secretary of the Mame Potato Industry
Council said today.
uHerbert W. Moore charged that 'there is no reason for dumping' the potatoes , valued at about $9,000,000.
"Moore said the 16,000,000 bushels of potatoes, which farmers
will plow under in their fields, coul4 make a~out 9,000,09,0 gallons of commercial alcohol, needed 1n the defense effort.

To destroy anything, IRRESPECTIVE OF WHAT IT MAY BE,
if needed by the people, or might be needed, is, according to the
Divine Law, a sin, hence a crime. It is a Divine Co=and that
Ministers-Servants of God--condemn such evils and be outspoken so that all the people become informed ~f ~e e~ ils imposed upon them. There is no politics, no sectanan~sm,. In thIS.
The men guilty belong to all partIes and all denolllinanons.
Who pays for these, and many other millions of bushels of
potatoes that are deliberately destroyed? You AND I and all of
the people. How? By taxation which is already demandmg
much of our hard-earned income. What is the result of such
destruction? By such destruction shortages are devel~ped ~nd
prices are gteatly increased. This is the second way In which
all but the few are made to pay. Under these conditions pro·
ducers, who no longer are willing to depend upon the wages
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When men are placed in office, irrespective of rhe means,
rhey have cerrain ideas of what should be done for rhe best interest of rhe people--rhose who placed rhem inro office.
They act, in mOSt instances, as rbe resulr of honest motives.
If rbese men enaa certain laws, or issue cerrain edias which
are detrimenral co rhe people as a whole, and rbe people
do nOt protest constanrly and consistenrly, rhey cannOt bur
believe rbat what rhey do has the APPROVAL OF THE
PEOPLE, THEIR CONSTITUENTS. Narurally, under such circumstances, rbey will not change laws, edicts or their aaions.
\IVhy should they? THE SILENCE OF THE PEOPLE GIVES APPROVAL.
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ERRATA
Page 211, first line, rhird paragraph, read: Today, in rbe
New Dispensation, the iHanistic, we are laboring
Page 216, interpreted Biblical quotation, read:
"Seek [n com mand] and [if ye seek] ye shall find ; aSR [not wait,
expecting] 3. p..d it shall be given; knock [make (he necessary
eOort) and it shall be opened untO you [you will fi nd that
which you seek and for which you make the 1lCcessary effort},"
-Matt. 7:7.
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An Explanation and An Invitation
During the past few years, interest has greatly increased
among all classes in what is variously known as the esoteric,
Arcane, Spirirual, or Occult interpretation of what has been
termed as the Word of God, or the Sacred writings; and now
frequently considered as the DIVINE LAW.
In the present volume you will find interchangeable terms,

. . .--.. .--.. .-"",="....~SUCh
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as the..Biblical "Second" or~Spirirual" Birth, as frequently
used by the Nazarene. You will also find the terms SOl/I Consciol/mess, Itlumination, and Philosophic Initiation. All of these
terms refer to states of being which must be arrained by those
seeking the "kingdom of God, or H eaven." These terms have
reference to the "one thing": THE GREAT WORK, or GREA T
ATTAINiHENT, essential to those seeking spiriruality or
Spirirualization.
Frequent use is also made of the words: "Occult," Arcane,
esoteric, the Mysteries, and the Greater Mysteries. These terms
refer to the means or methods for arraining "the kingdom of
God, or Heaven."
In former and companion works by the same author, such
as MASTERSHIP, THE DIVINE LAW; THE OCCULT COMPENDIUM,
and THE SCIENCE OF THE SOUL,o; these teachings, so important
to man's welfare, are dealt with at length. These volumes should
be srudied in their entirety by those rruly interested in advancing
their own-four-fold development: Physical, mental, economical
and Spiritual, all of them interdependent one upon the other.
- These books may be obtained from most Public and Fraternal libraries
or direaly from the publisbers of this volume.
•
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An Invitation
There are now an ever-increasing number of men and
women engaged in all walks of life who are highly successful in
their various material activities, but dissatisfied with what they
have thus fat found in life itself. They are seeking for a WAY,
or a MEANS to satisfy this longing for something better; something hetetOfore unknown or evasive. They believe that there
is a tVay of attaining the Occultist's (meaning hidden to all but
a few) truth, which was called the "Second" Ot "Spititual"
birth, by the Nazarene, and which he himself said could be
attained by only the few who seek this hidden way. These few
we invite to "come with us," as so many othets have during the
past fifty years. If you are among this group and are seriottsly
jnt~ested. then on request, we will gladly mail you two special
Monographs: THE SECRET SCHOOLS, and THE CONFEDERATION OF INITIATES for your perusal. ( Postal cards will not be
answered.)
Address:
DEPARTMENT OF INSTRUCTIONS
Beverly Hall
Quakertown, Penna-
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